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Abstract
Industi ml Clusters in Local and Regional Economies A Post Porter Approach to 
the Identification and Evaluation of Clusters in North Dublin 
Helen McGrath B Sc
In a departure from the predominantly Porter (1990, 1998) influenced cluster studies 
that weie pei formed on Irish manufacturing throughout the 1990s l e studies which 
examined primarily market based relationships in the national context, this 
dissertation has focused on local and regional industry concentrations and the nature 
o f m tei-finn lelationships within those concentrations Underpinning this approach is 
a bioad theoretical framework that combines three streams o f related literature 
industrial districts, Porter's clusters and regional systems o f  innovation
This alternative approach is applied to the local economy o f North Dublin wheie 
analysis o f region-specific employment data using location quotients indicates a 
number o f spatially concentrated industrial sectors We then pose the question Do 
spatial concentrations o f  industry in North Dublin constitute clusters? Using a case 
study approach we answer this question in relation to three traditional sectois Fish 
piocessing and preservation, Paper print and publishing, and Bakery food products 
We find that, for the most part, spatial concentrations do not constitute clusters, at 
least not in the Portenan sense o f the term Despite this, elements or characteristics o f 
clustcis ate identified in two o f the three sectors
Using a simple analytical framework based on c o n te x tu a l  and tr a n s a c t io n a l  
environments we compare and contrast the inter-firm dynamics m each o f these 
tiaditional sectors We identify a number o f  factors m each o f the sector’s 
tiansactional and contextual environments that have shaped the nature o f interaction 
between and among firms and attribute the disparate trajectories in firm s’ mteiactive 
piocesses to these sectoral differences
XV
Chapter 1 introduction
1 1 W hat Do We Mean by a Post-Porter Approach to the Identification and 
Evaluation of Industrial Clusters9
The post-Porter approach adopted in this dissertation is cognisant o f the fact that 
Poitci is laigely credited with the introduction o f a general cluster concept, at the 
same time this approach acknowledges different yet related streams o f literature that 
both pre and post date his seminal work and that add significantly to the formulation 
o f  as bioad an interpretation o f  clusters as possible In a departure fiom the 
picdominantly Porter (1990, 1998) influenced cluster studies that were performed on 
lush manufactuiing throughout the 1990s -  studies which examined primarily m aiket 
based lelationships in the national context -  this dissertation focuses on local and 
îegional industry concentrations and the nature o f inter-firm relationships within those 
concentrations
This dissertation is concerned with the exploration o f clusters in the local and legional 
context focusing on one area in particular -  North Dublin Conceptual and theoretical 
îeasoning aside, methodologically a post-Porter approach was necessitated by the fact 
that legional data (i e national and international trade flows for Irish legions) do not 
exist Moreover, approaches based on quantitative analysis alone reveal only market 
based links between firms (l e value chains) and tell us little about how embedded 
value chains actually are (e g whether or not collaboration has developed as a by- 
pi oduct o f economic interaction) Moreover, such analysis neglects non-market forms 
o f co-operation that qualitative approaches can disclose
National studies have concluded that Porter’s cluster theory is not applicable in an 
lush context and that a ‘departure from Porter as a central plank o f  Irish industrial 
policy’ (Clancy e t  a l, 1998) is required Acknowledging the findings o f  a series o f 
em pmcal studies conducted on Irish industry throughout the 1990s (e g O ’Donnellan,
1994, Clancy and Twomey, 1997, O ’G onnan e t  a l  1997, O ’Connell e t  cil, 1997)1 the 
decision to adopt both an alternative methodology and theoretical framework was 
taken
in theoietical teims the emphasis in Poiter’s original thesis was on non-networked 
maikct lelationships among firms rather than co-operative forms o f linkage m the 
development o f competitive advantage Revised thinking on his part has howevei 
acknowledged the role o f co-operation Other related streams o f literature have more 
notably emphasised the importance o f co-operation and suggest that it plays a pivotal 
iole in, foi example, small firm production systems (industrial district literature) and 
in learning and innovation (regional systems o f innovation literature) Using these 
liteiatuies as a theoretical base we evaluate cluster activity m terms o f co-operation It 
should be noted however that our post-Porter approach does not preclude the absence 
of clustenng Instead o f  reaching a null hypothesis l e that clustering is absent in a 
specific sub-sector o f industiy, we develop a rival theory that offers an explanation for 
the abscnce o f co-operation and therefore clustering (see Chapter 9 -  Inter-Finn 
Relationships in the Bakery Sector)
What can the industrial district and regional systems o f innovation literatures bring to 
this post-Portei approach to cluster identification and analysis? Put simply, they offer 
a gieat deal more specificity and insight into the nature o f  inter-organisational 
lelationships in clusters than a purely Portenan approach The mterconnectivity to 
which Poitei lefers - that must exist between co-located firms in order for a spatially 
concentiated group o f firms to be deemed a cluster -  is accorded a central role in 
these two i elated sti earns o f htcratuie Not only this but the conditions that lead to 
m te ic o n n e c t i v i t y  e g  co-operation are prescribed - namely trust, conventions and 
nouns o f economic interaction These literatures and empirical studies based on their 
icspcctive appioaches have facilitated comparative analyses in each o f  the case 
studies (see Chapters 7, 8 and 9)
1 Wlieie a journal ai tide is refeienced only the yeai o f publication is detailed The bibliography 
pi ovides detail of exact page numbers Howevei where a book is îeferenced the appiopnate page 
numbcis aie piovided in the main text
2
1 2 The Evolution of the North Dublin Cluster Study
Motivating the exploration o f North Dublin’s industry for cluster activity was the 
indication given by O ’Donnellan (1994) that there may well be ‘more subtle and 
localised clustering happening in some sectois that does make a difference to 
petfoim ance and that should be reinforced by government support for local 
specialised infrastructure’ Moreover, O ’Donnellan (1994) highlighted the presence o f 
scctoial pockets o f firms in Dublin and suggested that such subtle and localised 
elustenng was taking place within these sectoral pockets O ’Donnellan (1994) hinted 
at localised clustering rathei than providing empirical evidence o f it In light o f this an 
exploiatory study was initiated to investigate further
As stated above, national studies have overwhelmingly discounted the appropi lateness 
o f Poitei’s theoiy in the Irish context In light o f  this and acknowledging the fact that 
many legional studies to date, although pioviding valuable insight into the workings 
o f industry, have been limited to single sectors e g software manual punting industry 
(lacobson & O ’Sullivan, 1994), furniture manufacturing industry (Jacobson and 
M ottiai, 1999, Jacobson e t  a l , 2001) and the computer industry (van Egeiaat and 
Tacobson, 2004), it was thought that a local cluster study -  one which examines all 
sectois o f industry for cluster development -  ought to be conducted Although all 
sectois weie examined using quantitative techniques, a process o f  data reduction was 
employed so that a limited number o f sectors could be analysed using qualitative 
techniques (i e interviews) and then from there three sectors became the subject o f  in- 
depth case study analysis (l e fish processing, printing and bakery)
The lcseaich questions that guided the investigative process were
1 D o  c lu s te f s  o f  in d u s tr y  e x is t  in N o ith  D u b l in  >
2 W h a t th e o r y  ca n  b e s t  e x p la in  th e  r e a s o n s  f o r  a n d  p r o c e s s e s  o f  e lu s t e n n g  of 
n o n - c lu s te r in g  a s  p r e s e n te d  in N o i th  D u b l in ?
3
I The fust question led us to an examination o f employment data for North Dublin and 
the calculation o f location quotients that provided quantitative evidence o f sectors’ 
spatial concentration in North Dublin relative to the nation Qualitative investigations 
pcimitted the formulation o f a shoit list o f sectors that were then examined in more 
detail using interviews with experts This deductive technique revealed that there was 
veiy little co-operation between and among firms Where there was evidence o f  co- 
opeiation however a number o f questions in the form o f how and why were raised In 
01 dci to answei these questions three case studies were proposed These case studies 
cxploic the nature o f  inter-finn relationships in the Fish Processing, Printing and 
Bakeiy sectois W hile these case studies address their own sub-set o f reseaich 
questions the second o f the two guiding research questions (as stated above) was 
addiessed
While lush icsearchers have overwhelmingly concluded that Porterian clusters are not 
a fcatuie o f the Irish economy, some have suggested that sectors ‘gain appreciable 
benefits fiom the presence o f some form o f groupings o f  connected 01 related 
companies and industries and from inteiactions between them ’ (O ’Malley and van 
Egeiaat, 2000) Jacobson e t  a l  (2001) indicate that the inter-firm dynamics 
documented in Co M onaghan’s furmtuie industrial district are linked to industiial 
development They ultimately conclude that the survival o f an individual firm cis veiy 
much connected to the lelationships it has forged with other firm s’ This thesis 
examines these ideas more deeply by reviewing and developing the relevant liteiatuie 
and focusing on inter-firm dynamics in the three case studies
I 3 How is This Study New9
Although icseaich has previously been conducted on local and regional clustering m 
h eland using an alternative framework to that o f Michael Porter’s, namely an 
appioach based on the industrial district literature, this thesis is the first to examine, m
II eland, all o f a local econom y’s industiial sectors for cluster activity M oreover, the 
fiamework foi examination and analysis is broader than any other previously used as 
it combines thiee related streams o f  literature Porter’s clusters, industrial distncts and 
icgional systems o f innovation
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Individually, the three case studies contilbute to knowledge o f inter-firm dynamics 
specific to a location and a sector By comparing and contrasting the nature o f mter- 
fum telationships in the three sectors fish processing, printing, and bakeiy, we 
identify the causes o f  disparate trajectones in firm s’ interactive processes Although 
these findings cannot be generalised they make a significant contribution to 
knowledge by building on and adding to existing cluster theories
Fuilhcim oie, our acknowledgement that clusters are not a feature o f every local and 
icgional economy has enabled us to conti lbute to knowledge o f  how and why clusters 
fail to em eige detailing the sectoral (transactional) and locational (contextual) factors 
at play
The end lesult is a piece o f work that adds significantly to knowledge o f local 
economic development in Ireland In the context o f current enterprise and clustei 
development policies (see Section 3 3 2 Chapter 3) and the history o f  over-reliance on 
foicign owned multinational enterprises (MNEs) for economic development, the 
findings o f  the fish processing and printing case studies (Chapters 7 and 8) show that 
economic development is possible based on co-operation among indigenous firms 
without MNE involvement
1 4 Structure of the Dissertation
Chaptei 2 piesents a review o f the literature on clusters It explores the definitions, 
types and general characteristics o f clusters It examines inter-firm dynamics in some 
detail focusing particularly on the importance o f co-operation and sheds light on its 
diffeient foims l e  horizontal and vertical, formal and informal Included is a 
discussion on the facilitating mechanisms for the development o f co-operation, 
namely trust Consideration is also given to the factors that lead to non-co-operative 
piocesses that ultimately result in firms acting in a “stand-alone” capacity The 
importance o f local and legional clusteis is then discussed in the context o f the 
localisation-globahsation debate that serves to justify an examination o f local industry 
foi clustei development The three related streams o f literature -  Porter’s clusteis, 
mdustnal distncts and regional systems o f innovation are then combined to form a 
theoietical fiamework Using two conceptual tools l e  c o n te x tu a l  e n v u o n m e n t  and
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/ / a n s a c t io n a l  e n v ir o n m e n t  an analytical framework is proposed for guiding the 
analysis o f intei-industry differences (as piesented in Chapter 10)
Chaptei 3 examines clusters m the Irish context It outlines how industrial policy and 
development in Ireland over the years have shaped the present day industrial climate 
This chaptei highlights the historic and present day over-reliance on foreign direct 
investment (FDI) -  particularly within North Dublin In this context the examination 
o f co-opeiation among indigenous firms is made all the more pertinent Research to 
date on clusteis m Ireland is also reviewed and discussed This further suggests that 
Portei’s definition o f  clusters has less relevance in the Irish context than other, 
peihaps loosei, definitions o f agglomerative development The decision to focus on a 
mix o f development models is affirmed
Chaptei 4 details the methodology employed in the research process as well as a 
icvicw o f cluster identification methods in geneial e g  top down versus bottom up 
appioaches, meso versus micro analysis, input/output tables, location quotients (LQ) 
and the use o f expert opinion through interviews The research phases are outlined 
and the data relied upon are detailed The case study design for each o f the three case 
studies is described as well as data collection procedures, tnangulation o f data souices 
and techniques used to analyse data -  primarily pattern matching The thieat o f 
mismeasurement is acknowledged and the four tests used to address reliability and 
validity aie outlined
Chaptei 5 presents the industrial profile o f  North Dublin Here, the absolute and 
iclative importance o f  North D ublin’s industrial sectors is highlighted The results o f 
the quantitative analysis are presented and the sectors that contain three or more 
fiims, have a LQ above 1, and have experienced growth in employment terms and/oi 
firm numbeis, aie highlighted as having the greatest potential foi clustei activity
Chaptei 6 mtioduces the three case studies and outlines the reasons for not puisuing 
analysis o f othei spatially concentrated sectors in the same in-depth manner
Chapter 7 presents the case study on inter-firm relationships in the fish-processing 
scctoi This chapter is pum arily concerned with the evolution o f a leadei fm n-
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suppliei lelationship, namely that between a retail buyer and a fish processing 
supphei However, the nature o f other relationships, both vertical and horizontal, 
between local and non-local firms including non-firm organisations such as trade 
associations, is also subject to examination A distinction is made between 
iclationships co-ordinated 011 an organic basis 1 e through social trust and norms o f 
economic behaviour and more consciously co-oidinated mechanisms such as dyadic 
ti List between a leader firm and its suppliei We show that the former is a powerful 
foice in the creation o f a co-operatively competitive environment in which 
commeicial information is shared At the same time, relationships that are subject to 
moic consciously co-ordmated mechanisms, yet still classed as s o c ia l  n e tw o r k s , 
facilitate the shanng o f technical information that ultimately result in innovation
Chaptei 8 piesents the case study on inter-firm relationships in the printing industry 
The lelationship between four North Dublin based firms and one South Dublin based 
Him is focused on in particular The evolution o f a strategic horizontal alliance called 
the Punting Consortium o f Ireland (PCI) is traced 1 e the motives for the cieation o f 
the consortium, the environmental conditions leading to its development and its 
governance stiuctures Particular attention is paid to the role o f interpersonal tiust 
fostcicd thiough trade association participation The performance o f this co-operative 
ventuie is assessed To give context to the inter-firm relationship a review o f the 
scctoi in terms o f industry performance, structure and history is presented
Chaptei 9 presents the case study on inter-firm relationships in the mature sector o f  
biead, fiesh pastry goods and cakes (NACE 1581) also known as the bakeiy sectoi 
Chaiactensed by a deep sense o f  rivalry and secrecy at both the firm and supporting 
oiganisation levels, the bakery sector comprises mostly stand-alone firms l e  firms 
whose tiansactions are conducted at arms length and co-ordmated by the market In 
this chapter we ask why co-operation has failed to emerge in the industry generally 
and specifically among the spatially concentrated gioup o f firms in North Dublin Foi 
answcis we examine the industry’s composition, its history, structural changes and the 
extent o f  oigamsational change
In Chapter 10 we compare and contrast the inter-firm relationships m North D ublin’s 
fish processing (Chapter 7), printing (Chapter 8) and bakery (Chaptei 9) sectois In
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doing so, we establish what has caused different m ter-finn dynamics to emerge We 
identify a number o f factors in each o f the sectors’ transactional and contextual 
envnonm ents that have shaped the natuie o f mteiaction between and among firms and 
attnbute the disparate trajectories in film s’ m teiactive processes to these sectoral 
diffciences Thiough this evaluation we state clearly the contribution made by the 
ease study findings to the general discouise on modes o f  local cluster development 
and m particular their contribution to knowledge o f local economic development in 
heland Within this clarification process an assessment is made as to whether the 
intci-fnm  dynamics documented constitute industrial clustering
Chaptei 11 presents the conclusions o f the research
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Chapter 2 Literature Review and Theoretical Framework
2 1 Introduction
This chapter teviews the various cluster literatures -  focusing on three in paiticular -  
Poi le i’s clusteis, industrial districts and legional systems o f innovation The literature 
is used to foimulate definitions and categorise clusters by type The dynamics o f  
clusteis aie explored with a strong emphasis on the role o f co-operation and trust 
within intei-fnm  relationships We suggest that it is co-operation that is at the centie 
o f successful inter-orgamsational relationships -  regardless o f the clustei foimation 
(i c Poitenan clusters, industrial distncts or regional systems o f innovation) Using 
conceptual and theoretical icasoning we show how important the study o f local and 
legional industry for cluster activity is and why we should be concerned with 
cm pmcal analysis at such geographical levels
In addition to this we explore the reasons why clusters fail to emerge and furthermoie 
why some firms operate on a stand-alone basis l e on the basis o f amis length maiket 
liansactions oi “black box lelationships” These issues are o f relevance given that 
elements o f  localised clustering are uncovered in only two o f the three case studies l e 
fish pioccssing and printing (Chapters 7 and 8) and a lack o f cluster activity is 
icvcaled in the bakery industry case study (Chapter 9) Using a set o f conceptual 
tools -  liansactional environment and contextual environment -  we devise a simple 
fiamework based on the content o f  this chapter for the analysis o f intei-industiy 
diffciences in Chapter 10
2 2 Definitions of Clusters
follow ing Porter’s (1990) introduction o f the concept, examples o f successful clusteis 
have been documented in many parts o f the world and in many different industries,
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both high-tech, science based (e g  in Silicon Valley (Saxenian 1990, 1994) and 
tiaditional ( e g  in the Third Italy (Piore & Sabel, 1984, 1989) The use o f the tenn
‘clustcis’ in the academic literature usually follows Porter’s (1990, 1998b) definition
*
He defines them as ‘geographic concentiations o f interconnected companies, 
specialised suppliers, service providers, firms in industries, and associated 
institutions' (e g , universities, standards agencies, trade associations) in a particulai 
field that compete but also cooperate’ Clusteis aie, in his view, the basis foi 
international competitiveness Although Porter stiesses the importance o f 
geogiaphicai proximity his unit o f analysis is the national rather than the regional oi 
local scalc and ‘clusters are conceived as broad industry groups linked within the 
oveiall macio econom y’ (Feser, 1998) M ore broadly, clusters can also refer to 
vanous other forms o f  industrial agglomeration such as industrial districts, industry 
nctwoiks and regional systems o f innovation, some o f these concepts have a history 
that goes back to the 19th century
Bcigman & Feser (1999) describe a regional cluster as one ‘whose elements share a 
common legional location, where region is defined as a metropolitan area, laboui 
maikct, oi othei functional economic unit’ while Isaksen & Hauge (2002) define it as 
‘a concentration o f interdependent firms within the same or adjacent mdustual sectors 
in a small geogiaphicai area5
2 2 1 Intei pretutg Geographic Concentration
The use o f the words ‘geographic concentrations’ in Porter’s definition makes us 
immediately aware that firms and actors within clusters share some common ‘space’ 
That spacc is open to interpretation and can imply different territorial levels 
depending upon the focus o f analysis Mottiar & Jacobson (2002) make a distinction 
between ‘place’ and ‘space’ suggesting that the latter lefers to the ‘wider aiena in
1 lldquist (2001) is cutical of the litei atuie in geneial for not distinguishing between ‘oiganisation’ and 
institution* Oi gam zations aie foimal structuies, usually with an explicit puipose They aie the actois, 
l i ke  finns univeisities state innovation agencies and financial seivices companies Institutions aie ‘tht 
i Liles of t h e  game that is, the sets ot common habits, loutines, established practices mles, oi laws that 
legulate the lelations and intei actions between individuals, gioups and organisations’ (Edquist, 2001) 
Many vvnteis, Poitei included, seem to use the teim institution’ to lefer both to the rules of the game 
and to fomidl stiuctuies
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which fiims pioduce’ (that is the national and international arena) with the formei 
lefem ng to ‘the local area in which firms are located’
2 2 2 L o c a l  C lu s te r s
It is ‘place’ which we are most concerned with in this study Clusters emerge and 
giow accoiding to Isaksen & Hauge (2001) because o f place specific conditions 
including the ‘availability o f raw materials, specific knowledge in R&D oigamsations
01 tiaditional know -how ’ The conditions causing clusters to emerge and giow may 
not be uniformly distributed across all regions and places This leads to the conclusion 
that ‘some legions will win at the expense o f others’ (Hudson, 1999), depending upon 
then paiticulai ‘endowment o f pioduction factors’ (Vesti, 2002) Therefoie it is 
icasonable to assume that clusters are not an element o f every regional and local 
economy and it is important not to prejudice any empirical investigation by assuming 
othciwise In adhering to such a principle the research methodology herein (see 
Chaptei 4) was formulated
Roscnfeld (2002) has suggested howevei, that clusteis may be induced by careful 
policy design and implementation There is some dispute about this, Steinei (1998 
pp 14-15) argues that ‘no kind o f policy can substitute for the dynamism and social 
oigamsational skills that must exist on a local and regional level for cluster-building 
policies to succeed’ This o f course begs the question as to whether policy can 
engendei -  among other things -  dynamism and social organisational skills
2 2 3 C lu s te i  s a s  E c o n o m ic  a n d  T e r r i to r ia l  C o n c e p ts
Although oui focus o f analysis is the regional and local scale it is essential that we aic 
awate fiom the outset that clusters can exist at other territorial levels (national or 
international) and within a dimension other than the geographic, namely the economic 
(Fesei, 1998 25) Feser (1998) suggests that certain clusters may not be ‘localised in 
scope’ and that depending upon the particular sector characteristics, industry may be 
moic economically rathei than geogiaphically clustered W hat this means is that 
fnm s may be closely associated with one another in relation to the production ot 
disti ibution o f a good or service, but may nevertheless be widely dispersed spatially
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They may, in fact, be more or less clustered on either o f these dimensions In 
addition, the spatial dimension itself can have diffeient scales, so that an industiy can 
be clusteied nationally, but not locally or legionally (and vice versa)
Fcsci (1998) touches on, without explicitly stating, the notion o f  organisational 
pioxim ity without spatial proximity, this is a notion that Heanue & Jacobson (2002) 
have explored in the Irish context They suggest that a process o f innovation and 
learning (themselves the products o f clustering) can be developed through networked 
fnm s ‘in the absence o f spatial propinquity’ They further suggest that ‘research 
attention may be too focused on proximate clusters o f enterprises’ given the nature o f 
lie land’s open economy and the fact that it is increasingly seen as a region within the 
Euiopean Union
Howevei, if a particular sector is economically clustered -  in other words if it is 
chaiactensed by deep vertical and horizontal linkages and relationships and theie is a 
significant sectoral presence (implying a large number o f firms) -  m a particular 
locality then theie is reason to favour the local territorial scale over the national 
(Hudson, 1999)
2 3 Cluster Characteristics
In oidei to justify  our exploration o f  clusters at a local and regional level there is a 
need to outline both the theoretical and conceptual reasoning foi favouring these 
tem tonal scales ovei national or even international levels Before doing so however, 
wc need to expand on our definition o f clusters by exploring the nature oi 
chaiactenstics o f clusters There are many different views on the pieiequisite 
conditions for clusters to come into existence Marshall (1898) identified six mam 
factois in the localisation o f  industry These were physical conditions, demand 
conditions and political/cultural conditions, which he called causes o f localisation, 
and externalities ansm g from knowledge transfers, growth o f ‘subsidiary trades’, and 
the local market for special skills required by the industry, which he called the 
advantages o f localisation (Tacobson e t  ct I, 2002) Section 2 5 4 discusses M aishall’s 
localisation economies in more detail
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Roscnfeld (1997) provides a list o f what he considers to be the main prerequisites foi 
clustenng synergy critical mass o f  similar or related economic enterpnses, 
specialised sei vices and infrastructure, rapid exchange o f information and knowledge, 
a skilled woikforce, a strong sense o f competition between firms, high rates o f new 
business foimation, social infrastiuctuie and a culture o f  trust to facilitate inter-firm 
co-opciation Clusters can be categorised in teims o f 1) Size and scalc, 2) Stage o f 
development, and 3) Type W ithin type, we distinguish between the role o f 
indigenous and foreign owned fnms, SMEs (small to medium sized enterprises) and 
laige multinational enterprises (MNEs) and their respective contributions to cluster 
development We also distinguish between clusters in high-tech industries and those 
in moic tiaditional industnes
2 3 1 S u e  a n d  S c a le  o f  L o c a l /R e g io n a l  C lu s te r s
Poitci (2000) describes clusters as ‘critical masses o f unusual competitive success in 
paiticulai business areas’ The term ‘critical m ass’ implies levels o f  agglomerations o f 
successful firms required for sustained growth and development The framework that 
Poilei applies in T h e C o m p e t i t iv e  A d v a n ta g e  o f  N a tio n s  is clearly ‘set at the level o f 
the nation’ (1998 pxn) and as outlined earlier is orientated towards internationally 
competitive industries Despite this, Porter (2000) later acknowledges that ‘clusters 
may occur in many types o f  industries, in smaller fields, and even in some local 
industiies such as restaurants, car dealers and antique shops’ (2000) We accept this 
latci lefinement and agree that clustering processes are not exclusive to laige-scale 
internationally competitive industries and that cluster development can take place in 
small-scale, localised industiies This is something that Rosenfeld (1997) highlighted 
long befoie Porter, suggesting that ‘the scale o f employment [need] not be 
pionounced oi prom inent’ and that firm s’ ability to produce synergy through their 
‘gcogiaphic proximity and interdependence’ was more important Indeed, description 
and analysis o f these processes go back at least to M arshall (1898) in the late 19th 
ccntuiy
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2 3 2 Stages o f Cluster Development
In addition to the different scales at which cluster development can take place 1 e 
local, icgional or national level, theie are a number o f stages to the cluster 
development piocess that should be noted Rosenfeld (2000) outlines foui stages the 
(list being the embryonic, which thiough ‘innovations, inventions or inward 
investm ent’ evolves into a growing cluster A cluster at the growth stage is one 
‘wheie markets have developed sufficiently to spin off and attract imitatois and 
com petitois’ so that entrepreneurial activity is stimulated A growing clustei develops 
into a m atuie cluster ‘when the processes or services become routine’ and when more 
‘m utatois enter the market’ Only when ‘products become fully replaceable by lowei 
cost 01 moie effective substitutes’ does the maturing cluster enter a period o f decay oi 
dcchne (Rosenfeld, 2000)
2 3 3 C lu s te r  T y p e s
i) ‘Overachievmg5, ‘underachieving’ and ‘wannabe5
Diawing on the work o f Michael Ennght, Rosenfeld (1997, 1995) developed a 
typology o f clusters He describes three types o f clusters working or ‘overachievm g5, 
latent oi ‘underachieving5 and potential or ‘wannabe5 clusters The inability o f 
clusteied firms to realise benefits is due, Rosenfeld suggests, to ‘weaknesses and gaps 
in social infrastructure’ The theoretical and empirical underpinnings o f such a 
statement can be traced to the industrial district literature where social relations and 
the oigamsation o f economic relations are intertwined (Pyke & Sengenberger, 1992, 
p i 9) Pyke 8l Senegenbergcr (1992, p l9 ) add that ‘economic behaviour and standards 
aie likely to be at least in part shaped by community norms and expectations, 
pioducing customary arrangements and ways o f  doing business’
The ovei achieving cluster is a cluster m the matuie or advanced stage o f development 
whcie ‘gioupings o f firms have the social infrastructure and generate networks that 
keep info] mation flowing continually, spaik new ideas, and encouiage new firm stait 
ups’ They have in effect leahsed their full potential Rosenfeld cites the electronics 
m dustiy in California’s Silicon Valley as an example o f a woiking clustei
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Undeiachieving clusters, like working clusters, have the scale and opportunities foi 
clustei activity but lack the ‘social fabric and community norms that promote 
mtei action among workers and em ployers’ (Rosenfeld, 1995) (In Steiner’s (1998) 
lei ms, the undei achieving cluster lacks dynamism and social organisational skills )
Finally, Rosenfeld describes potential clusteis as those that display some o f the 
chaiactenstics o f working clustei s but, like underachieving clusters, lack certain 
elements These potential clusters Rosenfeld suggests are usually m sectois which 
have been selected by states to be developed into clusters but do not have all o f  the 
‘piciequisite conditions’ (see above) What Rosenfeld (1995, 1997) is suggesting is 
that sectois may display one or a number o f these conditions but not all and aie 
thciefoic classed as potential rather than working clusteis
W ithin clustei type there are further considerations which Rosenfeld does not expand 
upon but which are well commented upon by others Among the distinctions o f 
potential lelevance in the context o f this dissertation, are those between indigenous 
fnm and foreign owned firm clusters, SME and large firm clusters, and high- 
tech/science based and traditional sector clusteis
The aim o f this section is to dispel some o f the myths about clusters a) that they only 
com pusc indigenous firms b) that they only comprise SMEs and c) that they aie 
piedom m ately found in either high tech or low tech industries when in fact there is 
evidence o f  clustering in both and, in some cases between both
n) Indigenous and foreign owned firms in cluster development
Accoiding to Porter (1998, 19) ‘the home base is the nation m which the essential 
competitive advantages o f the enterprise are created and sustained’ The home base 
m dustnes to which Porter refers are essentially domestic or indigenous mdustnes 
(Clancy e t a l , 2001) Porter’s acknowledgement o f the role o f  foreign M NEs in clustei 
development is minimal and pertains only to foreign MNEs that ‘become part o f  the 
host counti y ’ (Clancy e t  a l , 2001) Porter’s explanation o f this is as follows ‘As long 
as the local company remains the true home base by retaining effective strategic, 
cieative and technical control, the nation still reaps most o f the benefits to its
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economy even if  the firm is owned by foreign investors or by a foreign firm’ (1998, 
19) Unless foreign firms ‘make peimanent investments in a significant local 
p iesence’ (Porter, 2000) then they, m Porter’s opinion, have little to conti lbute to 
local cluster development This, according to Clancy e t  a l (2001) is ‘particularly 
pioblematic in the Irish case since mwaid direct investment represents a very laige 
segment o f  lu sh  economic activity’ The general exclusion by Porter o f subsidiaries 
o f MlMEs from a country’s clusters, was criticised soon after the publication o f the 
fust edition o f his book in an extensive review by Dunning (1992) Dunning 
explicitly ievised Porter’s framework to include MNE subsidiaries
Despite P o itc fs  apparent dismissal o f foreign MNE contribution to clustei 
development, there is a growing body o f literature which suggests that foieign-owned 
MNEs can and do make a valued contribution to local economic development 
Accoiding to Birkinshaw (2000), foreign investment has a mostly positive impact on 
clustei development and upgrading especially in rapidly growing industries The 
piesence o f foreign owned MNEs in a given locality Birkinshaw suggests improves 
the ‘attiactiveness’ o f the local or regional cluster and Raises awareness’ o f the 
mdusliy oi cluster on a world scale
Multinational corporations are, in many legions, the mam source o f new technology 
and collaboration between multinational enterprises and local firms provides ‘vital 
technological and organisational training which local firms use to stiategically 
develop market networks and innovative capacity in the home market’ (Zhou & Xin, 
2003) This is what Enright (2000) describes as a ‘dependent’ model -  a model in 
which clustei based development lelies solely on attracting the facilities o f foteign 
MNEs to induce legional development Enright (2000) suggests howevei that theie 
may be an alternative -  an interdependent model -  in which the foreign owned firm 
plays a cutical role in the cluster and where its location in the cluster plays a critical 
i o Ic in the stiategy o f the MNE
M aikusen (1996) describes a number o f  variant models o f  behaviour with regard to 
Luge fnm  oi MNE behaviour Within hei ‘hub and spoke’ industrial district, core oi 
‘anchoi ’ fnms aie embedded non-locally and have substantial links with suppliers and 
competitors outside o f the district Despite exhibiting ‘intra-district co-operation it
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will generally be on the terms o f the hub firm ’ The strategies o f  the dominant firms in 
such a model will influence the long-teim growth prospects o f  the locality/region 
‘Satellite platform s’, that comprise ‘bianch facilities o f externally based multi-plant 
film s’, in conti ast to hub and spoke distncts are devoid o f links or networks within the 
icgion Connections within this distuct type are predominantly to the paient 
coipoiation 01 to branch plants located elsewhere This indicates a lack o f 
embeddedness -  an issue often raised in the context o f foieign firm involvement in 
mdusti lal clusteis
A lack o f embeddedness may prevent cluster development o f any real significance 
fiom taking place Apart from providing employment to the local community the 
impact o f a MNE on a local area may be minimal due to its lack o f autonomy in 
souicing supplies MNEs tend to be tied to the centralised supplier base o f  their parent 
company and can therefore act as a barrier to local sourcing (Brown, 2000)
111) Firm size The role o f SMEs and larger firms in clusters
In addition to firm type there is a need to note the contribution o f  firms o f vaiying 
sizes i c SMEs and larger firms, to the cluster development process If we look 
towaids the Italian industrial districts as an example o f cluster formation we see that 
small to medium sized enterprises have the greatest potential for employment giowth 
and have the capability o f achieving greater efficiencies and more flexibility than 
laigei enterpnses (Sengenberger & Pyke, 1997, 7) For the most part the ‘population 
o f film s’ (Becattmi, 1990 p39) to which the industrial district literature refers are 
SMEs (Pamccia, 1998)
The contilbution o f SMEs to economic development is not exclusive to the Italian 
industiial distncts M orgenioth and O ’M alley (2002) suggest a link between SMEs 
and legional growth and development in h eland This conclusion was reached when 
smallei firms examined over a period appeared to contribute more to employment 
giowth than larger firms Having said that however, Lazerson and Lorenzom (1999) 
wain that 'although the vast majority o f industrial districts firms are lelatively small, 
it is a mistake to assume that they are the dominant nouns [In fact,] laiger firms 
frequently organise production among groups o f smallei firms ’ This intioduces the
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notion ofleadei firms in local economies -  a topic that is discussed further in Section 
2 10 3 and Chapter 7 While SMEs appear to contribute most to cluster development 
the iole o f larger firms should not be discounted especially -  but not only -  m the 
context o f  leader firm activity
It is intcicsting to note that in empirical investigations conducted on 34 European 
legional clusteis, Isaksen & Hauge (2001) found that clusters are increasingly made 
up o f SMEs Fiom this we can conclude that while SMEs may be the predominant 
fiim type in a clustei there may a small number o f larger firms that Mead’ these 
smailei firms
iv) High-tech and tiaditional
finally, we turn our attention to clusters centred on high tech or science-based 
mdustiies and clusters which rely on ‘more traditional, local skills’ (Isaksen & Hauge, 
2001) Isaksen & Hauge (2001) in particular have noted differences in the nature and 
opeiation o f  these two types o f cluster
They found (fiom a survey o f 34 European regional clusteis) that high tech and 
tiaditional clusters differed in age, the form o f transaction most frequently used, the 
type o f local collaborators used and the type o f innovation activity which they 
paiticipatcd in Science based clusters weie found to be predominantly young i e they 
weie established aftei 1970 Traditional clusteis on the other hand vaned m age with 
clusteis having been established before and after 1970 Traditional clusters conducted 
tiansactions thiough long-term market relationships while science-based clusteis 
ichcd on these and other transaction forms such as temporary coalitions Clusters in 
tiaditional industries view service supplieis and public authorities as important local 
collaboiatois while clusteis in more high-tech industries use R&D institutions as well 
as public authonties to form collaborative ties
The two cluster types are very different as regards innovation activity in that science 
based clusters tend to use ‘technology generators’ to create changes in the 
oigamsalion o f the production process and m product development Isaksen &  Hauge 
(2001) define ‘technology generators’ as tadical innovation processes w heieby totally
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new products are designed and manufactured Traditional clusters on the other hand 
icly on mciemental innovations l e  more cautious, gradual nnpiovements to 
piocesses and products The most common area o f  innovation within tiaditional 
clusleis in their study is not in product development or production processes but in 
methods o f maiketing and distribution
Despite the fact that innovation is more often than not associated with R&D firms, 
latge multi-national type enterprises and more recently high tech or science-based 
industiial sectois, innovative activities, as Blum entntt (2004) reminds us, are not just 
about the development o f new products or services Firms, he suggests, can be 
innovative in many ways for example by creating new or improving support services, 
dehveiy mechanisms, improving the efficiency and effectiveness o f  internal processes 
and discovenng new ways o f establishing and maintaining relationships with 
customeis This ties in with the recent findings o f the PILOT2 project where the 
definition o f innovation is broadened so that it is not confined to science-based high 
tech industries or to expenditure on R&D (Bent and Laestadius, 2005) (See Section 
2 9 loi fuithei discussion on innovation)
Given that many o f the sectors displaying a concentration in North Dublin (see 
Chaptci 5) can be classed as tiaditional, these characteristics have been taken into 
consideiation in the assessment o f cluster activity
2 4 Dynamics of Clusters
In building a bio ad understanding and multi-interpretive approach to clusters there is 
a need to focus on some specifics in particular the dynamic or inner-workings o f 
clustci foimations We know that a cluster is not just a group o f  co-located firms in 
the same or i elated industries What makes a spatial concentration o f  fnm s a clustei 
aie the links oi interconnectivity among firms and between firms and supporting 
otganisations The interconnection to which Porter (1998 73) refers is characterised 
by ‘vertical and horizontal relationships’ Porter indicates that a ‘nation’s successful
2 i lie PiLO I pioject -  Policy and Innovation in Low-Tech -  is a Euiopean Commission funded pioject 
involving eleven Cutopean Union countnes The pioject has highlighted the contribution made by low- 
| tech industiies not only to employment and growth but also to the cieation of knowledge See 
www pilotpioiLCt oi u and Hirsch-Kieinsen a  a! (2005)
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industiies are usually linked through vertical (buyer/supplier) or honzontal (common 
customeis, technology, channels, etc ) relationships’ (Porter, 1998 149)
Ennght and Roberts (2001) agree that both ‘linkages and interdependencies among 
actois m value chains’ are at the centre o f the cluster concept However, they believe 
that the dynamics o f clusters have moved away from traditional ‘horizontal netwoiks 
o f films opeiating in the same end-product market in the same industry gioup’ and 
dcscnbe a modem concept o f clusters where dissimilar firms and institutions come 
togethei to collaborate on ‘R&D, innovation, commercialisation and marketing to 
pioduce a lange o f  new or re-engmeered products and services which are often cross- 
scctoial in nature’
The moie tiaditional, vertical economic linkages should not be discounted however, 
as fitms will always need suppheis from whom to source their inputs and buyeis to 
whom they can sell their outputs In fact, suppliers that are also collaborative partners 
play a key lole in innovation processes according to Edquist e t  a l  (2002) They found 
that collaboration between buyers and suppliers o f  material and components as well as 
suppheis o f  machinery led to product innovation in East Gothia, Sweden Whethei 
linkages tend to dominate the regional economy rather than the local -  or whether 
they aie in fact primarily international -  is a matter for empirical investigation
Like Ennght & Roberts (2001) Rosenfeld (1997) emphasised that clusteis contain 
‘active channels’ for ‘business transactions, dialogue and com munications’ A cluster 
theiefoie, is something more than a spatial concentration o f firms and is based on 
systemic lelationships among geographically bound firms These relationships can be 
built on ‘common or complementaiy products, production processes, coie 
technologies, natural resource requirements, skill requirements, and/or disti ibution 
channels’ (Rosenfeld, 2002)
‘Intelactions among firms in an industrial cluster are considered to be pnm anly  
maiket based and o f  a non-networked natuie’ (Tacobson e t  a l  2002), whereas the 
lelationships in industrial districts use networks as a mechanism to develop ‘lelational 
contiacting, collaborative product development and multiplex inter-organisational 
alliances’ (Staber, 2001) Trust and co-operation co-exist with competition in an
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mdusti ial distnct unlike in a Portenan industrial cluster where rivalry among firms is 
thought to be a key determinant in its formation (Jacobson e t  a l , 2002) It should be 
noted that even Porter’s own definition o f clusters has changed over time Co- 
opciation is now more clearly an element o f his cluster (1998a, 1998b), but he sees it 
as paiticulaily important in vertical relationships In industrial districts it is present in 
both vertical and horizontal relationships (Biusco, 1992)
Isaksen & Hauge (2002) emphasise the importance o f networks to regional clustering 
suggesting that regional clusters com pnse local netwoiks in the form o f production 
systems foi example However, industry networks (local or otherwise) are not limited 
to pioduction linkages, they can comprise ’a set o f organisations (e g firms, unions, 
state agencies, associations) that have developed recurring ties (e g buyer-suppliei 
lelationships, joint activities, informational ties) when serving a particulai market' 
(Ebeis and Janllo, 1997/1998)
Isaksen & Hauge (2002) in advocating the use o f ‘precise definitions’ to aid empirical 
exploiation, suggest that the dynamic in a r e g io n a l  c lu s te r  is limited to the 
spontaneous interconnectivity among a specific group o f actors l e firms (and not say 
between firms and supporting organisations as indicated m Porter’s definition o f 
industiy clusters) More organised co-operation amongst firms that is underpinned by 
pi evading institutional structures (l e tiust, norms and conventions) and that 
facilitates film s’ innovative activity is defined by them as a r e g io n a l  in n o v a tio n  
n e t \v o ik  When foimal knowledge creating and diffusing oigamsations such as 
umveisities, colleges, training organisations and business associations co-operate with 
fiims to support regional innovation the term used to describe this dynamic is 
l e g io n a t  in n o v a tio n  s y s te m
The dynamics o f  îegional systems o f  innovation share some o f the characteristics 
typical o f  Portenan clusters and industrial districts in that interaction amongst firms 
and supporting organisations is a feature and linkages between actors that aie based 
on tiust and co-operation The fundamental difference however, is that the objective 
and outcome o f such networks and interaction is innovation (Andreosso & lacobson, 
2005 p 2 10 referring to Cooke, 2001 )
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2 4 1 The Importance o f  Co-operation
In his fiist edition o f T h e C o m p e t i t iv e  A d v a n ta g e  o f  N a tio n s , Porter (1990, pi 07) 
outlines the significance o f ‘rivalry at hom e’ and how it has ‘a profound role to play 
in the piocess o f innovation and the ultimate piospects for international success’ 
Andieosso & lacobson (2005, p206) in referring to the work o f Lazomck (1993) 
suggest that the domestic rivalry to which Porter refers is actually co-operation In 
latci woilc Porter (1998b) expressly states the importance o f  co-operation -  describing 
it as the ‘social glue’ that binds clusters together He describes the emeigence o f an 
envnonm ent where competition and co-operation co-exist In so doing he stresses the 
importance o f personal lelationships, face-to-face contact and the need to ‘foster 
ongoing lelationships’ as well as a collective approach to industry needs
Scngenbetgei & Pylce (1992, p i 6) stiess that co-operation can act as a mechanism foi 
‘impioving the competitive capacities o f small firm communities and networks’ They 
outline the vanous forms that co-operation can take
The forms co-operation can take are several, subcontracting and 
dividing up o f orders, allowing individual companies to accept orders 
beyond their normal manufacturing capacities, collaboration between 
individual firms at different stages o f the production cycle whereby 
“partners” develop together the most appropriate technical specifications 
and designs, collaboration to tiain labour for the district as a whole 
Wheieas m a competitive environment small firms, unable to affoid to 
tiain their own labour, will compete strongly to take as much as they can 
Horn an ever-dimmishing pool, in a regime o f co-operation and trust the 
same firms will combine their resouices to ensure a collective provision 
o f skills, the collective provision o f services and the kind o f co- 
opeiation that takes the form o f “good neighbourliness” -  lending o f 
tools, helping out with spare parts, passing on advice, assistance in 
cmeigencies, etc (Sengenbergei & Pyke, 1992, p i 7)
It is cleai therefore that co-operation creates positive externalities and can produce 
economies o f scale and scope Underpinning ‘the advanced forms o f co-operation’
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that aie found m Italian industrial districts is the ‘social community holding 
suppoitive sets o f values’ (Sengenberger & Pyke, 1992, p l9 )
The emphasis on collaborative and co-operative lelationships as opposed to purely 
maiket based inter-film relationships in the clustei literature can be attributed to these 
economies that aie created by such depth o f interaction It is well documented that 
collaboiative lelationships amongst economic actors, such as buyers and supplieis for 
example, within regions can lead to knowledge spill-overs, localised learning, 
impioved innovative capacity and innovation processes that constitute systems o f 
innovation (e g  G anbaldo & Jacobson, 2005, Capello, 2002, Koschatsky, 1999, 
Maskell & M almberg, 1996) In Garibaldo & Jacobson’s (2005) empirical 
investigation o f Euiopean SME innovativeness and competitiveness the findings 
show that co-opeiation not just among firms but between firms and non-firm 
oigamsations like universities and trade associations are important for ‘boosting 
innovation, quality assurance and vocational training’ They add that SMEs cannot 
solely icly on their own informal tacit knowledge base for innovation purposes but 
icqune supplements in the form o f public goods
No mattci what the immediate purpose o f co-operation (or indeed the mode), whethet 
to achieve cost savings, gam (external) economies o f scale in production, access new 
knowledge for learning and innovation or obtain a greater degree o f control ovei 
supplieis, the underlying driver m external co-operative relationship formation is the 
need to achieve some kind o f competitive advantage
Foi Potter (1998b, pp 49-50) ‘a history o f sustained and cumulative investment’ m 
(customei) lelationships creates an intangible asset which is a higher-order advantage 
in the ‘hieraichy o f sources o f  competitive advantage in terms o f sustainability’ 
Langlois & Robertson (1995, p 11) similarly attribute a firm ’s success in generating 
‘the highest possible returns’ to the acquisition o f  and accurate use o f ‘information oi 
knowledge about producers and production processes’ that can be extracted externally 
i e fiom other firms A firm’s relationships are among the sources o f its 
competitiveness according to the resource based theory of the firm ‘a firm ’s 
competitive position is defined by a bundle o f unique resources and lelationships’ 
(Das & Teng, 2000 refem ng to Rumclt, 1984 p557) Even the survival o f an
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individual fnm ‘is very much connected to the relationships it has foiged with other 
fun is’ (Jacobson e t  a l, 2001) Wilkinson & Young (2002) elaborate
Fnms do not survive and piosper solely through their own
individual efforts, as each firm’s performance depends in
important ways on the activities and performance o f  others 
and hence on the nature and quality o f direct and indirect 
iclations a firm develops with these counterparts Inter-firm 
relations involve a mix o f co-operative and competitive 
elements (W ilkinson and Young, 2002)
If mtci-fitm  lelations enhance a firm ’s peiformance, why is it that some firms engage 
m moi e co-operative forms o f interaction than others?
2 4 2 T y p e s  o f  C o - o p e r a t io n
At this point it may be useful to reflect briefly on what is meant by co-operation -  an
important source o f  M arshallian external economies (Harrison, 1994) Co-opeiation 
can include “weak ties” between firms in a local economy through which information 
is shaied i e through gossip and infoimal “chit-chat” between company owners, 
managcis oi employees (Lorenzen, 2001/02) This type o f co-operation can become 
institutionalised and form part o f ‘the rules o f the gam e’ by which firms operate
Still at an informal level, co-operation can emerge as a by-product o f economic 
mtciaction oi as Gertler (1995) calls it, an ‘organised market transaction’ in which 
tlieie is extensive interaction and communication between the buyer and supplier The 
example given by Gertler (1995) is the interaction between a producer o f machineiy 
and the prospective machinery user firm A feedback mechanism between the two 
fiims provides the producer with information enabling him to improve the machinery 
and the user with means o f obtaining assistance in the use o f the machinery, a process 
o f learning (by using) and innovation (through interaction) is thus apparent
At a moie formal level but still including economic interaction between actors -  both 
honzontal and vertical -  theie is stiuctured co-operation between for example firms m
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the same mdustiial sector (horizontal co-operation) that form a joint venture for the 
puipose of accessing new markets or achieving economies of scale Another example 
would be firms in a supply chain (vertical co-operation) that form a partnership 
appioach with the aim of increasing efficiency, improving processes and co- 
dcveloping pioducts or components of products
Within stiuctuied forms of co-operation there must be commitment by both parties 
Commitment can mean allocation of resouices (financial, human, temporal) that result 
in opeiational integration and techno logical mtegiation (Carbonara, 2002) This has 
implications for firms’ boundaries and the use of terms like quasi-vertical integration 
01 quasi-hoiizontal integration maybe applied to certain co-operative forms (Langlois 
& Robcitson, 1995, pp 137-138)
Lying somewhere between “soft” (l e weak ties that are largely informal) and “hard” 
(i e stiong ties that emanate from economic interaction) forms of co-operation, that 
aie hoi izontal in natuie, are the links between firms and non-firm organisations such 
as ‘pioducei cooperatives [that] arrange with small manufacturéis to provide 
centralised exhibitions and organise participation m international fairs’ (Langlois & 
Robeitson, 1995 138) Othei examples aie organisations that provide professional 
tiainmg, quality certification, financial planning and/or consultancy services foi new 
pioduct and piocess development (Carbonara, 2002) The result is a form of quasi- 
hoi izontal integration (Langlois & Robertson, 1995, p 138)
Fiom this, it may be possible to introduce a typology of co-opeiative foims (See 
Figuie 2 1) This is not intended to be exhaustive in scope but rather illustrative of co- 
opcialion types according to the type of linkage i e horizontal or vertical and formal 
oi infoimal We see that stiategic alliances and partnerships can be found in both 
foimal and informal co-operation types and among vertically and horizontally 
associated actois Depending on the levels of trust alliances and partnerships may be 
co-oidinated by contract (formally) or by ti ust (informally) that has been built up ovei 
time thiough lelational exchange or by the “rules of the game” (i e socially 
legulaled) Toint purchasing, for example, that appears in the top left quadrant is a 
type of stiategic alliance Depending on how well the parties involved know and trust 
one anothei this may be either foimally oi informally co-ordinated co-operation
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Similarly a partnership between a supplier and buyer (horizontal) may be co-oidmated 
on the basis of trust derived from lepeated economic exchanges (infoimally) 01 by 
conti act (foimally) For this reason partnership straddles both the informal and toimal 
quadiants 1 he figure also shows that both strategic alliances and partnerships can be 
Iound among horizontally and vertically linked actors and therefore they are displayed 
al the centie of the foui quadrants (Foi furthei discussion of the tiansition from 
01 game to moie co-oidinated foims oi co-operation see Chapter 7 )
Figure 2 1 Infoimal and Formal Co-operation Accoiding to Linkage Type
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2 4 3 Facilitating Co-operation -  The Role o f  Trust
Undeipinning the degree to which actors (firms or non-firms) co-operate with one 
anothei is tiust Trust may be socially and institutionally embedded in a particulai
2 6
placc Accoiding to Granovetter (1985) this embeddedness is the result of ‘the 
iclationship between daily economic relations and the deeper context of social and 
political institutions, norms and tacit rules that reproduce community’ (Harrison, 
1994) In this sense, trust may either be ascribed or socially legulated  (Heanue & 
lacobson, 2001/02) Ascribed trust refeis to trust based upon a characteristic shared 
by intci acting oiganisations (firms or non-firms) (Heanue & Jacobson, 2001/02) 
fhiough a piocess of ascription actors expect a certain type of behavioui fiom those 
they intci act with simply by virtue of them belonging to a particular social group (e g 
family) (Loienzen, 2001/02) When trust is socially regulated there are codes oi 
nouns of behaviour that are shared by firms in some kind of association, a 
conti avcntion of these codes or norms results in expulsion or other action that 
damages the firm’s prospects in some way (Heanue & Jacobson, 2001/02)
Tiust may, however, be created through repeated relational exchanges in long term 
lelationships (Paniccia, 1998) that result in ‘relational, economically motivated 
stiuctuies of tiust’ (Langlois & Robeitson, 1995 pi 29) We show that this is the case 
in the lelationship between a buyer and a supplier in the fish processing sectoi 
(Chaptei 7) In Lazerson and Lorenzoni’s (1999) opinion, trust and co-operation are, 
to a laige extent, the outcome o f ‘reciprocal relations’ developed over time rather than 
\i lesouice buned in the [industrial] distiict’s substratum readily accessible to all of 
its denizens’
Loienz (1999), in his study of long-term subcontracting relations amongst firms in the 
machine-building industry of Lyon, found that moral contracts supplemented only by 
a wntten oidei form and not a detailed written contract provided ‘a set of implicit 
p iocedm al i ides' that contributed to the build-up of trust between paitneis He 
stiesses that ‘if mistiust is too deeply embedded, owing to a legacy of conflictual 
iclations, the actors may be unwilling to bear the inevitable risk involved in entering 
mto long term contractual relations’ even if the prospects of mutual gam aie gieat 
Thiough a step-by-step process Lorenz (1999) suggests that ‘ agents start with small 
l isles and mciease their commitment of lesources depending on the quality of then 
mtci action’
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Hamson (1994) notes the way in which firms express trust ‘trust is built up over a 
penod of time, through continual conti acting and re-contracting, through informal 
deal-making, tluough one firm or group’s offering assistance to another in moments 
of stiess, through mutual reinforcement in responding to contingency’ What this 
implies is that firms can learn to trust in the absence of place specific, cultuially 
embedded social tiust
The shaied views and values that bind a ‘community of people’3 together and 
generate collective action and vision are what underscore much of the traditional 
wntmgs on industrial districts Industrial district-type effects may however be 
obtained from somewhat less socially embedded networks Through shared 
woikplace practices or training regimes for example firms enjoy organisational 
pioximity (without necessarily having spatial proximity) and through this shared 
oigamsational ‘culture’, co-operation is facilitated (Gertler, 1995) Depending on the 
particulars of the inter-firm relationship and the associated co-operation, “closeness”, 
in the physical, organisational and/or cultural sense, may be required (Gertler, 1995) 
Geitlei (1995) cites the example of users and producers of advanced manufacturing 
technologies in Ontario, Canada as actors requiring the presence of all three, in order 
to successfully implement new technology
In the absence of spatial proximity, Hcanue & Jacobson (2001/2002) found that 
oigamsational propinquity comprising three dimensions -  relational, interpersonal and 
institutional -  could facilitate co-operation among three furniture firms in Ireland The 
films compete with one another on the Irish market but through a joint venture have 
co-operatively developed new products aimed at the UK market
What these two examples serve to highlight is that different factors are at play in 
diffcicnt situations Ln the Canadian example a great deal of face to face interaction 
was lequired, as well as visits to useis’ production facilities for inspection of 
technology in use In the Irish example, however, design and manufacture of new 
pioducts could take place without intensive “on site” interaction Factors that may 
deletmine the degree of interaction between actors and the need for proximity
I ht tetm Community of People’ was first used by Beccattmi, (1990) to charactense the socio
tei i itoi lal entity that is the industrial distnct
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(oiganisational and or physical) are the type of relationship (horizontal or vertical) 
and the type of product being produced Where there are ‘frequent, unpredictable and 
constantly shifting face to face encounters’ it is likely that linkages will be created 
locally (Scott, 2001) However, in contiast to this Scott (2001) outlines a situation 
wheie geographic range may be extended 1 e in cucumstances where distribution of a 
final product incurs low costs per unit of distance Both the stage of production in the 
manufactuiing process to which an individual firm belongs, and the relative logistics 
costs may therefore be important in deteimining whether localised linkages develop 
Van Egeiaat and Jacobson (2005) m then examination of the geography of production 
linkages in the Irish and Scottish microcomputer industry, show how relatively 
unimportant spatial proximity between computer assemblers and component 
mamifactuiers is Driving the creation of external linkages (l e outside of the region 
and countiy) in this case were price advantages offered by suppliers in distant Iow- 
wage legions (In this case, though, trust is relatively unimportant)
The tiaditional building blocks of trust and co-operation in the industrial districts (l e 
sense of community, shared values and institutionalised norms of economic 
behaviour) can in some cases contribute to the weakening of the local economy 
Lazeison and Lorenzom (1999) suggest that it is ‘far more common [to encounter] 
situations in which community membership does not generate trust oi economic co- 
opeiation’ They recall Wilkinson’s (1993, p 10) examination of the hosiery industrial 
distnct of Leicester where ‘rampant individualism, cut throat competition and 
detcnoiating wages and woikmg conditions’ rendered firms incapable of ‘effective 
co-opeiation at almost any level and for any purpose’ (Lazerson and Lorenzom,
1999) We show in Chapter 9 -  the bakery industry case study -  that shared values of 
seciccy and rivalry shape the rules of play and have prevented co-located firms from 
co-opeiating with one another
Tiust and co-operation cannot however, prevent the decline of an industry Camuffo 
(2003) describes how the eyewear (glasses frames) industrial district of Belhmo, Italy, 
was successful, but only at flexible specialisation pioduction4 When faced with a new
4 1 his type ot system is one in which there is a high level of interdependence No one fiim can produce 
the entne pioduct Each fnm is highly specialized, but altogether the firms of the ID produce high- 
quality pioducts, in high quantities but multiple designs, at low costs
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competitive environment in which design, fashion and marketing became moie 
important, the small-firm district experienced a ‘quasi demise’ Survival of the 
industiy can be attributed to the emergence of large, vertically integrated leading 
fiims, some of which were MNEs and m particular, their strategies in the areas of 
technological innovation and quality (Camuffo, 2003)
4
Tiust, whethei it is ascribed, socially regulated or the product of repeated tiansactions 
may not explain why firms co-operate It may not be the driver, but its existence or 
giowth between two firms inteiacting through market transactions may, ovei time, 
lead them to develop a more co-operative relationship Trust facilitates rathei than 
motivates co-operation The absence of trust, say in a formal co-operative situation 
such as a joint venture, can inhibit the sharing of tangible and intangible resources 
thus pi eventing the creation of value (Cuirall and Inkpen, 2000)
2 4 4 Co-operation versus Non Co-operation -  The Factors at Play
Given that gieat weight is attached to co-operation in the cluster and related 
hteiatuies and that trust is the basis upon which successful co-operation is built, it is 
essential that we explore further the factors at play in the development of co-operative 
and collaboiative processes How certain factors inhibit the transition from traditional 
matket tiansaction to more co-operative interactions is of vital importance to 
undcistanding why clusters of industry have failed to develop This is particularly 
pertinent given the context of the study herein where only elements of localised 
clustenng are uncovered (See Chapters 7 and 9)
It has been suggested that the degree to which fnms co-operate with one another may 
be laigely dependent upon the industry or sector to which they belong and that these 
mtci-industiy differences may help to explain the variations in inter-organisational 
lelationships across industries (Ebers and Janllo, 1997/1998) Industry factors are 
those which define it and distinguish an industry from other industries They include 
intensity of competition, the degree of uncertainty, power structures, minimum scale 
of pioduction (Ebers and Janllo, 1997/8) and technological characteristics such as the 
technical specifications inherent in a production process (Corolleur and Courlet, 
2003)
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Consideiation must also be given to an industry’s ecosystem, the defining 
chaiactenstics of which are a life cycle that guides evolution within the system and 
the late of technological change that has the ability to completely re-configure the 
system Both of these factors have implications for how firms organise themselves 
and the sliategies (which may include co-operation with external actors) they employ 
to attain 01 maintain a competitive advantage (Lei and Slocum, 2005) The stage of 
cycle and degree of technological change in an industry can shape the way in which 
fnms mtei act
2 4 5 The Nature o f  Competition
Tlow fnms compete can have implications for how firms interact with one another 
Puce competition can jeopardise co-operation as it is ‘likely to have destiuctive 
consequences on the delicate balance between competition and co-operation that 
iindci lies the functioning of the district model’ (Dei Ottati, 1994) ‘Price 
competition introduces conflicts and tensions that can constitute a serious obstacle 
foi the maintenance of co-operation among individuals and firms in the district and, 
theiefoie, also for the co-ordination of the various activities within’ (Dei Ottati, 
1994) Excessive price competition, she continues, obstructs innovation ‘This is due 
to both the reduction of financial resouices required to carry out new investments 
(piofits are reduced) and decreased willingness to collaborate on the port of the 
woikers within the firms (wage reductions) and above all on the part of the other local 
specialised firms involved in complementary activities’ (Dei Ottati, 1994)
Dei Ottati (1994) distinguishes between constructive and destructive competition In 
the formci, efficiency is promoted and innovation initiated within an environment in 
which all obseivc ‘normal uiles of fair business’ In the latter, competitive behaviour 
is such that monopoly power is obtained by employing ‘predatory practices’, the aim 
of which is to destroy those with less market power Similarly co-operation can be 
both constiuctive and destructive In the former, co-operation can manifest itself in 
the foim of a group of small firms that enables them to compete on the same maiket 
as laigei, more powerful firms (Dei Ottati, 1994) However, where co-opciation is
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dcstiuctive it may take the form of protectionist cartels that smother competition (Dei 
Ottati, 1994)
2 4 6 Uncertainty
The move towards co-operative links (either vertical or horizontal) may be tnggered 
by the late and type of change particulai to an industry and the degree of uncertainty 
that such change carries Change, whether parametric, strategic or structuial, has 
implications foi organisational structures (Langlois & Robertson, 1995 pp 135-136) 
In industnal districts, in general, co-operation between firms facilitates the reduction 
of stiatcgic uncertainty (Corolleur and Courlet, 2003) Structural change may call foi 
pioduct diversification and quality upgiading due to new conditions in national and 
international markets In the industrial district of Prato m Italy such conditions have 
mci eased the need for co-operation and indeed co-ordination of activities to a greater 
extent than they had in the past, ‘when quality requisites were less cogent, and the 
lange of pioducts less varied’ (Dei Ottati, 1996) The implication for organisational 
stiuctuie, in this case, was a move from organic to more co-ordinated mteiaction i c 
the foimation of gnippi (groups of firms)^ In other cases, such as that of the eyewcat 
mdustiy m Belluno, northern Italy, new conditions in international markets resulted in 
a bicakdown of the small firm industrial district and the emergence of vertically 
mtcgiatcd MNEs (Camuffo, 2003)
Vertical integration, whether co-ordination integration6 or ownership mtegiation, is 
dependent, among other things, on the degree and type of uncertainty For example, 
thiough sub-contracting relations a firm can benefit from its suppliers’ investment in 
certain technologies, processes, e tc , and avoid the ownership integration that would 
mean canying the risk internally (Andreosso & Jacobson, 2005 p 273) This, 
howevei, lequues either that the supplier firm have no choice but to cairy the risk of 
such investment (because of, for example, the buyer firm’s monopsony power), or 
that the buyei firm make some other trust or contractually based contribution to the 
nsk boine by the supplier
s Ciuppi aie ‘a stable collection of firms bound togethet by economic and social ties such as 
subconti acting lelations and kinship ties among entrepreneuis’ (Dei Ottati, 1996)
6 Co-oidination mtegiation is the term used by Langlois & Roberston to descnbe integration othei than 
owneiship It lefeis to vanous co-opeiative exchanges between autonomous economic actois
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In the case referred to by Andreosso & Tacobson (2005), multinational software 
companies had monopsony power ovei Irish software manual suppliers and weie 
thciefoic able to shift the technology and pioduct uncertainties to the suppliers In the 
Bel I uno eyewear case, uncertainties ansing from globalisation -  both in production 
and maikctmg -  had a different effect, leading to vertical, ownership integration 
Among the leasons for this difference was the need foi the producers to have more 
conti ol ovet final distribution so as to gam information about consumer behaviour at 
the end of the supply chain In the Irish software case the buyer firms already had 
most of the necessary information, ownership integration would have been 
unnccessaiy backward integration In the Italian eyewear case they needed moie 
ceitam access to information, the ownership integration was necessary forward 
intcgiation
2 4 7 Industry Life Cycle
The degice of uncertainty and change m an industry or sector is linked to the life 
cycle of that industry According to Langlois & Robertson (1995, p 136) ‘the 
appiopnateness of organizational structuies varies ovei the product life cycle’ To 
undcistand organisational and inter-organisational behaviour (which includes co- 
opciativc activity inherent in clustering piocesses) consideration should be given to 
the stage of industry life cycle that firms operate within
‘Empmcal research has shown that the evolutionary tiajectones of diveisc 
oigamsational populations across industries appear to follow a prototypical path fiom 
bnth to maturity’ (Agarwal & Echambadi, 2002) The number of organisations grows 
slowly at fust and then increases rapidly Lei & Slocum (2005) have devised a 
fiamcwoik for such analysis and have developed a typology of foui industry 
envnonments Fast Growth, Wild, Wild West, Steady Evolution, and Creative 
Destiuction Within each of these environments there are different strategic courses of 
action that firms can take They may become concept drivers, pioneers, consohdatois 
and concept learners
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In stages thiee and four, Steady Evolution and Cieative Destruction,7 firms are forced 
to seek alternative strategies that are external to the firm In Steady Evolution, 
competing firms ‘often exhibit a market tendency to utilize standardized technologies, 
platfoims and operating systems Consequently, the pursuit of substantial economies 
of scale -  large size, integrated supply chains and continuous improvements in 
pioccss technologies -  drives firms in this envnonment’ (Lei & Slocum, 2005) To 
gam a competitive advantage 111 such an environment firms may become 
consolidators Consolidation in this context can lefer to ownership integration but it 
may also lefei to co-ordination integration The latter can manifest itself in close 
connections with core suppliers so that the risks of future production development and 
new maiket entry can be shared (Lei & Slocum, 2005)
In short, the stage of industry life cycle may play a role m motivating firms to co- 
opciate However, as highlighted in section 2 3 3 trust amongst agents is a perquisite 
foi the development of closer, more co-operative ties
2 5 The Importance of Local and Regional Clusters
Having defined industrial clusters, their dynamics, the stages of development and 
types of fnms they are most likely to contain, we turn our attention to the reasons why 
one might be concerned with clusteis and in particular clusters at the local and 
legional scale rather then other territorial levels We begin with a discussion of the 
localisation veisus globalisation debate
2 5 1 Localisation and Globalisation
Given the fact that ‘globalisation in many industries has led to companies being 
confirmed on an international scale’ (Raines et al, 2001) one might leasonably 
assume that the focus should shift from the local to the global scale and that a study of 
industiial structure in the local context is somewhat futile This is not, however, 
lepiesentative of the views expressed in a growing body of literature on these two 
seemingly opposite forces Before we proceed to discussion of these views we need
6We leiei to these in paiticular, as they are the stages most applicable to the sectors that aic the iocus ot 
oiii case studies piesented in Chapteis 7,8 and 9
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to define localisation and indeed globalisation so that a clearer debate can be 
developed on the topic Simply defined, localisation occurs when ‘a firm or group of 
fnms concentrates their activities m a particular place’ (Jacobson & Andreosso- 
O’Callaghan, 1996)
As we explained above, Marshall described thiee reasons or causes of localisation -  
physical conditions, local market conditions and the particular political, cultural and 
social factois attaching to a location -  which, foi industry, provide ‘cumulative 
advantages to its continued location in that place’ (Jacobson et al, 2002) In addition 
to Maishall’s advantages of localisation discussed above, recent analysis suggests that 
tiansaction costs can be reduced as well as the costs of negotiating and monitoring 
conti acts (Enright & Roberts, 2001) Globalisation on the other hand is assumed to 
‘tianscend nation, state and region’ (Gordon & Kimball, 1998) Jacobson & 
Andieosso-O’Callaghan (1996 pi 14) define it in simple terms as ‘the process 
wheieby the countries, regions and localities of the world are homogenised by 
changing economic, social, political and technological forces’ However, they agree 
with Dicken (1992) when he suggests that the forces of globalisation aie not as clear 
cut as this and that ‘change does not occur everywhere in the same way and at the 
same iate, the processes of globalisation are not geographically uniform’ This leads 
us to conclude that, although seemingly opposite forces, localisation and 
globalisation, do in reality, co-exist (Jacobson & Mottiar, 1999)
Emphasising this point, Ganbaldo & Jacobson (2005) argue that as a consequence of 
globalisation ‘a reinvention and re-functionahsation of the uniqueness of some places’ 
takes place Referring to the work of Sassen (2001), Ganbaldo & Jacobson (2005) 
highlight that ‘in the new global organisational structure centrality8 still matters’ and 
‘ the destructuring and îeinvention of organisational structures due to globalisation 
does not imply the disappearance of regional spaces but a redefinition of them’ In 
shoit, this is described in terms of layers of networks -  global ‘trans-territonal’ 
netwoiks that are linked to ‘continental’ networks, which in turn are linked to regional 
networks (Ganbaldo & Jacobson, 2005)
8 Centnhty lefeis to the place in which (l e region or country) firms maintain then central 
headquaiteis
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Cabus (2001) further suggests that ‘the more something functions on the global scale, 
the moie it seems to need a set of conditions which, by then nature, are local, 
immobile and specific’ We would therefore be mistaken m thinking that globalisation 
is simply the spreading out of economic activity, it is on the contrary and in reality 
accompanied by ‘agglomerative tendencies in many parts of the world’ (Scott & 
Storpei, 2002) Amin (1998) goes so far as to say that we should develop a ‘relational 
undei standing [which] centres around the claim that globalisation represents the 
intensification of linkage and inter-dependence between different scales of activity’
Di awing on the work of Richard Gordon, Amin (1998) suggests that m attempting to 
develop an industrial district or some other form of dynamic cluster one needs to be 
awaie of the particular local-global connections that exist within that territory In 
othei words, one needs to be aware that large MNEs with transnational connections 
and innovation and production netwoiks also have a huge influence on the 
competitiveness of local economies Amin further suggests that globalisation neithei 
makes space indistinct nor encompasses it as a component element for exploitation, it 
does howevei enhance ‘the specificity of regional innovative milieux and mobilises 
then paiticulai attributes within the global innovation processes’
This bungs to the forefront the notion that local and global tendencies do not simply 
co-exist, they in fact interact with -  and even change -  one another This point is 
undci lined in the work on the software sector m Ireland of O’Gorman at al (1997) 
Heie, it is recognised that just as local interaction and geographic proximity aie 
important foi some industries, transnational linkages too can be an integral part of 
firm and industiy competitiveness in otheis Given the fact that Ireland has such a 
high late of foieign direct investment it is essential to be aware of connections beyond 
the temtoiy which is the focus of the study This is especially pertinent in the case of 
North Dublin where in 2001 foreign owned firms accounted for 36 per cent of the 
total number of firms and where employment in those firms accounted for 63 per cent 
of total employment in the area9 There is a need to understand how these companies 
affect the local economy and not just how the local economy affects then 
peifoi man ce
> Based on analysis o f unpublished Foifas employment data
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A discussion of territorial clustering cannot be confined within the parameters of the 
localisation veisus globalisation debate, although as we have seen (above) this is a 
significant starting point in terms of fleshing out the reasons for favouring one scale 
ovci another What has been established is that ‘local’ still warrants investigation but 
within the broader context of local-global interaction The recent interest in local and 
legional clustering seems to stem from new agendas in regional policy formulation 
and the desne to achieve local economic development This, along with the notion of 
flexible specialisation and the ‘re-emergence of regional ‘marshallian’ economies’
(Cabus, 2001) has brought the cluster concept to the forefront of economic thinking
on legions
2 5 2 Theory o f  Agglomeration
Thcoictical underpinnings of clustering have a deep rooted history -  a leview of 
which leinforces the appropriateness of local and regional industry analysis and is 
thciefoie worthy of inclusion here Theories of clustering, whether of Portenan 
clusters, industrial districts or regional systems of innovation, all tend to associate the 
1 casons foi or causes of the emergence of clusters with externality effects and
agglomeration economies (Bresnahan e t  a l , 2001) Fujita & Thisse (2002), foi
example, aigue that both increasing returns to scale and externalities cause economic 
agglomeiations The spatial configuration of industry, they say, is the ‘outcome of a 
pioccss involving two opposing forces, that is agglomeration (or centripetal) foices 
and dispersion (oi centrifugal) forces5 with the result being a ‘complicated balance of 
foiccs that push and pull consumers and firms’ It is not clear whethei theie is evei 
any balance or equilibrium, continuing imbalance may be an underlying cause of 
changc Eithei way, the reality as observed empirically is that industry is moie 
clustcied than dispersed This introduces the notion of Tumpiness’ in the spatial 
dispci sion of industrial activity which lacobson & McDonough (1999) suggest is 
‘consistent both with the theories of international trade and the theories of industrial 
development’
The causes of clustering operate in different ways, at different levels, m different 
industues Chapman & Walker (1991 58), for example, show that concentrations of
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economic activity can be seen at various geographical scales, citing examples of 
distinctive quarters of productive activity at the urban scale and massive 
agglomeiations of industries such as oil refining at the regional or national scale As 
suggested by Marshall (1898) m his distinction between causes and advantages of 
localisation, the leasons why clusters emerge are different to those which will ensure 
then sustainability (Bresnahan et al, 2001)
It is woith noting at this point the difference between what is meant by urban 
agglomeration and industrial agglomeration The former refers to the creation of cities 
wheie there are a number of diverse industries and the latter refers to a place in which 
theie are a large number of production facilities or establishments centred around one 
industiy (Jacobson et a l, 2001) This may be described as the difference between 
multi-industrial and mono-industrial specialisation
2 5 3 Increasing Returns to Scale
‘Increasing returns to scale at the level of the plant provides an incentive foi 
pioducers to concentrate their activity’ (Mottiar & Jacobson, 2002) Accoiding to 
Tujita and Thisse (2002 7) if we are to explain economic agglomerations while at the 
same time ignoring the attributes of physical geography, increasing returns in 
pioduction activities are required This is central to Krugman’s thinking on firm 
location Lncieasmg returns to scale, however, in this sense refer simply to output of a 
single laige firm Mottiar & Jacobson (2002) feel that by using Marshall’s distinction 
between internal and external economies of scale, Krugman’s argument can be 
extended to groups of firms
In then cntique of Krugman’s work, Tacobson & Andreosso-O’Callaghan (1996 113) 
acknowledge that increasing returns to scale may indeed be significant ‘but m the 
context of localisation (or spatial concentiation), it must be considered m conjunction 
with external economies’ Increasing letums to scale are thought to be internal 
whcieas external economies of scale are ‘explicitly spatial’ and are the basic cause of 
agglomeration according to Marshall (Fritz et a l, 1998) While (internal) economies 
of scale -  oi increasing returns to scale -  are part of the explanation as to why firms 
giow, external economies of agglomeration are part of the explanation as to why firms
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clustei Incieasing returns to scale at the level of the firm do not imply anything 
spatial other than the emergence of a large local concentration of factor employment 
wheie a single large firm exists m space (Gordon & McCann, 2000) The trade off 
between mcieasing returns m production and transportation costs is central to the 
understanding of the geography of economic activities (Dicken & Lloyd 1990 207, 
van Egeraat and facobson, 2005)
2 5 4 Externalities - A Short Historical Account
Beigman and Feser (1999) suggest that in order to understand the benefits of spatial 
concentiation we should return to traditional industrial location theory -  the theories 
of Hoovei and Weber but also including Marhsallian theory -  as these underpin much 
of the lecent conceptual and theoretical thinking on clusters For example Porter’s 
theoiy of competitive advantage is heavily influenced by the work of Marshall 
although Poiter does not acknowledge this (Bergman & Feser, 1999 11, Feser, 1998) 
Foi example, in his Competitive Advantage o f  Nations Porter argues that the success 
of mdustnal clusters m a global economy is attributable to the strength of presence of 
localisation economies (Fujita & Thisse, 2002 268)
i) Hoover and Weber
It was Alfred Weber who first suggested that firms could benefit from a particular 
kind of external economy called economies of agglomeration (Dicken & Lloyd, 1990 
208) Weber also drew the distinction between regional location factors and 
agglomeiation factors The former is concerned with the availability of factors of 
pioduction and costs of transportation which in turn influence the broad patterns of 
mdustnal location while the latter refers to the general scale of operations within a 
paiticulai aiea (Chapman & Walker, 1991 59) Rather than increasing their own scale 
of pioduction, finns can derive benefits through their ‘spatial association and 
functional linkage with the larger agglomeration’ (Dicken & Lloyd, 1991 208) It is 
widely acknowledged however that Weber failed to investigate fully the nature of 
agglomeration economies, instead he simply documented their existence and did not 
concern himself with why they arose (Bergman & Feser, 1999, L’Harmet, 1998 136)
Hoovei (1937, m Chapman & Walker, 1991), in continuing the work of Weber, made 
an important distinction between two types of agglomeiation economy urbanisation
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economies and localisation economies, the former being externalities associated with 
genet al uiban advantages and the latter being the externalities related to proximity 
among business enterprises (These externalities arise from what we referred to above 
as multi-industrial and mono-industrial specialisation) It is the localisation economies 
that aic the focus of the cluster literature (Bergman & Feser, 1999)
It is important to note that a spatial concentration of firms does not automatically 
imply the existence of economies of agglomeration Jacobson et al (2002) ctte the 
example of a government incentive to encourage the co-location of firms in a 
paiticulai place Unless the co-location of firms results in some additional benefit 
othei than receiving the government incentive, then ‘such spatial grouping constitutes 
a concentiation but not an agglomeration’ The same can be said for clusters wheie 
the emphasis is on synergistic effects caused by spatial concentration of mdustiy
11) Marshall and localisation economies
Localisation economies, which for Marshall represent an example of external 
economies, form the basis for thinking that geographical clustering of firms is 
advantageous (Dubin & Helper, 1998 111) Given the focus and nature of the study 
undertaken here they are especially pertinent In fact it is Marshall who draws our 
attention to the teiritorial organisation of industrial activities by introducing the notion 
of industiial districts and devoting a chapter to ‘The concentration of specialised 
mdustiies in particular localities’ (Marshall, 1920 in Quere & Ravix, 1998 87)
Wc have already outlined Marshall’s distinction between the causes of localisation 
and the advantages of localisation These factors can be applied in the modem day 
context and have contributed to the explanation for the growth and success of 
industiial districts (Fujita & Thisse, 2002 268) Here we describe these factors m a 
little moie detail An agglomeration of industry in a particular place arises, according 
to Mai shall, because of physical conditions, demand conditions and political or 
cultural influences (Jacobson et al, 2002 2,819) The benefits associated with such 
cluster formations are ‘hereditary skill, the growth of subsidiary trades and the 
emergence of a local market for the special skills required by the industry’ (lacobson 
& Andieosso-O’Callaghan, 1996 110) The physical conditions are essentially the 
place specific conditions which facilitate the production of a particular good, for
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example close pioximity to raw materials Demand conditions tefer to the local 
maiket withm which the firm is located
Decision to locate in a given place may be dependent upon where the firm can sell its 
outputs -  proximity to the market, depending on various other factors, can be key 
The political, social and cultural context withm which industry operates can also have 
an impoitant influence on the development of clusters Local development is 
influenced, foi example, by policy at a numbei of different scales, as national systems 
compnse local and regional systems (Vesti, 2002) At the national level, the general 
business envnonment, including corporate tax rates, the legal system and the transport 
and other infrastructural systems, cuts across all industries and is not sectoially 
specific However particular sectors may be subject to rules and regulations The 
financial seivices sector is governed by a strict set of rules and underpinned by a 
wealth of legislation The extent to which a cluster may grow in this particular sectoi 
depends upon the legislative framework which may even be imposed differently at 
diffeicnt temtoiial levels withm the same nation state Ireland provides an obvious 
example of such with the International Financial Services Centre ring-fenced within 
the north docklands of Dublin
While politics sets the rules and governing structures the climate foi trust and co- 
opeiation is driven by the social customs present m a locality/territory (Bellandi, 
1996, Sabel, 1992, Lorenzen, 2002) In territories where trust is ‘second nature’ Sabel 
(1992) believes that clusteis will reap the benefits of ‘their loyal dispositions in a 
woild in which loyalty increasingly pays’ Self-mterest, he writes, will lesult in firms 
and clusters being ‘short changed’ Within industrial districts trust is cential to the 
ability of distnct members to co-opeiate and act collectively (Markusen, 1996) An 
mdustiial agglomeration arises therefore by some mix of the natural, market and 
social/pohtical/cultural factors described above Once established in a particulai 
location moie external and largely dynamic economies are progressively created 
foi ming a cumulative process (Isaksen & Hauge, 2001, Jacobson et a l, 2002)
The advantages of localisation or territorial (local) concentration and (sectoral) 
specialisation ielate first to the level of skill that becomes embedded over time m a 
particular place This skill is essentially internalised within the distnct oi place
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\(Maikusen, 1996) This occurs through the creation of a specialised local labour 
maiket A pooled labour market which is in itself both a cause of agglomeration and 
an advantage (lacobson et al, 2002) enables cost savings to occur (Isaksen & Hauge,
2001) The skills developed withm this local labour pool become so commonplace 
that they can be reproduced easily (Sforzi, 2002, Isaksen & Hauge, 2001) Through 
social interaction knowledge too can be cuculated easily and diffused rapidly
thioughout the local economy resulting in knowledge spillovers Production of new
ideas is based both on ‘the accumulation of human capital and face-to-face 
communications’ as well as the existence of modem infrastructure (Fujita & Thisse,
2002) In other words the creation of non-market, relational assets ‘foster[s] an 
untiaded circulation of information and knowledge’ (Isaksen & Hauge, 2001)
Second, localisation gives rise also to the development of subsidiary activities in both 
manufacturing and services resulting in emerging sets of specialised suppliers and 
scivices firms In other words the growth in the number of firms involved in the 
agglomerated industiy means that that there is an increased demand foi the local
pioduction of manufactured and service inputs (Jacobson et a l, 2002) These
externalities can be divided into two distinctive types ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ The haid 
externalities, Rosenfeld (2002) writes, are those which produce ‘a largei pool, gieatei 
vanety, and lower costs of supplies and components, specialised and customised 
sei vices, skilled labour, and potential partners’ The soft externalities refer to tacit 
knowledge accessed and relational assets created
Matshall’s description of the advantages of geographical clustering provides the first 
indication that some kind of system of innovation is created thiough the close 
proximity of a number of related firms Localised learning is the term that Malmberg 
and Maskell (1997) use to describe the process whereby firms engaged m interactive 
learning are driven into a spatial agglomeration by virtue of the benefits of 
'assembled lesources’ available m close proximity
2 5 5 Agglom eration Economies and Linkages
‘An important basis of agglomeiation economies [is] the connections or linkages 
between economic activities within a relatively lestricted geographic area any fnm
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/is but one part of a complex chain of production -  a series of transactions -  held 
togethei by dnect or indirect linkages7 (Dicken & Lloyd, 1990 211) Linkages and 
dynamic interaction are fundamental to the cluster concept (See Section 2 4) They 
may howevei differ m tenus of operationalisation depending upon the particular 
peispective fiom which they aie appioached In general though Dicken & Lloyd 
(1990) suggest that they take the form of one of the following production linkage, 
sei vices linkage or marketing linkages Contrary to the notion that geographic 
pioximity is required m older to develop and maintain economic linkages, Chapman 
& Walkei (1991 62) make a distinction between industrial linkage and
agglomeiation While acknowledging that linkages within and between firms can 
encourage geographical clustering of intei-dependent firms (i e agglomeration), they 
suggest that more often than not considerable distances separate the activities of such 
jntci -dependent firms Indeed, particulaily in relation to the linkages of MNE 
computer manufacturers in Ireland, van Egeraat and Jacobson (2005) show that then 
key suppheis aie almost all located in other countries
Thus linkages may not be confined neatly within a specific geographical location, but 
may be spread across territorial boundaries However, the cluster literature does tend 
to suggest localisation of such relationships Whether linkages are predominantly 
jegional, national or even international rather than local is a matter for empirical 
investigation and may vary from industry to industry and from place to place
2 7 Barriers to Cluster Formation
As indicated m section 2 4 1, not all regions are endowed with the conditions or 
factois necessary to create and sustain dynamic clusters This may be attributable to 
histoncal circumstances according to Rosenfeld (2002) Just as the birth of a clustei 
can be tiaced to particular historical events at local, regional or national level so too 
can the failure of clusters to emerge be linked to past inadequacies in terms of 
investment oi policy formulation and implementation for example We show m the 
bakeiy industry case study (Chapter 9) that a history and tradition of inter-firm rivalry 
and secrecy has prevented a spatially concentrated group of firms fiom developing co- 
opciativc links with one another This has m turn created a significant baniei to the 
industiy’s evolution from spatial concentration to cluster
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Rosenfeld (2002) points out that mfrastiuctuial deficits, inability to access capital, 
technology and innovation, legional isolation, poor levels of education and absence of 
a skilled workforce all act as barriers to the creation of clusters Areas chaiactensed 
by undetprivileged and undereducated populations suffer from economic exclusion 
because of ‘weak links to benchmark regions and markets’ Rosenfeld’s analysis of 
the effects of barriers suggests that there are situations where clusters simply cannot 
cmeige and glow
In addition, a region or locality may be able to develop industrial agglomerations but 
only to a certain extent, that is, until growth is deterred by diseconomies of 
agglomeration These localised external diseconomies of scale culminate in social and 
economic costs due to increased agglomeration Both congestion and pollution have 
been highlighted as examples of such negative externalities (Jacobson et al, 2002)
Given that at the outset of study there was 110 guarantee of uncovering clusters or even 
elements thereof within the local economy of North Dublin it was essential that oui 
empincal investigations would be conscious of both the forces driving the creation of 
dynamic localised clusters and those which have the opposite effect For this reason 
wc claboiate fuither on Rosenfeld’s description of the barriers to cluster formation at 
a legional level so as understand the opposing forces
1) Infrastructural Deficits
Deficits in mfiastructure can result in regional disparities in terms of development and 
in turn inhibit capital investment In locations where it is costly to transport goods and 
people some regions can quickly become obsolete (Rosenfeld, 2002) Time to 
destination and logistics are becoming increasingly important to both businesses and 
customeis alike and where poor infrastructure hinders the speed with which goods are 
tianspoited fiom place to place then clustei development is unlikely to take any real 
hold
n) Inability to Access Capital
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Cluster development within a region also depends upon the entrepreneurial and 
innovative abilities of local companies and employees (Rosenfeld, 2002) This 
‘competent entrepreneurship’ as Sengenbeiger & Pyke (1992) call it, is integial to the 
dynamism of industrial districts m the Third Italy However in order for this 
entiepieneurial energy to be transformed into marketable goods and services capital is 
lequiied The need for local sources of capital where local business needs are 
undei stood and accounted for is essential if localised clusters are to emerge and grow 
(Rosenfeld, 1997)
111) Institutional structure
The development of clusters is dependent upon the ‘institutional thickness’ present in 
a paiticulai region (Anun & Thrift, 1994) Firms within clusters rely on tegional
agencies oi organisations for things that cannot be generated internally or obtained
fiom other companies (Rosenfeld, 2002) Thickness suggests not only the presence of 
institutions (oigamsations), it refers also to the synergies created through ‘interaction, 
collective îepiesentation and common purpose’ (Keeble et al, 1999) Without an 
‘integrated web of supportive organisations and institutions’ which include ‘firms, 
financial institutions, local chambers of commerce, training agencies, tiade 
associations, local authorities, development agencies, innovation centres, clerical 
bodies, unions, government agencies pioviding premises, land and infrastructure, 
business seivice organisations, marketing boards’, dynamic clusters cannot thiive 
(Keeble et a l, 1999 referring to Amin & Thrift, 1994)
iv) Regional insularity
On the one hand clusters can be wholly localised entities as was originally the case
with mdustnal districts in Italy However, in order for clusters to become
internationally competitive it is suggested that exposure to global networks and global 
nidiket opportunities through the presence of ‘leader firms’ m a district or area can 
pi event legional insularity and therefoie assist in the cluster development process 
(Rosenfeld, 2000) The notion of the leadei firm is one which is giadually being 
woiked into new models of inter-firm networks within industrial distncts (See 
Chaptci 7 foi a more detailed discussion of leadei firms)
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Carbonaia (2002) for example, suggests that industrial districts have ‘modified their 
configuiation, leaving the traditional structure of Marshallian ID and evolving 
towaids less spontaneous forms of co-ordination’ Increasing importance is being 
placed on the role of large firms which coordinate the district's activities and have 
conti actual power over the firms they work with Strategies of leader firms dictate the 
type, level and extent of inter-firm relationships within and outside the district Leadei 
fimis, Catbonara continues, determine the nature of linkages developed more so than 
the local social and cultuial factors The case study presented m Chapter 7 (on fish 
pioccssmg) sheds further light on the role of a leader firm m the local economy and 
shows that it can bridge gaps in technical information by acting as a source of know­
how as well as a funnel through which external knowledge is channelled
v) Lack of skills
Little elaboration is required on this point as it has already been shown above that m 
oidei for a cluster or industrial agglomeration to emerge and grow a specialised pool 
of skilled labour is required Therefore if a region or locality is devoid of a skilled 
workfoice or where there is little potential to develop a skilled workforce -  that is 
thiough education and training programmes -  then cluster development will be 
sevciely impeded In the Bakery Industiy Case Study (Chapter 9) we identify a 
significant skills shortage This combined with a number of other factors can explain 
the failure to develop a cluster
2 8 Alternatives to Clustering The Stand-Alone Firm
Up to this point we have been fleshing out the conceptual and theoretical reasoning 
behind cluster formation We have however not yet considered the possibility of an 
alternative to the cluster formation -  one where firms operate independently of one 
anothei -  i e the stand-alone firm
As we had no reason to assume a prion  that an empirical investigation of North 
Dublin’s industry would leveal industrial clusters an unbiased and impartial reading 
of the liteiatuie was required This involved acknowledgment on the one hand that
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funis can be ‘stand-alone’ and on the other that firms can be part of dynamic clusters 
Awaieness of these two stances is made all the more important given the context 
within which this investigative study is framed As outlined in Chapter 3, clusters, at 
least in the Portenan sense, are not an apparent feature of Ireland’s economic 
landscape Although clusters in the industnal district sense have been found to exist in 
localised and regional settings m Ireland there is a distinct need to be aware that 
pci haps industnal organisation and structure do not conform to one or other of the 
established cluster models
Before exploring three such models -  Porter’s clusters, industrial districts and 
legional systems of innovation -  we need to incorporate the notion that perhaps firms 
act as ‘stand-alone’ entities rather than networked enterprises Jacobson & Mottiar 
(1999) descnbe the ‘stand-alone’ firm as one that has ‘completely free, open, arms- 
length maiket interactions with its customers, and no horizontal strategic alliances 
with similar firms’ In other words it has a set of ‘black box relationships’ (Ganbaldo 
& lacobson, 2005) In reality, Jacobson Sc Mottiar (1999) suggest, a firm that is not a 
member of or does not participate m network initiatives and whose operation is 
chaiactensed by ‘large numbers of buyeis and sellers of an undifferentiated product’ 
is a fnm operating m ‘the mythical perfectly competitive market structure’ Adding to 
the descuption of stand-alone firms, Ganbaldo & Jacobson (2005) suggest that such 
fums have ‘a low degree of integration and inter-firm collaboration Neither 
company is interested in what happens inside the other The pressure is 
overwhelmingly to reduce cost and time, not on adding value’
It may be that no firms are entirely stand-alone and that there are no perfect clusters, it 
is likely that, without reaching any of the accepted definitions of ‘cluster’, groups of 
fiims in a local environment provide evidence of some elements of clustering among 
them
2 9 Industrial Clusters - Three M odels of Development
As descnbed above the basis for the study of clusters lies m Marshall’s concept of 
localisation and externalities It is this notion that underpins three related stiearns of 
litciature, all of which offer alternative yet partially overlapping explanations foi the
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existence of geographically approximate gioups of interconnected firms and 
supporting organisations The aim of this section is not simply to describe 
independently of one another the characteristics and mechanisms of all thiee -  this 
would scive little purpose other than to summarise what has already been established 
-  but to compaie and contrast each of the three and find some common ground
Poitei’s diamond model, regional systems of innovation and the industrial district 
model piovide us with convincing evidence that close proximity of interconnected 
fnms in a particular place produces some kind of externality In Porter’s model this 
benefit culminates in firm success on international markets due to four major factors 
the natuie of firm structure, strategy and rivalry, factor conditions, demand conditions 
(both domestic and foreign), and the presence of related and supporting industries 
The dynamics of, or complex interaction between, these factors are not necessarily 
localised in scope although there is a strong emphasis on geographical proximity 
(Porter, 1998, Bergman and Feser, 1999)
Poitei does argue however, in the introduction of his second edition of The 
Competitive Advantage o f  Nations, that despite his focus at the level of the nation the 
same fiamework can be ‘readily applied at the regional, state and city level’ (Porter, 
1998 XXI) This is exemplified m an application of Porter’s framework to the 
industi tal district Here, firm structure strategy and rivalry is interpreted as 
enticpieneurial dynamism, small firm networking, and flexibility of organisation, co- 
opeiation as well as competition Factor conditions refer to the local workforce whose 
loie is ‘central to the organisation of the successful district’ (Pyke & Sengenberger, 
1992) However, Porter does not provide us with a mechanism for translating his 
fiamework into a ‘local system of social relations’ unlike the industrial district model 
(Bellandi, 2002) Place other than space seems to be incidental in Porter’s model 
While factor conditions are attached to place, place is not at the centre of his model, 
the fiim and firm competitiveness rather than territorial competitiveness seem to 
occupy this lole
Regional systems of innovation are, as the term would suggest, localised systems 
Heie economic performance of a region does not depend solely on the individual 
company performance but rather on the way in which companies interact with one
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anothei and the public in the creation and dissemination of knowledge (Fischei, 
2001) This interaction enables technological change which is ‘the primary engine for 
economic development5 (Fischer, 2001)
What is apparent from an initial reading of the literature is that all three concepts are 
chaiactensed by some form of interaction In fact, without such interaction or linkage 
thcie would not be a cluster concept For Portei this interconnectivity between players 
01 fiims usually takes the form of ‘vertical (buyer/supplier) or horizontal (common 
customeis, technology, channels etc) lelationships’ (Porter, 1998 149) In industrial 
districts, mterconnectivity too is characterised by these types of relationships but the 
emphasis is on structure and organisation through the ‘fragmentation of economic 
activities into specialised units’ (Staber, 2001) Networks are the mechanism through 
which co-operative and collaborative processes are developed (Staber, 2001)
To what extent is the mteiconnectivity of firms and externalities derived by co-
location dnven by place and to what extent is it driven by the players within that
placed These three modes of industrial or economic development suggest that it is
some kind of combination of these Place may have little influence beyond providing
the appropnate contexts m which industry can be supported and encouraged to giow
Any interconnectivity and externalities may depend upon the players themselves i e
the willingness of firms and supporting organisations to interact with one another
within that place Another consideration, external to place and related to the players is
the influence of the particular sector to which the player belongs It could be that
sectoial trends and industry developments cause players to look for more innovative,
moie dynamic ways of conducting business and that the development of horizontal
and veitical relationships withm a particular place could assist m attaining an edge
over their competitors m other regions and m other states However, as we have
suggested above, relationships take time to develop, pre-existmg culture and “rules of
play” that aie conducive to inter-firm co-operation may be required before clustering
>
emeiges as a means of achieving competitiveness
Fischci (2001) suggests that technological or sectoral systems of innovation and 
localised oi territorially based systems complement one another and are not mutually 
exclusive Elaborating on this, Fischer suggests that spatial proximity which is
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necessai y for a territorial based system of innovation does not automatically imply a 
system of innovation between co-located firms Organisational proximity in the form 
of technological proximity -  which ‘pertains to the association with the set of 
honzontal interdependencies within the scope of production relationships’ (Fischer,
2001) -  is just as important as spatial proximity Again, we are confronted with the 
intei action between local and global forces, global forces dictating factoi and 
commodity markets and localisation (or legionahsation as Fischer calls it) enabling 
knowledge creation and learning Regional systems of innovation, Fischer continues, 
aie ‘giounded m collective action at a territorial level’ and are dependent upon the 
infoimal institutional arrangements 1 e the sets of rules, conventions and norms which 
pievail in a particular place The regional system of innovation concept shares some 
common giound with the industrial district mode of development The notion of the 
netwoiked SME involved in collaborative and co-operative linkages with other firms 
and supporting organisations stems from the industrial district literature where 
‘innovative capabilities and competitive efficiency have arisen from the 
oigamsational design established by the firms’ (Longhi & Keeble, 2000 referring to 
Biusco, 1982)
The systems of innovation approach has shifted its focus from the firm to the territoiy, 
it is no longei centred on the knowledge creating firm but rather the knowledge 
ci eating territory (although the firm is a constituent part of the temtorial system) 
(Maskcll and Malmberg, 1996, Fischei, 2001) Systems of innovation theories 
attnbute a ‘critical role to technological, organisational and institutional learning in 
the piocess of innovation [and] stress that learning is an interactive and socially 
embedded process’ (Hirsch-Kremsen et al, 2005 referring to Lundvall, 1992 and 
Fischei, 2001) Amin (1999), m discussing the Emiban model, underlines the link 
between lndustnal districts and the recent literature on sources of learning and 
innovation ‘The consensus seems to be that, while networks of technologically 
advanced fiims tend to derive their dynamic competitiveness from access to the fruits 
of scientific knowledge, codified rules, technological advances and strategic 
Icadeiship, loosely coupled small firm networks tend to rely more on informal, non- 
scientific and interactive knowledge as a source of competitive advantage’ A tegional 
system of innovation could be classed as the outcome of interaction between firms
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and oigamsations within an industrial district It is an element of or advantage of 
mdustnal agglomeration
The non-science based innovativeness to which Amin (1999) refers has received a 
gieat deal of attention in recent times through the work of PILOT the main thrust of 
which is a departure from the conventional thinking on innovation 1 e that it emanates 
only fiom high-tech industries and is the result of R&D The findings of the PILOT 
ease studies on innovation in low-tech industries, published m Low Tech Innovation 
in the Knowledge Economy (2005) reveal that innovation can and does take place 
within industries that have relatively low or even zero levels of R&D Using a 
capabilities approach Bender and Laestadius (2005) suggest that low-tech firms have 
‘innovation enabling capabilities’ that are the result of ‘ processes of transforming 
and configunng generally well known knowledge, components and technologies 
developed elsewhere’ They show that these processes can be assisted by co-operation 
with external agents
Edquist et al (2002) emphasise the importance of external co-operation and attach 
gieat weight to knowledge that is acquired through interactive processes In their 
suivey of firms’ collaboration with other organisations m the development of product 
innovation in the region of East Gothia, they conclude that firms do not innovate in 
isolation They present ‘strong empirical support for the view associated with the 
systems of innovation approach that interactive learning between organisations is 
important in (product) innovation processes’ Commenting on the role of location they 
found that 25 per cent of firms had their collaborating partner located close to them or 
within the same region
It is clear theiefore that some of the dynamics of clusters (industrial clusters and 
mdustnal distncts included) l e interaction amongst economic actors, relational 
exchange that builds trust and leads to co-operation, are shared with the systems of 
innovation approach The outcome ultimately from any of the three development 
models -  Porter’s clusters, industrial districts and regional systems of innovation is 
the cteation of a competitive advantage
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2 10 Towards a Theoretical Framework
in building a theoretical ftamework we begin by answering a question posed above 
To what extent do players (l e firms and non-firm organisations) duve inter-firm 
ldationships and linkages9 In answering this question it is inevitable that we 
incorporate another question Do sectoral trends influence or determine the nature and 
dynamics of inter-firm relationships9 By probing these areas we can perhaps begin to 
position and rank the overall role and function of place within cluster development 
and ultimately assist in our empirical analysis of industry m North Dublin
2 10 1 Linkages Driven by Players and Sectors
Accoidmg to Scott (2001) linkages are driven primarily by the sector to which firms 
belong In othei words certain sectors are characterised by ‘intricate netwoiks oi 
complexes of producers bound together m relations of specialisation and 
complementarity’ Scott suggests that these characteristics have a ‘number of far 
leaching geogiaphic consequences’ Forces at work within a particular place seem to 
be secondary to the sectoral foices which are at work withm the global context but 
which, at the same time, have local implications depending upon certain factors Scott 
outlines the various scenarios for linkage development withm a specific place rather 
than linkage development in the form of long distance or cross border relationships 
These peitam to cost factors i e where networking or linkage development incurs a 
high cost per unit of distance In other words where transactions involve ‘frequent 
unpiedictable and constantly shifting face to face encounters’ then theie is a stiong 
incentive foi firms to locate within close proximity to one another
Howevei, in contrast to this Scott outlines a situation where geographic range may be 
extended i e in circumstances where distribution of a final product incurs low costs 
pei unit of distance An important factoi therefore m the development of localised 
linkages pertains to the stage of production in the manufacturing process to which an 
individual firm belongs This, according to Scott, will determine the nature and extent 
of linkages created within a particular place
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It may howevei be too simplistic an approach to assume that the production stage to 
which a particular firm belongs is a determining factor in the creation of localised co- 
opeiation Take for instance an existing agglomeration of industrial enterprises 
pei haps involved in similar or complementary stages of production which for 
histoncal leasons lelated to family and tiadition have meant that a presence m that 
paiticulai place has been maintained over a number of years The extent of interaction 
between the firms is limited to sharing of the skilled labour force, little othei dynamic 
intei action takes place Within this hypothetical industrial zone there may come a 
time when mtei-firm co-operation becomes essential m order to maintain a 
competitive edge (Schmitz, 2000) In addition to incidental external economies (e g 
access to skilled labour force) more deliberate or inorganic externalities are shaped by 
films’ dcsue to overcome crises or to access new opportunities through joint action 
and ‘collective activism5 (Schmitz, 2000) Relying on spontaneous effects of co­
location Schmitz suggests is insufficient A focus on ‘consciously pursued action’ is 
i equiied if a competitive edge is to be maintained or crises overcome
Fiom this we can assume that dynamic interaction can be created where previously 
theie had been none but this is largely dependent upon firm initiative and/oi sectoral 
picssuie to achieve greatei competitiveness Regardless of the stage of production 
moie collaborative processes may be called upon to achieve firm competitiveness and 
in doing so improve the overall dynamic of a local industrial agglomeration Note, 
however, that even m this example the pie-existing co-location may be a preiequisite 
foi successful collective activism
The lelational assets created are not simply the outcome of co-location in space, 
howevei Although geographical proximity between firms seems to assist in the 
piocess, they are the result of firm strategy to become more innovative (Capello,
2002) Desire to tap into local and tacit knowledge for commercial purposes is laigely 
dependent upon the knowledge intensity of the particular industry or sector (McGee & 
Sammut Bonnici, 2002) Innovative capacity of firms relies not only on their own 
capabilities in terms of research and development as well as product and process 
improvement but also on the opportunities to co-operate with external partners 
(Rcvilla Diez, 2002) Interaction is not purely localised although it can be localised m 
sevetal different locations for say a MNE with a number of subsidiaries in different
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countiies A global network where there is constant exchange of ideas and experience 
with co-operative partners external to the region or state means that local knowledge 
is cnculated globally (Revilla Diez, 2002) Interaction at a spatial level is therefore 
dependent upon the extent of sectoral concentration and the particular mix of firms 
and supporting organisations that are willing to actively participate in linkage 
development
2 10 2 Spontaneous Interaction
It is important to distinguish between modes of co-ordination among cluster members 
which ate spontaneous and those which are driven by the strategies of leader firms 
We touch on both above, however, we need to examine more closely the exact 
woi kings and implications of each
Spontaneous forms of co-oidmation are characteristic of the Marshallian industrial 
distnct and of the Italian industrial district in its traditional form (Carbonara, 2002) 
Spontaneous interaction is interpreted as loosely structured forms of network 
oigamsation which possess a ‘collective identity common to local actors rooted in a 
unique social and cultural context’ (Coro & Grandmetti, 1999)
Despite intense networking and co-operative relationship building efforts much of the 
vertical co-opeiation m traditional mdustiial districts is structurally weak This is due 
to the fact that interactive communication and co-operation involved m the processes 
of production specialisation, learning and innovation, and knowledge diffusion are 
self-oigamsing (Coro & Grandmetti, 1999) It is now acknowledged that in order to 
sustain these piocesses and for them to remain effective in the generation of territorial 
competitiveness 'the invisible hand determining the strategies of the system becomes 
moie and more visible’ (Carbonara, 2002) In other words there is a movement away 
fiom spontaneous forms of localised interaction which rely simply on shared customs 
and social values towards a more organised territorial system where specific firms or 
institutional entities take a more measured and active role in the co-ordination of 
neiwoik activity
2 10 3 Interaction Driven by Leader Firms
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At the heart of this more structured less organic form of localised interaction lies the 
leadei fhm Growth strategies of leader firms are the driving force in ‘new models’ of 
nctwoiking in industrial districts according to Carbonara (2002) The contractual 
powei that leader firms possess over othei local firms (with which they work) means 
that fnms that have contractual ties to the leader firm m order to survive, must 
confoim to the standards being set by the leader Without leader firms taking charge 
and leading the group, according to this argument, there would be little stiucture 
within the networking process The growth strategies that Carbonara lefers to, involve 
piocesses which are both external and internal to the firm and are m some cases 
dnven by firms’ desire to become more innovative Companies, to access or tap into 
locational strengths, need to deepen relationships with their most sophisticated local 
customers (Porter & Stern, 2001) and suppliers
If a film’s stiategy is to become more innovative through external partneiships then 
then stiategy will impact upon the nature of localised relationships in general The 
leadei firm submerges itself in a relationship building process which elevates 01 
pushes its external partners, whether they be trade associations, universities, suppheis 
01 customers, to achieve the same high levels of communicative relations from 
inteiactive piocesses with other local clients or customers (Porter & Stem, 2001) A 
cumulative process emerges as a direct result of leader firm strategy It is therefore 
appaient that the presence of a leader firm within a particular place can have a 
significant impact upon the nature of interactive processes within that particular place 
Examples of leader firms that have had a huge impact on their home regions include 
laige, innovative firms like Siemens and Bosch in Baden-Wurttemburg and Benetton 
in Northern Italy
Can we assume therefore that without leadei firm presence the potential for dynamic 
intei action and linkage building is seveiely impeded9 Affirmation of this assumption 
is logical if for instance there is no other ‘visible hand’ active in the co-ordination of 
intei active piocesses However, leader firms are not the only ‘visible hand’ active m 
nctwoiking processes, non-firm organisational actors too can facilitate in the process 
by cieating a positive environment for linkage development
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Note that Chapter 7 discusses the lole of the leader firm in local and regional 
economies in more detail Included also in Chapter 7 is a general discussion of the 
evolution from organic to co-ordinated interaction
2 10 4 Interaction Facilitated by Organisations Other Than Firms
The equihbnum between co-operation and competition does not occur naturally but 
usually Lequnes the positive action of some institutional actors, from local 
government to trade associations, unions and banks’ (Coro & Grandinetti, 1999) 
Institutions like universities have a vested interest m the performance and 
competitiveness of local business just as local businesses have a vested interest in 
education (Porter, 1998a) Therefore, organisations other than firms can and do have 
an active i ole to play in ‘the new economics of competition’ (Porter, 1998 a) But how 
can they facilitate linkage development9 Universities can create ties with business 
thiough the creation of incubator units on campus, thereby creating a ‘cultuie of 
lescaich collaboration’ between business and institution and an environment where 
collective learning leads to innovation (Keeble et a l, 1999)
Institutes, howevei, may not have a direct role m facilitating interactive processes, 
then i ole may be one which provides ‘collective benefits to firms fiom ideas, research 
capability, information, skills, supply structures and services [which are made] 
available thiough recognisable institutions’ (Keeble et a l, 1999 referring to Amm & 
Thu ft, 1995) Ganbaldo & Jacobson (2005) suggest that non-firm organisations like 
umvcisities and trade associations play a supplementary role in firms’ innovation 
piocesses that enables them to add to their informal tacit knowledge bases
Scngenbeiger & Pyke (1992 25) highlight the local authority’s role as a ‘social co­
ot dinatot’ m bringing various interest groups together to create collaborative netwoik 
piocesses and service institutions in industrial districts What is required in order for 
these co-oidinated processes to work successfully is the active participation of firms 
Linkage development facilitated by firms and non-firm organisations are not 
pioccsses that opeiate independently of one another but rather operate m an inter­
dependent manner, mutually reinforcing one another Institutional thickness is
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important m setting the overall context or framework in which territorial clustei 
development can take place
2 10 5 Place in Context
‘The mete co-location of companies, suppliers and institutions creates the potential 
foi economic value, it does not necessarily ensure its realisation’ (Porter, 1998a) 
Ptoie (2001) suggests that territorial competitiveness is based on the social lelations 
that exist among the people who live within a district or region Ganbaldo & Tacobson 
(2005) highlight the importance of social context for both ‘technological evolution 
and innovative capacity’ and suggest that regional clusters ‘are places wheie close 
intei-firm communication, socio-cultural structures and institutional environments 
stimulate socially and territorially embedded collective learning and continuous 
education’
While we do not dispute this there is a need to consider physicaj characteristics as 
well and acknowledge that they act as the trigger for the development of specific 
industiies m particular places In other words industry locates m places where there 
aie positive factor conditions Local labour markets, human capital and mterpeisonal 
netwoiks ate ‘inherently localised’ and are therefore an inherent part of ‘place’ 
(Camagni, 2002) Industry must have some attachment to place if it is to utilise these 
factois to its advantage This is generally referred to as embeddedness -  ‘an 
embedded economy consists m economic activity which is dependent on resources 
that ai e teiutoilally specific’ (Ganbaldo & Jacobson, 2005 referring to Storper, 1997) 
Fnms and supporting organisations aie attached to place but some firms may be 
attached to a number of different places if, for instance, the firm is a MNE with a 
numbei of subsidianes m a number of different countries The depth of attachment or 
embeddedness is what determines the extent of cluster development in a given region 
(Maikusen, 1996) Attachment in the form of network relationships as we have 
discussed pieviously may reach beyond legional and national geographical 
boundanes However, part of a cluster may be contained within a given region
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2 11 Transactional and Contextual Environment
To assist m the investigative process and indeed the analysis of mter-industry 
diffeiences (Chapter 10) as revealed in the three case studies -  fish processing, 
punting and bakery (Chapters 7,8 and 9) a framework is required that acknowledges 
the theones and concepts discussed m this chapter To do this we use the concepts of 
tiansactional environment and contextual environment to shed light on why elements 
of clustering can be found m some industries (i e printing and fish processing) and 
why it is absent from others (l e bakeiy) Garibaldo & Jacobson (2005) use these 
conceptual tools to analyse the role of company and social networks in low-tech 
mdustnes and describe them as follows
'The “transactional environment” (Trist, 1976, Van Bemum m 
Naschold, 1993) of an organisation is the one with which it 
inteiacts m carrying out its pnmaiy task, however, there is also a 
bioadei ambient, beyond that relating to the primary task, which 
can be called “contextual environment’”
The contextual environment can be made up of social institutions, conventions, norms 
and tiust -  mostly non-physical features that are embedded m place and specific to a 
given location The transactional environment is a non-spatial one in which both 
physical and non-physical features are elements (Garibaldo & Jacobson, 2005) It 
lefeis to the environment in which goods and services are exchanged and therefore 
includes industry characteristics such the natuie of competition (as discussed m 
Section 2 4 5) We have shown in this chapter that the contextual environment can 
have implications for the transactional environment -  although we did not expressly 
state it in this way For example trust (an element of the contextual environment) 
facilitates co-operation Co-operation alteis the transactional environment by creating 
intei-firm networks that form the basis of regional systems of innovation and 
industrial districts The transactional environment is thus altered from one containing 
maiket lelationships to one of more collaborative exchanges
We highlight the role of co-operation because of its significance m the formation of 
vanous localised clusters (See Figure 2 2) What these various localised clusteis have
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m common is the role played by the contextual environment m shaping their 
lcspcctive transactional environments
Figure 2 2 Co-operation at the Centre of Various Localised Clusters
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Chapter 3. Clusters in the Irish Context
3 1 Introduction
The pui pose of this chapter is to outline how industrial policy and development in 
Ii eland over the years has shaped the present day industrial climate This is extremely 
lelevant as historical circumstances have an important role to play in determining 
whether clusters will emerge or not (Rosenfeld, 2002) Past decisions can directly and 
mduectly influence development trajectories Included in this Chapter is an 
examination of research conducted to date on industrial clusters m Ireland We outline 
the mam findings and discuss their relevance to the examination of industry foi clustei 
activity in North Dublin
3 2 Irish Industrial Development and Policy -  A Brief History
Following the abandonment of the protectionist policies (1930s to late 1950s) 
‘industnal policy has been outward looking and has aimed to develop internationally 
competitive industries’ (Clancy et al, 1998) The late abandonment of protectionism 
howcvei means that Ireland is classed a Tate-comer’ to industrialisation (Sweeney 
1999, refen ing to O’Malley, 1989) The growth m Ireland that followed the outward 
looking strategies was attributed to investment by foreign owned multinational 
enterprises (MNEs) that chose Ireland as a location from which to produce for export 
maikcts (Clancy et al, 2001) Location of MNEs m Ireland was driven by the 
availability of grants and tax concessions Fuelling the attractiveness of Ireland as a 
location from which to export was its membership of the EC which came into effect in 
1973, assuring access from Ireland to the large EC market (Clancy et al, 2001)
The piesence of MNEs made a significant contribution to industrial growth m Iieland 
O’Malley (1989 155-156) notes the importance of MNEs
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‘By the mid-1980s foreign firms accounted for more than 35% of 
manufacturing employment, with over three-quarters of this 
employment being in firms which had started since the 1950s The 
increase in employment in these foreign new industries was more than 
sufficient to account for all of manufacturing employment growth 
since the mid-1960s when trade liberalisation began Even more 
stiiking had been the contribution of foreign firms to export 
giowth with 85% to 90% of their output, on average going for 
export’
Tt was only when foreign-owned manufacturing declined between 1980-1987 that 
outwaid-looking policies were brought into question This decline coupled with 
concerns ovei ‘limited purchasing linkages and withdrawals of profits from the 
country’ (Clancy et al, 2001) suggested that continued reliance on foreign-owned 
fnms as both exporters and employment providers ‘was no longer, on its own, an 
adequate stiategy for industrial development’ (Clancy et al, 2001)
Despite strong industrial growth experienced in the 1960s and 1970s indigenous 
industiy failed to make its mark in terms of employment growth and export 
development (O’Malley, 1989 102) Poor performance of indigenous industry
combined with over-reliance on foreign-owned firms signalled the need for a shift in 
policy
Focus on indigenous industry and the ‘integration of foreign-owned enterpuses into 
the lush economy’ was incorporated into policy documents during the 1980s (Clancy 
ct al, 2001) Barry et al (1999 61) suggest that there has been ca noticeable 
improvement in the performance of the indigenous sector since then’ They suggest 
that the expansion of existing firms rather than the establishment of new ones were 
lesponsible for job creation in the indigenous sector This can be directly attributed to 
policy initiatives especially those outlined in the White Paper on Industrial Policy 
(1984) which stated that the aim should be to ‘develop larger and stronger firms by 
building on those with a reasonable track record’ (Clancy et al, 2001)
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Clancy et al (2001) suggest that the aveiage growth rate of 10 per cent experienced m 
the industnal sector since 1987 is due largely to increases in foreign direct investment 
(FDI) They show for example that foi eign-owned firms increased their shaie of 
manufactui mg employment from 43 per cent to 47 per cent and increased their share 
of manufacturing output from 52 per cent to 66 per cent between 1987 and 1996 
Indigenous industry also experienced significant improvements, for example in the 
nine year period between 1988 and 1997 indigenous employment grew by nine pei 
cent, exceeding both EU and OECD levels (Barry et al, 1999) The substantially 
mci eased share of foreign owned firms simply means that this group of firms giew 
much faster than indigenous firms
3 2 1 Over-Reliance on M N E s9
The significant shares of foreign owned firms m employment and output -  and even 
lughei in exports -  suggests the need to ask whether the economy is over-reliant on 
lelatively footloose MNEs Barry et al (1999 69) suggest that fear of ovei-reliance 
may be well founded They outline that success of indigenous industry is based on 
comparative advantage while success in attracting foreign direct investment is based 
on absolute advantage Absolute advantage is something, they suggest, which can be 
lost overnight while comparative advantage is that which can be subjected to change 
but cannot be destroyed entirely By this lationale fear for health of the economy may 
well be justified
Bany et al (1999 70) believe however that the economy has ‘earned a sufficiently 
high letum from its specialisation (in MNE-dominated sectors) to pay for mci eased 
nsks of instability’ associated with such high levels of FDI Their reasons foi thinking 
this ielate to the opportunities that have been cieated for ‘learning by doing’ and 
thiough the generation of tax revenues which they feel can enable the economy to 
‘climb the ladder of comparative advantage’ and contribute to the development of 
‘physical and human capital infrastructure’ They suggest also that the collapse of FDI 
and any catastiophic implications may be overstated depending on the extent to which 
linkages have been developed with the indigenous economy This general support for 
encoui aging FDI, despite an awareness of the risks, is echoed m the Autumn 2003 
Qua} tei Iv Bulletin o f  the Central Bank The downside of employment shocks arising
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fiom recessions m the small number of MNE-dominated sectors on which the 
economy is specialised, is offset, accoiding to the Central Bank, by growth m ‘the 
good times’
Given the fact that North Dublin displays (and has in the past displayed) a lelatively 
highci pioportion of employment m foreign owned firms than that at the national level 
(sec Figuie 3 1) one would consider the strength of linkage development between the 
foieign owned and indigenous sectors of vital importance to sustained industrial 
development for both sectors in North Dublin The alternative mode of development 
could be one that is built on the strength of certain indigenous sub-sectors, that 
capitalises on existing mter-firm co-operation and perhaps, where appropriate, 
incoipoiates some level of interaction with foreign-owned firms Section 3 3 2 
descubes how pievious indigenous-foreign firm links failed to be sustained
Figure 3 1  Employment m Foreign-Owned Firms as Percentage of Total 
Employment
Employment in Foreign-Owned Firms as Percentage 
of Total Employment
1985 1990 1995 2000 2001
Year
Soit/ce Foi fas Unpttbhshed Employment Data
It is cleai from Figure 3 1 that successive policies aimed at attracting overseas 
investment into Ireland have had a significant impact upon employment in North 
Dublin An understanding of the dynamic of indigenous sectors (a contnbution to 
which is made through the case studies piesented in Chapters 7 to 9) is made all the
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moie peitment in the context of regional dependency on MNEs for development As 
noted m Section 2 3 3 of Chapter 2 however the presence of foreign owned MNEs can 
pi event legional insularity but only where there is some kind of mter-connectivity 
between MNEs and indigenous firms
3 2 2 industria l Policy -  The Regional Element
As we aie concerned with industrial clusters at the local and regional level it is worth 
highlighting some aspects of policy that have, over the years, endeavoured to 
incoiporate the notion of regional industrial development Barrios et al (2003) indicate 
that ‘the legional dimension has been an important aspect of Irish industrial policy for 
moic that 50 years, although it has undergone considerable changes’ From the 
Undei developed Areas Act of 1952 which provided designated areas with grants for 
machinery, equipment, land and buildings to the Regional Industrial Plans of 1973 to 
1977, which focused on the creation of town clusters within designated areas so as to 
ensuie the ‘maximum geographical dispersion of new industrial development’, policy 
has had a keen focus on regional development
The ‘taiget town’ approach which involved the setting of specific job creation targets, 
the pm chase of industrial sites and building of advance factories by the IDA so as to 
influence the location of mward investment was continued in ‘The Regional Plans for 
1978 to 1982’ (Bamos et al, 2003) After 1982
Theie was a marked change m Irish industrial policy in that an explicit 
national strategic industry component, namely trying to attract hi-tech 
foreign multi-nationals to jump-start the virtually non-existent 
indigenous high tech sectors was given priority over regional 
dispersion (Barrios et al, 2003)
Atti acting high-tech foreign owned industry into the country was given priority ovei 
the legional dispersion of MNEs Barrios et al (2003) suggest that this is still more or 
less the case However, considerable focus has been placed on attracting mwaid 
investment to the borders, midlands and west of the country (the BMW region) over 
othei legional locations (Agnew, Interview, 2002) The National Spatial Strategy
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(2002) also provides evidence of an increased priority being given to regional 
development
3 2 3 Regional D evelopm ent -  Implications fo r  North Dublin
Accoiding to the IDA (Agnew, Interview, 2002) the increasing focus on moie even 
development in Ireland will not be to the detriment of industrial development in North 
Dublin, development will proceed m specific industries/sectors such as financial 
sei vices and shared services Despite higher grants and incentives for locating in the 
moie ‘disadvantaged’ areas such as the BMW region, foreign-owned firms will 
choose the location most appropriate for their business Bamos et al (2003) are in 
agieement with this view having conducted empirical investigations on the effect of 
public incentives and agglomeration economies on MNEs’ location choice in Ireland 
They found that high-tech multinationals locate ‘in urban centres m ordei to avail of 
knowledge-ielated spill-overs from the diversity of industries’ We can assume 
thei efore that urbanisation economies rather than the availability of incentives are a 
key factoi in determining the location of foreign owned firms North Dublin as part of 
the gieatei Dublin region can offei these locational advantages
Despite the development agencies’ (IDA and Enterpnse Iieland) regional focus there 
has, with few exceptions, been little attempt to locate similar or related companies in 
designated locations i e a working cluster policy Examples of these exceptions are 
the International Financial Services Centre in Dublin and the pharmaceuticals sector 
in Ringaskiddy, Coik
3 3 Policy Interest in Clusters
The oi lgms of the cluster philosophy in Ii eland can be traced through a number of key 
documents and initiatives, the first of which is the Telesis Report Although the 
Telcsis leport (1982) did not expressly refer to ‘clusters’ it did suggest that integration 
between domestic and overseas sectors operating in Ireland was crucial to economic 
success In effect, it advocated the establishment of linkages between firms, which to 
a ceitain extent constitutes cluster development Telesis influenced policy makers, 
and was followed by the White Paper on Industrial Policy in 1984 Among othei
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things this Jed to the establishment of a National Linkage Programme which, 
howevet, had mixed results It was not until the publication of the Culhton Report in 
1992 (itself influenced by the work of Porter, 1990) that the term ‘cluster’ explicitly 
entcied the Irish industrial policy context The report recommended that a ‘policy of 
identifying niches and segments and building clusters should be adhered to’ Since 
then mdustnal policy makers m Iieland have had a keen focus on clustering as a 
means of creating and sustaining competitive advantage
3 3 1 Elements o f  Cluster Development
Pi 101 to and following the publication of Porter’s C o m p e t i t i v e  A d v a n t a g e  o f  N a t io n s  
(1990) and the Culhton report (1992), both of which were to generate a wealth of 
academic debate on the topic, there were significant steps taken to foster a culture of 
netwoikmg in Ireland which if managed correctly could be used as ‘a toute to 
cluster’ (Cooke, 1998) Cooke (1998) cites the National Linkage Programme as one 
such loute The programme aims to integrate the foreign and indigenous sectors 
thiough supply chain development The programme, as Cooke (1998) outlines, has in 
the past come under criticism for its ‘selectivity of supply-firm candidates which 
excluded the majonty of indigenous suppliers’ and for an inadequate level of co- 
oidination between the development agencies in administering the programme The 
piogiamme is still running today but at a smaller scale than it did approximately ten 
yeai s ago
3 3 2 Linkage Development ut North Dublin
The Regional Linkage Programme has had some success m the past especially m 
Noith Dublin where overseas firms in the electronics and light engineenng sectois 
established supply links with local firms involved in the manufacture of ‘mechanical 
paits’ e g plastics, metals and printing materials However, the demise of this sector 
m Noith Dublin in recent years and the demise oi re-location of key customer firms 
like Amdahl, Motorola, Celestica and Gateway to parts of Eastern Europe has forced 
the Linkages Department m Enterpiise Ii eland to look outside the region and even the 
nation in ordei to salvage ties and create new links for indigenous firms operating in 
the sectoi Measures, which include partnership development and start-up operations
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of lush firms in eastern European locations, are currently being deployed (Kennedy, 
Interview, 2003)
While the Linkages Progiamme was successful in integrating indigenous and 
oveiseas firms m North Dublin (albeit to a limited extent and for a limited period) its 
sustainability, for a number of reasons, was always questionable Firstly, local 
soiiicmg by overseas customer-firms in North Dublin was limited to basic parts and 
souicing of high-technology components was tied to international supplier bases 
Secondly, indigenous firms’ over-iehance on subsidiaries of MNEs meant that 
international business was not sought Although overseas firms cannot be compelled 
to souice all inputs locally the Linkages Programme should have endeavoured to 
broaden the customer bases of its indigenous client firms so as to minimise economic 
fall-out Cooke (1998) suggests that in order for the Linkage Programme to be more 
successful it needs to broaden its appeal and place itself m the context of clustering 
and systemic innovation
In a lecent policy document entitled Ahead o f  the Curve -  Ireland's Place in the 
Global Economy the Enterprise Strategy Group (2004) reinforce the principles of the 
Cu 111 ton Report when they outline that enterprise in Ireland will succeed by focusing 
on niche aieas of activity through a number of different means which include inter 
aha 1 clusteis or groupings with specific expertise’ In the pursuit of cluster 
development, they outline some specific mechanisms, primarily business networks 
Thiough business networks, that combine partners from financial, educational and 
îesearch institutes as well as firms, they suggest that small firms can overcome issues 
l elating to scale They recommend that state funding be made available to groups of 
intei ested parties working m collaboration The emphasis, m policy, has shifted from 
the promotion of purely economic linkages to more co-operative ties
Furthermore, the report recognises that networks may be either formal or informal 
and suggests for example that 4 participants may share information on markets 
[Chapter 7 shows evidence of this among fish processing firms], they may co-operate 
to address a customer need that they could not address individually [this is evidenced 
in the Printing Consortium of Ireland -  the focus of Chapter 8], they may share 
mteiests in technology, standards oi regulations, or they may act in concert to
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commission lesearch or to articulate skills requirements’ The case study findings are 
theiefoie highly topical in the context of current enterprise and cluster development 
policies
3 4 Research on Clusters in Ireland
As indlCdted above substantial policy and academic debate on clusters and then 
lelevance to Ii eland ensued after the publication of the Culliton Report (1992) Much 
of the woik, however, has been applied at the national level and has lelied upon both 
Poitei’s model and methodology to investigate empirically the existence of clusters 
Thcie has been, to date, only limited investigation conducted at local and legional 
level These regionally focused studies have adopted an alternative framework for 
investigation -  the industrial district model -  and have therefore been limited to single 
sectois Their findings are none the less of value
3 4 1 National Studies
O’Donnellan (1994) was the first in Ireland to examine Irish manufacturing foi the 
piesence of Porter’s sectoral clustering He identified a number of sub-sectors which 
displayed regional spatial concentration The, ‘strong spatial association between 
sectois’ he believes does not provide conclusive evidence of clustering especially 
given the fact that low levels of vertical linkages were uncovered through mput- 
output analysis The fact that spatial concentration in Ireland does not necessarily 
imply cluster activity is an important finding Further to this, O’Donnellan (1994) 
could find little evidence to link the strong performance of the electronics and 
chemical sectors to any clustering activity in those sectors Strength of performance 
could be attubuted more to the presence of MNEs
What is most notable about O’DonnelIan’s research and most relevant to this 
dissertation are his suggestions m relation to localised clustering While he found 
little evidence of strongly performing clusters at the national level he does indicate 
that ‘moie subtle or localised clustering’ could make a difference to performance and 
that government support for ‘local specialised infrastructure’ should be reinforced 
Despite O’Donnellan’s early indications that localised clustering may be more
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appiopnate to lush industry it was not until a number of other national studies weie 
conducted and findings published that a sectoral and regionally focused study made 
its way mto print
In 1995 following international debate on the importance of industrial clustering to 
sustained competitive advantage the National Economic and Social Council (NESC) 
commissioned a study ‘to examine the importance of industrial clusters for mdustual 
development, and the suitability of Porter’s clustering model, m the Irish context’ 
(Clancy and Twomey, 1997) The commissioned research culminated in a senes of 
papeis which applied Porter’s cluster analysis to a number of sectors, viz the music 
industry (Clancy and Twomey, 1997), the software industry (O’Gonnan et al 1997) 
and the dany industry (O’Connell, 1997) In 1998, NESC continued to probe the 
clustei concept and published the proceedings of a seminar entitled Sustaining 
Competitive Advantage Not only was Porter’s model flagged as inappropriate in the 
lush context but alternative strategies for achieving competitive advantage were 
highlighted, in particular modes of networking as a route to cluster development 
(Cooke, 1998)
What the Irish research, conducted at national level, offers us is conclusive evidence 
that a departuie from ‘Porter as a central plank m Irish industrial policy’ is necessary 
(Clancy et al, 1998) National studies tell us that Porter’s model has little validity in a 
small open economy like Ireland and is probably most suited to large mature 
manufacturing economies like Japan and the US Most notably the national research 
does not abandon totally notions or elements of clustering m the Irish context hi fact, 
some go so far to say that there are ‘appreciable benefits’ to be obtained from 
gioupings of connected or related companies, for example customer/suppliei 
ldations, competitive rivalry and the development of specialised pools of labour 
which should be built upon (Clancy et al, 1988, O’Malley and van Egeraat, 2000)
Appiopnate modifications to Porter’s approach identified by Clancy et al (1998) 
include lecognition of the role that foreign demand plays m sustaining indigenous 
mdustiy This is an acknowledgement that linkages between actors m clusters may 
extend beyond the traditional boundaries of the nation It is suggested also m the 
leseaich that clusters m Ireland are unlikely to contain all the components of a full
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scale cluster such as suppliers, customeis and related industries (O’Malley and van 
Egeraat, 2002) This emphasises an important point, 1 e that Portenan clusters in their 
entirety are unlikely to be found m Ireland
3 4 2 Altei natives to Porter -  Local and Regional Studies in Ireland
Rcscaich in lieland on industrial agglomeration has not been limited to the Porter 
model lacobson and O’Sullivan (1994) examined the origins and early evolution of 
the software manual printing industry (SMPI) in Dublin They found that the 
lelationship between suppliers (SMP firms) and the buyers (software publishers) that 
established a presence in Ireland, led to changes and improvement in standards and 
oigamsational structures within the SMP firms The quality and standard required by 
the softwaie publishers was ‘ very rigorous and exacting’ This meant that fu ms had 
to acquire specific standards such as ship-to-stock for example The SMP firms, 
having to lespond to rapid growth and large, repeat orders -  where previously they 
had opciated on the basis of “jobbing” -  had ‘ to introduce new departments such as 
pioduction control, quality control, scheduling, order and costing departments 
dedicated to serving the manufacturing piocess’ (Tacobson and O’Sullivan, 1994) In 
this case the emergence of a group of high technology suppliers can be directly 
attnbuted to the establishment m Ireland of high technology MNEs Among the 
disadvantages of the mtei-firm relationships that developed between the suppliers and 
buyeis within the SMPI, was ‘the general dependence of the suppliers on the 
publishers [that was] exacerbated by the homogeneity of the suppliers’
lacobson and Mottiar (1999) followed with a study comparing the SMPI with the 
tumituie industry in Co Monaghan They found a lack of networking in the former 
and explicitly identified the latter as an industrial distnct The firms m the wooden 
furniture industry in Co Monaghan exhibited a high degiee of (horizontal) co- 
opeiation
‘Even direct competitors - like the two producers of fireside 
chairs -  share information They discuss customers, and will 
help each other to avoid giving credit to high-risk customers 
At a more substantial level, two of the larger firms, McNally
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and Finlay, and Sherry Bros share a brand name, Rossmore, 
under which their products are marketed m Britain5
Another notable characteristic of the Co Monaghan furniture industry is its number 
of spin-off firms -  ‘an important source of growth m industrial districts’ (lacobson 
and Mottiai, 1999) Of the firms surveyed, Jacobson and Mottiar (1999) found that 75 
pei cent weie ielated either directly or indirectly to one furniture firm in particular -  
Coyle’s It was withm this firm that apprenticeships weie served and skills and know­
how acquned
In conti ast to the furniture industrial district Jacobson and Mottiar (1999) highlight a 
distinct absence of horizontal co-operation, despite declining markets The close 
vertical lelationships that they describe are unilateral rather than reciprocal They 
suggest that ‘the relationships, and in some cases the firms themselves, are the results 
of decisions by the buyer firms’
lacobson et al (2001) using the furniture industry as a point of reference explored 
industiial districts and networks as alternative modes of development in Ireland In 
exploring the dynamics of inter-firm relationships they note parallels with the Italian 
industiial distncts, namely competition, co-operation (formal and informal), strong 
hoi izontal and vertical integration between firms and a number of spm-off operations 
While they acknowledge that some elements are absent they leiterate that what they 
have uncovered in Co Monaghan constitutes an industrial district What is most 
notable about the inter-firm dynamics documented is their relationship to industrial 
development They suggest that the survival of an individual firm ‘is veiy much 
connected to the relationships it has forged with other firms’ and that policy should 
take account of this (Jacobson et a l, 2001)
In contrast to these co-located inter-lmked firms Jacobson et al (2001) present a 
spatially dispersed network that effectively operates m the same manner as firms in an 
industiial distnct Through a Pilot Network Programme (PNP) initiated by Enterprise 
Iieland, thiee furniture firms set up a joint venture product development and 
maiketmg company by the name of TORC The manner m which TORC operates is 
that once a contract is won the business is fulfilled by one of the three network firms
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on a lotational basis, depending upon their availability Network involvement proved 
extiemely beneficial to all thiee companies as the joint venture gave the firms the 
ci ltical mass they required to enter overseas markets It also improved then ability to 
obtain grants and assistance from the development agencies that as individual 
companies they would have been unable to attain
Apait fiom the lack of spatial proximity this example of inter-firm co-operation and 
competition differs from the industrial district in Co Monaghan m that it is 
‘embedded in a rich institutional environment’ These examples provide us with 
empuical evidence that co-operation between firms (whether spatially dispeised or 
spatially proximate) have strengthened indigenous industry albeit in a single sector or 
sub-scctoi This reinforces the validity of an investigative study aimed at the 
local/iegional level
3 5 Discussion
Fiom this section we can conclude that policy, m particular the pursuit of foreign 
dncct investment as a means of stimulating growth in the economy, has had a 
significant impact upon the mix of indigenous and manufacturing firms and their 
respective levels of employment m North Dublin Chapter 5, which presents the 
indusli lal profile of North Dublin, shows this in greater detail It is also clear that 
industiial policy at national level has had an effect on industrial development at a 
local level
The icsearch discussed m this chapter suggests that Porter’s definition of clusters has 
less lelevance m an Irish context than other, perhaps looser definitions of 
agglomeiative development Recent policy has been cognisant of this, acknowledging 
the iole of enterprise led business networks for the creation of competitive advantage 
Fmtheimoie, the general sentiment expressed in this chapter affirms the decision m 
this thesis to focus on a mix of development models -  like networks, industrial 
districts and systems of innovation (as detailed in Chapter 2) -  rather than a single 
theoiy/model as a guiding framework
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Chapter 4* Methodology
4 1 Introduction
The outcome of a cluster study largely depends upon the study objectives and the 
methodology used m the identification process It is important therefore to highlight 
the merits and demerits of the various methods that can be used m the identification 
and analysis of industry clusters The aim is to settle on a method or methods best 
suited to the setting m question, namely the local and sub-regional economy of North 
Dublin hi Iieland m general (although there have been some exceptions), clustei 
studies have tended to be performed at national level using what is known as the top- 
down oi Poitenan  approach As the focus of this study is the local and legional 
economy and not the national, a change m approach was called for We outline the 
i casons why below and distinguish between top-down and bottom-up approaches as 
welJ as micro and meso levels of analysis
Clustei identification methodology traditionally relies upon quantitative techniques to 
deteimine whether industry clusters exist within a particular place, region or nation 
Incieasmgly, qualitative techniques are combined with more traditional quantitative 
ones to determine the nature and extent of clusters We outline the role of qualitative 
techniques in building a more holistic approach to cluster analysis The particular 
appioach and methods of cluster analysis (l e case studies) used in examining 
industi les and sectors in North Dublin aie then outlined
4 2 Top-down Vs Bottom-up Approaches
Biown (2000b) m referring to Lagendijk (1999) suggests that there are ‘two principal 
loutes to cluster selection’ the top down approach and the bottom up approach The 
foimci involves compiling a list of clusters based on cluster analysis Problems in 
i elation to this approach, Brown suggests, relate to justification of why certain 
clusteis were included and others excluded If, as in Porter’s approach, analysis is
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based on ‘hard’ quantitative data it is difficult to reject A good top-down approach 
should ideally identify clusters through use of various data reduction techniques like 
statistical cluster analysis or factor analysis (Bergman & Feser, 1999) If, however, it 
is simply based on policy-makers’ pre-determined ideas about which industries should 
be developed into clusters -  the notion of picking winners -  rather than exploring 
those which present statistical evidence of clustering, then the selection process 
becomes tainted
In conti ast, a bottom-up approach is based on enterprise level analyses where the 
focus is on ‘especially dominant and fast growing firms m their local industry 
nctwoiks and institutional settings’ (Peters & Hood, 2000) This approach focuses on 
the specifics of joint action and co-opeiation among economic actors Starting with 
individual sectors, the analyst attempts to identify clusters by searching for linkages 
with othei economic actors -  both 111 similar and non-similar industries The analyst is 
then able to discern the nature of ‘regional industrial interdependencies from the 
giound up, one sector at a time’ (Bergman & Feser, 1999) This is the approach most 
commonly applied in the Italian industrial districts research (Brown, 2000b)
Depending upon the particular setting one approach may be more appropriate than the 
othei However, Brown (2000b) points out that ‘in reality, the majority of clusters 
selected for policy help and support involve a combination of these two routes’ (ì e 
bottom-up and top-down) and that a mixtuie of these two approaches is piobably the 
best method of cluster selection Bergman and Feser (1999) suggest that these two 
approaches are options when pursuing cluster analysis using the meso-level approach
4 3 Level of Analysis in Cluster Identification
According to Feser (1998) the unit of analysis m Porter’s Competitive Advantage o f  
Nations is the national rather than the local or regional scale and at the national level 
Poi tei’s ‘clusteis are conceived as broad industry groups linked within the overall 
macio economy’ His level of analysis is therefore macro in focus
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4 3 1 M icro-Level Analysis
Micio-level analysis ‘tends to document one cluster per region usually that of its 
policy client’ (Bergman & Feser, 1999) A micro level cluster analysis need not be so 
lestnctive however It does, as Bergman and Feser (1999) suggest, provide a detailed 
study of single industries but this does not necessarily imply that only one cluster can 
be identified and analysed The presence or absence of one or more clusters is not 
piecluded by the use of such an approach Techniques drawn from regional analysis 
such as location quotients (discussed below m section 4 4 3) can be mcorpoi ated to 
highlight relative concentrations of industries or sectors m particular places The 
outcome of this analysis offers initial evidence as to the presence or absence of 
clusters in a given location and not the oveiall micro-level approach itself
The advantages of adopting such an approach include among others the following
• Detailed examination can be performed on individual firms in concentrated 
sectors so that firm behaviour becomes apparent and the extent of linkage 
development highlighted This is especially beneficial where secondary 
soui ces of information on co-operative relationships are difficult to obtain
• Some of the important social and inter-personal factors m clustering are 
identified more easily at the micro level The importance of individuals’ 
background and experiences emerges, for example m the building up of trust
The mam disadvantage of the micro-level approach is that ‘significant instances of 
iegion wide industrial clustering go unrecognised’ (Bergman & Feser, 1999) as the 
focus is pnmaiily on similar sector fnms and not co-located firms from different 
sectots This approach should only be adopted where a region’s leading industnes 
have been identified and where there is a need or desire to understand how mter-firm 
iclationships may be strengthened and built upon to achieve competitive advantage 
(Bei gman & Feser, 1999) Even then, there is a danger of identifying characteristics -  
foi example co-operation and trust -  when they are not present to any significant 
extent This is a problem of any single case reseaich, where the extent to which any
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chaiactei istic is present cannot be compared to other cases For this reason, thiee case 
studies weie conducted and the findings presented herein (see Chapters 7 to 9)
4 3 2 M eso-level Analysis
Accoidmg to Bergman and Feser (1999) where regions have ‘little knowledge of their 
coie regional stiengths and potentials’, use of techniques which facilitate ‘a 
compiehensive investigation of virtually all sectors in the regional economy are 
needed’ Using OECD terminology they term these ‘meso-level cluster applications’ 
In other woids a meso-level cluster analysis provides for much broader multi-industry 
investigations Given the fact that little exploratory work has been conducted on 
sectois and industries in North Dublin it was decided that the initial approach should 
be consistent with this level of analysis Howevei, there is a case for developing a 
micio-level approach once key industries/sectors have been identified The techniques 
that Beigman and Feser (1999) suggest aie appropriate in a meso-level approach, like 
Poitei’s, pose a particular problem m their application at regional level in Ireland due 
to the lack of suitable data There are, we suggest, a number of ways to overcome this 
Wc outline briefly below the technique Porter applied m The Competitive Advantage 
o f Nations and the techniques Bergman and Feser (1999) offer as suitable for regional 
investigations and how these have been modified for our purposes
4 4 Cluster Identification
4 4 1 Poi ter }s Approach
Poitei (1990, 1998) provides, in many cases, a good starting point for the 
identification of mdustnal clusters However, his methodology is particularly 
problematic in the Irish context Porter’s method is essentially a top-down approach 
wheie ‘competitive high points m the national economy are first identified using two 
main measures, namely world market shares and flows of outward direct investment’ 
(Peteis & Hood, 2000) Clancy et al (1998) provide this brief description of his 
methodology
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Porter’s methodology for identifying the relatively competitive 
industries m a country requires that the country’s exports of each 
pioduct are calculated as a percentage of all country’s exports (or 
world exports) of that product If a country’s share of world 
exports of a particular product is greater than its share of world 
exports of all products, this is taken as an initial indication that the 
country is relatively competitive or has a comparative advantage m 
that pioduct
As data on national or international trade flows for Irish regions do not exist it is 
theiefoie impossible to adopt such an approach in a local or regional setting 
(Moigentoth, 2001) Even if such data were available it would be inadvisable to adopt 
such a method, as testing of Porter’s model by Clancy e t  a l  (1998) suggested that 
Potenan clusters were not an apparent feature of Irish indigenous industry The rigid 
application of the Porter model in this case prevented researchers from exploring in an 
altei native manner the nature and composition of existing or potential non-Porterian 
mdustnal clusters
4 4 2 Input-Output Analysis
Input-Output (10) analysis can be used to determine industry clusters in both regional 
and national economies 10 tables describe the pattern of transactions between 
industnes (Jacobson & Andreosso-O’Callaghan, 1996 p2) and facilitate the
identification of interdependencies or value chains among sectors (Bergman & Fesei,
1 9 9 9 ) This, like Porter’s, is an example of a top-down approach and is classed as a 
data reduction technique As is the case with Porter’s approach this method is 
eliminated by virtue of the fact that neither tiade data nor 10 tables are generally 
available at regional level in Ireland
We ate led by Bergman and Feser (1999) to believe that this is probably the most 
satisfactory method of cluster identification and that other methods (e g location 
quotients and expert opinion) are merely supplementary We suggest however that 
they can be used even in the absence of the 10 approach for cluster analysis in North
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Dublin However we do acknowledge that 10 analysis would be beneficial were the 
data available
4 4 3 Location Quotients
‘A location quotient (LQ) is a simple measure of spatial concentration based upon 
cithei employment or income’ (Jacobson & Andreosso-O’Callaghan, 1996 p52) A sa 
latio of employment shares, the location quotient indicates the ‘regional industry’s 
shaie of total regional employment over national industry’s share of total national 
employment’ (Bergman Sc Feser, 1999) An LQ equal to one indicates that the share 
of employment in a particular sector and m a particular place is ‘proportional to the 
total employment share of the country’ while an LQ above one indicates ‘a higher 
concentiation of employment than that of the total employment share of the countiy’ 
(Moigenioth, 2001) A sector with a share of one is known as ‘residentiary’
lsaid’s (1998 p24) expression for calculating LQs is as follows
E.'/E,
E ’ I E
Wheie
E *  = employment in activity i m a given region J  
E = employment m activity i in the nation 
E 1 = total employment in region R 
E = total employment in the nation
This was used to calculate the LQs presented m Chapter 5
The distinct advantage of applying such a technique to the North Dublin cluster 
analysis is that we can highlight ‘what industry the region has and does not have’ and 
‘the extent to which each industry is under- or over-represented in the region
comp at ed to say the nation’ (Isard, 1998 p24) While this is in no way insignificant,
especially given the fact that other techniques have proved mappropnate, it offers
veiy little insight into the interdependencies withm and between sectors (Beigman Sc
Feser, 1999) and indeed between firms As a fundamental part of the clustei concept,
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it is therefoie necessary to explore additional methods that can assist in determining if 
such linkages and interdependencies exist
4 4 4 Expert Opinion
The use of expert opinion can provide some insight into linkages and 
mtei dependencies between actors in value chains Bergman and Feser (1999) believe 
thdl legional experts such as industry leaders, public officials and members of 
development agencies ‘are important sources of information about regional economic 
tiends, characteristics, strengths and weaknesses5 The key to using this qualitative 
data effectively is to be aware that theie may be a ‘multitude of potential biases 
affecting each expert’s views’ (Bergman & Feser, 1999)
4 5 Approaches to Cluster Analysis in North Dublin
Following the leview of cluster approaches and methodologies and considenng the 
limited number of techniques available to us it was decided that a two-step approach 
(as outlined by Bergman & Feser, 1999) would be most appropriate in analysing 
industry in the local and sub-regional economy of North Dublin The two steps are as 
follows
1) A scan of the local/sub-regional economy using quantitative techniques
2) A detailed investigation, using qualitative approaches, of the industrial 
sectors or groupings identified m the scan
4 5 1 M ethodology fo r  Initial Scan
In oidei to conduct a scan of the regional economy it was essential to have a 
comprehensive data set upon which analysis could be performed In the case of North 
Dublin the data set had to satisfy two requirements, first, that it would provide 
sectoial disaggregation and second, that it would provide locational disaggregation 
Moie often than not cluster studies, especially those based on political agendas, lefer 
to broad industry groups or categories of business for example tourism, metals, 
piofessional services (Rosenfeld, 1997) lather than the individual sub-sectors within 
those categones that are responsible for giowth in their particular industry or field
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The ‘bottom up’ approach to cluster identification as indicated above in Section 4 2 
involves screening and selection of industry at local/regional level (Peters & Hood
2000) By examining the sectoral division of employment in North Dublin it has been 
possible to highlight the sectors and sub-sectors that fonn North Dublin’s economic 
base (see Chapter 5) The raw data needed to identify the area’s key industries were 
obtained form Forfas1, as the Census of Industrial Production (CIP) could not provide 
the level of sectoral and locational disaggregation required The data were extracted 
fiom the Forfas Annual Employment Survey This is a survey conducted at plant level 
foi all existing indigenous and foreign manufacturing and services firms m Iieland 
which aie either currently in receipt of development agency support/funding or have 
at some stage of their corporate life been in receipt of such support Infoimation 
collected at the plant level includes employment, sector of production, nationality of 
owneiship and detailed location of plant
4 5 2 The Data Set
The data set comprises employment figuies with locational disaggregation by district 
electoral division (DED) and sectoral disaggregation to four-digit NACE code 
Piovided in this data set was an indication of whether firms were indigenous or 
foieign owned2 Data were organised so that they could be viewed as either an 
aggiegate set for the whole of North Dublin or on an individual DED basis for the 
yeais 1985, 1990, 1995, 2000 and 2001 These years were chosen so that the 
evolution of industry in the region could be traced and so that an emerging cluster 
could be identified
4 5 3 Process o f  Scanning Data
The scanning process comprised a series of scans -  a summary of which is provided 
in Table 4 1 The data scans were as follows
1 Toifas is the policy and advisoiy boaid foi lndustnal development in Ireland Undei Foifas theie aie 
two agcncies one with lesponsibility toi encouiagmg and managing foreign direct investment 
(lndustnal Development Authority -  IDA) and one with responsibility for supporting local firms 
(Enterpuse Iieland- El)
'  Foieign owned plants as defined by Forfas are those in which 50 per cent or moie of the shaies aie 
owned by foreign shareholder
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a Scan one
It was decided that analysis should commence at the most aggregated level 1 e at two- 
digit NACE code level to facilitate the identification of North Dublin’s key industries, 
in bioad and absolute terms Distinction between employment in indigenous and 
foicign owned firms was made at this stage
b Scan two
Once Noith Dublin’s key industries were identified employment levels in those 
industries were compared to employment levels for the whole of Dublin and for the 
nation, using location quotients This enabled us to identify the industries in North 
Dublin which were important m relative terms and which displayed a spatial 
concentration lelative to the whole of Dublin and to the nation
c Scan three
Giowth in terms of employment in foreign owned firms, indigenous firms and both 
fiim types combined was then assessed Growth m the number of firms was also 
tiacked ovei the period 1985 to 2001 Giowth in the industries or sectors signalled 
then importance
d Scan four
Disaggiegation to four-digit NACE code was then performed Again, use of location 
quotients enabled us to identify relative concentrations of sectors/sub-sectors within 
Noith Dublin (See Chapter 5 for results)
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Table 4 1 Nature and Outcome o f Data Scanning for North Dublin
Process of Scanning Data
________ Step I_________
Scans Level o f Nature o f  Scan Outcome
Analysis
S c a n  1 2-digit Employment levels Industries which comprise North
NACE "eye balled" Dublin’s economic base identified
code
S c a n  2 2-digit Location quotients Identified spatially concentiated
NACE calculated sectors relative to whole of Dublin
code and Nation
S c a n  3 2-digit Employment & firm Gi owing and declining sectors
NACE growth and decline identified
code examined over period Declining sectors eliminated from
1985 -2001 further investigation
S c a n  4 4-digit Location quotients Identified spatially concentiated
NACE calculated sub-sectors relative to whole of
code Dublin and Nation
4 5 4 List o f  Sectors
A list of sectors/sub-sectors based upon location quotient analysis was then compiled 
This list was not deemed to be a list of clusters but rather a list of spatially 
concentrated sectors that displayed some cluster characteristics l e a relative 
concentration of activity, an adequate number of firms and a significant level of 
giowth In ordei for a sector to be placed on the list it needed to have a LQ above one 
and to have employment spread across three or more firms The number of films is of 
cutical importance as concentrations of employment may be attributable to the 
piesence of a single large firm in a given region Morgenroth (2001) suggests that this 
issue arises in the new economic geography literature where measures used to identify 
clusters lely solely on concentration of employment and do not consider the number 
of fnms involved To disregard the number of firms would be to disregard the 
definition of clusters itself (see Section 2), which expressly refers to ‘geographic 
concentiations of interconnected companies5 (Porter, 1998 p53)
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4 5 5 Problem with Sector L ist -  Acquisition o f  Additional Data
Despite having compiled a list of key sectors and sub-sectors a problem was 
cncounteied in relation to firm identification Although Forfas data are provided at 
entcipuse level they do not, foi reasons of confidentiality, disclose the name and 
addiess of the firm We could not be sure therefore if the firms identified in the scan 
weie m fact ‘key’ firms (Key firms are those which have an important role, or have 
the potential to have an important role, m cluster formation) We therefore needed to 
devise a way in which firms could be identified and at the same time establish 
whethei or not they were likely candidates for cluster activity
To oveicome this problem an up to date listing of client firms from both Enterprise 
heland and IDA was acquired In Enterprise Ireland’s case the list comprised only 
‘veiy active and active’2 clients whereas the IDA list detailed all clients This enabled 
us to identify the firm by name, their employment level, the sector to which they 
belong and the development advisor’s name at the agency who advises them on a 
legular basis
4 5 6 Refining Sector List
Following receipt of the agency lists a process began whereby key sectors (as 
identified m our scan of the local economy) were matched with key companies as 
identified by the agency Where sectors did not contain key companies they were 
lemoved from the list and so a process of reduction was put m place Once complete, 
we weie able to identify both key sectois and key firms in North Dublin The list 
detailed the sectors and firms that had, or had the potential for, cluster activity
4 5 7 Further Investigation Using Qualitative Sources
In oider to give this data some meaning -  in other words to deteimme whether 
spatially concentrated sectors m North Dublin constitute clusters -  we relied upon
2 Cnteipi ise li eland defines an active client as one that has one oi more of the following attributes 
Stiong connections to the agency, export onented piogiessive in terms of pioduct oi piocess 
innovation
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qualitative sources, pnmailly research interviews Interviews were conducted to 
gauge and evaluate the level of interdependency and to assess the nature of 
telationships among firms and between firms and non-firm institutions such as 
industiy associations and development agencies A number of different types of 
lcscatch interviews were conducted These were as follows
1) Interviews with development advisors at development agencies3
2) Interviews with industry association representatives
3) Interviews with co-ordinators of network initiatives operating within North 
Dublin
4) Interviews with firms
(See Appendix B for list of interviews conducted )
4 5 8 Usefulness o f  Interviews
Inteiviews can provide m-depth information as to why co-operation takes place or 
does not take place among economic actois in sectors and industries Schmitz (2000) 
found this to be the case m examining linkages among actors m clusters in South Asia 
and Latin Ameiica The use of expert opinion can ‘yield rich contextual information 
about the legion’s economy’ (Bergman & Feser, 1999) and for this reason we 
considei the interviewing of experts to be of great value
4 5 9 Initial Interview Format
Intei views at the early stage of research were conducted in a semi-structured manner 
i e intei viewees were provided with both a description of the research and a list of 
topics foi discussion (see Table 4 2 below) Arksey and Knight (1999) believe that 
such intei views are conducted with the express purpose of ‘ generating a script foi 
subsequent more structured enquiries’ We concur with this view as data generated 
fiom oui initial set of interviews determined a case study approach for the study of 
intei-fnm dynamics within specific sectors
IDA heland and Enterprise Ireland
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Table 4 2 Topics for Discussion at Initial Set of Interviews with Development 
Advisors
Topic for 
Discussion
Details
Tiends in Sector
Impoi tcuice o f  
Location
F nm  Profiles
Sourcing o f  Inputs 
and Selling o f  
Outputs 
Netwoi ks
Levels o f  Co- 
opei ation 
Opinions
General trends as they pertain to Irish firms and to a specific 
set of agency client firms located m North Dublin 
Discussed in relation to the agency client firms -  the aim of 
which was to establish how embedded firms were in North 
Dublin
Discussion of how firms emerged (e g could they be classed 
as spin-offs'?) and any significant changes they may have gone 
through The importance of the company on a 
local/national/intemational scale was also established 
Location of transactions and the nature of transactions 1 e 
puiely market 01 m some way co-operative
The degree to which client firms participate m networks and 
their perception of network involvement 
Among firms and between firms and supporting organisations 
such as trade/industry associations
Development advisors’ opinions as to whether a cluster has 
developed or whether there is potential for development of 
same
These initial interviews weie recorded and then later transcribed From the data 
obtained at initial interviews it became apparent that there was very little evidence of 
intei-finn co-operation -  the basis for successful clustering (as identified in Chapter
2) A number of the development advisors however described different modes of co- 
opciation that triggered a set of research questions These research questions took the 
foim of “how” and/or “why” Yin (2003, p5) suggests that when questions take this 
foim the most appiopnate ìesearch strategy is the case study -  especially if there is no 
icqunemeni foi control of behavioural events and the focus is on contemporary 
occuriences In contrast to the modes of co-operation m the print and fish processing 
scctors tliat were indicated at initial interviews two development advisors in the 
bakery sector described rivalrous behaviour among their client firms The conditions 
descubed by these advisors raised another set of questions, again m the form of 
“how” and “why” and so the decision to conduct a third case study was made
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4 6 Why Case Studies7
Yin (2003, p6) notes that when we ask how or why questions we are less concerned 
with frequencies or incidence and more concerned with ‘operational links needing to 
be tiaced ovei time’ CA case study is an empirical inquiry that investigates a 
contempoiaiy phenomenon within its real-life context, especially when the boundaries 
between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident’ (Yin, 2003, p i3) The case 
study appioach is therefore the most appropriate research strategy where ‘contextual 
conditions’ are to be exploied and those conditions aie pertinent to the phenomenon 
of study (Ym, 2003 pl3)
4 7 Case Study Design
Yin (2003 p21) suggests that there are five components of a research design that are 
especially important a study’s questions, its propositions, its units of analysis, the 
logic linking the data to the propositions, and the criteria for interpreting the findings 
in formulating a research design for each of the three case studies these components 
weie incorporated
Table 4 3 below shows the research questions for each of the three case studies Ym 
(2003 p22) suggests however that something moie than research questions are 
icquiied -  ‘only if you are forced to state some propositions will you move m the 
light direction’ Propositions are an important starting point as they tell the 
investigator where to look for relevant evidence
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Table 4 3 Research Questions for Case Studies
Question
Form
Research Questions
Case Study 1
F ish  P i  o c e s s m g  S e c to r
How / 
W hy9
How did a supplier and buyer form a co­
op ei ative partnership with one another9 
How has the buyer firm influenced change 
within the supplier firm9 (Can the buyer be 
classed as a leader firm9)
How and why do co-located competitors co- 
opeiate with one another9
Case Study 2
P i in tin g  S e c to r
How/
W hy9
How did five competing firms collaborate to 
form a consortium9
How has a shared location contributed to the 
development and operation o f  the consortium9
Case Study 3
B a k e / y S e c to i
How / 
Why9
Why do firms predominantly operate on a stand­
alone basis9
Why has co-operation failed to take place9
Table 4 4 Case Study Propositions
Some Propositions
Case Study 1
r n h  P i o c e s s in g  S e c to r
Co-operative partnership is driven by leader firm strategy 
Co-operation among co-located competitors is attributable 
to historic and traditional exchanges 1 e “rules o f the game” 
and norms o f conducting business
Case Study 2
P t m t in g  S e c to i
Market conditions and general industry characteristics are 
driving factors in the formation o f the consortium 
Trust and inter-personal relationships rather than shared 
location contributed to development o f  consortium
Case Study 3
B a k e iy  S e c to r
Intense inter-firm rivalry and distrust have caused firms to 
act on stand-alone basis and prevented co-operation from 
taking place l e “rules o f game” specific to bakery sector
4 7 1 U n it  o f  A n a ly s i s
Toi each o f  the case studies an embedded single case design was formulated Single 
case studies aie appropriate ‘where the case lepresents a critical test o f  theory, where 
the case is a rare or unique event or where the case serves a revelatory purpose’ (Yin,
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2003 p44) All three case studies have a revelatory quality in that they are 
conti lbuting to new knowledge o f real-world industrial activity and inter-firm 
dynamics An embedded single case design was favoured over a holistic one as it 
allows foi analysis o f  more than one unit -  it can incorporate a number o f subunits 
that enable a more complex or embedded design to be used These subunits can often 
add significant opportunities for extensive analysis, enhancing the insights into the 
single case (Yin, 2003 p44) Table 4 5 shows the units and subunits o f  analysis for 
cach o f the case studies
T able 4 5 Units and Subunits o f  Analysis
Units and Subunits of Analysis
Case Study 1 Fish processing sector in North Dublin, relationship
r ish  P io c e s s i n g  S e c to r  between suppliei (Oceanpath) and buyer (Supeiquinn),
relationship between co-located competitors, role o f 
supporting organisations
Printing sectoi in North Dublin, relationship between five 
print firms, industry characteristics, market conditions, lole 
o f supporting oiganisations, role o f location
Bakery sector in North Dublin, the origins o f  rivalry and 
distrust, four bakery firms experiences, industiy 
characteristics, role o f  supporting organisations, iole o f 
history and tradition
Case Study 2
P i in ti i ig  S e c to i
Case Study 3
B a k e iy  S e c to i
4 7 2 Linking Data to Propositions and Criteria fo r  Interpreting Findings
A piocess o f pattern matching was employed in each o f the case studies in order to 
link data to the propositions Pattern matching is described as a process whereby 
‘seveial pieces o f  information from the same case may be related to some theoietical 
pioposition’ (Yin, 2003 p26, 116) Theoretical propositions were derived from the 
Inei atuie (as per Chapter 2) The logic o f  pattern matching is such that a comparison 
is made between an empirically based pattern and a predicted one ‘If  the patterns 
coincide, the results help a case study to strengthen its in te r n a l  v a l id i ty  ’ (Yin, 2003 
pi 16) The criteria upon which a study’s findings are interpreted are problematic 
Howevei, through the use o f pattern matching if ‘different patterns are sufficiently
conti asting the findings can be interpieted in terms o f comparing at least two rival 
piopositions’ (Yin, 2003 p27)
4 8 Data Collection
Once the case study design had been completed preparations were made for data 
collection Foi each case study individuals weie identified within fiims and 
oiganisations that could best provide data Contact with these individuals had either 
aheady been made during the initial interview stage or was facilitated by development 
advisois within Enterprise Ireland Each interviewee was given a brief description o f 
the icseaich and was sent in advance o f a face-to face meeting, a set o f interview 
questions These interview questions were formulated using the literature as a basis 
foi m quuy (see Appendix C for sets o f interview questions)
Interviews are one o f the most important sources o f  case study information as they 
facilitate the understanding o f phenomena and causal processes Face-to-face 
mtciviewing o f individuals allows questions to be more open and affords the 
inteiviewee an opportunity to elaborate Personal contact ‘maximises tiust and co- 
opeiation between the mterviewei and the interviewee’ (Dooley, 2001 p i 22) It also 
decieases lefusals and permits questioning on more intimate topics (Dooley, 2001 
pi 22)
Although interviews have their strengths as a source o f evidence in that they are 
taigeted and insightful (Yin, 2003 p86) they have their weaknesses too Yin (2003 
p86) suggests that they can be subject to bias -  from poorly constructed questions or 
icsponsc bias There can also be inaccuiacies due to poor recall To overcome this 
particular pioblem each interview was lecorded and later transcribed In addition to 
this, handwutten notes were taken duung each interview -  in case o f recoiding 
fail uie
Othei souices o f evidence used in the case studies were documentation and direct 
obseivation Accoiding to Yin (2003 p86) the stiengths o f  documentation as a source 
o f evidence are its stability -  in other woids it can be reviewed repeatedly, its 
unobtiusiveness i e it is not created as a lesult o f the case study, and its precision and
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the possibility o f broad coverage i e a long span o f time Direct observations were 
made possible during visits to the firms and surrounding locations in order to 
mteiview individuals Direct observations are useful in that the investigator is given 
the opportunity to observe in leal time events and contexts (Yin, 2003 p86) In the 
fish pioccssing case study com petitors’ piemises could be viewed and comparisons 
made between them and the firm at the centre o f the case study -  noting their general 
condition and the surrounding environment within which they operate
4 8 1 Tnangulation o f  Data Sources
Data tnangulation encourages ‘the collection o f infonnation from multiple sources 
with the aim o f corroborating the same fact or phenom enon’ (Yin, 2003 p99) This 
piocess was adhered to m all three case studies Evidence gathered was not considered 
to be fact until it converged or was compatible with evidence from other sources Data 
tnangulation can address the potential problems o f construct validity because 
‘multiple sources o f evidence essentially provide multiple measures o f the same 
phenom enon’ (Yin, 2033 p99)
4 9 Data Analysis
Data analysis is one o f the least developed components o f the case study approach 
One o f the most desirable analytic techniques however, is that o f  pattern matching As 
outlined in Section 4 7 2 pattern matching compares an empirically based pattern with 
a picdictcd one or indeed with several alternative predictions (Yin, 2003 p i 16) 
Although we stated piopositions (see Table 4 4), the case studies were largely 
exploiatoiy m nature and therefore data was not only linked to these propositions but 
also to the theones outlined in Chapter 2
In com panng the empirical data to more than one theory a much m oie potent analysis 
could be performed For example a rival theory to the presence o f the clustering is the 
abscnce o f clustering In case studies however the best rival theory is not one that 
simply discounts the target theory Rival theories were therefore developed These 
theones acknowledge that firms may act as stand alone entities, that clustering (in the 
dynamic sense that involves some kind o f inter-finn co-operation) is dependent on a
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number o f  different variables such as industry and market characteristics, histonc 
events, noim s and conventions o f business These rival theories piobe much deepei 
than one which simply discounts the target theory entirely
4 10 Validity and Reliability
Both the social and physical sciences depend on measuring things that are hard to see 
(Dooley, 2001 p74) There is therefore a threat o f mismeasurement To judge the 
quality o f measuies two dimensions have been suggested reliability and validity 
Reliability ‘refeis to the degree to which observed scores are free from errors o f 
m easuiem ent’ while validity lefers to the appropriateness, meaningfulness and 
usefulness o f  the specific inferences made from the m easures’ (Dooley, 2001 p76) 
Foi case study research Yin (2003 p34) outlines four relevant tests construct 
validity, internal validity, external validity and reliability We elaborate on each 
below
4 10 1 Construct Validity
Constiuct validity refers to the establishment o f  correct operational measures for the 
concepts being studied To meet the test o f  construct validity the researcher should 
specify the subject o f  study and concepts The researcher is then required to 
dem onstiate that the measures selected reflect the specific concepts (Yin, 2003 p35)
Foi each o f the case studies the subject was relatively straightforward and therefore 
constiuct validity was easily attained Reliance on existing literature for measures o f 
co-opeiation, collaboration, dependency, tiust and distrust assisted in this process
Yin suggests that there are some tactics that can be applied to increase construct 
validity These include the use o f multiple sources o f  evidence and the establishment 
o f a chain o f evidence As indicated in Section 4 8 1 multiple sources o f  evidence 
weie used to triangulate data In addition to this a chain o f evidence was established 
that com pnsed a number o f sections moving from the general research questions at 
the outset to systematic addressing o f  vai 1011s elements o f each o f  the cases
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4 10 2 internal Validity
Internal validity refers to identification o f a causal relationship, whereby certain 
conditions are shown to lead to other conditions, as distinguished from spurious 
îelationships (Yin, 2003 p34) In identifying a causal relationship an investigator may
i
conclude that such a relationship exists between x and;; The threat to internal validity 
emeiges when this conclusion is reached without having regard to some third factor 
that may have actually caused y  More broadly, the problem associated with case 
study îesearch is this context is cause-and-effect inferences Yin (2003 p36) suggests 
that to overcome this problem some relevant questions ought to be posed e g  is this 
mfeience conect9 Is the evidence convergent9 Does it appear to be airtight9
Tluough a process o f  triangulation it was possible to identify the facts As each 
intei view was conducted more information was acquired This information was then 
exposed as correct or incorrect though the triangulation process
4 10 2 E x t e r n a l  V a l id i ty
External validity is concerned with establishing the domain to which a study’s 
findings can be generalised While surveys îely on statistical generalisation case 
studies îely on analytical generalisation ‘In analytical generalisation the mvestigatoi 
is stnving to generalize a particular set o f results to some broader theory’ Yin, 2003 
p37) The domain to which the three case studies herein can be generalised is theories 
o f local economic development and localised inter-firm dynamics including co- 
opeiation Generalisation is not automatic however -  a theory should be tested by 
leplicatmg the findings in a second or thud local area
4 10 3 R e l ia b i l i t y
Reliability is concerned with whether or not case study procedures, if  repeated, would 
pioduce the same results The goal o f  reliability is to minimise errors and biases m a 
study M oieover, reliability allows for the case study to be replicated m a different 
setting
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Reliability o f  the three case studies herein was facilitated by the reliance on 
inteiviews using structured questionnaires, which made the data-collection process 
tianspaient hi addition to this, reliability was supported by the development o f a case 
study database, as suggested by Yin (2003) Consequently, all interview tapes weie 
kept and filed Interview transcripts and notes were also filed
4 11 Summary
In searching for cluster activity our appioach has comprised a number o f  different 
stages Initially a top-down approach using data reduction techniques -  specifically 
location quotients -  facilitated the identification o f spatially concentrated sectors This 
quantitative evidence formed the basis for further qualitative inquiries A series o f 
intciviews weie then conducted with experts (1 e agency development advisors) from 
a numbei o f different sectors These senn-stiuctured interviews revealed that co- 
opeiation among firms was largely absent but that in two sectors there appeared to be 
evidence o f collaboration In contrast to this, firms m one sector displayed largely 
diveigent characteristics, namely rivalry and distrust
A set o f lesearch questions, in the form o f how and why, led to initiation o f a case 
study stiategy An embedded single case design was formulated for each o f the three 
ease studies This facilitated analysis o f more than one unit and allowed for nioie 
complex evaluation Sources o f evidence used in the data collection process were 
intei views, documentation and direct observation Through the use o f multiple 
souices o f  evidence it was possible to tnangulate the data thereby addressing any 
pioblems o f  construct validity
A piocess o f  pattern matching was employed to analyse the data This involved 
com panng empirical data to both the taigct and rival theories To avoid the threat o f 
m ismeasuiement four tests were performed that addressed construct validity, internal 
validity, external validity and reliability
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Chapter 5. Industrial Profile of North Dublin
5 1 Introduction
This chaptei outlines the absolute and relative importance o f  North D ublin’s industrial 
sectois through the use o f employment data (see Section 4 6 2 in Chapter 4 foi details 
o f data set) The purpose o f this exercise is to identify the industries that form North 
D ublin’s economic base As indicated in Chapter 4, analysis through the use o f  
location quotients does not necessarily indicate cluster activity, however, it does 
piovide us with evidence o f sectoral concentration within the boundaries o f the study 
aiea This is a significant starting point in the cluster identification process Further 
cxploiation o f these sectors through the use o f expert opinion (i e obtained through 
intei views) confirms or discounts the notion o f clusters within the local economy and 
leads to gieatei in-depth analysis in the form o f case studies
5 2 North Dublin’s Industry
Oui analysis begins with an examination o f employment data at its most aggiegated 
level, both spatially and sectorally i e at two-digit NACE code and for all o f the 135 
distnct clectoial divisions (DEDs) that North Dublin encompasses (See Appendix A 
foi the list o f DEDs) This highlights the absolute importance o f North D ublin’s 
m dustnal sectors and, through segregation o f  ownership, the absolute importance o f 
indigenous and foreign owned firms operating within the local economy
We see fiom Table 5 1 that the Paper Print and Publishing sector appears to be the 
most important in tenns o f indigenous employment with Other Internationally Traded 
Sci vices, Food, Drink and Tobacco, Financial Services, Electrical and Optical 
Equipment and Other M anufacturing n e c comprising the other principal sectors We 
veiy cleaily see the predominance o f  the services sectors l e  both Internationally 
Tiaded Services and Financial Services over manufacturing in indigenous industiy 
within North Dublin This is indicative o f trends at national level w heie 65 pei cent o f 
the total workforce are employed in the services sector (EDA, 2004)
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Table 5 1 Full-time Indigenous Employment and Number o f  F inns by Sector in 
North Dublin, 2001
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Table 5 2 Full-time Employment and Number o f Foreign Owned Firms by Sector in 
North Dublin, 2001
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Table 5 2 shows that the importance o f the services sectors to the North Dublin 
economy aie again reflected in the high employment figures in both Othei 
Internationally Traded Services and Financial Services in foreign owned finns 
Employment m foreign owned manufacturing firms is most significant in the Food, 
Dnnk and Tobacco and Electrical and Optical Equipment sectors which rank third and
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fouith in teims o f absolute importance Among the important differences between 
foicign owned and indigenous firms in teims o f sector significance are, first that while 
the Chemicals, and Transport Equipment sectors are in the top rankings in terms o f 
peicentage o f employment in foreign owned firms at 9 and 7 per cent respectively, 
they aie less significant in indigenous employment, each accounting for only 1 3 per 
cent Second, while Paper, Printing and Publishing is at the lower end (2 6 per cent o f 
employment) among sectors in foreign owned firms, it is at the top (21 per cent) 
among sectors in indigenous firms in North Dublin
It is inteiesting to note, if  we sum the totals in the two tables, that employment in 
foieign owned firms is greater than that in indigenous firms with the former 
lepiesenting 63 per cent o f total North Dublin employment and the latter representing 
37 pei ccnt This may be significant in terms o f the type and extent o f  linkage which 
can be cieated within the locality It can imply that linkages and therefore clusters are 
not entncly localised entities and that an extension beyond the local scale to the 
legional, national and even international territorial scales is entirely possible through 
the piesence o f a significant number o f MNEs within a local place
Table 5 3 shows the overall industrial profile o f North Dublin where employment in 
foicign owned firms and indigenous firms is combined The strength o f the financial 
sei vices sector is not surprising given the fact that the International Financial Services 
Centie is located within the docklands o f  North Dublin The Other Internationally 
Tiaded Sei vices sector encompasses a number o f  different business areas which 
includc, among others, software, consultancy, shared services and call centre 
opciations Strength in the Other Internationally Traded Services sector seems to stem 
fiom the piesence o f overseas companies operating in these areas According to IDA 
figuies foi 2002 North Dublin accommodates 22 per cent o f IDA supported software 
companies, 33 per cent o f shared services companies and 32 per cent o f  call centre 
companies operating in Ireland (Jones, Interview, 2003) Companies like IBM, Xerox 
and Heitz have been identified as some o f North Dublin’s most important companies 
within these sub-sectors (Agnew, Interview, 2003)
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T ab le  5 3 Indigenous and Foreign Owned Finns Combined, Full-time Employment 
and Number o f Finns by Sector in North Dublin, 2001
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5 2 1 F ir m  S i z e  in  N o r th  D u b l in
Returning to the first two tables (5 1 and 5 2) we see that there are less foreign owned 
fnm s than indigenous finns and yet employment in foreign finns far exceeds 
indigenous employment, foreign owned finns tend to be larger than their Irish 
countcipaits This is reflected in the wider national economy where ‘foreign finns 
acioss all sectors tend to be substantially larger than indigenous firm s’ (Bairy et al,
1999) Table 5 4 indicates by sector the average number employed in indigenous 
fnm s and foreign owned finns Indigenous firms in each sector tend to be small or 
micio sized enterprises while foreign finns tend to be medium to large enterprises 
Theie is a very significant difference in the Food Drink and Tobacco Sector wheie the 
average number employed in a foreign film is 14 times that o f  the average employed 
in an indigenous finn North Dublin accommodates some o f the big employers in 
consumei foods like Tayto and Cadbury and this may help to explain the high average 
employed in foreign owned firms
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T able 5 4 Average F inn Size in North Dublin in 2001
Som ce Foifas Unpublished Employment Data
Finn size has been noted because o f its significance to the growth and development o f 
clusters Small to medium sized enterprises (SMEs) have been highlighted in the 
Italian industrial districts as having the greatest potential for employment growth and 
have the capability o f achieving greater efficiencies and more flexibility than larger 
enterpuses (Sengenberger & Pyke, 1992 p7) Firm size is relevant not just to the 
Italian mdustiial districts but also to regional development in Ireland M orgenroth and 
O ’M alley (2002) suggest a link between SMEs and regional growth and development 
as smaller firms when examined over a period o f time contributed more to 
employment growth than larger firms It should be noted, though, that Italian 
experience is not necessarily the same as Ireland’s, and that experience in a particular 
pei lod in Ii eland will not necessarily be the same, in relation to growth o f SMEs, as in 
othei penods
1 Micio fiirn employs less than 10 people, Small fnm employs between 10 and 49, Medium fhm 
employs between 50 and 249, Laige firm employs 250 people and above
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5 3 Indigenous Employment - Growth and Decline
The above outlines the sectors that are currently important to North Dublin Howevei, 
to gam a greater understanding o f how these sectors may be performing in terms o f 
employment growth or decline, we need to analyse the changes that have occuried 
ovei the past number o f years Figure 5 1 displays the changes in indigenous 
employment foi each o f the industrial sectois with the exception o f Agriculture, 
Hunting and Forestry, and M ining and Quarrying These sectors have been omitted 
because o f the small number o f firms and the low levels o f employment The tiends 
veiy quickly emerge with the aid o f  visual representation We see that both Other 
Internationally Traded Services and Financial Services have been growing steadily 
since 1985 and have in the eleven-year period between 1990 and 2001 expenenced 
giowth in employment o f 280 per cent and 726 per cent respectively The Food, Drink 
and Tobacco Sector which we have highlighted as being important to North Dublin 
was in fact o f far greater importance in 1985 when it employed almost double what it 
employs today Paper, Printing and Publishing, on the other hand, has been since 
1990, and lemains, the top employing sector among indigenous firms
Despite the overall decline between 1985 and 2001, continued growth has been 
expci lcnced since 1995 which would suggest a recovery for indigenous firm sectors 
It is inteiesting to note that the more traditional sectors like Clothing and Footwear 
and Textiles have experienced a steady decline since 1985 with more ‘new econom y’ 
sectois like Electrical and Optical Equipment experiencing steady growth since 1990 
Oui concern with the giowth and decline o f  employment is linked to the potential for 
clustei development Sectors that experience, not just a growth in the employment but 
also giowth in number o f firms, are moie prone to cluster formation We turn now, 
theiefoie, to the rise and fall in firm numbeis
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Figure 5 .1 Changes in Indigenous Employment 1985-2001
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Figure 5 2 Changes m Number o f  Indigenous Firms m North Dublin 1985-2001
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Sectois that have experienced growth in employment seem to have experienced 
giowth in the number o f  firms Take for instance the Food Drink and Tobacco sector - 
employment in this sector has been on the increase since 1995 and we see from figure 
5 2 that this has been accompanied by a rise in the number o f firms Confirming the 
decline o f the more traditional sectors, Textiles and Clothing and Footwear, is the 
sharp decline in these sectors’ firm numbers The number o f  indigenous Textile firms 
has fallen fiom 33 in 1985 to 20 in 2001 while the number o f  indigenous Clothing and 
Footwear firms has fallen from 76 in 1985 to 27 in 2001 These signify an overall 
sectoral decline in North Dublin
It is inteiesting to note that the employment growth experienced in Paper Print and 
Publishing has not been accompanied by a growth m firm numbers This may be due 
to a decline o f specific sub-sectors within the sector itself, and/or to an increase in 
employment in some o f the firms An increase in the size o f  firms is certainly the 
explanation for the more than doubling o f employment in the Electrical and Optical 
Equipment sector since 1990, with a more or less stable number o f  firms
Both the Other Internationally Traded Services and Financial Services sectors have 
expeuenced growth in number o f firms overall since 1985 although Financial 
Sei vices did experience a slight drop between 2000 and 2001 The growth in firm 
numbeis le-affinns the importance o f  these sectois to the local economy
5 3 2 E m p lo y m e n t  in  F o r e ig n  F i r m s  - G r o w th  a n d  D e c l in e
Ticnds in employment in foreign owned firms are to a certain extent similar to those 
expeuenced in indigenous firms although on a greater scale The growth o f  Othei 
Internationally Traded Services and Financial Services can be attributed to IDA 
policy which has endeavoured to attract overseas firms within these sectors into 
h eland over the past ten to 15 years Growth is expected to continue as IDA continues 
to actively pursue a policy o f maintaining and attracting these types o f companies into 
the mid-east region
5 3 1 Numbers o f  Indigenous Firms
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Despite the considerable growth experienced in some sectors there has been a sharp 
decline m employment in foreign owned Electrical and Optical Equipment firms 
between the years 2000 and 2001 This, we believe, is due to significant closures that 
occuned in the electronics sector m North County Dublin i e the closure o f firms 
such as Amdahl, Motorola, and Gateway The ability o f North Dublin to sustain 
cunent employment levels in this sector is seriously jeopardised by the lure o f low- 
wage Eastern European locations such as Hungary and the Czech Republic2 An 
examination therefore o f the pattern o f development m indigenous sectors (as 
piesented in the three case studies, chapteis 7 to 9) is made all the more pertinent in 
this context
F igure 5 3 Changes in Employment in Foreign Owned Firms m North Dublin 
1985-2001
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1 On the shift of elements of the computei mdustiy fiom Ireland and Scotland to Eastern Eui ope see 
Van Egaiaat and Jacobson (2004)
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Employment in foreign owned firms has been maintained at quite significant levels 
ovei the 16-year period between 1985 and 2001 The importance therefore o f inward 
foieign dnect investment (FDI) to the local economy o f North Dublin cannot be 
ovei stated FDI is even more significant in North Dublin than at the national level
5 3 3 N u m b e r s  o f  F o r e ig n  O w n e d  F ir m s
As indicated above there are less foreign owned firms in North Dublin than 
indigenous firms with the exception o f  the Financial Services sector where there are 
15 times more foreign than indigenous firms As we have previously indicated this is 
attnbutable to the presence o f the IFSC within North Dublin Figure 5 4 shows the 
changes in foreign owned firms for all sectors except the Financial Services and Other 
Internationally Traded Services sectors that are displayed in Figure 5 5 The overall 
ticnd foi sectors displayed in Figure 5 4 is one o f decline Finn numbeis are 
deci easing These are not the types o f trends we would envisage in a growing cluster 
Having said that, the declining numbers o f firms may be consistent with the growth o f 
individual firms and/or o f numbers o f firms in specific sub-sectors within these 
sectois, and therefore with sub-sector clustering
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Figm e 5 4 Changes m Number o f  Foreign Owned Firms in North Dublin 1985-
2001
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5 4 First Scan of Local Economy
The above gives an initial indication o f North D ublin’s economic base As it 
lcpiesents the most aggregated level o f analysis it simply highlights the nature o f 
employment within the local economy and the strength o f broad industrial sectors 
within the confines o f  a pre-defined geogiaphical space While useful, the data tells us 
vciy little about specific sub-sectors and even less about how concentrated these 
scctois actually are Fundamental to the cluster concept is the depth o f geographical 
conccntiation o f firms in similar or related industries or sectors (Rosenfeld, 1995 
p 5) It is therefore apparent that more disaggregated analysis is required, analysis that 
takes into account not only the absolute importance o f  industrial sectors to the local 
economy but also their relative importance in the national economy This will enable 
us to highlight any relative and therefore significant sectoral concentrations
In moving from a preliminary scan o f the local economy to a more detailed one we 
can beai in mind the sectors we have highlighted as being important to North Dublin 
To summarise, important sectors aie those that have made a sustained contribution to 
employment over a period o f  time or where significant growth in jobs has been 
expei lenced This also includes sectors where a significant number o f firms have been 
maintained in the locality or where growth in the number o f  firms warrants our 
attention These sectors are as follows Food, Drink and Tobacco, Other 
Internationally Traded Services, Financial Services, Paper, Print and Publishing and 
Electncal and Optical Equipment
5 4  1 C o n c e n t r a t io n s  o f  S e c to r s
Befoie we proceed to the second, more detailed scan o f the local economy we need to 
put Noith D ublin’s sectoral profile m context Although still at the most aggregated 
level o f  analysis there is a distinct need to display the relative importance o f sectors 
and the extent to which they represent spatial concentrations m North Dublin 
Thiough use o f location quotients we can indicate the measure o f spatial 
concentiation based upon employment data thereby enabling us to highlight the 
sectois that have potential for cluster activity Both the location quotient and the 
numbei o f firms in each sector act as oui indicators o f spatial concentration Tables
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5 5 to 5 7 display only those sectors which have three or more firms and a location 
quotient (LQ) above one Again, the distinction has been made between indigenous 
and foieign owned industry
Table 5 5 Indigenous Sectors with High Concentrations as Measured by the Location 
Quotient in North Dublin
Clothing, Pootwear^ndLeami 
Paper,
Electrical and optical Equipment; 
Financial Sei vices , t ”* 1 ip
Souut Calculations based on Foifas Unpublished Employment Data 2001
Table 5 6 Foreign Owned Sectors with High Concentrations as M easuied by the 
Location Quotient m North Dublin
So u u e  Calculations based on Foifas Unpublished Employment Data 2001
Table 5 7 Sectors (Foreign and Indigenous Firms combined) with High 
Concenti ations as Measured by the Location Quotient m North Dublin
Sow ct Calculations based on Foifas Unpublished Employment Data 2001
Wc see from these tables that there are just a small number o f  sectors which display a 
spatial concentration in North Dublin We are not surprised by the significant 
concenti ation in the Financial Services and Other Internationally Traded Services
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sectois because o f  the IFSC and because o f  the fact that service companies are 
atti acted to urban agglomerations wheie they can avail o f  large pools o f skilled 
laboui Surprisingly, the Food, Drink and Tobacco sector which we highlighted as 
being important to North Dublin does not represent a spatial concentration and the 
Clothing, Footwear and Leather sector which we highlighted as a sector in decline 
does constitute a spatial concentration We are somewhat sceptical that this declining 
secloi can be part o f a cluster because both employment and firm numbers have been 
falling since 1985 However, it is possible that sub-sectors within this sector are 
gi owing It is also possible that the sectoi is a cluster in decline
5 5 Second Scan of Local Economy
The above, while useful, provides too general a picture o f sectoral concentration in 
Noith Dublin It may be that a sector in its entirety does not display a significant 
concentration but one or even a number o f its sub-sectors may display a considerable 
concentiation For this reason, it is essential to look further and deeper at sectoral 
employment To do this, analysis at four digit-NACE code level needs to be 
pei formed Again, we have regard to the number o f  firms and the location quotient 
calculated
5 5 1 Sub-Sectoral Spatial Concentrations in North Dublin
A location quotient was calculated for all o f North D ublin’s sub-sectors and not just 
foi those sectors that displayed a spatial concentration at two-digit NACE code level 
Analysis was conducted m this way so as not to limit or apply any unnecessaiy 
consliaints to the scan o f the local economy Some cluster studies are conducted in a 
mannei that results in certain sectors being largely ignored or omitted because o f the 
paiticulai motives and policy interests that drive the nature o f inquiries These tend to 
be based on ‘political concerns or pie-determined policy options rather than 
established theoretical m odels’ (Bergman and Feser, 1999) Tables 5 8 to 5 10 below 
display all sub-sectors that have three or more firms and a location quotient above 
one Again distinction has been made between employment in indigenous and foreign 
owned firms
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Oui decision to scan all sub-sectors and not just those that displayed concentration at 
the two-digit NACE level proved worthwhile Our first scan o f the indigenous Food, 
D unk and Tobacco sector suggested that it was not in any way concentrated in North 
Dublin However, as can be seen from Table 5 8, five (out o f  nine) o f the sub-sectors 
m Food, D unk and Tobacco display considerable concentrations m North Dublin
These lesults should however, be treated with some caution, as the overall importance 
o f the sectors m absolute terms needs to be taken into account In other words we 
should have regard to the sector’s share o f total regional or local employment The 
N on-M etalhc Mineral Products sector for example displays a spatial concentration in 
North Dublin although employment in the sector only accounts for 2 9 per cent o f the 
aiea’s total employment The scale o f activity may be an important consideration as 
theic needs to be both sufficient employment and number o f firms present in a locality 
in ordei for there to be potential or scope for cluster activity The same can be said o f 
the indigenous Textiles and Clothing and Footwear sectors as these account for only 
1 1 pei cent and 2 8 per cent respectively o f North Dublin employment and are ranked 
I5lh and 10lh in order o f importance to the local economy (in employment terms)
The lelativcly small contribution that these sectors make to indigenous employment is 
not a sufficient reason to discount their spatial concentration but it is when coupled 
with the fact that these sectors have been in decline since 1985 W e therefore need to 
have legard not only to the overall importance (rank) and contribution to total 
legional employment but also to the patterns o f growth or decline experienced over a 
period o f time With these factors in mind we can begin to highlight the sectors which 
may, pending further investigation, be classified as clusters
We begin this process by examining the indigenous sub-sectors displayed in Table 
5 8 The Food, Drink and Tobacco sector has the potential for cluster activity and is 
worthy o f further investigation for a number o f  reasons The first is that a number o f 
its sub-sectois represent spatial concentrations in North Dublin, the second is that the 
sector appears to have been growing (in terms o f employment see Table 5 1) since 
1995 and third, firm numbers appear also to have been growing since 1985 (see Table 
5 2) The fourth and final reason relates to the fact that the sector is ranked third m 
absolute importance and accounts for 14 8 per cent o f  total indigenous North Dublin
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employment We have already outlined above the reasons why the Textiles, Clothing 
and Footwear and Non-M etallic Mineral Product sectors are unlikely candidates for 
clustci activity
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Table 5 8 Indigenous Sub-sectors with High Concentrations as Measured by the
Location Quotient in North Dublin
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2225 Other activities related to printing 3 96 4
Chem icals è v  "  >
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Sonice Calculations based on Foifas Unpublished Employment Data 2001
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The Papei Print and Publishing sector is ranked first in absolute importance and 
accounts for 21 3 per cent o f total indigenous North Dublin employment Its sub- 
scctois display very high concentrations although both the number o f  firms and 
employment m those firms fell between 2000 and 2001 Despite this slight sectoral 
downturn the overall rank and the high levels o f concentration in North Dublin 
suggest that it is a sector with existing -  or great potential for -  cluster formation
The icmainmg sectois and sub-sectors displayed in Table 5 8 Chemicals, Rubber and 
Plastic Products, Electrical and Optical Equipment, Transport Equipment, Financial 
Sei vices and Other Internationally Traded Services all display varying degrees o f 
spatial concentiation in North Dublin The scale o f  employment m the Chemicals and 
Rubbei and Plastic Products sectors (see Table 5 1) suggest that other sectors like 
Financial Services and Other Internationally Traded Services (which collectively 
account foi 30 4 per cent o f total indigenous North Dublin employment) should, foi 
leasons o f scale, take priority in terms o f further investigation The transport 
Equipment sector, although ranked 14th in terms o f importance to indigenous 
employment does display quite a significant spatial concentration in North Dublin and 
when combined with employment in foreign owned firms the overall rank moves 
fiom 14lh to 7lh We suggest that such a concentration should not be ignored
It may seem surprising that Financial Services and Other Internationally Traded 
Sei vices aie the only two sectors m foreign owned industry to display a spatial 
concentiation within North Dublin given the fact that other sectors have been 
highlighted at the two-digit NACE code level However, the reason for lack o f 
sectoial and spatial concentrations pertains to the low number o f  firms in each sub- 
scctoi and not to low levels o f location quotient A number o f  the sub-sectois could 
not be classed as spatial concentrations simply because employment was concentrated 
m jusl one oi two firms which gives little scope for firm interaction and thus little 
scope foi clustei formation
Table 5 9 Foreign Owned Sub-sectors with High Concentrations as Measured by the
Location Quotient in North Dublin
Description;;
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Table 5 10 displays all o f North D ublin’s spatial concentrations (when indigenous 
employment and employment m foreign owned firms are combined) For the purposes 
o f cluster identification however, we have used tables 5 8 and 5 9 so as to differentiate 
between indigenous and foreign owned industry
T able 5 10 Sub-Sectors (Indigenous and Foreign Owned) with High Concentrations 
as M easuied by the Location Quotient in North Dublin
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5 6 Location of Spatial Concentrations within North Dublin
We aie awaie that ‘industiial clusters may manifest themselves at different spatial 
scales’ (Bergman and Feser, 1999) i e at international, national, regional and local 
tenitonai levels North Dublin can be classed as a local area and as such firms located 
within Noith Dublin are geographically proximate to one another However, there are 
specific distncts within North Dublin wheie similar or related firms concentrate then 
activity, the IFSC in D ublin’s north docklands being the most obvious example
Olhei obvious concentrations include firms in Paper Print and Publishing which are 
concentiated in Glasnevin, Finglas and Swords, firms m Other Internationally Traded 
Sei vices which are concentrated in Blanchardstown, Eastpoint and the city centre, and 
fnms in Fish Processing and Production which are concentrated in Howth
5 7 The Next Step
Despite having identified a considerable number o f  spatially concentrated sub-sectors 
it was not feasible to perform qualitative investigations on all o f them As indicated in 
Chapter 4 we were able to reduce the number o f sub-sectors worthy o f  investigation 
by matching our concentrated sectors with what the development agencies considered 
then key oi veiy active client firms From the information gathered during the initial 
set o f interviews with development advisors it emerged that elements o f  cluster 
activity -  specifically forms o f co-operation -  were present m two sectors fish 
piocessing and printing In contrast to these, a distinct lack o f co-operation was 
icvealed in the bakery sector and the decision was taken to highlight modes o f 
development in these sectors over others We outline and elaborate on our reasons for 
this m Chapter 6 referring to our qualitative investigations that were conducted on a 
numbel o f  sectors other than those which are the focus o f  the three case studies
Despite the fact that it is not possible within the confines o f  this dissertation to 
analyse and discuss all o f the concentrations revealed in this chapter the findings are 
still none the less very valuable They provide, for example, a significant starting
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point foi any future research that may be conducted on local industry development 
within North Dublin
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Chapter 6* Introduction to Case Studies
6 1 The Need for Case Studies
In Chaptci 5 we identified a number o f  spatially concentrated sectors in North Dublin 
It was decided, through interviews with experts (1 e development advisors in the 
development agencies), that some sectors1 (and a specific set o f firms within each 
scctoi) should be investigated further so as to either eliminate them as clusters 01 
identify them as having elements o f cluster activity (See Sections 4 5 4 to 4 5 7 in 
Chaptei 4 foi the methodology used ) Initial interviews revealed little evidence o f co- 
opciation among firms Furthermore, the dynamic between and among firms in two 
sectois -  financial services and internationally traded services -  could not be related 
to the clustei hteiature in general because o f the focus in the literature on 
manufactuimg over services inter-firm relationships We acknowledge that the 
analysis o f inter-firm relationships in services sectors would contribute a great deal to 
the hteialuie, however, given the parameters o f the study it was not possible to 
cxploic them in this work
Despite the lack o f widespread co-operation among firms it emerged that elements o f 
clustei activity were present in two sectois fish piocessing and printing In contiast to 
these, a distinct lack o f  co-operation was revealed in the bakery sector and the 
decision was taken to highlight modes o f development in these sectors by undertaking 
a number o f  case studies (see Sections 4 6 to 4 9 in Chapter 4 as to how and why they 
wcie conducted) These sectors were chosen over others because (in the case o f  fish 
piocessing and printing) they exhibited elements o f co-operation in both sectoral and 
locational teims Despite the fact that initial qualitative investigations levealed a 
deaith o f co-operative piocesses in a number o f  sectors (other than bakery) the 
i easons for focusing on the lack o f co-operation in the bakery sector stem from our
1 Initial qualitative investigations were conducted on the following sectors financial services, 
intunationally tiaded seivices, electronics aeiospace fish piocessing, punting, and bakeiy
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hypothesis2 that an industry set o f values (e g secrecy and rivalry) can be responsible 
fot the piedominance o f  firms to act as stand-alone entities (see Section 9 2 in Chaptei 
9 foi furthei discussion) There was some initial evidence that this may be the case 
among bakeries and it was decided to focus on this sector to examine these 
lelationships in more detail
Fuithcim oie, these three sectors lend themselves to inter-industry, comparative 
analysis due to the fact that they have in common with one another some important 
chdiactenstics All thiee sectors are classified as traditional and in mature stages o f 
then lespective industry life cycles All three sectors, to varying degrees, display 
spatial concentration in North Dublin In terms o f firm type, these sectors comprise 
piedominantly small to medium sized indigenous firms (Section 10 2 1 in Chapter 10 
outlines the common features )
It emeiged also from the initial qualitative investigations that little was known about 
actually existing relationships between firms with the exception o f research conducted 
on the furniture industrial district m Monaghan by M ottiar & Jacobson (2002) and 
lacobson e t a l (2001) Industrial clustering is largely understood (by the development 
advisois interviewed) to mean geographical concentrations o f firms in the same sector
01 indeed “winning” industries (e g high tech or science based industries like 
phaimaceuticals oi ICTs whose contribution to the national economy is thought to be 
gieat and whose development takes priority over more traditional, mature sectors) 
with little heed to any formal or informal links that firms may have with the local, 
legional oi national economy A study o f  actually existing relationships serves to 
highlight the extent to which firms inter-depend on one another for, among othei 
things, suivival, development and innovation, (e g in the fish processing and printing 
case studies)
Anothei motivating factor in pursuing a case study approach stems from the work o f  
Cooke (1998) who suggested that featuies o f  industrial districts such as modes o f 
netwoiking could provide a route to cluster development m Ireland An examination
2 This hypothesis was foimulated on the basis of data gathered at interview with development advisois 
Both advisois outlined how extieme intei-oigamsational nvalry and secrecy foimed an obstacle to co- 
opeiation
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and analysis o f inter-firm relationships is essential therefore, in the formation o f  any 
long-teim policy planning in ielation to the development o f clusters The three ease 
studies which follow represent the “first steps” in such a process
Foi a summaiy and description o f each o f the case study chapters see Section 1 4 in 
Chaptei 1
6 2 The Role of Location Quotients (LQs) in Case Study Selection
As indicated above the case study selection process was based on initial evidence 
(qualitative) o f co-operation (in the case o f the fish processing and printing sectors) 
and an absence o f co-operation (in the case o f the bakery sector) All o f  these sectors 
display vaiying degrees o f spatial concentration as measured by the location quotient 
(See Chaptei 5) It was this quantitative evidence that led to initial qualitative 
investigations (i e interviews with development advisors in the development 
agencies) The calculation o f  LQs provided p r im a  f a c i e  evidence o f clustering and 
allowed for exploration o f the relationship between groups o f spatially concentiated 
fiims and levels or types o f co-operation/ non-co-operation
6 3 Use of Triangulation in Case Studies
In Section 4 8 1 (Chaptei 4) we discussed how data triangulation addresses the 
potential problem o f construct validity by gathering evidence from a number o f 
diffeient sources For each o f  the case studies this process was adhered to In the fish 
piocessing ease study this involved interviews not only with personnel in the leader 
ftim (Superqumn) and its supplier (Oceanpath) but with personnel in BIM (The Irish 
Fishenes Board) and Enterprise Ireland that had knowledge o f  each o f  the firm s’ 
opciations In addition, industry documents and journals were studied so as to 
establish the data gathered as fact Similarly, in the printing case study interviews 
weie conducted with development advisors in Enterprise Ireland on two separate 
occasions and with the managing director o f the consortium at the centre o f the case 
study In addition to this, several industry documents, reports, and journals were 
leviewed for the purpose o f corroborating the facts (references to which are contained 
in the îelevant case study chapter) In the bakery case study interviews w cic 
conducted with personnel in four North Dublin bakery firms, with a representative 
fiom the industry’s supporting organisation and with two development advisors in
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Enleipnse h eland Various industry reports were also used in the evidence gathering 
piocess Again, evidence from one souice was not considered fact unless it was 
compatible with evidence from the other sources
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Chapter 7* Inter-firm Relationships in the Fish Processing Sector
71 Introduction
This chaptei is primarily concerned with the evolution o f a leadei fnm -suppher 
lelationship, namely that between a retail buyer and a fish processing supplier in the 
spatially concentrated sub-sector o f processing and preserving o f fish and fish 
pioducts (NACE 1520) m Howth, North County Dublin However, the nature o f  other 
iclationships, both vertical and horizontal, between local and non-local finns 
including non-firm organisations such as trade associations, is also subject to 
examination A distinction is made between relationships co-ordinated on an organic 
basis i e through social trust and norms o f economic behaviour and more consciously 
co-oidmated mechanisms such as dyadic trust between a leader firm and its supplier 
We will show that the former is a powerful force in the creation o f  a co-operatively 
competitive environment in which commercial information is shared but that 
iclationships that are subject to more consciously co-ordinated mechanisms, yet still 
classed as s o c ia l  n e tw o r k s , facilitate the sharing o f  technical information that 
ultimately lesults in innovation
7 2 Chapter Layout
The chaptei begins with a discussion o f the analytical considerations and the 
appiopriateness o f particular literatures Focusing on the importance o f  co-operation 
(as discussed in Sections 2 4 1 to 2 4 2 m Chapter 2) we elaborate on the types o f co- 
oidination mechanisms i e organic and co-ordinated interaction that undeilie various 
co-operative forms Empirical data is then presented and related to the literature
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7 3 Analytical Considerations
Foi analysis o f case study evidence a framework is required which, at its centre, 
examines the importance o f  location (as the case study refers to a concentration o f 
films in a particular place), piovides a rationale for various inter-organisational 
lelationships within that location (as the case study deals with a number o f vertical 
and horizontal relationships) and an indication o f the co-ordinating mechanisms 
undeipinning those relationships The fiamework needs also to shed light on the 
internal organisation o f finns and account for how firms learn and innovate (as the 
case study explores the changes and improvements made to organisation and 
pioduction in one firm (supplier) as a direct lesult o f  its relationship with another firm 
(buyei)) A framework based on the industrial district literature fulfils all o f the above 
ciitena
More geneial cluster literature, in particular the work o f Porter (1990, 1998) is not 
entnely applicable to the case study, for a number o f reasons The first is that Porter 
is concerned with how industries (rather than firms within industries or sectors) 
intei act with one another and how those interactions comprise a system o f national 
advantage The case study herein is not concerned with how industries relate to one 
anothei but is concerned rathei with relationships between different organisational 
actois (fnm s, supporting organisations) within one industry in particular The second 
reason lelates to the types o f relationships that are at the centre o f Porter’s 
concept/theory (and which are identified though the use o f input/output tables), 
namely m aiket relationships (this was discussed in Section 2 2 in Chaptei 2) There 
aie clear conceptual differences between what is central to Porterian clusters and what 
is o f central exploration here
One might argue that similarly there is a mismatch between the subject o f this case 
study and what has been presented in the industrial district literature, in other words 
that the lattei is an equally inappropriate concept on which to build/model an 
analytical framework for the case m hand At the centre o f  our case study is a spatial 
concent!ation o f fnm s engaged in the production and processing o f  fish, suppliers o f 
inputs to those firms and buyers who retail the produce (though not all o f the actors 
aie located in North Dublin) Together they form a supply chain Brown and Hendry
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(1997/1998), in distinguishing between industrial districts and supply chains, state 
that in the latter the lelationship is vertical and involves an exchange o f  goods and 
sci vices This relationship also exists in the former but with a number o f additional 
chaiactei istics, namely a shared geographic locality where 'independent firms 
opeiating in the same or related market segm ent’ benefit from external economies o f 
scale and scope from agglomeration (Brown and Hendry, 1997/1998)
Industnal districts have long been associated with ‘the network type o f  co-oidination 
o f economic lelations’ that is based on ‘horizontal trust based relations amongst local 
firms and between firms and institutions’ (Boschma and Lambooy, 2002) The above 
forms o f industrial network are however changing and evolving and are subject to 
moie bioadly defined characteristics ‘Supply chains have themselves been 
undeigoing change, with more o f an emphasis on a partnership, or relationship 
onentation’ (Brown and Hendry, 1997/1998) Similarly, industrial districts are neithei 
homogenous nor static entities and they too, have been undergoing change Rather 
than a deepening o f spontaneous co-operation and co-ordination o f  production the 
industnal districts (as highlighted in Sections 2 10 2 and 2 10 3 in Chapter 2) have 
seen the emeigence o f a dominant player or players (a single leader firm or a group o f 
fums) that is ladically changing the dynamic o f the district’s inter-organisational 
lelationslups and in particular power relationships (Lazerson and Lorenzom, 1999, 
Caibonaia 2002, Harrsion, 1994, Coro and Grandmetti, 2001, Dei Ottati, 1996, 
Pamccia, 1998) This is discussed further in Sections 7 4 1 to 7 6 below
It follows that industrial districts are open to a much wider interpretation than 
pieviously thought Pamccia (1998) suggests that there are just two factors that 
undcipin the vanous forms o f organisation found m industrial districts
‘Behind the so lightly used term ‘industrial district’ many 
different forms o f organization o f labour and many different 
socio-cultural fabrics are hidden In what may be regarded as 
a common definition, industrial districts are taken as forms o f 
oigamzation governed by trust and co-operation ’
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Although the case study is centred on a supply chain the key factors which underpin 
lelationships in industrial districts (according to Paniccia, 1998) arz ,  p n tn a  f a c i e , the 
same factors underpinning inter-organisational relationships amongst firms and 
between fiims and supporting organisations in the fish processing sector in North 
Dublin, namely trust and co-operation The industrial district literature and the 
theones upon which the concept is based thus provide an appropriate framework to 
investigate inter-firm relationships in the fish-processing sector in North Dublin
What can the regional systems o f innovation literature bring to an investigative that 
the industrial district literature cannot? We know that m industrial distncts the co- 
opeiation and tiustmg relations between actors mean that new knowledge is diffused 
easily and so firms learn through interaction with one another As indicated in Section 
2 9 o f Chaptei 2, regional systems o f innovation are localised systems where the 
‘economic performance o f  a region does not depend solely on the individual company 
pcifoimance but rather on the way m which companies interact with one another and 
the public in the creation and dissemination of knowledge’ (Fischer, 2001) The 
outcome o f interaction between actors in such a system is innovative behaviour The 
legional systems o f innovation concept is an umbrella concept in that it encompasses 
a numbei o f different elements or units that constitute a system At its core lies the 
piemise that knowledge is key to the innovation process and in order for a firm to 
convert knowledge into an economic gain (either through organisational or process 
impiovement or new product or process development) they must become a learning 
Him (eithei by doing, using or interacting (Koschatsky, 1999)) How organisations 
leain theiefore, is one unit that comprises the system and so organisational learning 
htciature becomes a constituent part m analysis o f inter-firm relationships in a system 
o f innovation A successful regional system o f innovation is a Teaming region’ made 
up o f learning organisations
The focus o f  this chapter is not a system o f innovation but, as with the industrial 
distnct concept, theie are elements o f our case study that can be explained with 
icfeience to the regional system o f innovation literature Innovation is usually 
associated with R&D firms, large multi-national type enterprises and more recently 
high-tech or science based industrial sectors However, innovative activities, as 
Blumentritt (2004) reminds us, are not just about the development o f new products or
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sci vices Finns, he suggests, can be innovative in many ways for example by creating 
new ot improving support services, improving the efficiency and effectiveness o f 
internal piocesses and discovering new ways o f establishing and maintaining 
iclationships with customers
Using Bender and Laestadius’s (2005) “innovation enabling capabilities” approach 
we examine Oceanpath’s (fish processor and supplier) innovativeness m terms o f  its 
ti a n s f o r m a t iv e  capabilities and c o n f ig u r a t io n a l capabilities Sections 7 10 3 and 
7 12 3 below explain these teims and discuss them with reference to the empirical 
data
7 3 J From M arket Transaction to Co-ordination Integration
At one end o f  the spectrum lies the market transaction, at its other extreme lies 
integiation (either vertical or horizontal) However integration need not imply 
owncislnp It can include another dimension which Langlois and Robertson (1995, 
p i 0-11) term co-ordmation integration which may involve, for example, ‘two distinct 
legal entities engaged in an ongoing development project that involves exclusive 
dealing, significant exchange o f information and administrative coordination’ In a 
geneial sense it refers to various co-operative exchanges between autonomous 
economic actors Central to our study o f the evolution o f inter-firm relationships in 
the fish-processing sector is the following question
H o w  d o  ti a n s a c t io n s  e v o lv e  f r o m  p u r e l y  m a r k e t- b a s e d  e x c h a n g e s  to  m o r e  o r g a n is e d ,  
sti n et in e d  a n d  p a r tn e r s h ip - ty p e  a r r a n g e m e n ts  th a t h a v e  im p l ic a t io n s  f o t  f i r m s  
b o u n d a n e s  a n d  u l t im a te ly  t e s u l t  in th o s e  b o u n d a r ie s  b e in g  b lu r r e d ?
It should be noted that the blurring o f  boundaries is at the extreme o f “non- 
ow nciship” in ter-firm relationships and is a characteristic o f co-ordination integration 
All fnm s’ external relationships he somewhere on or between market ti ansactions and 
co-oidination integration A joint venture, for example, would fall nearer to the co- 
oidmation mtcgiation extreme (Oliver, 1990)
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7 4 Co-operation and Co-ordination Mechanisms
The following section elaborates on the discussion o f  co-operation presented in 
Sections 2 4 1 to 2 4 6 in Chapter 2 These sections discuss the importance o f co- 
opeiation, the role o f  trust in facilitating co-opeiation and the factors at play in 
detei mining whether co-operation or non-co-operation will emerge
7 4 1  O tgam e Interaction to Co-ordinated Interaction
cThe area o f transactions governed by the community market 
seems to have narrowed with the reduction o f typical 
pioducts, on the other hand, the transactions that are 
coordinated by a more conscious governance mechanism have 
grown with the development o f product diversification and 
upgrading in a local system ’ (Dei Ottati 1996)
In the eaily writings on Italian industrial districts co-operation was described as an 
oigame oi spontaneous mter-orgamsational characteristic stemming from a specific 
kind o f oiganisation o f production (l e flexible specialisation) combined with the 
social and cultural characteristics (social values and institutions) o f a group o f people 
(Beccattim, 1991) Co-ordmation o f industrial activities was governed not by 
hieuuchical mechanisms (as in the case o f a large firm) but by a system o f social 
sanctions (Beccattim, 1991) that culminated in the ‘community m arket’ (Dei Ottati, 
1991) The belief that industrial districts are the result o f  a spontaneous process o f 
economic development is however slowly being replaced with the view that conscious 
co-oidination is the basis for a system o f inter-organisational relationships in a given 
pioduction process (Dei Ottati, 2002, Carbonara, 2002, Boschma and Lambooy, 
2002, Lazerson and Lorenzom, 1999, Paniccia 1998, Harrison, 1994)
The terms organic co-ordination and conscious co-ordination have been formulated by 
analysts to explain the evolutionary processes actually taking place within industrial 
distucts -  foi example when leader firms emerge to take control o f value chains 
Conscious co-ordination has been linked to the growth strategies o f individual firms 
that seek to ‘manage the entire external value chain in order to increase its efficiency,
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effectiveness and flexibility5 (Carbonara, 2002) It has also been described as a 
lesponse to structural change (Dei Ottati, Corroleur and Courlet, 2003) and to the 
pievention o f  regional insularity (Lazerson and Lorenzoni)
7 4 2 Organic Co-operation
Organic or automatic co-operation, that co-ordinates transactions on the basis o f 
customs and norms o f economic behaviour, occurs m situations where transactions 
have low opportunistic1 quasi rents (Dei Ottati, 1994) In such cases, opportunistic 
bchavioui does not lead to large losses foi those who are subject to it Local customs 
suffice as a co-ordmation mechanism in such cases as ‘violation o f  these customs 
gives use not only to withdrawal o f the other party’s co-operation, thereby justifying a 
possible letahation, but also to social sanctions’ (Dei Ottati, 1994) The types o f 
tiansactions that this mode o f co-ordination applies to are those that do not require 
significant specific investments In other words, they involve the exchange o f goods 
oi sei viccs that are locally standardised m terms o f quality (Dei Ottati, 1994)
7 4 3 Conscious Co-operation
Conscious or constructed co-operation, as a mode o f co-ordinating transactions, stems 
fiom the need to safeguard against opportunistic behaviour where theie aie high 
appiopnable quasi rents and local custom is an insufficient co-ordmation mechanism 
High appiopnable quasi-rents occur in tiansactions that require a specific ‘dedicated’ 
investment in order to service the needs o f a particular customer W illiamson (1985) 
would in such a case advocate a process o f vertical integration as a safeguard 
mechanism against opportunistic behavioui Howevei, Dei Ottati (1994) offeis some 
alternative solutions based upon ‘the particular socio-economic environment o f  the 
industnal d istnct’ She suggests that where transactions carry high quasi lents, 
lepeated co-operative behaviour (that leads to the establishment o f  reputation, 
particularly trust) safeguards against opportunistic behaviour Dei Ottati (1994) 
outlines further that due to the costs associated with the construction o f a reputation o f 
tiustworthiness, actors that have engaged in reputation based business relations aie
1 Oppoitumsm has been defined as ‘an effort to realize individual gains through a lack of candoui oi 
honesty in tiansactions’ (Williamson et al, 1975 p258 in Dei Ottati, 1991)
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moie likely to develop preferential economic relations with one another The resulting 
oiganisational form is either an informal group o f firms ‘connected by co-operative 
lelations and sustained by reciprocal knowledge’ (Dei Ottati, 1994) or a lead firm that 
has developed preferential relations with a supplier or group o f  suppliers for example
7 4 4 77 an suction Type and Co-ordination Type
What is important to note from the above is that transaction type dictates co- 
oidination type 1 e spontaneous or conscious A firm therefore, in theory, can develop 
a portfolio o f relationships (with other firms) that may be co-ordinated by the market, 
by social sanctions inherent within communities, by hierarchies or bureaucracies2 
(Dei Ottati, 1991) or indeed by more conscious and deliberate mechanisms (based on 
tt ust denved fiom repeated transactions, for example) For the most part inter-firm 
lelationships are co-ordinated by non-market mechanisms (Grandori, 1997) Firms are 
not limited to either purely market transactions or purely co-operative exchanges It 
may, however be more appropriate to use one or other form o f co-ordination 
depending upon the factors highlighted by Dei Ottati (1994) (i e whether the 
tiansaction carries high or low appropriable quasi-rents) The growing trend towards 
moie conscious fonns o f transaction co-ordination in the industrial districts is an 
indication o f a shift in transaction types The use in innovative activity for example
can help to explain the rise in conscious co-ordination Teece (1996) has outlined the
i isks associated with transactions where knowledge is exchanged
‘ in order to provide full information to the buyer, the seller o f 
know-how may have to disclose the object o f  the exchange, but m 
doing so the basis for the exchange evaporates, or at least erodes, 
as the potential buyer might now have in its possession that which
he was seeking to acquire Accordingly, at least until reputations
become established, exchange is likely to be exposed to hazards ’
Teece (1996) describes a more conscious form o f co-ordination based on what Dei 
Ottati (1994) has highlighted as repeated co-operative exchanges leading to the
2 1 lansactions aie co-oidinated by ‘the explicit rules enfoiced by authorities with discietionaiy poweis’ 
Dei Ottati (1991)
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establishment o f reputation and ultimately trust More importantly, what Teece’s 
comments suggest is that in the absence o f  conscious co-ordination (in whatever foim 
that may take) knowledge would fail to be exchanged and innovation would not
O CC UI
7 4 5 Co-operation Versus Integration
Outside o f the industrial districts and in the absence o f a history o f socio-economic 
lelations, vertical integration (as a mode o f co-ordinating transactions where there aie 
high appiopuable quasi-rents) is not viewed as the only solution to co-ordination 
pioblems In fact, vertical integration is thought to carry its own set o f difficulties
In i elation to management systems, Rugman and D ’Cruz (2000) attribute failure o f 
the vertically integrated firm to the multi-divisional or M -form arrangement used in 
management systems They suggest that it lends itself to internal rivalry among 
geneial managers and to intra-organisational rivalry in general As an alternative fonn 
o f co-oidmation they suggest a process o f de-integration in the fonn o f a partner 
network appioach that they term the flagship model (see Section 7 6 below)
7 5 Additional Thoughts on Co-ordination Mechanisms
Giandori (1997) reiterates the point made above that ‘different sets o f coordination 
mechanisms can be used for effectively and efficiently regulating different types o f 
mtcidependence between units or activity clusters’ In her organisational assessment 
o f intei-finn co-ordination modes (both inside and outside o f  the industrial districts) 
G iandon (1997) details a number o f  co-ordination mechanisms that range from the 
spontaneous to the constructed -  the use o f which depends firstly upon the type o f 
network involved i e social, bureaucratic or proprietary (see Table 7 1 below for a 
descuption o f each) and secondly whether interdependence (amongst firms, between 
fnms and non-firm organisations) is pooled, intensive, sequential or reciprocal Table 
7 2 below provides a description o f each o f these interdependences
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Table 7 1 Grandori’s (1997) Network Types
Type of Network G randori’s (1997) Description
Social Network co-ordinated by social rather than formal, contractual 
means
Bureaucratic Networks based on formal and explicit contracts
Pi opt letary Exchanges in such networks are not based on performance 
controls Instead effective co-ordination is achieved on the basis 
o f incentives e g profit sharing
Table 7 2 Types o f  Interdependence
Type of
lutei dependence
Grandori’s (1997) Description
Pooled A relation m which each part renders a discrete 
contribution to the whole and each is supported by the 
w hole’ With regard to inter-firm relations this involves 
the pooling o f resources for joint efforts
Intensive Joint application o f differentiated professional know-how 
to a common problem or transformation process
Sequential Link between two activities for which the output o f an 
activity A is the input o f activity B
Recipt ocal Like sequential interdependence except output o f A cannot 
be produced without certain inputs from B such as 
elements o f know-how or other resources
Foi each network type and for each interdependence type there will be different sets 
o f co-oidmation mechanisms open to utilisation For example, the co-ordination 
mcchamsms in a social network where theie is a pooled interdependence, are accepted 
uiles o f behaviour, shared values and routmized know-how as depicted in the ‘classic 
M aishallian industrial district’ (Grandon, 1997) However, the co-ordination 
mcchamsm in a bureaucratic network where there is pooled interdependence is likely 
to take the form o f a trade association or horizontal consortia through which 
legulations and procedural norms are generated Using G randon’s (1997) typology o f 
co-oidination mechanisms, netwoiks and interdependencies we have highlighted in 
Table 7 3 the degtee o f formality in netwoik types and the degree o f  spontaneity oi
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consciousness o f co-ordination mechanisms depending upon the type o f 
mtei dependency
What Table 7 3 highlights is that even in what are considered to be informal (social) 
nctwoiks, forms o f co-ordination vary from organic to structured depending on certain 
factois like informational complexity (Gandon, 1996) and whether the transaction has 
a low or high quasi-rent attaching to it (Dei Ottati, 1994) All o f  these are inextricably 
linked to tiansaction type
Within the “new” industrial districts (i e where conscious co-ordination takes 
piccedence over spontaneous co-ordination) conscious co-ordination mechanisms 
have levealed themselves in a number o f different organisational forms These are 1) 
laige fiims known as “leader firms” that have developed preferential economic and 
co-opeiative îelations with a limited number o f suppliers 2) G r u p p i \ e groups o f 
fiims bound together by economic and social ties, and 3) Non-firm organisations (e g 
business associations, public private organisations and research centres)
T h ese  organisations on the one hand, provide local small and 
medium firms with consulting services, such as professional 
tiaining, quality certification, financial planning, new product and 
piocess development etc On the other hand they co-ordinate both 
the productive and commercial activities o f the ID firms, activating 
and managing co-operation processes among firms inside and 
outside the district’ (Carbonara, 2002)
H owcvei, it is leader firms that we are primarily concerned with here
7 6 L eader F irm s
Leader fiims tend to be large firms that ‘organise production among groups o f smallet 
fiims, intioduce technological innovation and expand existing m arkets’ (Lazerson and 
Loienzom, 1999) The role played by leader firms m orchestrating network relations 
can have both positive and negative ramifications for industrial districts On the one 
hand, leader firms provide ‘the preconditions for industrial districts through the
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transfei o f  technology and skills to an area which ultimately provide the foundation 
foi the cieation o f small firm s’ Their exploration o f commercial avenues and 
investment in R&D links the leader firm to both distant and local actors, which places 
them m a ‘strategic position to lespond quickly to external market demand, while 
lealignmg the productive resource o f less sensitively located actors’ (Lazerson and 
Loienzont, 1999
On the other hand the leader firm can cause the emergence o f hierarchy and the 
intioduction o f oligopoly power that may ultimately threaten the ‘typical model o f  co- 
opeiative com petition’ present in the Italian industrial districts (Harrison, 1994) 
Thiough their domination and standardisation o f supplier linkages, power structures 
aie such that non-reciprocal arrangements replace what were once symbiotic 
exchanges (Boschma and Lambooy, 2002)
These examples describe two extremes o f the same phenomenon Boschma and 
Lambooy (2002) have shown however that there are leader firm trajectories which he 
somewheie between these two extremes They acknowledge that leader firms can act 
as bam eis to knowledge transfer and joint problem solving by virtue o f their ‘exit- 
based’ stiategies with suppliers in such cases the leader firm acquires the whole 
supply chain oi formalises relationships with a limited number o f suppliers Within 
this hieiaichical structure however trust based relationships can evolve between the 
leadei firm and its suppliers based on co-makership and joint problem solving foi 
example This facilitates the diffusion o f knowledge but only to a limited number o f 
suppliers Boschma and Lambooy (2002) also describe how a leader firm functions as 
a budge for smaller supplier firms cm teims o f  access to world markets and external 
knowledge’ It is not possible to divorce the leader firm from its particular context i e 
the lelationships it has with its suppliers, its development strategies etc Therefore the 
ments oi dem ents o f  leader finns in local economies are a matter for empirical 
exploiation
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Table 7 3 Modification o f G iandon’s (1997) typology o f co-oidination mechanisms, Netwoik types 
and Interdependences to include degiee of formality and degiee o f spontaneity/stiuctuie in cooidination 
types
Oigame /Spontaneous
Structured
(conscious/constructed)
C o-ordination M echanism s According to N etw ork Tvpe
Social Nehvoik Bui eauci atic Netwoi k Pi opi letaiy Netwoi k
Informal Senn-formal Foimal
Type of
Interdependence
Pooled Noi ms ofbehavioui, shaied 
views such as those in classic 
Marshallian industrial district
Regulations and pioceduial 
norms through trade associations 
or honzontal consoitia
New firm cieation thiough a 
joint ventuie
Intensive
(innovative)
Reputation thiough lepeated 
transactions
Research Consortia R&D Joint ventuies
Sequential Constellations such as leadei 
film arrangements
Recurrent contracting enabling 
experimentation with various 
operational procedures in 
contract e g one way 
hierarchical sub-contracting
Property lights sharmg and 
hierarchical co-ordination
Recipiocal Mutual monitoring and liaison 
activities through informal sub- 
conti acting
Relational contracting 
combining both contract with 
unwiitten rules and safeguaids
Property lights shaung and 
lateial integration loles
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Related to the concept o f the leader firm is Rugman and D ’C ruz’s (2000) theory o f 
the flagship firm The flagship model is based upon ‘the development o f  collaborative 
lelationships among major players m a business system ’ At the centre o f this business 
system is the flagship firm that ‘pulls the network together and provides leadership for 
the stiategic management o f the network as a w hole’ Also central to the theory, is the 
existence o f firms that have developed key relationships with the flagship firm 
Relationships in the flagship model, unlike conventional business relationships (that 
aie based on arms length market transactions and have a short term orientation and 
single tiansaction focus), are based upon ‘a collective long-term orientation that 
facilitates the development o f long-term competitiveness’ (Rugman and D ’Druz,
2000) Through ‘strategic asymm etry’ the flagship firm exercises non-reciprocal 
contiol over network partners’ products, markets and capital investments as well as 
comses o f action in the development o f competencies and capabilities In return, the 
flagship netwoik member can enjoy ‘the prospect o f significant sales volumes, access 
to advanced technology and the participation in the benefits o f the brand image o f  the 
flagship’
How this relates to the leader firm concept is that it has implications for organisational 
bonndaiies and presents an organisational structure that opts for co-ordination rather 
than ownership integration Rather than vertical corporate integration, there is here 
dis-integration
7 6 1 T h e  R o le  o f  th e  L e a d e r  F ir m  in  K n o w le d g e  T r a n s f e r  a n d  I n n o v a t io n
p r o c e s s e s
Caibonaia (2004) has highlighted three mechanisms that underpin the way m which 
fiims learn These are empirical learning, learning by emulation and learning by 
acquisition ‘The networking processes activated by leader firms constitute the 
fundamental mechanism on which the development and the acquisition o f new 
knowledge are based Therefore, this learning mechanism can be defined as learning 
by interacting’ (Carbonara, 2004) Learning processes and therefore innovative 
piocesses can be directly attributed to the actions o f  leader firms
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It may be important to note at this point what is meant by innovation Put simply, 
‘innovations aie new creations o f economic significance’ (Edquist e t  a l  2002) There 
aie two categories o f innovation -  product and process However, as highlighted in 
Section 7 3 above and Section 2 9 o f  Chapter 2, innovation may be more broadly 
interpieted to include a range o f other activities and indeed in a range o f  traditional, 
low-tech industries
What is universally accepted is that knowledge is key to the innovation piocess 
Cohen and Levinthal (1990) stress that knowledge transfer is critical for a firm if it is 
to respond to change, if  it is to innovate and ultimately if  it is to achieve competitive 
success Industrial districts, due to their unique characteristics that are inextricably 
linked to place, can become insular with regard to the attainment o f new knowledge
Industnal distncts are rich in internal knowledge 1 e knowledge o f an operative kind 
that is embedded in place (Albino et al, 1999) The districts’ access to external 
knowledge is limited to that obtained on the market e g demand levels, required 
pioduct perfoimance etc (Albino e t  a l„ 1999) Acting as a bridge between internal and 
external knowledge the leader firm channels new knowledge from its regional, 
national and often global links back to district based small sized suppliers (Boschma 
and Lambooy, 2002) For knowledge transfer to take place the relationship between 
the leadei firm and supplier must be a collaborative one where openness, tiust and 
pi io i  experience are shared characteristics (Albino e t a l, 1999) It is obvious therefore 
that knowledge transfer is less likely to occur between a leader firm and supplier 
wheie the relationship is hierarchical or where there is unilateral power
E m p i r i c a l  D a t a  a n d  A n a l y s i s  
1 7 Introduction and Background to Case Study
Inteiest in the fish processing and production sector stemmed initially from 
quantitative analysis o f  employment data that indicated a spatial concentration in 
Noith Dublin (See Table 7 4 for trends in employment and Table 7 5 for location 
quotient histoiy and changes in firm numbers) Given the strong association between 
spatial concentrations and cluster activity an investigation was initiated to determine
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the natuic o f relationships amongst firms and between firms and supporting 
oiganisations
This subsequent investigation lehed upon qualitative techniques (namely interviews) 
fiistly to determine the nature and structuie o f the industry including mter- 
oiganisational îelationship types (market and non-market) with regard to a specific 
numbei o f Noith Dublin firms3 From theie, it emerged that a market relationship 
between a fish processor (supplier) in Howth and a national supennaiket chain 
(buyei) with head offices based in nearby Sutton, had evolved into a co-operative, 
collaborative and information sharing (resulting in knowledge transfer and 
innovation) leader firm -suppher arrangement that was worthy o f investigation and 
analysis Furthermore, (through subsequent interviews)4 it was revealed that forms o f 
honzontal co-operation among Howth fish processors bore some o f the hallmarks o f 
the Italian industnal districts
Similarly, vertical co-operation in certain supply chains, 1 e from a fish farm (1SPG5) 
to secondary processor (Oceanpath) to retailer (Superquinn) and between the Howth 
fish auction house (Howth Fish Sales Ltd) and local fish processors, displayed 
industnal district type “collective action” characteristics Underpinning some o f  the 
intci-fimi lelationships arc the co-ordinating efforts o f a supporting organisation -  
BIM, the lush Fisheries Board -  at least contributing to what is referred to as 
“ institutional thickness” in the industrial district literature (Amin, 1999)
Regaiding co-oidm ating mechanisms o f inter-firm relationships it is fair to say that 
theie is a mix o f co-ordmation mechanisms at play Inter-finn relationships that ate 
co-ordmated on the basis o f shared values and norms o f economic behaviour exist 
alongside inter-firm relationships that are (more consciously) co-ordinated on the 
basis o f îcpeated transactions and sole supplier relationships
1 Noith Dublin Finns weie compiled fiom a list of Enterpnse Iieland supported companies See 
Appendix D for details
4 See Appendix B for details of all intei views conducted
' The lush Seafood Piocessors Gioup
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7 7 1 Economic Conditions and Environment
The purpose o f this section is to give overall context to the case study data Table 7 4 
shows how overall levels o f employment in fish processing and preserving have 
declined in North Dublin yet in Ireland as a whole there has been growth Table 7 5 
shows a decline in the number o f  fish processing firms in North Dublin yet at the 
same time the location quotients indicate a relative spatial concentration o f 
employment in the area Despite the recorded increase between 2000 and 2001 
employment decline can be attributed to a more general pattern o f consolidation 
amongst processors in this mature sector -  a process which in itself can be attributed 
to foices emanating from the purchasing side l e retail multiples In other words, 
pioccssois have consolidated to reflect the limited number o f  retail customers now 
piescnt in the Irish market place (Lane, Interview, 2004)
T able 7 4 Trends in Number o f Employed (Full-time) in Processing and 
Pieseiving o f Fish and Fish products (NACE 1520) from 1985 to 2001 in North 
Dublin and Nationally
1985 1990 1995 2000 2001
N orth D ublin 305 297 252 245 283
Peicentage change in employment in penod -2 62% -15 15% -2 78% 15 51%
N ational 2,085 2,313 2,112 2,394 2,600
Peicentage change in employment m period 10 94% -8 69% 13 35% 8 60%
Sow ce Foi fas Unpublished Employment Data
In îesponse to structural change, processors are attempting to differentiate themselves 
by engaging in value added production and by carving out niche markets for 
themselves (Lane, Interview, 2004, Smith, Interview, 2003) Both BIM and Enterprise 
11 eland acknowledge the benefits o f co-operation in tackling the changing economic 
climate Through B IM ’s Market Investment Programme (MIP) individual firms 
ieceive up to 40 per cent grant assistance whereas collective projects can receive up to 
60 pci cent grant assistance The supporting organisations are mindful o f  the 
opportunities to co-operate, which lie in purchasing and logistics for white fish and 
wet fish pioduction (Crowne, Interview, 2004)
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rT able 7 5 Location Quotients and numbei o f firms in Processing and Preserving 
o f fish and Fish products (NACE 1520) from 1985 to 2001 in North Dublin
Location Quotient No of Firms
2001 1 15 12
2000 0 98 13
m s 1 13 13
1990 1 15 16
1985 1 16 19
Soiute Calculations based on Fotfas Unpublished Employment Data
In addition to uncertainty on the purchasing side there is uncertainty on the supply 
side and firms are continuously adapting to changing supply situations Diminishing 
l a w  m atenals caused by over-exploitation o f conventional species o f fish and the 
imposition o f quotas has led processors to seek alternative inputs (both at home and 
abioad) Regulation m the form o f the Common Fisheries Policy (CFP) imposes limits 
on supplies and types o f  species available Aquaculture production (i e farm produced 
fish and seafood) can reduce uncertainty in the supply o f certain species such as 
salmon However, aquaculture production has not leached significant levels either on 
a national or a European basis Aquaculture production in 1999 produced 44,000 
tonnes compared to 285,957 tonnes caught by the Irish fleet (Stevenson, 2003)
Within the European Union, only two countries, Ireland and Sweden, export more fish 
and fish pioducts than they import Table 7 6 shows Ireland’s external trade fiom 
2000 to 2002 in terms o f value and volume Interestingly the increase in value o f 
pioduce exported is coupled with a decrease in volume exported This is an indication 
o f incieasing value having being added to these products
Table 7 7 shows that gross output o f local units involved in the processing and 
pieserving o f fish and fish products has increased by 21 per cent over the four year 
period fiom 1997 to 2001
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Table 7 6 External Trade of Fish and Fish Products
2000 2001 2002
Expo) ts
333,153
Value 000 euro 
447,026 424,975
216,898
Tonnes
314,371 307,368
Im ports
127,948
Value 000 euio 
165,461 142,562
70,435
Tonnes
114,458 94,561
Net Exports
205,205
Vaine 000 euro 
281,565 282,413
146,463
Tonnes
199,913 212,807
Sont ce CSO, External Trade, 2002, 2001, 2000
1 able 7 7 Gross Output o f Local Units in Piocessing and Preserving o f  Fish and 
Fish Pioducts
1997 1998 1999 2000 2001
G ioss O u tp u t
000 euio
301 3 303 9 315 2 342 9 365 6
S ow  cl  CSO Census of Industrial Pioduction, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000, 2001
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7 7 2 Support o f  Non-firm Organisations
The industry is heavily supported by BIM (Bord Tascaigh M hara -  The Irish Sea 
Fishenes Board) in terms o f  industry marketing, grant aid6 and the development o f 
quality assurance schemes7 Collective marketing for seafood processors is conducted 
thiough B IM ’s annual Irish Seafood Expo Through its MIP it supports marketing 
activities o f  both individual and group seafood processors In 2003 it funded a total o f 
36 piojects (9 o f which were collective) amounting to grants worth €1 259 million 
Non-firm organisational support is highly co-ordinated m that BIM collaboiates 
closely with Bord Bia (Irish Food Board) and Enterprise Ireland in overseas market 
development activities
Due to the small size o f firms operating in the fish-processing sector (see Table 7 8 
foi aveiage number employed per firm) very few companies have in-house marketing 
peisonnel In the absence o f  such personnel, BIM (through various support schemes) 
seeks to cieate a d  h o c  capabilities for its client companies This is similar to the 
institutional arrangements in some Italian industrial districts where, for example, 
pioducei co-operatives in the tile manufacturing industry provide centralised 
exhibitions and organise small firms to participate in international trade fairs 
(Langlois and Robertson, 1995 p p l37-138)
6 BIM awaided giant aid of €645,000 on investment of €2 755 million to 23 project applicants under 
the Tish Handling and Seafood Processing Development Measure in 2003 Total grant-aid to industiy 
amounted to €10 174 million in 2003
7 BIM have developed five quality assuiance schemes These are for salmon (IQS) tiout (IQT), mussels 
(IQM) oysteis (IQO) and most recently the Quality Seafood Programme (QSP) which ensuies
The highest levels of quality have been maintained from product harvest to processing and packing
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Table 7 8 Average Size o f  Firms in Processing and Preserving o f Fish and Fish 
Pioducts (NACE 1520)
Year Average Number Employed 
per Firm
N o r th  D u b lin If e la n d
2001 24 22
2000 19 20
1995 19 19
1990 19 19
1985 16 17
Sow ce Unpublished Foifas Employment Sw vey data
Langlois and Robertson (1995 ppl 37-138) describe this type o f link as quasi- 
honzontal integration -  adding that ‘the producer co-operative forms the basis o f 
quasi-vertical integration, as the producers [small firms] are able to add marketing 
expei tise to their distinctive competencies in design’ (Langlois and Robertson, 1995 
pi 38)
7 8 Location - Howth Harbour
Hovvth Harbour was constructed between 1807 and 1816 to serve as the official mail 
packet station on the Dublin to Holyhead route Due to constant silting problems and 
failed effoits to contiol it the decision to relocate the station to Dun Laoghaire was 
taken Since then, Howth harbour has evolved into a busy fishing port and 
lecieational m anna (the origins o f which date back to 1895 when Howth Yacht club 
was founded) It is one o f only five designated Fishery Harbour Centres8 in Ireland 
The othei foui are located in Castletownbere, Dunmore East, Galway, and Killybegs 
Although development within the fishing industry, both in terms o f fleet renewal and 
haiboui improvements is concentrated along the Atlantic seaboard, Howth boasts an 
umivalled tradition in whitefish processing for the domestic and international markets 
( J i i sh S k ip p e i ,  2004) It is a home port for 15 trawlers and 12 half deckers These 
numbers can increase by another dozen or so depending upon the season There are 
two fish auctions per week with anything from 500 to 1000 boxes being auctioned at
8 Howth Haiboui became a Fisheiy Harbour Centie following the Fishery Haibour Centre (Howth) 
Oidei, 1989 made under the Fishery Harbour Centies Act, 1968
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any one time -  an indication o f a viable fishery (Ir ish  S k ip p e r , 2004) Although 
employment figures have fallen in recent years, fishing (including the fish processing 
sectoi) is an important employment generator in Fingal County Howth is directly 
lesponsible foi 500 jobs (Fingal County Council, 2004)
7 9 Fish Processing F irm s in H ow th
Thcie aic foui fish processors located on the west pier o f Howth harbour -  Oceanpath 
Lid , W nghts o f Howth, Lett-Doran & Co Ltd and Beshoffs o f  Howth All four firms 
aic family owned and operated and all are small enterprises9 All but one firm -  
Oceanpath -  have had a long association with Howth harbour W rights was 
established in 1890, Beshoffs in 1911 and Lett Doran m 1961 Although Oceanpath 
was only founded m 1995, its three founders -  Alan Ecock, Charles Slattery and Noel 
Ryan had all previously worked for and been shareholders o f Lett Doran and between 
them had amassed considerable experience o f the fish processing industry and, in 
paiticulai, its operation out o f Howth
W nghts o f Howth specialise in the production o f  smoked salmon and the processing 
o f fiesh fish and shellfish In addition to being a primary and secondary processor10 
they, like Oceanpath, act as a wholesaler at the Dublin Fish M arket that has been held 
daily in Smithfield since 1894 This means that other fish processors are among their 
customeis and implies both a horizontal and vertical association between the Howth 
pioccssois Fot example, as the largest wholesaler in Dublin, Oceanpath supply to 
Lett Doian via auctions held at the fish market At the same time, Oceanpath and Lett 
Doran compete in the same market l e they both supply to retail multiples In the last 
ycai Oceanpath has started supplying to Dunnes Stores -  a customer o f Lett Doran 
This is an example o f direct competition between the firms The others, 1 e W nghts 
and Beshoffs, supply to their own specialty shops (restaurants in Beshoffs case), to 
collective catenng (pubs/restaurants) and to commercial catering (industrial) Lett 
Doi an and Oceanpath supply primarily to retail multiples and to a lesser extent the
0 Wnghts o f Howth employs between 46-50 people, Beshoffs of Howth employs between 11 and 15 
people, Lett Doian & Co employs between 26-30 people and Oceanpath employs between 36 and 40 
people (Soitice Lane, Interview, 2003)
10 Pnmaiy piocessed fish means that it is cleaned only Secondary processing can include any ot the 
iollowmg gutted steak/cutlets Block/Butteifly Dames, Smoked, Fiozen, batteied, bieaded, canned, 
and leady piepaied meals
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eatenng industry In their supply to the catering industry all firms compete against one 
anothei to vaiying degrees
The interdependency between fish processors can be attnbuted to a high degree o f  
specialisation Rockabill, for example, is a processor o f shellfish and is located in 
neaiby Balbnggan As a shellfish processor with its own fleet o f boats it has no use 
foi its by-catch o f whitefish Instead o f  processing these superfluous inputs, Rockabill 
sell them on to Oceanpath that specialises in the processing o f these inputs
7 10 Elements of Co-operative Competition
All foui finns source inputs from (amongst other locations) the auction hall on 
Howth’s west pier that has been operated by Howth Fish Sales Ltd since 1993 
Howth Fish Sales Ltd is a subsidiary o f  HT Nolan Ltd (a company that has been 
smoking salmon in Dublin since 1921) Howth Fish Sales buys from a number o f the 
tiawleis and holds an auction at least twice a week at which representatives fiom all 
foui firms bid for inputs Processors also deal directly with fishermen It is at the fish 
auction where an unwritten, even unspoken, collective agreement appears to co- 
oidinate or regulate firm s’ behaviour in relation to bidding and indicates co-operative 
i athei than 11 valrous competition Each o f the finns knows what the other is hoping to 
somcc This means that if  only one finn wants a particular lot the other finns do not 
bid against that one firm In other words, bidding which would result in a fnm  paying 
moie than is necessary for a particular lot, is not entered into
If competition were rivalrous it would be in firm s’ interests to eliminate their 
competitois oi at least gam an advantage over a competitor by pushing up that 
com petitors input prices This is what has been termed destructive competition (see 
Section 2 4 5 in Chapter 2 for discussion o f this) Instead, as m the industrial districts, 
‘onentation towards long run development as an objective rather than a quest for short 
teim economic gains’ (Sengenberger and Pyke, 1992, 19) motivates and underpins co- 
opeiative or “ fair competition” (Paniccia, 1998) for the sourcing o f  inputs by Howth 
fish processors This represents a collective approach to the manner in which inputs 
aie obtained on the local market Having said that however, we must acknowledge
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that scale and structure (1 e that certain inputs are not lequired due to specialisation) 
ameliorates the competition more so than the objective o f long-run development
In Italian mdustiial districts co-operation is based on a set o f values or common 
cultuie that is shared by a community o f people and ‘spread throughout the district, 
supported and transmitted through generations’ (Paniccia, 1998) In Howth, fish 
piocessois are geographically and historically bounded and as in industrial districts 
‘face to face lelationships are frequent and people tend to interact continuously, 
thcicby developing a common culture’ (Paniccia, 1998) Through attendance at fish 
auctions, competing processors have developed a history o f interaction and as such 
have developed knowledge based trust 1 e knowing the other sufficiently well through 
this mtei action (Dwivedi e t  a l , 2003) This has enabled them to share information on 
the puce o f inputs (see Section 7 10 1 below)
In Howth, family has provided a vehicle for the transmission o f  values and norms o f 
economic behaviour This is best demonstrated by an example The manner m which 
Oceanpath, and in particular its business relations manager, deals with suppliers 
(fishcnnen, fish auction operators, co-operatives, e tc ) is based on values handed 
down from his father, one o f  the co-founders o f  the company He believes that “theie 
is no point squeezing the fisherman over pnce if  he’s not there in 6 months time I t’s 
in the industry’s and our interest to keep the fisherman in b usiness” This 
demonstrates collective vision and interest m the performance o f the industry as a 
whole
7 10 1 Information Sharing (Commercial)
Ln industnal districts ‘proximity o f firms and population ensures continuous flows o f 
technical and commercial inform ation’ Tins is certainly the case (with regard to 
commeicial information) m Howth where it is commonplace to telephone a 
competitoi and ask them what they are paying for certain inputs This is a reciprocal 
anangem ent, relying on communication as a co-ordination mechanism (Grandori, 
1997) There is evidence (see Section 7 10 3 below) o f technical information sharing 
beyond the geographical boundaries o f Howth and indeed Dublin that can be 
explained by o r g a n is a t io n a l  rather than s p a t ia l  proximity
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7 10 2 Resource Sharing
In Howth, the extent o f resource sharing is limited but none the less evident -  between 
veitically lather than horizontally linked firms Howth Fish Sales shaied their 
lefngeiation space with Oceanpath on a regular basis prior to the completion o f 
O ceanpath’s new production facility This involved Oceanpath having a key to Howth 
Fish Sales’ premises so that inputs could be accessed at any time This indicates trust 
between the two firms
7 1 0  3 Information Sharing (Technical)
The sequential or transactional interdependence between ISPG (supphei o f fanned 
salmon and trout, based in Galway) and Oceanpath (buyer o f farmed salmon and trout 
foi piocessing) has enabled a “learning through interaction” situation to emerge This 
is moie famously found in high-tech m anufactunng industries between the producers 
o f m anufactunng technology and the users (Gertler, 1995) Oceanpath has sourced 
inputs fiom ISPG since its establishment m 1995 Over time, and through repeated 
lelational and interpersonal connections as well as a shared institutional environment 
(sec below) technical information and knowledge in relation to traceabihty systems 
weie tiansferred to Oceanpath so that they could be applied to its production system
Using Bender and Laestadius’s (2005) teimmology Oceanpath’s “innovation enabling 
capability” lies in its ability to ‘transfonn available general knowledge and 
competence into plant, firm or task specific knowledge and com petence’ (1 e its 
tiansfoim ative capabilities) The way in which Oceanpath was able to transform 
knowledge engendered in equipment and specific to another sector o f industry (1 e 
chicken piocessing) and modify it for its own needs has enabled the creation o f know­
how and led to new skills and routines being acquired Facilitating the tiansfer to 
technical knowledge is Superquinn -  the leader firm Acting as a “budge” it 
facilitated Oceanpath’s contact with Carton Brothers -  the chicken processors (See 
section 7 12 3 below foi furthei detail )
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Thiough accreditation to BIM ’s IQS (Irish Quality Salmon) scheme, ISPG and 
Oceanpath share similar operational conditions and codes o f conduct in that ISPG is 
the only salmon fanner m Ireland approved under the scheme and Oceanpath is the 
only secondary processor in Ireland approved under the scheme Sharing similar 
opeiational conditions and codes o f conduct are the conditions necessaiy foi the 
cieation o f oiganisational proximity (Bunneister and Colletis-W ahl, 1997, Heanue 
and lacobson, 2001/02)
The interdependence between the firms is not just sequential but is also pooled Jt is 
pooled interdependencies that are more characteristic o f Marshallian industrial 
distncts (G iandon, 1997) Both Oceanpath and ISPG have allocated resources 
(human, financial and temporal) to the promotion o f farmed salmon and to the 
education o f  the retailer (Superquinn, buyer o f  Oceanpath’s processed fanned salmon) 
on all aspects o f salmon fanning 11
7 10 4 Mix o f  Relationship Types and Co-ordination Modes
Whethei these interdependencies and co-operative processes would have developed 
spontaneously is entirely questionable There is certainly a mix o f  co-ordination 
mechanisms at play, some o f which can be directly attributed to the strategies o f  a 
leadei firm It is possible at this stage to segregate the types o f co-operative piocesses 
and the mannei in which they are co-ordinated
The shanng o f technical infonnation is a by-product o f a pre-existing economic or 
tiansactional lelationship Information sharing between competitors is limited to 
commeicial (specifically price) only Although there is co-operative competition theie 
is still nsk o f opportunistic behaviour An economic relationship that has developed 
ovei time can act as a safeguard against opportunism Where there are repeated 
economic lelations there is a greater degree o f trust This is exemplified in the case 
vvheie lefngeration space was shared between vertically aligned firms
" in  August 2004 36 Supeiquinn employees were bi ought to ISPG in Galway foi a day’s tiaming in 
icgaid to this
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The information sharing between local fish processors can be classed as a social trust 
i e shaied expectations o f honest behaviour within a local community (Lorenzen, 
2 0 0 1 /02) The trust between vertically linked firms is however dyadic trust 1 e mutual 
tiust between two firms that is co-ordinated on the basis o f reputation
‘When a firm is part o f a community in which the likelihood o f 
interacting with other members is relatively high -  in game theory 
terms, in the case o f  repeated games -  it will have incentives to 
comply with the dominant conventions in order to maintain a good 
leputation (Lorenzen, 2001/02)’
Table 7 9 shows the types o f co-operation and co-ordination mechanisms present in 
Howth amongst fish processors and between fish processors and suppliers and 
summanses what has been said in Sections 7 10 to 7 10 4 above hi each link -  
whethei horizontal or vertical -  connections can be described in terms o f s o c ia l  
n e tw o ik s  i e they are both informally created and co-ordinated In horizontal 
lelationships, the basis for co-operation is shared values and commonality while in 
veitical lelationships the basis for co-operation is repeated economic or transactional 
exchanges
Table 7 9 Type o f Co-operation and Co-ordmation Mechanisms Between Firms in
__________ Fish Processing Sector________________________________________________
Type of Co-operation Link Co-ordination M echanism
r a n  c o m p e ti t io n  <£ Horizontal Shared values & social trust
/
c o l le c t iv e  a c t io n foundations for rules o f  game N
In fo i ¡n a tio n  S h a r in g Horizontal Shared values & social trust
F
(C o m m e i c ia l) foundations for rules o f  game O
R e s o u ic e  S h a r in g Vertical Repeated transactional exchanges
R
M
In fo i /n a tio n  S h a r in g Vertical Repeated transactional exchanges A
(T e c h n ic a l)
L
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7 11 The Evolution of a Leader firm-Supplier Relationship
Oceanpath has been Superquinn’s sole supplier o f  fresh fish since 1995 (when 
Oceanpath was founded) However theie is a history o f recurrent contracting and 
inteipersona] links that predates the establishment o f  Oceanpath Prior to 1995 
Supeiquinn sourced fresh fish from a number o f  different processors but primarily 
fiom Lett Doian & Co From the late 1960’s to the end o f 1994 Superquinn bought 
fish fiom Lett Doran For almost 30 years Alan Ecock handled the Supeiquinn 
account The frequent, often face-to-face encounters and repeated exchanges between 
him self and various Superquinn buyers, but m particular Damien Carolan (Purchasing 
Dnectoi), facilitated the development o f piocess based trust l e trust developed over a 
penod o f time (Lorenzen, 2001/02) and through ‘imputation from outcomes o f prior 
exchanges [which] provides data for current or future exchanges’ (Dwivedi e t  a l , 
2003) Adding to this definition o f process-based trust, Lazerson and Lorenzom 
(1999) suggest that it involves regular testing o f each other’s reliability and probity
It was in 1971, during a fish blockade that commitment on the part o f  Lett Doran and 
in particular by shareholder/manager Alan Ecock, was first demonstrated At the time, 
supeim aikets in Ireland were unable to source fish However, through A lan’s contacts 
an anangem ent was made for Superquinn that enabled it to be the only supermarket in 
the country with a supply o f  fresh fish Ecock’s demonstration o f commitment, 
tehability and piobity led to Superquinn’s trust in him
Thioughout the almost 30 year suppher-buyer relationship, exchanges were market 
based (i e on a transaction by transaction basis) and Superquinn practised multiple 
sourcing so as to hedge against inaccurate pricing or opportunistic behaviour A 
turning point in Superquinn’s approach to suppliers can be traced to its involvement 
in the Euiopean Coca Cola Research Group from 1987 to 1992 (Kelly, 2002) 
Thi ongh mteiaction with European counterparts Superquinn learned that supphei- 
letailci collaboiation (SRC), particularly with regard to fresh foods where the retailer 
is the biand (as opposed to manufactuiei branded goods), could improve performance 
significantly Superquinn’s response to this information was to initiate a supplier 
partneislnp with a number o f  fresh food suppliers l e suppliers o f  beef, chicken, eggs, 
fish, cheese and vegetables Superquinn committed itself to single sourcing -  an
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expression o f trust m customer-supplier relationships (Harrison, 1994) -  provided the 
suppliei demonstrated commitment, openness and trust ( C O T )  Commitment meant 
that both sides would fully commit all resources to an agreed change programme 
within a given time frame Openness on the supplier side meant Superquinn offering 
open book costings and transparency in all their dealings with suppliers This 
facilitated the evolution o f dyadic trust
Superqum n’s iationale behind the development o f  collaborative or co-operative 
lelationships with suppliers mimics the strategies o f leader firms in Carbonara’s 
(2002) study o f firms and networks in the furniture industrial districts o f Ban-M atera, 
Foili, Pistoia and Udien where leader fum s established collaborative relationships 
only with suppliers or sub-contractors that ‘play a strategic role in the value chain 
and/oi have a strategic complementary com petence’ In this sense Superquinn -  as the 
lcadei -  is determining the strategy It is initiating the changes and deteimining the 
mles o f a new game Ecock was in some sense at an advantage because o f  the pre­
existing establishment o f trust, which was one o f  the mam rules o f the new game
Given Lett Doran’s history o f supply and recurrent contracting and pievious 
demonstiations o f trust as well as the establishment o f reputation through repeated 
exchanges it would seem inevitable that Superquinn and Lett Doran would enter into 
partneiship with one another However, due to a number o f  factors such as 
unwillingness to commit to change, reluctance to operate on the basis o f open book 
and in particulai its slow rate o f  development and use o f  traditional production 
techniques, and in general absence o f the innovation enabling capability required to 
icspond to demand-led change, this partnership failed to emerge Entrepieneurial 
vision on the part o f three o f Lett D oran’s shareholders spurred them to sell their 
shares in the company and form a rival finn -  Oceanpath -  with the express purpose 
o f entcnng into partnership with Superquinn Like the leader firms o f industrial 
distncts, Supeiqum n’s supplier selection process was not purely based on price but 
also on reliability, flexibility and innovation capability (Carbonara, 2002) 
Superqum n’s buyer expressed the opinion that Oceanpath’s youthfulness was a 
positive attribute “Oceanpath didn’t have any baggage -  we could mould them just 
the way we w anted” (Kelly, Interview, 2004)
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7 111 The Oceanpath-Superquinn Partnership
The paitneiship is an informal one in ,that no written contract exists to bind the firms 
as paitncis Although the relationship is co-ordinated on the basis o f structuied or 
conscious mechanisms e g mutual monitoring and liaison activities, as described by 
Giandon (1997), it may be classed as a social rather than bureaucratic network If  for 
example the partnership were characterised by both relational contracting and a set o f 
w ntten lules (1 e a contract) then it would be deemed a bureaucratic network (see 
Table 7 3 that differentiates between co-ordination mechanisms in social and 
buieaucratic networks where the interdependencies are sequential and reciprocal) The 
inteidependency between the two firms can be descnbed as sequential This is not to 
say howevei that the relationship is not characterised by reciprocity In fact it bears all 
the featuies o f a symmetrical partnership l e sharing o f resources, jo in t decision­
making, joint marketing etc
7 12 Collaboration and Dependency
To evaluate the degree o f collaboration and dependency in the inter-firm lelationship 
between the leader firm (Superqumn) and the supplier (Oceanpath) we can apply 
C aibonara’s (2002) parameters For collaboration, she suggests frequency o f 
communication, resource sharing and information sharing about processes and 
pioducts as well as co-design practices Carbonaia (2002) uses a binary system o f 
evaluating these parameters, l e high or low (not numerical) W here all the indicators 
aie given a high value then there is a high degree o f  collaboration For dependency, 
the paiam eteis are the degree o f exclusivity o f the relationship and the degree o f 
dependence on technology and knowledge Similarly, where there is a high value 
attaching to all then a high degree o f  dependency is implied Table 7 10 illustrates the 
degiee to which the relationship between Oceanpath and Superqumn is collaborative 
and Table 7 11 indicates the degree o f  dependency Elaboration on each o f  the points 
will shed further light on the nature o f  the relationship
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7 12 1 Frequency o f  Communication
The peisonal and frequently face-to-face contact between Ken Ecock (Oceanpath’s 
business iclation’s manager) and the buyer, Brian Kelly (Superquinn) in terms of 
knowledge transfer processes can be described as a medium with a high degree of 
nchncss i e it facilitates equivocality reduction (Albino et al, 1999) The frequency of 
communication is facilitated by the fact that both Ken and Alan Ecock have swipe 
access passes to Superquinn’s head offices in Sutton where they can meet with 
Supeiquinn personnel on both an informal and formal basis and access any 
documentation relating to the seafood category (as if they were a Superquinn 
employee)
712 2 Resource Sharing
In teims of lesource sharing, Superquinn have assigned personnel for co-marketing 
and co-generation of new production development ideas -  meetings for which aie 
held cveiy two months In 2002, when Oceanpath built a new production facility (at a 
cost of €3,000,000) Superquinn guaranteed a loan for its development without which 
it would not have been built Through the partnership arrangement Oceanpath can 
avail of Supciquinn’s scale in terms of buying power which has enabled Oceanpath to 
make cost savings on the purchase of non-input materials like stationery and 
protective clothing but also on input materials like sauce ingredients for value added 
ptoducts
Pi i o i  to the completion of the new production facility Ken Ecock occupied an office 
m Supeiquinn’s nearby head offices in Sutton For six months he acted as 
Supeiquinn’s buyer (while suitable candidates were being sought) without 
iemunciation At the same time the Oceanpath manager was able^ to access 
Supeiquinn resources (as if he were an employee) This is all evidence of reciprocal 
lesouice sharing
712 3 Information Sharing about Processes and Products
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The leadei firm can act as a valuable souice of knowledge providing ‘information 
about the supplying markets, training on quality management, and production 
techniques, collaboration at the beginning of the order, visits to check the state of the 
oidei etc ’ (Carbonara, 2002) Where Supeiquinn has not had direct knowledge of a 
process 01 aspect of pioduction it has acted as a gateway to that information for 
Occanpath Boschma and Lambooy (2002) class this type of leader firm as a “bridge” 
leadei firm They suggest that bridge leader firms ‘pass on benefits of external and 
global links by transferring external knowledge’ (Boschma and Lambooy, 2002) 
Befoic Oceanpath installed a traceabihty system they examined the traceabihty 
system in place m the Carton Group’s chicken processing operations (based in Co 
Cavan) and adapted it for fish processing (Carton Group is another Superquinn 
supphei )
Table 7 10 Application of Carbonara’s (2002) Proxies for Collaboration Between 
Leadei Finn and Supplier to Superquinn and Oceanpath Inter-firm Relationship
Parameters for Value Between Superquinn & Oceanpath
Degree of
Collaboration
Fi ecfuencv o f High • Daily contact -  telephone, e-mail and face to
Communication face interaction
Res on ice High • Personnel
Shai mg • Financial
• Buying power
• Office space & Equipment
Infoi motion High • Market information -  what consumers aie
Shcu mg about buying via access to SAP
Pi ocesses ancl • Bndge to information -  access to technical info
Pi oducts via Superquinn’s other partners
• Quality Assurance
• Traceabihty
Co-design High • New product development -  ideas are co­
Pi act ices generated
• In-store product presentation
• Tomt marketing
• Launch of new quality standaids
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Supeiquinn, ovei a number of years and through a process of empirical learning (1 e 
learning by doing, learning by using and trial and error processes (Carbonara, 2004)) 
with its othei perishable food partners, has developed its own in-house quality 
assuiance/hygiene standard This standard has tesulted in the “codification” of 
technical and organisational knowledge with regard to “quality” procedures in 
pioduction processes -  the resulting “codebook” is the Superquinn Hygiene Manual 
Leader firms in Italian industrial districts, to contiol each aspect of production, have 
used this codification procedure
‘By the codification process and the consequent higher knowledge 
transfer speed, the leader firm has been able to improve the 
knowledge communication and acquisition processes hi other 
wotds the leader firm has reduced the uncertainty and equivocality 
of the transferred knowledge related tasks’ (Albino et at 1999)
A moi e recent development has given Oceanpath access to market information
12thiough Superquinn’s SAP system This is an example of both resource sharing and 
information sharing As a valuable market tool, SAP can provide Oceanpath with data 
on ical time product sales that can assist in determining what inputs to souice, for 
example what type of fish to buy and which value added product lines to expand 
upon, i educe oi withdraw This information is also useful m any dealings Oceanpath 
has with other customers (retailers)
At this point we can return to Bender and Laestadius’s (2005) “innovation enabling 
capabilities” as raised in Section 7 10 3 above hi addition to transformative 
capabilities they suggest that configurational capabilities enable innovation processes 
By this they mean ‘an enduring ability to synthesise novelty by creating new 
configuiations of knowledge, artefacts and actors’ Oceanpath, again using Bendei 
and Laestadius’s (2005) terminology, may be classed as a firm with a second or third 
staitei innovation strategy By this, they mean that new product or process 
technologies aie too risky and too costly to pursue Instead, such firms watch new
p SAP is a computensed system that facilitates management of all aspects of îetai! value chain, fiom 
foiecasting and planning to allocation and replenishment
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developments either on the market or at tiade fairs In fact, these are exactly the 
tactics pursued by Oceanpath (Ecock, Interview, 2004)
If the novelty (observed on the market or at trade fairs) is of interest, Bender and 
Laestadius (2005) suggest that firms seek a partner from whom the appropriate 
technology can be acquired The success of such a strategy depends upon 4 both the 
available know-what and know-where and the accessibility of financial and other 
i esouices to keep knowledge constantly up to date5 (Bender and Laestadius, 2005) In 
this sense Superquinn has significantly enhanced Oceanpath’s configurational 
capabilities by providing financial support for the modification of production systems 
and attendance at trade fairs (As indicated below m Section 7 15 Oceanpath attends 
tiade fairs under Superqumn’s name)
712 4 Co-design Practices
We can inteipiet co-design practices as any joint approach to product design 
involving the two firms Despite the fact that Superquinn is the brand on any value 
added meal produced by Oceanpath, Oceanpath have an input into its development 
and final presentation Similarly, with regard to marketing of products, Oceanpath, 
along with the Superquinn marketing team, develop in-store marketing campaigns 
Theie is therefore an intensive interdependency between the two firms le  ‘joint 
application of complementary resources to a common problem in an integrated way’ 
(Gtandon, 1997) The co-development of the IQS (Irish Quality Salmon) standard 
undei the umbrella of QSP (BIM’s Quality Seafood Programme) reaffirms the claim 
that theie is an intensive interdependency Along with BIM, Superquinn and 
Oceanpath collaborated to launch a new standard for the packing and handling of 
fanned salmon which, as yet, has not been implemented by any other secondary 
piocessoi oi retailer
7 12 5 Degree of Dependency
Exclusivity is unilateral between Superquinn and Oceanpath In other words, 
Oceanpath is Superqumn’s only supplier of seafood yet Oceanpath have other 
customeis -  among them some of Superquinn’s competitors eg  Dunnes Stores
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Similarly, while Superqum may obtain certain chicken products only from the Carton 
Gioup, Carton are free to sell to other retailers and, in fact, have a strategic alliance 
with Musgraves, too In Carbonara’s (2002) examination of eight leader firms the 
degice of exclusivity was high in all cases Howevei, where exclusivity evolves into 
monopsony -  that is where the leader firm stipulates that the supplier is to deal solely 
with them -  dependence is not in the best interest of the supplier Harrison (1994) 
aigucs that the emergence of oligopoly power as exemplified m the case of leadei 
firm, Benetton, its subcontractors and sub-suppliers, is detrimental to co-operative 
compétition in industrial districts However, where exclusivity is as described in 
Supciquinn and Oceanpath’s case, the leader firm encourages the supphei firm ‘to 
develop multiple relations with other final firms, rather than seeking to hold them 
hostage’ (Lazerson and Lorenzom, 1999) Through Oceanpath’s continuous relations 
with other customer firms (e g SuperValu, EuroSpar and Dunnes Stores) it can avail 
of ‘many more points of contact and information than agents working within 
hieiaichical organisations where information is often purposely limited’ (Lazerson 
and Loicnzoni, 1999)
In assessing the degree of dependence that the supplier has on the leader firm for 
technology and knowledge, Carbonara (2002) states that such technology and 
knowledge is the property of, or is owned by the leader firm Superquinn has not 
dnectly provided technology but it has been the driving force behind Oceanpath’s use 
of new piocesses and automated production (see below) With regard to Supeiquinn 
as a souice of information there is a high degree of dependence This dependence is, 
to some extent, reciprocal Superquinn needs Oceanpath’s knowledge of products and 
of the seafood sector as a whole to ensuie that it is a “knowledgeable” retailei 
(especially in light of the fact that its brand name is on Oceanpath-produced value 
added meals) For Oceanpath, knowledge m relation to consumer tastes/demands, 
quality standaids and organisational administration obtained from Superquinn, has 
enabled it to become one of the top wet fish processors in Ireland (Crowne Interview, 
2004, Lane, Interview, 2004, Smith, Interview, 2003) An additional proxy may 
thcicfoic be proposed i e dependence on leader firm for strategic development
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Table 711 Application of Carbonai a’s (2002) and Additional Proxies for 
Dependency Between Leader Fimi and Suppliei to Superquinn and Oceanpath Inter- 
firm Relationship
Pai ameters for Degree of 
Dependency
Value Between Superquinn & Oceanpath
D e g } e e  o f  E x c lu s iv i ty  o f  
R e la t io n s h ip
High
/Low
• Superqumn has no other supplier 
of fresh fish
• Oceanpath is free to supply to 
other retailers
D e g r e e  o f  D e p e n d e n c e  o n  
T e c h n o lo g y  a n d  K n o w le d g e
High • Superquinn is Oceanpath’s 
“bridge”
• Superqumn needs Oceanpath’s 
expertise m seafood
D e g t e e  o f  D e p e n d e n c e  f o r  
S ti a te g ic  D e v e lo p m e n t
High • Superqumn’s strategic guidance 
led to Oceanpath’s status as top 
wet fish producers
In using Carbonara’s (2002) parameters to assess the degree of collaboration between 
Supeiquinn and Oceanpath we can conclude ultimately that the relationship is a 
collaboiative one Having established this, we can examine in more detail the changes 
that have taken place within Oceanpath since it has become aligned with Superqumn
7 13 Changes and Innovation in Oceanpath
‘The distnct leader often has a relevant îole in the introduction of a modification 
Pioduction piocess automation, quality control, computer aided design are some of 
the activities that the leader firm tends to promote within its organisation and to 
lequne fiom its suppliers’ (Albino e t  a l, 1999) In addition, leader firms can promote 
new pioduct development and the introduction of organisational change for example 
in the foim of planning processes and operation management
To examine the extent of change that Oceanpath has undergone since its inception we 
shall discuss it with regard to i) its production process, 11) its products, and in) its
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internal oigamsation13 An assessment is made as to whether this change would have 
occuired in the absence of a relationship with Superquinn
7 13 1 Changes in Oceanpath fs Production Process
When Oceanpath commenced production m 1995 it did so using simple and largely 
manual techniques Fish would arrive at the (old) premises wheie it was initially 
lefngerated When required, it was filleted, packed and labelled and then distributed 
The quality checks were of a very basic nature -  purely sensory and without any 
probing When fish arrives at the premises now it is probed, the temperature is 
checked and the weights recorded and cioss-checked against the weights that were 
cxpected A computer based factory management system records all this data which is 
then kept on file Tracer tags are then allocated to each box of fish The tracer tag, if 
scanned, shows the temperature it has been stored at and where it has come from 1 e 
the name of the boat, co-op, fish farm etc Although traceabihty has been a legal 
lequnement since the 1st of January 2004 Oceanpath has had this system in place 
since 2002 For Superqumn, the ability to show where its fresh produce is sourced is 
of utmost importance Under the agreed change and development plan this was a 
Supeiquinn requirement
Once Oceanpath occupied its new facility in October 2002 its operation became much 
moie automated Prior to the move, salmon cutlets and skinless and boneless products 
foi example, were produced manually This process meant that filleters had to remove 
skin manually and pluck each bone by hand At that time only 25,000 cutlets could be 
pioduced in a week Since automation and the introduction of a skinning and boning 
machine, the number of cutlets produced in a week has increased to 120,000 The 
same numbers of filleters aie employed now as when the process was manual, as they 
aie lequired to prepare the fish for machine processing A new packing machine has 
di amatically increased Oceanpath’s output of pre-packed products When packers had 
to chng-wrap products by hand approximately 1,000 to 1,200 packets were produced 
in a day Since the introduction of the packing machine the same number of units can 
be pioduccd in an hour These improvements can be directly attributed to Oceanpath’s
11 Intel view with Ken Ecock of Oceanpath included questions on change and development in these
thiee aieas See Appendix C foi Oceanpath’s inteiview questions
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partnership with Superquinn Superquinn required that output capacity be increased m 
oider to cope with the demand of m-store promotions Rather than just stating its 
lequnements, Superquinn lent its support to ensure the successful implementation of 
11101 e automated processes by providing technical information via its other partners 
(namely its chicken partner, Cartan Brothers)
When questioned on the standard and type of processing equipment that has been 
installed in Oceanpath, BIM representatives commented that is was unusual foi a firm 
of Oceanpath7s size to have such high tech machinery
Related to changes in Oceanpath’s production process, is the introduction of quality 
standards This has had implications not only for production but for internal 
oigamsation also as employment of a QA (quality assurance) manager was a 
Superquinn stipulation Accreditation to the BRC (British Retail Confederation) 
higher-level global food standard m July 2004 has superseded other quality assurance 
schemes such as Superquinn Hygiene that Oceanpath had previously operated under 
Having a BRC certificate means that Oceanpath is approved to supply retailers like 
Samsbuiys, Safeway and Tesco as well as Superquinn As the only seafood processor 
in h eland with this standard Oceanpath has acquired a distinct competitive advantage
Similarly the introduction of the IQS standard - a standard developed jointly with 
Supeiquinn and BIM -  has also given them a competitive advantage As stated in 
Section 7 12 4 Oceanpath is the only secondary seafood processor to have acquired 
the standard
7 13 2 Product Changes
In 1995 Oceanpath mainly produced white fish such as cod and haddock In 1998 it 
intioduced tuna and swordfish and more recently it has introduced strawberry 
giouper Product changes have been influenced by changes m consumer taste -  
information on which is supplied by Superquinn market research In addition to these 
changes, Oceanpath has developed a value added range on the request of Superquinn 
Thiough a process of trial and error, products are invented and then given a three-
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month trial period on Superqumn shelves Depending upon sales levels the product is 
continued 01 withdrawn
7 13 3 Oigamsational Change
Oiganisational change within Oceanpath can be attributed to its accreditation to 
quality assurance standards The “codebooks” in relation to quality practices specify 
ceitain action in relation to general management practices, personnel management, 
factoiy management, production management as well as transport and systems 
management
7 14 W hat Has The Partnership Meant To Superqumn9
Superqumn has wet fish counters in all of its 19 stores As Superqumn has giown so 
too has its ability to provide fresh fish The category represents approximately 1 8 per 
cent to 2 per cent of Superqumn’s turnover It therefore cannot justify a dedicated 
seafood buyer However, without Oceanpath as a partner the seafood category alone 
would occupy 30 to 40 per cent of the Superqumn buyer’s time As Oceanpath’s 
business îelations manager does much of the work m relation to this category the 
Superqumn buyer is free to concentrate on his other categories l e bakery and fruit 
and vegetables “It’s like having a buyer without having a buyer” Brian Kelly 
(Superqumn Buyer) said referring to Oceanpath’s business relations manager
The partneiship has enabled Superqumn to have control over standard and quality of 
production without having to vertically mtegiate The Superquinn-Oceanpath 
partneiship could be described as quasi-vertical integration (Langlois and Robertson, 
1995 p i38) In the context of innovation Superqumn has been able to add expertise 
and knowledge specific to the fish processing industry to its distinctive competencies 
m îetaihng and marketing We can conclude that there is a high degree of co- 
oidination integration without ownership integration
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7 15 Discussion and Further Analysis
The inter-firm relationships described in this chapter highlight the merits of co- 
oidinated lathei than independent action Co-ordination mechanisms outlined aie 
vat led and depend upon both the relationship type and the anticipated outcome of the 
telationship Organic forms of horizontal co-operation amongst fish processors in 
Howth aie co-ordinated purely 011 the basis of norms of economic behaviour which 
ate both place specific and historical in context m that they have evolved over time 
thiough (local) social interaction The degree to which these relationships (amongst 
fish processors) are co-operative are limited though none the less notable Unlike the 
Italian industrial districts there is no evidence of flexible specialisation or lesource 
sharing amongst processors However, the creation of a climate of co-operative 
competition in which inputs are sourced having regard to all (local) processors needs 
dcmonstiates a collective approach to the sourcing of inputs The means through 
which values and noims of behaviour are propagated is the family  All of the firms m 
Howth aie family owned and have had a long association with a location on the pier 
Additional attributes of this co-operatively competitive environment include the 
shai mg of commercial information e g prices paid for inputs
Aside fiom co-operative, non-transactional links there are real economic 
mtei dependencies between the firms due to the structure of the sector and the way in 
which firms diverge from pure processing (e g wholesale transactions between 
Oceanpath and Lett Doran) that reinforce their co-location from a logistical 
viewpoint
Still attached to place, but not specifically, are those (vertical) relationships co- 
oidmated on the basis of repeated economic exchanges -  both organically co­
ot dmated and informally created In the case of the processor, Oceanpath, and the 
boats (local and non-local suppliers) co-ordination is based on sectoral norms of 
conducting business and a collective vision for the whole of the industry which 
endeavouis to ensure that each actor along the supply chain stays m business
Locally, vertical relationships (e g between the auction house and Oceanpath) have 
led to resource sharing 1 e sharing of refrigeration space Such co-operation is co-
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oidinated less on the basis of social trust and more on the basis of trust derived from 
lepeated economic transactions The sharing of resources is very much connected to 
their co-location, as ease of access to inputs is essential
How the firms compete mean that there is scope for co-operation Each of the fnms 
has developed eithei product or market niches that enable them to co-operate with one 
anothei and at the same time avoid direct competition with one another Uncertainty 
in terms of level and consistency of supply due to depleting fish stocks as well as 
quota limits mean that the only guaranteed supply is via aquaculture production 
Thiough co-operation between complimentary processors (1 e processors of shellfish 
and processors of white fish) sharing of supply has helped to keep the channels for 
obtaining wild species open
Giaduating to more conscious forms of co-ordinated co-operation is the veitical link 
between Supeiqumn and Oceanpath where a high degree of co-ordination integration 
is evident Differing markedly from some of the leader firm -  supplier relationships of 
the Italian Industrial districts, in particular the Benetton oligopoly where links with 
second and third tier suppliers are subject to unilateral controls - Oceanpath and 
Supeiqumn enjoy a collaboiative, reciprocal and bilateral arrangement On the one 
hand Superquinn has directed much of Oceanpath’s strategic (automation, 
traceability, quality upgrading, value added production) and managerial functions 
(quality assurance manager) as in the Flagship model (Rugman and D ’Cruz, 2000) 
while at the same time bridging the gaps m technical information by linking it to 
appiopnate sources of knowledge (1 e other Superqumn partners) Superquinn has 
been the source of external knowledge or the channel through which external 
knowledge has been received and which ultimately has led Oceanpath to innovate in a 
number of different ways e g automating, traceability, new product development 
(value added products) We suggest that Superqumn has significantly enhanced 
Oceanpath’s configurational capabilities by providing financial support for the 
modification of production systems and attendance at trade fairs thus enabling them to 
pui sue their second or third starter innovation strategy
In staik contrast to an oligopoly where the power resides in the leader firm, 
Oceanpath has been able to, in the words of its business relations manager, “cash in”
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on then association with the retailer and win new custom from other retail multiples, 
namely Dunnes Stores, Euro Spar and SuperValu
Langlois and Robertson (1995) argue that reciprocity in network lelations is 
attiibutable to a high degree of ownership rathei than co-ordmation integration They 
outline that in Japanese networks leader firms tend to hold a stake m their supplier 
companies It is this financial commitment and ‘interest in the prosperity of their 
supplies’ which acts as ‘an incentive to engage in reciprocal cooperation’ With no 
owneiship ties or even a contract to bind the firms as partners this case shows that the 
leverse is true Despite huge resources - human, money and time - having been 
invested by Superqumn in Oceanpath, its reward for engaging m a reciprocal 
airangement is not a share m Oceanpath’s profits but rather an increase in its own due 
to a continuously improving, high quality wet fish counter m all of its 19 retail outlets 
In effect it has acquired the benefits of vertical integration without vertically 
integiatmg -  what may be termed quasi-vertical integration (Langlois and Roberston, 
1995 p i38) The blurring of boundaries between the two firms is engendered in 
specific actions, for example Oceanpath’s business manager’s alleviation of the 
Superqumn buyer’s workload by 40 per cent or Oceanpath attending trade fairs under 
the name of Superqumn
One would expect the co-ordmatmg mechanisms employed to regulate or govern the 
partneiship to be “bureaucratic” (Grandori, 1997) in nature (1 e contractual) Instead 
dyadic tiust expressed m a number of different ways takes the place of a written 
conti act e g through open book accounts on each side and reciprocal freedom to 
access each other’s premises Mutual momtonng m the form of fortnightly meetings 
and liaison activities (via telephone, e-mail and face to face interaction) between 
Supciquinn’s buyer and Oceanpath’s business relations manager on a daily basis 
eliminates moral hazard and indicates a relationship co-ordinated on the basis of 
social means (Grandori, 1997)
The partnership emerged less because of close proximity to one another and more 
because of a history of inter-personal links between Superqumn buyers and one of 
Oceanpath’s co-founders However co-location has enhanced the degree of 
collaboration between the two firms as ad hoc meetings can be arranged speedily
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Fiom Superquinn’s perspective the motivation for partnership can be linked to a 
cl mi ate of uncertainty with regard to food safety By opting for a single supplier it 
could control the standard of production giving it a competitive advantage over its 
letail competitors Structural change in the industry (within the last 10 years) due to 
consolidation on the purchasing side in the fish-processmg sector resulted m either the 
consolidation of processors or piocessors searching for ways of differentiating 
themselves In industry life cycle terms the fish processing sector lies within the 
spectium of steady evolution (see Section 2 4 7 m Chapter 2 for a description of this) 
To cope with structural change firms have been known to upgrade the quality of 
pioduction or indeed automation levels (eg in the industrial district of Prato, Dei 
Ottati, 1996) but not without external affiliation Without entrepreneurial vision on 
the part of Oceanpath’s founders, the firm may not have coped with uncertainty and 
change in the manner that it has done and quite possibly may not have entered into 
paitneiship
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Chapter 8: Inter-firm  Relationships m the Printing Industry
8 1 Introduction
This chapter focuses on inter-firm relationships m the printing industry, in particular 
the lelationship between four North Dublin based firms (1 e Cahill Printers, 
Coloui books, Coleridge Fine Arts and Smurfit Web Press, now Lithographic Web 
Pi ess after a merger with Universal Lithographic) and one South Dublin based firm 
(Euioscieen, now E-Brook after a merger with Brookfield) These firms came 
together m February 2002 to form a strategic horizontal alliance m the form of a non­
equity joint venture called the Printing Consortium of Ireland (PCI) The evolution of 
the lelationship is traced le  the motives for the creation of the consortium, the 
envnonmental conditions leading to its development and its governance structures, 
paying particular attention to the role of interpersonal trust fostered through trade 
association participation The performance of this co-operative venture is assessed 
To give context to the inter-firm relationship a review of the sectoi in terms of 
mdustiy performance, structure and history is presented
The icsearch questions are as follows
1) In a climate of intense inter-firm rivalry and in a sector where (horizontal) 
inter-firm relationships have generally taken either one of two extremes viz 
informal leferrals to competitors or horizontal integration in the form of 
meigers and acquisitions, how did five competing (1 e horizontally aligned) 
firms collaborate to form a consortium?
2) How has a shared location contributed to the development and operation of the
consortium7
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8 2 Contingencies of Relationship Formation
Olivet (1990) performed a significant review of mter-orgamsational literature dating 
horn 1960 to 1990 in which she revealed a number of critical contingencies of 
lelationship foimation ‘These contingencies aie the causes that prompt or motivate 
oigamsations to enter into relationships with one another’ (Oliver, 1990) Inter- 
fnm lelationships m this chapter are confined to horizontal alliances -  an alliance 
being an agreement between two or more companies at a particular moment A 
stiategic alliance however, implies a long-term perspective in which there is a period 
of sustained interaction in the pursuit of common objectives (Pyka and Windrum, 
2003) It is generally accepted that the underlying driver of inter-firm relationships, 
whcthei foimal or informal, is firms’ desire to attain competitive advantages that as 
individual funis they would be unable to achieve (Sherer, 2003, Ebers and Tarillo, 
1997/1998, Porter, 1998)
Networks, which Sherer (2003) describes as alliances developed for, among other 
puiposes, co-marketmg, co-production and resource sharing can offei ‘material 
benefits such as increased sales and/or lower costs and developmental benefits such 
as learning to adapt to changing economic environments’ An alliance is a specific 
foim of inter-organisational network where each organisation retains control over its 
own resources but decides jointly on their use (Brass et al, 2004) Rather than listing 
the motives foi alliance formation in an ad hoc manner, Oliver (1990) has categorised 
the leasons for mter-orgamsational relationship formation under the following 
headings necessity, asymmetry, reciprocity, efficiency, stability and legitimacy 
These lend themselves readily to empirical application and can be used to trace the 
motives for the formation of the PCI
Impoitantly, Oliver (1990) acknowledges that the ‘decision to initiate relations with 
anothei oigamsation is commonly based on multiple contingencies’ and may not be 
limited to one or other of the above In addition to her proposed six generahsable 
deteimmants of mter-orgamsational relationships, Oliver (1990) outlines the 
facilitating conditions foi the formation of six relationship types in each of the critical
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contingencies The most relevant of these ìelationships is joint ventures -  the motives 
and facilitating conditions for the formation of which are outlined m Table 8 1
Thiough categorisation of motives Oliver (1990) implies but does not explicitly state 
a fundamental point, namely that alliances, in what ever form they take, ì e equity 
joint ventures, minority equity alliances, bilateral contract based alliances or 
unilateral contiact based alliances (Das and Teng, 2000), are driven by external 
factois generated m the wider economic and business environment that force firms to 
seek competitive advantages through relationship formation It is apparent therefoie 
that foi each of the contingencies there exists a set of external conditions that 
picscube firms’ behaviour These may vary significantly from industry to industry 
and cannot theiefore be generalised However, Grandon (1997) indicates a link 
between industry life cycle and mter-firm relationship formation that is not particular 
to industry type She suggests that ‘ joint ventures are most frequently adopted in 
matui e industries where it is critical to capture economies of scale and scope’ (The 
role industry life cycle has to play in dictating specific types of actions is discussed in 
Section 2 4 7 in Chapter 2) Using empirical information, we can assess external 
conditions as they apply to the formation of the PCI
8 3 Additional Consideration of Motives and Facilitating Conditions
Olivei (1990) has, in exploring the determinants of mter-orgamsational relationships, 
implicitly mcoiporated two, conflicting rationales for the formation of strategic 
alliances ì e the transaction cost rationale (Coase, 1937, Williamson, 1975) and the 
lesouice based rationale (Kogut, 1988 referred to m Das and Teng, 2000) In 
weighing up the most appropriate relationship type ì e market, hierarchy or joint 
venture where increased efficiency is the motivation, the costs of monitoring, 
conti oiling and co-ordinatmg each are assessed with the lowest cost option pursued 
(Oliver, 1990) Where the motive for joint venture formation is reciprocity ìe  
icsouice integration among firms, ‘co-operative relationships [are] driven by a logic 
of strategic resource needs and social resource opportunities’ (Eisenhardt and 
Schoonhoven, 1996 referred to in Das and Teng, 2000) The resource based theory of 
stiatcgic alliances (Das and Teng, 2000) which can be traced back to the work of
Peniose (1959) is in part applicable to firms operating m the printing sector for 
leasons 1 elating to the rate of technological change and the weight the industry 
attaches to the use of capital intensive resources such as the latest technology printing 
pi esses (pioperty based resources) as well as technical and managerial systems 
(knowledge based resources) The emphasis is on value maximisation as opposed to 
cost minimisation (Pyka and Windrum, 2003)
What this indicates is that both the transaction cost approach and the resource based 
appioach are valid analytical tools m the assessment of joint venture foimation 
However, the choice of one rationale over another (as highlighted in the above 
paiagraph) depends upon the particular motivations for joint venture formation
Table 8 1 Motives and Facilitating Conditions for Formation of Tomt Ventures
Oliver’s (1990) Six Contingencies and Facilitating Conditions 
For Formation of Joint Ventures
Motives Facilitating Conditions
Asymmetry Enhance market power and 
improve competitive position 
against rivals
Threat of erosion of partners’ 
competitive position is low
Reciprocity Obtain synergies in technology 
oi information sharing,
Sharing of resources where 
scarce
All partners are on equal footing 
l e balanced bargaining position
Efficiency Increase economies of scale and 
overcome capital restraints
Low cost of inter-firm relationship 
relative to market or hieraichy 
alternatives
Stability Adaptive response to 
environmental uncertainty, 
Risks are shared
High risk m entering new market 
or engaging in new activities
Legitimacy Enhance profile in industry Needed for local legitimacy in 
host country or new market
To hedge against uncertainty and to create stability or predictability the creation of 
intei-oigamsational relationships is viewed as an adaptive strategy to environmental
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uncertainty (Pyka and Windrum, 2003, Oliver, 1990) Dickson and Weaver (1997) 
found in their study of 433 Norwegian manufacturing firms that environmental 
uncertainty, which includes, inter aha a rapid pace of technological change and 
unpiedictabihty of markets, led to the formation of alliances Brass et al (2004) 
indicate that in a climate of uncertainty pre-existing ties are particularly important, 
these can manifest themselves at the mter-personal and mter-orgamsational levels, 
which implies that the role of trust and a firm’s reputation are factors in facilitating 
the cieation of a co-operative alliance
8 3 1 Trust and Firm Reputation as Facilitating Conditions
In mtei-oigamsational network relations among individuals from different 
oigamsations there is a strong emphasis on “personalised” or social networking 
Olivei and Liebeskmd (1997/98), with the same tone as Coleman (1990) and 
Gianovetter (1985), believe that
‘Exchanges take place withm the context of socially established trust 
lelationships such as those that exist among members of a close 
community, cultural grouping or profession In these situations shared 
norms, common socialisation processes and information monitoring 
and sanctioning systems all engender trust which then serves as 
lubricant for economic exchange’
Biass et al (2004) distinguish between interpersonal trust and mter-organisational 
trust They suggest that the creation of an alliance may be attributable to trust 
between individuals from different organisations but that the success of mter- 
oigamsational co-operation is dependent on trust between organisations For example 
an individual m one organisation may trust another organisation but not an individual 
within that oigamsation For the most part, relatronal trust underpins alliance 
iotmation and operation as parties ‘use information from prior interactions to judge 
each other’s reliability’ (Brass et al, 2004) The nature of trust between the five PCI 
fnms is examined m Section 8 9
Film leputation is an important element in the partner selection process m alliance 
formation A firm with a positive reputation can instil trust and lead to inter-firm co- 
opeiation (Oliver, 1988) In the formation of horizontal alliances l e  amongst
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competing firms, a competitor firm’s leputation for integrity and trust increases its 
atti activeness as a potential partner (Dollmgei et al 1997) Depending on the 
theoietical standpoint the benefits of reputation can be construed in different ways 1 e 
as one of the key asset bases and a source of rent and profit (resource-based theory), 
as an element which adds value and transforms a zeio sum game into a positive sum 
game (game theory), and as a mechanism for the reduction of transaction costs 
(tiansaction cost economics) (Dolhnger et al, 1997)
8 4 Structural Characteristics of Alliance Formations
Governance stiuctures of joint ventures are either equity alliances or non-equity 
alliances An equity joint venture is 'an alliance form that combines resources from 
moie than one organisation to create a new organisational entity (the child) distinct 
fiom its patents' (Currall and Inkpen, 2000) Non-equity alliances do not involve the 
tiansfei of equity nor do they usually entail the creation of a new organisation 
(Currall and Inkpen, 2000) Non-equity alliances can take many different forms and 
involve a mix of co-ordination mechanisms What is common to all however is their 
“buieaucratic” nature le  formalisation through contractual relations (Grandon,
1997)'
Consortia, according to Giandon (1997), aie buieaucratic netwoiks due to their 
contractual nature She adds that
‘In honzontal relations, the consortium is a structural alternative to 
the association, allowing firms to pool similar or complementary 
resources, thereby, in the first place, instituting strictest quality 
control over access and thereafter, over the maintenance of quality 
and pioductivity standards’
1 See Table 7 3 m Chaptei 7 foi fuither detail on social and bureauciatic networks
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8 5 Case Study Context
8 5 1 A Brief History of Printing in Ireland
Punting is one of the oldest manufacturing sectors m Ireland (Tynan, 2002) although 
in Euiopean terms it is considered to be a late arrival, reaching Ireland a century after 
lohann Gutenberg’s invention m Mainz2 (Kinane, 2002 p7) In 1934 the School of 
Punting was established in Bolton Stieet Technical College, Dublin3 where the 
Young Mastei Printers’ Association was launched This saw a rise m the standard and 
quality of typography in Irish publications (Kinane, 2002 p35) In 1961 printing was 
the Republic of Ireland’s fourth largest industry however technological advances such 
as computei typesetting and offset litho printing began to displace tiaditional 
letteipress technology These changes coupled with the oil crises of the 1970s led to 
several business failures (Kinane, 2002 p38)
‘lush printeis have always been general jobbing houses’ because there was never 
enough work to sustain any one specialist area of production (Kmane, 2002 p39) An 
exception to this arose in the ten year penod from the mid-1980s the mid-1990s when 
a specialist area -  software manual printing -  came to the fore This specialisation can 
be dnectly attributed to the very high demands created by the presence of foreign 
owned subsidiaries of software companies (Section 3 4 2 m Chapter 3 describes the 
software manual printing industry m more detail) In general, however, the rise m 
employment in the industry m 1990s (see Figures 8 1 and 8 2) can be attributed to 
changes in punting technology that allowed for economic production of short runs
I his took place in the 15th centuiy
Now called Dublin Institute of Technology (DIT), Bolton Stieet
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Figuie 8 1 Employment in Paper Print and Packaging m North Dublin from 1985- 
2001
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8 5 2 Concentration of Employment and Firms in North Dublin
Although we are concerned with firms m the printing industry, classification of 
activity it is difficult to pinpoint due to the large degree of overlap in firms’ core 
business In other words firms’ activity can be described using more than one NACE 
code To outline the degree of employment concentration across firms in North 
Dublin lelative to the nation we have included all relevant NACE codes l e 2112 to 
2225 in the calculation of location quotients (see Table 8 3 below) We have also 
distinguished between the concentration of indigenous and foreign owned industry
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Figure 8 2 Employment m Paper Print and Packaging m Ireland from 1985-2001
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Table 8 2 clearly shows the strength o f concentration o f employment and number o f 
firms (indigenous and foreign owned) in the paper, print and publishing sector in 
Noith Dublin Table 8 3 shows that there is a high concentration in individual sub- 
sectois but that these are confined to indigenous firms W hat these data tell us, most 
importantly, is that there is a history or sustained period o f concentration m North 
Dublin relative to the nation
Additional figures, presented in The Print and Packaging Forum ’s recently 
commissioned study o f  the industry (McKeown, 2005), indicate that 54 per cent o f 
people employed in the paper, print and publishing industry are located in Dublin 
McKeown (2005) suggests that this relatively high concentration o f  employment in 
Dublin is most unusual given that on average only 23 per cent of all manufacturing 
employment is located m the region
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Table 82  Concentration o f Employment (as measured by location quotient) and 
Numbei o f Firms in Paper, Print and Publishing (NACE 21-22) in North Dublin 
1985-2001
Location Quotient 
for Indigenous 
Industry
No of
Indigenous
Firms
Location 
Quotient for 
Foreign Owned 
Industry
No of 
Foreign 
Owned firms
2001 2 72 71 2 75 6
2000 2 83 72 2 60 6
1995 3 11 69 2 44 7
1990 2 67 69 2 44 7
198S 2 27 79 2 59 7
Soin ce Own Calculations Based on Foifas Unpublished Employment Data Î 985-2001
Table 8 3 Pattern o f Concentration (as measured by location quotient) o f Key 
Indigenous Paper, Print and Publishing Sub-Sectors4 in North Dublin
NACE
Code
Description 1985 1990 1995 2000 2001
2112 M anufacture o f paper and 3 73
L o c a t io n  Q u o t ie n ts  
3 39 3 73 2 24 2 28
2121
paperboard
M anufacture of corrugated paper 2 62 3 27 3 62 3 40 3 46
2123
and paperboard and o f containers 
o f  paperboard
M anufacture o f paper stationeiy 2 11 3 34 4 80 5 31 5 03
2213 Publishing o f journals and 2 72 3 03 4 20 4 03 3 85
2222
periodicals 
Printing n e c 2 37 2 92 3 37 3 20 3 09
2223 Bookbinding and finishing 7 90 6 70 8 59 8 00 7 37
2224 Composition and plate making 2 39 4 70 6 50 7 24 6 77
2225 Other activities related to printing 5 08 4 69 5 82 3 83 3 98
Sow ce Own Calculations Based on Foifas Unpublished Employment Data 1985-200!
4 Key punting sub-sectors aie those that have a location quotient above one and where employment is 
spiead actoss three or moie firms LQs foi foreign owned sub-sectors are above 1 Howevei 
employment is confined to just one oi two firms in each and they have therefore been omitted
\
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8 5 3 Importance o f Industry
Amongst indigenous firms m North Dublin paper, print and publishing is the biggest 
employment provider, accounting for 21 3 per cent o f employment (Forfas, 
unpublished employment data, 2001) When combined with employment in foieign 
owned firms the industry accounts foi 9 53 per cent and stands fifth in terms o f 
employment provision in the region Nationally, 18,858 people are employed m the 
industiy (CSO, 2003), which accounts foi 5 per cent o f  total employment
8 5 4 Firm Size
Table 8 4 shows the size o f firms in North Dublin i e the average number employed 
pei fiim We can see that indigenous firms have been, since 1985, predominantly 
small to medium in size5 while foreign firms have been consistently medium in size 
The size o f  print firms in Ireland and their comparatively small scale o f operations, 
when compared to European print firms (McKeown, 2005), are highlighted as a 
motivating factoi m the formation o f the PCI (see Section 8 10)
Table 8 4 Average Size o f  Firms (Indigenous and Foreign Owned) in Paper, Print 
and Publishing (NACE 21-22) in North Dublin 1985-2001________
Yeai Average Number Employed per Firm
I n d ig e n o u s  F ir m s F o r e ig n  O w n e d  
F ir m s
2001 49 121
2000 52 137
1995 54 118
1990 51 117
1985 41 110
Souicc Faifas Unpublished Employment Data
8 5 5 Industry Trends
In discussing industry trends we focus pnm ailly on the printing sector, as it is this 
sectoi to which each o f  the five PCI firms belong
3 Medium sized firms employ between 50 and 249
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T h e  paper print and packaging mdustiy in Ireland is poised at a 
ciossroads between a traditional craft based manufacturing sector 
and an emerging modem, computer based, multimedia industry’ 
(McKeown, 2005)
Fiom an industry life cycle viewpoint this statement indicates that the printing sector 
is a maturing industry m the midst o f a “creative destruction” phase to use 
Schumpeter’s famous expression (see Section 2 4 7 m Chapter 2)
In a study commissioned by FAS6 on the print and paper industry, Colin M clvor 
Associates (1994) highlighted the changing structure o f the industry In doing so, they 
piedicted the following
‘A decrease m the size o f  the computer manual printing industry, a 
slowdown in the growth o f parts o f the packaging sub-sector, a 
decline in the independent pre-press sub-sector as the work is 
increasingly brought in-house by firms within and outside the print 
and paper sector, an increase m the level o f overseas ownership’
In addition to these anticipated changes, they highlighted the continuing impact o f 
changing technology on skill and manpower requirements as well as production 
pi ocesses M ost importantly, they signalled a change in business definition i e a shift 
in focus fiom the preoccupation with product, service or process to understanding 
issues related to customer types and needs and ways o f delivering value to customers 
These piedictions were made within the context o f  the prevailing market conditions 
in the mid-1990’s For the most part, these predictions have been realised
Regarding the decline o f the software manual printing industry in the late 1990’s and 
the shift from printed manuals to ‘the more common provision o f manuals as files 
(foi example Acroread files) on the CD RO M ’ (Jacobson and Mottiar, 1999), firms 
had to engage in a process o f re-invention -  a process which had taken place 
following the am val o f  subsidiaries o f  software MNEs m Ireland almost a decade 
earlier Prior to their am val, the printing o f software manuals m Ireland was entirely
b FAS is lieland’s national training and employment authority
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non-existent Some firms were more successful in their re-mvention efforts than 
othei s and managed to tap into the printing o f CD booklets
Accoidm g to Breege Kennedy (Interviews 2003, 2004), an Enterprise Ireland 
development advisor for print and packaging fnms, the demise o f software manual 
punting meant that firms incurred huge losses having invested in technology to 
seivice the specific needs o f this m aiket (1 e asset specific investment as per 
Williamson, 1975) Uncertainty surrounding market conditions led firms to adopt a 
culture o f  change management that involved a restructunng o f  internal organisation 
This lestructuring process placed the customer relationship manager m a pivotal role 
and saw the demise o f the managing director as the individual performing all the 
tasks i e HR manager, sales manager and production manager (Kennedy, Interview, 
2003)
The degiee to which technology has shaped and changed, and will continue to shape 
and change, the structure o f the industry cannot be overstated Technology can be 
catcgonsed into 1) Pre-press Technology and 2) Printing Technology Changes in the 
fonnei technology have resulted fiom improvements in computing and 
telecommunications and are causing the re-configuiation o f  the industry by removing 
ccitain tasks from the printing realm The latter is technology that is improving and 
widening the range o f  production processes withm the sector and increasing the range 
o f tasks that print firms are able to perform Table 8 5 summarises some o f the 
changes in pre-press technology and their impact on the printing sector Table 8 6 
distinguishes between the various types o f production processes employed in Irish 
punting firms and the merits o f  each Linking the pie-press and printing functions and 
impiovmg the management o f both is information and communication technology 
(ICT) Developments in ICT have transformed the platform upon which these 
elements are managed from a traditional, mechanical one to a technology based one 
(McKeown, 2005)
The net effect o f these technological changes is that a high degree o f specialisation is 
lequued as not all printers can perform all tasks We can see from Table 8 5 that there 
arc a number o f different processes that can be employed m a printing firm and that a 
shift fiom one to another (or an addition o f  any) o f  them would involve large 
investment The problem is that in Ireland there is a relatively low level o f
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specialisation amongst printing firms partly due to the demise o f  software manual 
punting This has culminated in a set o f industry specific weaknesses -  either low 
usage level o f some technologies or inappropriate investment m others (McKeown, 
2005)
Technological change has meant that firms have had to adapt and modify the way in 
which they produce outputs According to M cKeown (2005) the high rate o f adoption 
o f new technology, such as modem printing presses, has made a ‘significant 
conti lbution to the current level o f over capacity in the print sector5 Firm s’ continued 
investment m new printing presses is fuelling ovei capacity and exerting pressure on 
maigins and piofits (McKeown, 2005, Kennedy, Interview, 2003)
Table 8 5 Changes m Pre-press Technology and the Impact on the Printing Sector
Type of Change Incurred Impact on Printing
Technology Sector
P r e - P r e s s  T e c h n o lo g y >
P a g e  M a k e  u p Replacement o f professional Increasing amount o f
s y s te m s systems with entry-level page make page layout and
up and typesetting systems m form typesetting undertaken
o f personal computer but moved out o f
Available to many woikers m all sector into publishing
industries
S c a n n e r s Colour scanners, used fot colour Specialist firms no
separations involve highly longer required as
computing intensive process investment m
Pi ice/performance ratio falling capability means it can
be perfomied in-house
D ig i ta l Eliminating need for scanning Computerisation is
C a m e i as required
Soiuces Mclvoi Associates (1994), McKeown (2005)
What the above serves to highlight is that there is large degree o f  uncertainty withm 
the punting sector
8 6 Catalyst for Change
lacobson and M ottiar (1999) noted a lack o f  horizontal co-operation amongst firms in 
the software manual printing industry despite a declining market The reason for this 
they highlighted was unwillingness amongst executives to share information with one
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another and the tendency for them to 'keep their cards close to their chest’ (Jacobson 
and Mottiar, 1999) Similarly, in other sub-sectors o f the printing industry horizontal 
co-operation has been negligible (Kennedy Interview 2003, Byrne Interview, 2003) 
due to a lesoundmg ‘an o f secrecy5 and the ‘fear o f losing out to com petition’ 
(Tynan, 2002) In theoretical terms, co-operation failed to emerge due to the risk o f 
opportunistic behaviour to which high quasi-rents are attached (see Sections 7 4 2 and
7 4 3 in Chapter 7 for further explanation)
Thioughout the 1990s changes m a specific market serviced by the printing sectoi 
took place that caused Irish print firms to concede market share to their European 
counterparts The introduction o f new tendering procedures for government contracts 
meant that any contract over the value €139,311 85 had to be put to tender and 
adveitised m the Official Journal o f the European Communities (OTEC) The 
implications o f this were that barriers to entry were created as individual Irish firms 
lacked the scale and diverse range o f skills and services to compete against European 
firms
8 7 Motivation for PCI Formation
Tlnough entrepreneurial vision on the part o f five managing directors the PCI was 
established with the express purpose o f winning a greater proportion o f  European 
contiacts Using O liver’s (1990) contingencies for the formation o f  jo int ventures 
(See Table 8 1) we can identify the motives for the formation o f  the PCI as 
asymmetiy, ieciprocity, efficiency and stability
M aikct conditions weie such that the Irish share o f large public printing contracts was 
at oi neai zero and between 40 to 60 pei cent o f all public (including non-printing) 
contiacts were awarded outside o f Ireland (Tynan, 2002) Individually, the five 
member firms would have been unable to attain a share m this market However, 
collectively they were able to build market power and compete against their European 
counterparts The cieation o f asymmetry as a motivating factor in the formation o f the 
intei-fnm  relationship is thus apparent With zero market share, these firms had zero 
powei in the market for large public printing contracts
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Table 8 6 Major processes used in the Printing Industry m Ireland
Type of Process Characteristics Merits/dements
Lithography
Web Offset 
Pi esses
Gtavure 
Flexogi aphic 
Digital
F in is h in g
Dominant production 
process, Automatic plate 
changing, automatic wash 
ups and ink profiling have 
improved this traditional 
process
Two types cold set & 
heat set, Cold set used for 
newspapers, Heat set used 
for magazines/brochures 
Web-faced process
Used m long run work by 
newspapers -  will be 
superseded by cold set 
Digital machines 
gradually replacing sheet­
fed processes 
Post-press e g binding, 
warehouse and despatch
Along with CTP addresses 
short run lengths,
Reduction in turnaround time, 
reduction 111 viable run lengths
Long run lengths with high 
quality
High speed production o f large 
print runs o f  consistent top 
quality
Suitable for long run woik, 
Replaced by digital label 
printing
Efficiencies for short-run, 
opportunities to add value foi 
customers with personalisation 
Little investment in this area 
by printers and lack o f  
technical innovation by 
suppliers means that it is an 
afterthought instead of 
important part o f  production 
p ro c e s s ____________
Souicc McKeown (2005)
The alliance provides them with an immediate means o f  competing m this market, 
and, as the fust mover among Irish firms, may set up barriers to entry for any 
subsequent Irish firms wishing to enter the larger market They have clearly gamed 
maiket power over then Irish competitors The asymmetry in this context is with 
lespect to other Irish firms In the broader context, the alliance is means o f offsetting 
the pie-existmg asymmetry in market share and market power in comparison to then 
European competitors
The managing director o f  Colourbooks highlights the motivation o f  reciprocity m the 
following statement ‘With the consortium we have all the packages available, from
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web printing, digital printing to perfect binding If  w e’re printing a job on a web 
pjess, but the cover doesn’t suit that procedure then one o f our members can handle 
it You have to be able to offer a complete service if  you wish to tackle the European 
m aiket’ (Tynan, 2002) The firms were motivated by a desire to obtain synergies in 
technology and information sharing (as per Olivet, 1990) The contributions o f  each 
Him to the consortium can be viewed m Figure 8 3
Individually, the five firms did not have the scale to compete against European firms 
Howevei when resources (physical and human) were combined, efficiency was 
cieated that enabled the removal o f entry barriers Arguably the efficiency motivation 
could also lead to expansion or merger as alternatives to an alliance However, the 
alliance is a much more immediate means o f attaining the benefits o f scale than 
expansion And the alliance, through the joint venture, is actually a partial merger, 
one that has the advantage o f leaving each o f the firms m the alliance with 
autonomous governance
The motivations for the creation o f the joint venture can also be attributed to the 
film s’ desne to create stability In other words the joint venture can be viewed as an 
adaptive lesponse to environmental uncertainty (Oliver, 1990)
It is clear that the motivations for the creation o f the PCI stem from a particular set o f 
maiket conditions specific to the printing sector Market conditions alone however 
did not trigger the creation o f the PCI Environmental conditions such as the rate o f 
technological change and internal conditions (within firms) such as the lack o f 
efficiency (in terms o f  scale) and a diverse range o f skills (knowledge) and 
technology m production processes (property) combined to create a climate where 
firms had one o f  two choices either co-operate to prosper or compete against one 
anothei and run the risk o f reduced maigins and profits These conditions can be 
attnbuted, in part, to the stage o f  the printing industry’s life cycle
Using Lei and Slocum ’s (2005) categorisation o f industry life cycles7 we can place 
the printing sector m the mature “creative destruction” quadrant where the rate o f 
technological change is high, ‘new technologies or ways o f serving a customer 
diamatically redefine the nature o f the product or service offered to custom ers’ and
| 7 Set Sections 22 4 7 in Chapter 2 foi fmthei detail on industiy life cycle
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‘established firms face market share loss’ They outline the strategic requirements foi 
competing in such an industry ecosystem and identify successful firms as ‘concept 
leam eis’ 1 e firms that ‘harness change to cieate new value propositions’ Joint 
vcntuies and strategic alliances, Lei and Slocum (2005) further suggest, are important 
vehicles foi concept learners especially when partners possess important related 
technologies (Figure 8 3 shows the technology (property) and expertise (knowledge) 
o f each o f  the PCI firms and how they have been combined to create synergy)
8 8 Origins of the PCI
The five printing firms (See Table 8 7 for a profile o f each) formalised the Printing 
Consortium o f Ireland (PCI) m February 2002 by appointing Loican O ’hObain 
(pieviously the managing director o f Cahill’s Punters) as its managing director For 
two yeais pnoi to formalisation the PCI had existed informally and operated in an a d  
h o c  manner Prior to formalisation the managing directors o f four o f  the five firms -  
Cahills, Colourbooks, Lithographic Web Press (then Smurfit Web Press) and E- 
Brook (then Euroscreen) -  had co-operated to win large government and public 
contiacts This co-operation was characterised by a high degree o f mter-personal trust 
amongst the foin managing directors and the consortium (primarily a sales function at 
the time) was co-ordinated on the basis o f  such trust (Section 8 9 below describes 
how this ti ust came ab o u t)
Using G iandon’s (1997) interdependence typologies and network forms (See Section 
7 5 and Table 7 3 m  Chapter 7) the PCI (in its original state) can be classed as a social 
netwoik that was consciously constructed The reciprocal interdependency amongst 
these foui print firms is the same as that o f informal industrial district sub-contracting 
in that s o c ia l  lather than b u r e a u c r a t ic  means were employed to co-ordinate the firm s’ 
activities (Grandon, 1997) In other woids, relational contracting was favoured over 
wntten lules and safeguards inherent m contracts
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Figure 8 3 Film s’ Key Capabilities (Piopeity and Knowledge Based Resources) and 
Then Contilbution to the Printing Consortium o f Ireland
Lithographic
WebPrcss
Expeitise in long run 
web pi ess printing
Knowledge Based 
Resources
E-Brook
Expeitise 111 high 
quality sheet fed offset 
punting e g  annual 
lepoits Has 1 o f only 2 
ten coloui printing 
presses m Ireland
Colourbooks
Physical assets 
printing pi ess 11
lat gest 
ii Ii eland
\
Printing G< 
* o f 1 rel| " a J*.
Strengths Incr 
i: combined'c
le n sm e s  that an$ * \
"performed pro 
sp&rcs solution
i n s o r t i u m
,1 . 1
eased; scale!&- 
a p a b ij i t ie s i^ /  
y  task canlaëV 
vidmg,single*
Tor custom er\
* i
Cahill Printers
Expertise in short run 
digital printing
Property Based 
Resources
oleridge Fine Arts
Expertise in packaging 
i e “Pretty boxes”
Sow ll Analysis of O hObam Interview data (2004)
8 9 Trust and the PCI
I he initial basis for trust cannot be attributed to repeated transactional interaction i e 
dyadic oi networked trust (Lorenzen, 2001/2002) as the firms are horizontally rather 
than vertically aligned and are thus similar to one another or manufacture 
complementaiy products and would therefore not have had economic interactions 
with one another unless m a sub-contractmg capacity (In this case, however there 
was no history o f such interdependence between the four original PCI member fum s)
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Ovei time trust has been reinforced by repeated transactional exchanges via informal 
sub-contracting (The role o f trust m facilitating co-operative processes is discussed 
m moi e detail in Section 2 4 3 m Chapter 2)
Table 8 7 Profile o f PCI M ember Firms
Company Name Year
Est’d
Location Firm Size8 
/No
Employed
Type of output
C a h il l  s P u n te r s 18 66 East Wall Rd, Medium, Government and public
North Dublin 134 contracts
S m u r f  it W eb  P r e s s 1991 Glasnevin, Medium, 99 Magazines, catalogues,
(N o w  L i th o g r a p h ic North Dublin brochures
W eb P i e s s )
C o lo u i b o o k s 1989 Baldoyle, 
North Dublin
Small, 37 Bookbinding and Finishing
L u i o sc i een 1977 Ballymount, Medium, 55 Annual Reports, M agazines
(N o w  E -B r o o k ) South Dublin
C o le i id g e  F in e 1980 Malahide Rd, Medium, 50 Box manufacturing for
A its North Dublin mobile phones, 
pharmaceuticals
Despite the range and mix o f contingencies motivating the formation o f the PCI it 
would not have been created without tiust as a facilitating mechanism W e outlined 
above in Section 8 8 that trust was based on inter-personal connections between the 
managing directors o f  four o f  the PCI firms The question therefore is how did such 
ti ust come about9 In industrial districts i e communities o f common value systems, 
communication, co-operation and trust are promoted and understood as an important 
source o f  competitive advantage (Dwivedi e t  a l , 2003) W ithm the printing sector in 
gcneial and in North Dublin a common value system also exists but in contrast to 
those depicted m the industrial districts literature, the core values promoted are 
seci ecy and rivalry -  both o f which have prevented co-operation from taking place m 
the past Given such a value system the generation o f  trust amongst MDs fiom 
competing fnm s is even more intriguing
N Micio fnm employs less than 10 people, small firm employs between 10 and 49, Medium fnm
employs between 50 and 249, laige firm employs 250 people and above
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A sub-system for the creation o f  common values is engendered in the industry 
lepiesentative organisation -  the Irish Printers Federation (IPF) -  that acts as a 
vehicle foi characteristic, institutional and knowledge based trust The IPF is the 
lepiesentative organisation for the printing industry and is part o f the umbrella body 
IBEC (Irish Business and Employers Confederation) W ithin the IPF there is an 
executive council to which members are elected and over which one member is 
clected to preside All four MDs have served together on the council o f the IPF at 
Vciuous diffeient times over the last 20 years and the current president is the MD o f 
E-Biook Repeated social interaction in an institutional environment (representative 
oiganisation) has played an important role in fostering trust and co-operation in the 
case o f the PCI It has been suggested however that ‘knowledge, institutions or even 
common characteristics, automatically do not get translated into trust’ (Dwivedi e t  a l , 
2003) Instead a process o f  trust formation is thought to be involved which can 
include lepeated interactions and close ties that develop after a trial period (Dwivedi 
e t a l , 2003) The period prior to formalisation o f  the PCI contract could be considered 
the tnal period Thiough joint service on the IPF council (rather than mere 
membeiship o f the federation) the MDs had repeated dealings with one another and a 
common background was established upon which a mutual understanding was 
developed Thiough personal interaction the MDs acquired extensive knowledge o f 
one anothei -  further instilling the basis foi trust
This is somewhat similar to the way in which trust emerged m the Tore network o f 
fiunituie firms (as discussed in Section 2 4 3 in Chapter 2) Despite the absence o f 
spatial pioxim ity Heanue and Jacobson (2001/2) reveal that trust amongst firms was 
geneiated by virtue o f  in te r  a h a  a shared institutional environment
The degree o f  inter-personal trust can be gauged using specific measurement 
techniques e g ‘the frequency o f agreements done on a ‘handshake’ without written 
docum entation’ (Currall and Inkpen, 2000) Application o f such a technique to assess 
the level o f joint venture tiust at the inter-personal level m the PCI reveals a high 
degree o f trust Prior to formalisation, all forms o f co-operative interaction amongst 
the four firms were conducted in the absence o f written documentation Despite the 
cieation o f a formalised governance structure in 2002 - embodied in a three page 
contiact binding the firms as partners and including the appointment o f a managing
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dnectoi to oversee the PC I’s operation -  the consortium operates largely on the basis 
o f individuals’ “word” rather than any formal contractual stipulation By definition, 
once a contiact was made the network shifted from being “social” to “bureaucratic” 
(G iandon, 1997) Given the reciprocal nature o f the interdependencies amongst the 
PCI firms such bureaucracy is characterised by relational contracting that combines 
conti act with unwritten rules and safeguards (Grandon, 1997)
8 10 Formalisation Process
Foimalisation o f the consortium was spurred by two events The first o f  these was the 
decision by Cahill’s MD to leave the company and establish his own consultancy 
firm, this led to him offering to manage the consortium and operate it m a less a d  h o c  
mannei This triggered a second event -  the need for a fifth m em ber to complete the 
lange o f services that the consortium could offer The appointment o f a managing 
dnectoi and the introduction o f a new member meant that certain details needed to be 
rccoided m writing so as to avoid any later dispute and ensure the successful and 
smooth running o f the joint venture (O ’hObain Interview, 2004) The agreement 
specifies among other things the following rules o f play the M D ’s remuneration, that 
firms aie bound to the consortium foi a minimum o f 12 months9 and that six months 
notice is lequned in order to withdraw from the alliance
The leciuitm ent o f a fifth member -  Colerrdge Frne Arts -  certainly spurred the 
formalisation process and altered the dynamic o f  the PCI Trust amongst the four 
oiigmal managing directors was based on a mix o f characteristic (social), knowledge 
and institutional based trust fostered through joint participation on the council o f  the 
1PF The basrs for selectron o f the fifth member was in the words o f the PCI MD 
“ the firm ’s reputatron and whether they could be trusted” A number o f  firms had 
the lequned capabilities according to the PCI MD but could not be trusted Repeated 
exchanges via formal sub-contracting between one o f the original member firms and 
the new, fifth member firm provided the initial basis for trust Over time and through 
icpeated collaborations on contracts a greater degree o f trust has emerged as a by- 
pioduct o f economic interaction
fheie rends ro be a six to nine month sales cycle and foi this reason films have to sign up for a nnmmum of 12 
months
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8 11 PCI Operation and Co-ordmation
Evei y six weeks the M Ds o f the five member firms meet for two hours to exchange 
mfoimation W hen interviewed the MD of the PCI suggested that ‘the peisonal side 
[of the meeting] is very im portant’ (O ’hObam Interview, 2004) reinforcing the notion 
o f iclational exchange m building trust The PCI MD actively seeks tenders and 
conti acts ovei the value o f €200,000 (and not below this level) In formulating a 
tcndei the PCI MD requests that each o f  the member firms submit quotes to him foi 
whichevei element o f the contract they wish Any o f the member firms can veto the 
consortium bidding for a contract Firms may wish to veto a contract because they 
have a pie-existing relationship with the client/customer and feel that they could, as 
an individual firm, maintain the business However, the chances o f obtaining the 
conti act aie greater if  the five firms, through the consortium, bid for the contract This 
is due to the fact that ‘ individually each company may not have a diverse enough 
lange o f skills to compete m the EU m arket’ (Tynan, 2002)
Foi each contract a lead contractor (one o f the member firms) is appointed W ithin 
that lead fnm  a manager is then appointed and he/she delegates parts o f the contract 
to the other foui member firms The decision to appoint a lead contractor is taken by 
the PCI MD and is based on a range o f factors e g whether or not the firm has a pre­
existing lelationship with the client
G iandon (1997) would describe such a network, as a ‘structured, differentiated and 
integiated type o f consortium’ because different sub-processes are involved that are 
technically separable so as to ‘assign tasks and reward rights to the different firm s’ 
At the same time she emphasises that in such cases ‘firms are linked by various 
inteidependences and the achievement o f an integrated output o f the desired quality 
in the desired time typically involves the co-ordination o f programmes and reciprocal 
adjustm ent’ (Grandon, 1997) In terms o f co-ordination mechanisms this involves a 
wealth o f mter-firm planning that includes interaction between the various different 
hne managers m each o f the member firms The extent o f  interaction required means 
that information and knowledge (know-how) about certain processes and technology 
aie tiansferred from one firm to another and as a direct result o f collaboration a 
learning process can take place Das and Teng (2000) note that ‘jo in t ventures
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provide the best opportunities to acquire partners’ tacit knowledge and othei 
knowledge based resources’
8 12 Advantages of Co-operation
The lesource based rationale for joint venture formation emphasises ‘value 
maximisation o f a firm through pooling and utilizing valuable resources’ (Das and 
Teng, 2000) According to Barney (1991) ‘a firm is said to have a competitive 
advantage when it is implementing a value creating strategy not simultaneously 
implemented by any current or potential com petitors’ As the PCI is the only such 
netwoik o f print firms (in Ireland) to combine their collective resources and co- 
opeiate to win large contracts it is reasonable to consider the alliance m terms o f a 
vchicle foi the cieation o f  value -  a vehicle that provides a single source solution
The PCI is now s e lf  sufficient m that it does not require funding from any o f the 
member firms When the PCI MD submits a tender, he totals the m em beis’ quotes 
and adds on a certain amount This surplus is then made available for his management 
fee and for market research (which the consortium has commissioned on Northern 
h eland and Belgium)
The primary advantage o f co-operation is the winning o f large contracts that would 
otheiwise be won by foreign competition By joining forces, contract bids “work out 
at aiound eight to 20 per cent cheaper than if  the firms were to bid individually” 
(O ’hObam Interview, 2004) Additional benefits have, however, evolved over time, 
with the co-ordination efforts o f the PCI MD These include joint purchasing and 
benchmarking that have enabled efficiency to be created (cost savings) and a source 
o f information (market) to be established When not co-operatmg with one another on 
consortium bids the firms have developed sub-contractmg relations with each other 
that each member exploits when it is operating to over-capacity and other members 
aie not These repeated transactional exchanges further enhance the climate o f trust 
amongst the five firms and serve to furthei embed inter-firm relations
In terms o f joint purchasing the firms have achieved cost savings o f  10 per cent on 
heating oil for example Through benchmarking, firms are able to access information 
on the cost o f  inputs such as paper, board, inks and plates Each o f the firms submits 
then input costs to the PCI MD who then relays the cheapest price to all the membei
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firms This is done without disclosing the firm s’ identities The MD, when 
intei viewed, commented that his thnd party co-ordination o f benchmarking enables 
the diffusion o f accurate information while at the same time through non-disclosure 
o f identities sensitive information is not disclosed indiscriminately
8 13 The PCT - An Industrial District7
In Chapter Seven we discussed the collective action characteristics o f industrial 
distncts (Section 7 4 1 to 7 4 2) and evidence o f them m the fish-processing sector in 
Howth (Sections 7 7 and 7 10) We also discussed the heterogeneous and dynamic 
natuie o f industrial districts (Section 7 3) and the shift from organic co-operation to 
more structured or consciously constructed forms o f  collaboration (Sections 7 4 2 to
7 5) Bearing in mind these discussions we can relate elements o f  the PCI network o f 
films to industrial distncts -  m particular new and emerging configurations o f 
industrial distncts such as the g r u p p i  phenomenon
Despite a general climate o f secrecy and rivalry within the printing sector, the PCI 
icpiesents a collective approach to the solution o f  an industry wide problem 
Although the firms usually compete against one another, they “co-operate for the 
good o f the industry and m the national interests o f producing goods that would 
oidm anly be produced abroad” (O ’hObam Interview, 2004) This collective action is 
chaiactenstic o f firm s’ behaviour in Italian industrial districts
8 13 1 Italian Gruppi
The way m which the PCI member firms have configured themselves for the purposes 
o f winning large contracts is similar to that o f firms in Italian industrial districts 
Within industrial districts, production is organised in such a way that firms specialise 
in a particular element or stage o f  the production process These firms are called stage 
fnms Through informal sub-contracting relations or indeed formal ownership ties 
these firms aie linked to “final firms” that oversee or co-ordinate the production o f 
goods (Dei Ottati, 1996) The term used to describe such an arrangement is g r u p p i  i e 
business gioups or groups o f firms ‘By gioups o f firms, we mean a stable collection 
o f firms bound together by economic and social ties (such as subcontracting relations 
and kinship ties among enti epreneurs) which create an atmosphere o f mutual loyalty 
among peisons working in them ’ (Dei Ottati, 1996) The constellation o f firms is
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linked either by ownership, recurring subcontracting or commercial agreements 
(Paniccia, 1998)
The opeiation o f the PCI is such that one o f the five member firms acts as a “final 
film” in order to co-ordinate production and assign tasks to each o f the four “stage 
firms” As m the operation o f g r u p p i  m the textile district o f  Prato m Italy (Paniccia, 
1998), the spread o f competencies is taken into consideration when parts o f the 
pioduction plan are being assigned to the four stage firms
Dei Ottati (1996) suggests that product diversification and upgrading led to 
oiganisational lestructurmg and the emergence o f new governance mechanisms such
as g i u p p i and leader firm (see Section 7 6 in Chapter 7) arrangements m the industrial
/
distnct o f Piato m Italy throughout the 1980s Dei Ottati (1996) further suggests that 
a new competitive context is responsible for the rise m the group phenomenon m 
Piato At one time market conditions were such that a limited numbei o f products 
could be produced m a manner that did not require continuous improvements m 
quality When faced with new conditions on both national and international markets 
that entailed both ‘product diversification and quality upgrading’, there was ‘call for a 
coordination o f the various specialised activities o f different firms closei than the 
cooidi nation o f the past’ (Dei Ottati, 1996)
Pioduct diveisification and improvements m quality require investments -  
investments that carry risk An organisational structure was lequired that protected 
parties against increased risk and the increased uncertainty m final markets ‘The 
giouping phenomenon provides a suitable device to meet precisely those needs’ 
(Paniccia, 1998) These groups may only amount to an informal arrangement m 
which firms maintain their autonomy Such a grouping can be just as effective as 
foi trial airangements (where ownership ties are created) as investment in personal 
leputation is made
Like firms in the industrial district o f  Prato, the PCI firms were faced with a new 
competitive context that warranted organisational restructuring so as to hedge against 
loss of m aiket share According to our interviewees (Byrne, 2003, Kennedy, 2003, 
O ’hObain, 2004) print firms are no longer just about printing As all firms have 
access to the same technologies, firm s’ distinguishing features are the service they
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piovide, the way in which value is added and the delivery mechanisms employed As 
a business group, the PCI tackles each o f these areas by providing a unique service 
1 e single source solution, by combining the technical strengths o f  each o f the 
member firms synergy is created and value added and by joining forces vaned and 
flexible dehveiy mechanisms are employed depending upon client needs
in Italian industrial districts both historical and technological factors have played a 
significant role in the development o f co-operation amongst firms that specialise m 
diffeient phases o f the production process (Paniccia, 1998) The difference between 
pioduction m the Irish printing sector and production m Italian industrial districts is 
that in the former there is no history o f flexible specialisation whereas m the latter it 
is prolific M oreover, production in the Italian industrial districts has been 
chaiactensed by close family and other social inter-relationships between owners and 
woikers that is distinctly absent m Irish production In Ireland, however there have 
been suggestions that common institutional contexts (as with the Tore network o f 
furniture firms) are an alternative to the personal, social or familial environment o f 
the Italian industrial districts These differences are not as significant as one might 
think -  especially in the context o f recent evidence that suggests such aspects o f the 
envnonm ent in Italy are o f diminishing importance m the evolution o f  districts’ 
sti uctures
Despite these differences the formation o f the PCI -  a business group -  can be 
attnbuted to the same set o f  factors that have influenced the development o f Italian 
gi uppi, namely history and technology The PCI cannot be described as an organic 
mode o f  co-operative interaction but rather a consciously constructed one that shares 
characteristics with the Italian g r u p p i
Jacobson e t  a l  (2001 p98), in their description o f Co M onaghan’s furniture industrial 
distnct note the presence o f the following ‘close proximity, competition as well as 
foimal and informal co-operation, close inter-firm relationships -  both horizontal and 
vertical’ which they emphasise are also the characteristics o f Italian industrial 
disti icts Although we have no evidence o f vertical co-operation within the print 
sectoi m North Dublin, the way m which the consortium o f horizontally aligned firms 
(the PCI) operates is such that production is divided amongst the firms in a vertical 
mannei This could be classed as vertical co-operation o f  sorts In light o f  this
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Jacobson e t  a  I s (2001) description o f the furniture industrial district is applicable to 
the PCI
8 14 Assessment of PCI Performance
Peifonnance o f strategic alliances can be measured using a variety o f techniques 
These lange from profitability to alliance longevity (Das and Teng, 2000) The 
appioach favoured by Das and Teng (2000) is to assess the degree to which the 
agteed objectives o f the alliance have been achieved In the words o f the PCI MD and 
lefem ng to profitability, the jo in t venture has been “moderately successful” to date -  
winning contracts to the value o f €2,200,000 However, due to the scale o f  the 
piojects and/or the delivery requirements Irish companies, bidding individually, 
would not have won any o f these tenders -  the importance o f which should not be 
undei estimated
The types o f contracts undertaken have raised both the profile o f the consortium and 
its membei firms High profile contracts m the PC I’s portfolio include the Oidnance 
Survey Ireland (OSI) contract This contract, amongst others, has laised the 
consortium ’s profile both nationally and internationally which further serves to 
stiengthen co-operation and ensure continued collaboration
The agieed objectives o f  the PCI were to tender for and win both European and Irish 
public and government contracts that were being lost to foreign competition These 
objectives have been fulfilled in so far as contracts have been won that otherwise 
would have been awarded outside o f the state However, as noted by the PCI MD, it 
is hoped that a greater volume will be achieved m the future
8 15 The Role of Location
The co-location o f  print firms meant that the owners o f the firms knew each other 
peisonally or by reputation prior to the PCI formation Their spatial proximity to one 
anothei has facilitated the co-ordination o f the alliance’s physical operation e g 
anangcm ent o f  meetings, on-site visits (sharing o f information) and the co-ordination
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of finishing and delivery logistics The degree to which firms, and in particular MDs 
o f  the firms, knew and trusted one another cannot, however, be attributed to a shared 
location Instead, trust was fostered in a shared organisational environment rather 
than a spatial one Through joint participation and service m the industry’s 
lepiesentative organisation -  IPF -  relational exchange led to interpersonal trust It is 
possible therefore, m theory, for the five PCI firms to have been geographically 
dispeised and to have forged an alliance -  a theory that the PCI MD him self 
suggested at interview We know that spatially dispersed networks can exist provided 
Iheie is oigamsational proximity amongst the network members (Heanue and 
lacobson, 2001/2002)
8 16 Discussion
To begin our discussion we return to the first o f  the two research questions posed in 
Section 8 1 It should be noted that these questions have been answered in the mam 
text o f this chapter and that what follows is merely a summary o f  the analysis so as to 
piovide gieatei clarity
We asked how five competing firms collaborated to form a consortium (the PCI) 
given that the particular contexts within which they operated were not conducive to 
such co-operation In other words there was a pievaihng climate o f rivalry and 
distrust and distinct lack o f precedence for inter-firm co-operation that was thought to 
inhibit collaborative processes As highlighted in section 2 4 3 o f  Chapter 2 rivalry is 
thought to lender firms incapable o f co-operation (Lazerson and Lorenzom, 1999)
In answ enng the above question we examined the motivations for the formation o f 
the PCI as well as the facilitating conditions We found that market conditions were a 
significant factor m driving the creation o f the PCI but environmental conditions such 
as the late o f  technological change and internal conditions (within firms) such as lack 
o f efficiency (in terms o f scale) and a diverse range o f skills (know-how) and 
technology in production processes (property) combined to create a climate where 
fnm s had one o f two choices eithei co-operate to prosper or compete against one 
anothei and nin the risk o f reduced margins and profits We have attributed these 
conditions, in part to the stage o f the punting industry’s life cycle In maturing
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industnes, foi example, it is thought that joint ventures are pursued so as gam 
economies o f scale and scope
We found that the resource based theory o f the strategic alliances is applicable to 
films operating m the print sector foi leasons relating to the rate o f technological 
changc and the weight the industry attaches to the use o f capital intensive resources -  
i e pioperty based resources as well as knowledge based resources Such theory 
conveiges with one o f  the motivations for the PCI formation - reciprocity W here the 
motive foi joint venture formation is reciprocity 1 e resource integration among 
Hi ms, co-opeiative relationships are driven by a logic that combines strategic 
lesouice needs and social resource opportunities
Using G iandori’s (1997) terminology we identified additional motivations for joint 
venture formation These were asymmetry, efficiency and stability W ithout 
facilitating conditions, such as the pre-existing inter-personal trust fostered through 
joint tiade association participation, the motivating conditions alone would not have 
led to a successful jo in t venture formation This follows the thinking presented in the 
hteiature that lelational trust underpins alliance formation and operation
The fact that the print industry is a mature sector at a “crossroads” that may well re­
define the veiy nature o f  production and service provision has created a climate o f 
uncertainty and risk Alliance formation has facilitated the sharing o f  risk by 
combining capabilities and resources to tackle declining market share Co-operation 
has not only led to fulfilment o f alliance objectives 1 e the winning o f large contracts 
(that lush firms tendering 011 an individual basis, would not have won), but has 
cieated an envnonm ent for additional mutual benefits such as information sharing 
and cost savings on input purchases Key to the success o f collaboration is the thud 
party co-oidmation efforts o f the PCI managing director who overseas the 
consortium ’s operation and facilitates information sharing
In com panng the PCI to the Italian industrial districts we identified some shared 
chaiactcnstics, namely the way 111 which the PCI firms have organised themselves m 
a gioup formation or g r u p p i  so as to lespond to changing market conditions Like 
fiims in industrial districts, the PCI firms operate on the basis o f  stage firms and final 
firms -  the foim er are responsible for various elements o f the production and the
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lattei co-ordmates the various stages o f production and assembles the final pioduct 
Despite a general climate o f secrecy and rivalry within the printing sector, the PCI
r
lepiesents a collective approach to the solution o f an industry wide problem It is this 
collective action that is chaiactenstic o f firm s’ behaviour m Italian industrial distncts
Oui second question then asked whether or not a shared geographic location had 
conti lbuted to the development and operation o f the PCI The cluster literature 
emphasises the importance o f geographical proximity for the development o f co- 
opciative lelationships Although the five firms are spatially proximate to one another 
in that they are all located in D ublin10, the development o f  trust cannot be attributed 
to a shaied location Trust was the outcome o f mter-personal exchanges and jo int 
seivice o f the member firm s’ managing directors on the IPF council In theory, 
theiefore, co-operation could have taken place between spatially dispersed firms A 
shaied location, however, has contributed to the smooth operation o f the consortium ’s 
activities i e production and delivery
10 Tom films aie located in North Dublin and one fnm is located in South Dublin
Chapter 9 Inter-firm Relationships in the Bakery Sector
9 1 Introduction
This chapter is concerned with the nature o f inter-firm relationships in the mature 
sectoi o f bread, fresh pastry goods and cakes (NACE 1581) also known as the bakery 
sectoi Characterised by a deep sense of rivalry and secrecy at both the firm and 
supporting organisation levels, the bakery sector comprises mostly stand-alone firms 
i e fum s whose transactions are conducted at arms length and co-ordinated by the 
maiket We ask therefore, why co-operation has failed to emerge in the industry 
geneially and specifically among the spatially concentrated group o f  firms in North 
Dublin For answers we examine the industry’s composition, its history, stiuctural 
changes and the extent o f  organisational change
9 2 Theory
Befoic we detail and analyse our em pmcal data it is necessary to outline some 
theones that offer explanations as to why co-operation fails to occur and what it is 
about specific industry characteristics that pieclude collaboration We hypothesise 
that, among other things (a discussion o f which follows), the values o f  secrecy and 
nvahy have inhibited the development o f co-operation m the bakery sector The 
mdusti lal district literature provides convincing evidence for the role o f  non-economic 
foices such as conventions and norms m shaping industrial development These are 
howevei, poitiayed in the majority o f cases as having a positive rather than negative 
effect on the development o f co-operation Advanced forms o f  co-operation found in 
the Italian industrial districts are thought to be underpinned by the social community, 
which upholds supportive sets o f values (see Section 2 4 1 in Chapter 2) W hat has 
been suggested however, m a small minority o f cases is that the reverse is also true 
(see Section 9 5 1 below), in other words that non-co-operation is maintained by a 
social community, which upholds values o f opportunism, rivalry and/or destructive 
competition (Pamccia, 1998)
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Conventions m this sense do not refer to an agreement, as in a formal contract or 
explicit rule, ‘but lather in the sense o f a c o m m o n  c o n te x t’ m which actors operate 
(Stoipei, 1997 p i 6) ‘Conventions emerge both as responses to and as definitions of 
uncertainty [and] become an intimate part o f the history incorporated in behaviours 
(Stoipei, 1997 p i 6) Storper (1997 p i 9-20) suggests that for an economic actor the 
f r a m e w o r k  f o r  f o r e s e e a b l e  a c t io n  is defined by convention The implication o f  this is 
that a ‘multiplicity o f  worlds o f production’ exist as convention is dependent upon 
uncertainty in a given industry or location There are, m other words, a number o f 
p o s s i b l e  w o r ld s  o f  p r o d u c t io n  Furthermore, the conventions o f  participation dictate 
the normal (“norms”) or usual forms o f action that an individual or firm will use when 
intei acting with other mdividuals/firms m an economy As conventions are routed in 
‘lecunence or precedent’ (Storper, 1997 p i 6) and shaped by uncertainties, the 
iclevance o f historical and stiuctural factors to explain present day phenomena is thus 
appai ent
In addition to the role played by conventions m shaping the type o f  inter-firm 
lelationships that will emerge in a given industry and location, factors that can inhibit 
the development o f co-operation include the way m which firms compete with one 
anothei In Chapter 7 we discussed the lole o f  co-operative competition among fish 
piocessing firms m Howth and how it has led to information sharing and a collective 
approach to the sourcing o f  inputs due to specialisation Competition may not 
howevei always be constructive As indicated m Section 2 4 5 in Chapter 2 
competition based on price can have destructive consequences Our reasons for 
focusing on price competition relate to the fact that historically this has been the way 
in which bakenes compete with one another (see Section 9 5 3 below)
Competition based on price can be destructive in that profits m aybe reduced to such a 
degiee that businesses are no longer viable This can be attributed to large fum s for 
example, that obtain monopoly power by employing ‘predatory practices’, the aim o f 
which is to destroy those with less market power (Dei Ottati, 1994) Moreover, 
competition based on price can form an obstacle to innovation as profits and wages 
aie reduced which in turn reduces the financial resources for investments and the 
willingness on the part o f workers to collaboiate (Dei Ottati, 1994)
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Competition is closely intertwined with conventions and rules o f  play in that tacitly 
accepted rules can transform a destructive competitive environment into a 
constiuctive one (see Section 9 5 1 below) Local customs and m particular norms o f 
îecipiocity aie helpful in this process, however the intervention o f ‘formal 
institutions7 (1 e associations) to prevent competition from degenerating into 
destiuctive forms has been used m the textile distnct o f Prato, Italy for over 40 years 
Associations can promote other forms o f competition based on product quality, 
pioduction mix, terms o f delivery, organisation o f sales, after sales assistance etc
W hat this suggests is that m order to guide firms away from price competition it is 
necessary for “ institutional thickness” to be present within the region (As discussed 
in Section 2 7 m  Chapter 2 the absence o f this can form a barrier to cluster formation 
and indeed co-operative processes that are a constituent part o f clustering) We 
indicated m Section 2 7 (Chapter 2) that supporting organisations must be integrated 
and focus on collective representation and common purpose so that baniers to clustei 
formation can be broken down In the absence o f such institutional thickness a 
significant barrier is created, as firms need supporting organisations for things that 
cannot be generated internally or obtained from other companies In Section 9 5 2 we 
show that the supporting organisations in the bakery sector do not portray a united 
fiont noi do they operate in any integiated manner Furthermore, there exists an 
internal conflict among the association’s (the FCBA) members (l e large firms versus 
small firms) that limits the extent to which collective representation can be made
As discussed in Chapters 2 (Sections 2 7 and 2 10 3) and 7 (Section 7 6) a large firm 
in a local or regional area can organise production among groups o f smaller firms, can 
expand existing markets and diffuse knowledge from sources external to the region or 
nation These firms are known as leader firms The presence o f a large firm m a local 
economy however, does not always have positive ramifications for the small firms to 
which it sub-contracts elements o f production Through the introduction o f formalised 
standaid supplier linkages that preclude îelational contracting, knowledge transfer to 
small fnm suppliers (via learning through interaction) is negligible (Boschma and 
Lambooy, 2002) Furthermore the leader firm has been linked to the emergence o f 
hieiaichy and the introduction o f oligopoly power (Harrison, 1994) The presence o f
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such a leadei firm would further serve to inhibit co-operative processes as power 
stiuctuies aie such that non-reciprocal anangem ents obstruct symbiotic exchanges 
(Boschma and Lambooy, 2002) We suggest that a large firm (Cuisine de France) m 
Dublin is further inhibiting co-operative processes by entering into short-term sub- 
contiacting agieements with small bakeries (See Section 9 7 below foi further 
discussion)
Wc hypothesise that the failure o f co-operative inter-firm relationships to emerge in 
the bakeiy sector is attributed to the inter-play o f the factors outlined above W e focus 
theiefore on the conventions (rules o f play), historical and structural contexts, the 
natuie o f  competition, the role o f supporting organisations and the role o f large firms
Empirical Data and Analysis
9 3 Industry Composition
The structure o f the bakery industry varies from country to country as well as by 
category The bread sector comprises craft bakers, plant bakeries, chain bakenes and 
m-stoie bakenes (L e a th e rh e c id  F o o d  I n te r n a t io n a l , 2003) Plant bakers produce sliced 
and wiapped bread using economies o f  scale to produce goods with high efficiency 
(i c speedily and at a low per unit cost) Craft bakers operate relatively small-scale 
pioduction facilities with low profit margins M ore recently master/craft bakers have 
cai ved out niche markets m specialty breads
hi h eland, plant bakers account for 85 per cent o f bread production, while craft bakeis 
lepiesent in the region o f five per cent o f sales The lemaim ng 10 per cent o f the 
market -  that comprises part-baked frozen bread which is generally baked o ff m in­
store bakeries -  is dominated by the IAWS Group owned Cuisine de France (F o o d  
h  e la n d ,  2003) In Europe, however, craft bakers predominate, accounting for 62 per 
cent o f the European bread market, with plant bakeis, m-store and chain bakenes 
accounting foi the remaining 38 per cent (L e a th e r h e a d  F o o d  I n te r n a t io n a l , 2003)
The Sectoral Development Committee (SDC) m their report and recommendations on 
the insh bakery industry (1990) highlighted the degree to which large firms dominate
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the rnaiket, an observation that the National Prices Commission (NPC) also made in 
then 1975 study o f the industry ‘by far the most striking and important feature o f  the 
bakeiy industry is the extent to which it is dominated by the larger firm s’ The NPC 
(1975) also noted that these large bakeries tended to be located m majoi towns and 
cities but in particular, Dublin Table 9 1 shows the degree o f  concentiation (of 
employment) m North Dublin relative to the nation
Table 9 1 Location Quotients and Number o f Firms m the Manufacture o f Bread, 
M anufacture o f Fresh Pastry Goods and Cakes (NACE 1581), 1985-2001
Location Quotient No of Firms
2001 1 33 9
2000 1 70 9
1995 1 25 8
1990 1 08 15
1985 2 13 17
Souice Own calculations based on Foifas Unpublished Employment Data 1985-2001 
9 3 1 A Declining Industry
The decline o f the bakery industry is evidenced m the number o f firm closures and 
general employment decline Table 9 1 shows the fall in firm numbers in North 
Dublin while Table 9 2 highlights the declining employment levels both nationally 
and in North Dublin
In its 1975 study, the NPC indicated that ‘the 22 largest firms which represent eight 
per cent o f the firms m the industry produced more that 64 per cent o f all bread 
consumed in the country’ The SDC (1990) note that ‘by 1985 the 22 largest firms had 
leduced to 20 who produced 58 per cent o f all bread consumed By 1989 only 18 
majoi firms were operating and between them they accounted for 80 pei cent o f all 
biead consum ed’
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Table 9 2 Trends m Number o f Employed (Full-time) m the M anufacture o f Bread, 
M anufacture o f Fresh Pastiy Goods and Cakes (NACE 1581) from 1985 to 2001 in 
Nottb Dublin and Nationally_____________________________________________________
1985 1990 1995 2000 2001
North Dublin 1,494 454 425 521 346
Peicentage change in employment in penod -143 7 -6 4 22 6 -33 6
National 5,567 3,759 3,245 2,949 2,529
Pticentage change in employment mpenod -32 5 -137 -9 1 -14 2
Solace Foifas Unpublished Employment Data 1985-2001
9 3 2 Key Players in the Industry
The industrial bread market remains dominated by a small number o f  large firms -  
B iennan’s, lush  Pride, Pat the Baker, Readibake and Dunnes Stores Baking G roup1 
(Garvey, Interview, 2005, F o o d  I r e la n d , 2003) Table 9 3 shows the size (in terms o f 
employment) and location o f some o f these firms The strength o f these groups can be 
attnbuted to, 1) the closure o f  other large bakeries throughout the 1990s and 2) their 
direct (through take-overs) or indirect (through hidden directorships e tc ) ownership 
o f new or existing bakeries These five firms are described as ‘the five key groups’ of 
the lush  bakery industry ( F o o d  I r e la n d , 2003) It is important to note however that 
between two o f these firms there are hidden ownership links Joe Brennan, owner o f 
B iennan’s is also the owner o f Readibake and his daughter is the firm ’s managing 
dnector Within the Readibake group there are an additional three bakeries - Johnston 
Mooney & O ’Brien, Peter Lyons, and D oyle’s bakeries Through Readibake Ltd, 
B rennan’s control these three bakeries Table 9 4 shows that these were some o f  the 
top hish Bakeries in the 1980s (SDC, 1990) Irish Pride, once jointly  owned by IAWS 
Pic (that owns Cuisme de France) and IAWS Co-op is now totally owned by the co­
op lush Pride, however is still associated with the IAWS Pic m that its parent 
company the co-op holds a 17 per cent stake m the public company Irish Pride 
bakenes own a number o f other bakeries that weie also key players in the 1980s See 
Table 9 4 below for further details
1 Neville s bakeiy in Macroom, Co Coik was pait o f the Dunnes Stoies baking group befoie its closuie 
in Inly 200^
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9 3 3 Explaining Bakery Closures
The closure o f large bakeries in the 1980s can be attributed to the removal o f 
government retail price maintenance and bread subsidies to bakeries These were 
intioduced in the late 1970s to protect the bread m dustiy ‘from the combined impact 
of declining consumer demand and changing trends in retailing o f  consumer food’ 
(SDC, 1990) Despite changing market conditions the industry remained a significant 
employe! ‘with over 9,000 persons employed in bakery establishments in the 
Republic o f  Ireland m 1982’ (SDC, 1990) Following the withdrawal o f  subsidies 
between 1985 and 1986 bread prices fell and caused the number o f plant closures to 
acc el eiate
‘For example o f the 43 plants which closed m the period 1982- 
1986 involving a loss o f  1,792 jobg, two plants alone accounted 
foi 1,338 jobs lost Overall employment m the bakery sector 
fell ovei the period 1979 to 1986 from 9,424 to 7,339, even 
though 1,444 additional jobs resulted from expansion or new 
firms starting up in the same period’ (SDC, 1990)
The lationahsation process peaked m the period 1987 to 1989 when a further 22 
plants closed and an additional 1,370 jobs were lost Overall employment m the 
industiy fell from 9,131 m 1982 to 4,726 m 1989 (SDC, 1990) The demise o f 
smallei bakenes can be attributed to the emergence o f modem plants ‘dedicated to 
pioducing large volumes o f standard (800grm) bread’ (SDC, 1990) Neville Bros 
(Dublin) Ltd, suppliers o f  standard wrapped bread to Dunnes Stores is thought to have 
influenced the direction o f the industry through their jo in t promotion o f ‘low priced
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Table 9 3 Size of Key Firms and Plant Locations
Key Players Location of Plants Total
Number
Employed
B i e n n a n  ’v South Dublin Wa 1kmstown 
Noith Dublin Fmglas & Clonsilla
300
P a t  th e  B a k e r Letterkenny, Donegal 
Oranmoie, Galway 
Castleisland, Keriy 
Limerick
Granard, Longford 
Kilkenny 
Coik City
South Dublin Cherry Oi chard
418
I r is h  P r id e Tialee, Kerry
Limei lek
Wateifoid
Mayo
Poitlaoise
Cork
430
C u is in e  d e  F r a n c e South Dublin Tallaght
Galway
Coik
500
Sow ce Kompass (2005)
genenc branded product’ (SDC, 1990) The relationship between Neville Bros 
(Dublin) Ltd and Dunnes Stores is shrouded m secrecy like so many other inter-firm 
lelationships (See Section 9 5) The degree to which ownership ties are hidden among 
films in the industry is indicated in the following quote from the SDC report (1990)
‘Dunnes Stores, with its 43 branches, has a share o f about 15 per cent 
o f the bread market and is r e p u te d  to own a modem Dublin Bakeiy,
N eville Bros (Dublin) L td’ (emphasis added)
The icmoval o f subsidies alone did not contribute to the number o f plant closures 
throughout the 1980s Per capita bread consumption, which declined at a i ate o f 0 9 
pei cent per annum from 1952 to 1984 (SDC, 1990), has played a significant role in 
the decline o f  the industry The volume (see Table 9 5) and value (see Table 9 6) o f 
the lush  bread market has however shown signs o f improvement and growth 
A ccoiding to Leatherhead Food International (2003) Irish bread consumption is 
slightly below the European average at 66 5 kg per capita In 1989 the per capita
2 Biennan’s includes Johnston Mooney and O Brien, Readibake, P Lyons and Doyle s
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T ab le  9 4 Relationship Between Top lush  Bakeries m the 1980s and Three o f the 
Five Key Gioups in the Irish Bakery Industry (2005)_______________________________
Top Irish  B akeries in 1980s Post Consolidation & Current Status
Brennan s, Dublin
lohnston Mooney & O ’Brien, Dublin 
Petei Lyons Drogheda
Doyles, Dublin 
Western Pride, Balhnrobe
Established a second company Readibake 
Ltd
Now owned by Brennan’s through 
Readibake Ltd
Breannan’s, through Readibake, bought 50% 
stake in P Lyons P Lyons then sold his 
share to Readibake after 10 years of tiading 
B iennan’s thiough Readibake own Doyles 
Bought from Doyle Hotel Group m 1990s
\
Kiely s Tipperary
Fitzgeialds, Coik
Keatings, Kanturk Part of Irish Pride (an associate o f IAWS
Williams, Taghmon  ^ Gioup)
Keanes, Limerick
B iennan’s, Bandon
Leydon House J
Pat the Baker, Granard Still operating
Nevilles, Macroom Closed July 2003
Somce SDC (1990), Garvey, Interview (2005)
consumption of bread was 66 kg This indicates that the bread (sliced pan) market is 
static The amount spent on bread however is relatively high at €107 3 per capita ‘as 
biead is legarded as a semi-luxury rather than a basic staple food, so consumers tend 
to puichase moie specialities for indulgence, taste and better quality5 (.L e a th e r h e a d  
F o o d  In te i n a t io n a l , 2003)
I hese aie some of the top Irish bakeries according to the Sectoral Development Committee’s (SDC) 
Study of the Ii ish Bakery Industry (1990)
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Table 9 5 Irish Bread Market by Volume 1998-2002
1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 Percentage per annum 
change 1998-2002
‘000 tonnes
236 248 249 250 252 1 6
Sow ce Leathei head Food Intei national (2003)
Table 9 6 Irish Bread M arket by Value
2001 2002 Percentage per annum
change 2001-2002
C m  o  M il l io n
387 406 5 1
Sow cc Leathei head Food International (2003)
It is interesting to note that ‘Ireland has recorded the highest growth in volume and 
value terms as a result o f continuous product development based on convenience and 
the mtioduction o f continental varieties Indeed, the snacks sector has increased by 22 
pei cent since 2001, with both Ciabatta and bagels driving this category’ 
(L e a th e r  h e a d  F o o d  I n te r n a t io n a l , 2003) Not surprisingly it is the key players within 
the industry that dominate this new market
What these changes suggest to us is that standard bread is an m fenor good while 
speciality bieads are normal goods This is consistent with the changes in the wider 
economic environment brought about by the Celtic Tiger l e population growth and 
lapid income giowth
Table 9 7 below displays the value o f  the various elements o f  the bakery market i e 
bread, cakes and biscuits and shows that m all cases imports greatly exceed exports
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Table 9 7 Overview of Irish Bakery Maiket in 2002
Size of 
M arket
Imports Exports Irish Industry 
Output
B i e a d  & M o r n in g  g o o d s €406m €5 6m €18m €368m
C a k e s €140m €80m € lm €61m
B is c u its €229m €156m €108m €181m
T o ta l €775m €292m €127m € 6 10m
Som ce CSO 2003 Leathe? head Food International (2003) 
9 4 Structural Changes
With the emergence o f  larger scale, high technology bakeries such as Neville Bros 
Ltd in the late 1980s smaller bakeries were unable to produce standard bread 
competitively This spurred the smaller bakeries to broaden their range to include 
specialities for local (rather than national) markets and to outsource their 
lequirements o f  standaid bread from plant bakers that were able to produce bread 
m oie efficiently due to economies o f scale As a result o f these changes a two-tier 
stiucture emerged in which a small number o f large bakeries dominated the national 
maiket and a large number o f small bakeries catered solely for the local market (SDC, 
1990, Gaivey, Interview, 2005)
The emergence o f  m-store bakeries further changed the nature o f the bakery business 
initially, m-store bakeries such as Superquinn competed against, and m some cases 
put out o f  business, the high street bakei (craft baker) (Garvey, Interview, 2005) 
Through interviews with a number o f North Dublin bakeries (See Table 9 8 for 
details) it bccame apparent that m-store bakeries formed the basis o f a new market to 
which they could sub-supply part-baked produce (that was then later baked-off in­
store)
The arrival o f Cuisme de France (located in Tallaght, South Dublin) in 1990 
“levolutiomsed the bakery industry” (Garvey, Interview, 2005) through its 
mtioduction o f part-baked products to the Irish market and its sub-supply 
lelationships with existing (local and national) small bakeries Small bakeries m
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Noith Dublin had one o f two choices -  supply to Cuisme de France or compete 
against them O f the four firms interviewed, all supply to Cuisme de France Section 
9 7 below outlines how these sub-supply relationships have had minimal effect on 
oigam sation within firms and negligible effect on promoting co-operative practices
Table 9 8 Size and Age o f  North Dublin F inns4
Fum
Name'*
Y ear
E stablished
No Em ployed
F u m  1 1950 35
F a  (n 2 1 9 8 8 45
F irm  3 1988 25
F u m  4 1887 100
9 4 1 Linkages in the Value Chain
Theie is a stiong history o f interconnectivity (i e ownership) within the different 
elements o f the bakery value chain for example between millers and bakers The 
SDC (1990) notes that while the majority o f  bakeries in 1975 and 1989 were privately 
owned, Ranks (I) Ltd owned three bakeries in 1975 through a subsidiary company 
The Odium group for a short time owned Johnston Mooney and O ’Brien and Downes 
& Son Ltd until 1988 and 1989 respectively The Greencore Group and IAWS group 
now jointly own the Odium Group The IAWS group, through one o f  its membet 
fums -  Shamrock Foods -  owns Boland’s Mills Odium ’s and Boland’s are the only 
milleis in the Republic o f Ireland and therefore dominate the supply o f flour within 
li eland Figure 9 1 shows IAWS Group involvement at both the milling and baking 
stages o f production Through Odium ’s and Boland’s the IAWS group controls the 
maiket for the supply o f  flour m Ireland This means that all bakeries (craft and plant) 
souicing flour in Ireland do so through one or other o f  these IAWS owned 
subsidianes Figuie 9 1 also shows the significant presence that the IAWS group has 
at the next stage o f production -  baking It should be noted that the Irish Pride group 
com puses six bakeries (see Table 9 4) The presence o f a large corporate group such 
as IAWS at both the milling and baking levels means that they are able to harness a 
gi eat deal o f market power within the industry
4 Only the funis interviewed have been included in this table 
 ^ Foi confidentiality leasons it is not possible to disclose the identity of the films
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Figure 9 1 Relationship Between IAWS Owned Millets and Bakers
V alu e  C h a in
I A W S  Group 
Owned
Odium’s Boland’s
1 1 -
Irish Pride ^ *f a.
Bakeries* 4. " *
f  Î
*
I Cuisine de - * 
France ^
'  " ™ w : ^  -
Milling
Baking
9 5 Rivalry Rather Than Co-operation
‘Neither does a common background necessarily imply co­
operation, as a basic value may be non-co-operation Even in 
areas where many o f the features o f the communitarian model 
are present, co-operation is not a preferred strategy’ (Pamccia,
1998)
fhiough interviews with key industry personnel i e trade association representatives, 
development advisors m the indigenous development agency6 and directors o f bakery 
opeiations it emerges that a basic value under which all bakeries operate is a keen 
sense of livalry and secrecy From our basic preliminary inquiries (initial interviews) 
to moie detailed investigations (semi-structured and structured interviews) these 
values weie repeatedly highlighted as factors inhibiting successful co-opetation 
Intelviewees were not prompted to respond with these sets of values instead each 
individual used these terms to explain the dearth o f co-operation among firms in the 
sectoi
Co-opeiation has been initiated by third parties l e  the trade association and the 
development agency and indeed by one firm but all attempts have failed to produce
h Enteipi ise iieland
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close inter-organisational linkage due to these two basic values which shape the ‘rules 
o f the gam e’
9 5 1 Rivalry at Inter-firm level
The sense o f rivalry exists at two levels The first level is the firm level and the 
second is the supporting organisation level At each level there exists inter-firm and 
inter-organisational nvalry We discuss inter-firm rivalry first The nature o f this 
11 vali y has pi evented collective action for the promotion o f Irish branded bakery 
pioducts which the SDC (1990) highlighted as a necessary initiative for the growth 
and development o f  various segments o f the market Despite a fiercely competitive 
and pi ice sensitive climate there has been little effort on the part o f small to medium 
sized bakeries to jointly purchase inputs such as flour The bakery industry has 
traditionally been one that is shiouded m secrecy so as to protect family traditions and 
tecipes for example (Garvey Interview, 2005) and it is suggested that firms do not 
engage m co-operative processes so as to maintain the historic levels o f secrecy
Despite the efforts o f the Flour Confectioners and Bakers Association (FCBA) to 
piom ote joint purchasing activities among its bakery members all such attempts have 
failed The FCBA secretary, in interview, suggested that there exists a conflict o f 
mteiests between the organisation’s associate members i e suppliers (e g O dium ’s 
and B oland’s) and its small bakery members ( i e buyers) and that suppliers are 
“stiongly against” any such co-operation Indeed, the larger member firms (which 
include the five key bakery groups identified m Section 9 2 2) were also opposed to 
small firm collaboration, as it would pose a threat to their market power The fact that 
both the chief executives o f Brennan’s and N eville’s sit on the committee o f the 
FCBA has played a significant role in determining the association’s direction and 
agenda
This scenario is largely similar to that documented by Pamccia (1998) in the Italian 
industiial district o f Casarano where large firms (1,000 workers) co-exist alongside 
small firms As the large firms are almost completely integrated, they do not operate 
in co-opeiation with the smaller ones and their power has influenced the strategy of 
the local trade association Common initiatives that are taken by local supporting
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oigamsations are often short lived because they do not have the support o f the main 
actoi in the local economy
Attempts at co-operation, outside o f the realm o f the trade association and among 
small to medium sized bakeries have also failed The director o f one small sized 
Noith Dublin firm7, in interview, described how he had tried to organise a joint 
pui chasing venture amongst his fellow small firm competitors Despite his inter- 
peisonal connections (that involve playing golf and meeting for drinks) with some 
dnectors o f competing firms, a purchasing consortium failed to emerge because o f 
fear o f  opportunistic behaviour W hat this indicates is that there is entrepreneurial 
vision but that it is individual rather than collective
This failure to co-operate can again be related to a scenario documented by Paniccia 
(1998) w heie ‘tacitly accepted rules’ within a local community not only prevent co- 
opeiation but also promote opportunistic behaviour such as poaching o f employees, 
even among finns whose managers meet informally in cafes and bars Paniccia 
(1998) adds further that 'friendship linkages, belonging to the same political party 01 
ideology, as in Civitacastellana, Prato, Bassano etc are not an obstacle to free riding, 
non co-operation and opportunistic behaviour’ Among the reasons for this are 
economic incentives such as saving on productivity that outweigh the risk of 
letahation, which is almost zero (Paniccia, 1998) While there exists a set o f social 
networks in the bakery sector m Dublin -  for example socialising at the FCBA 
otganised events such as the annual ball and golf tournaments and as mentioned 
above firm owners meeting one another m a social setting -  there is no inter- 
lelationship between business and social activity What this means is that, as in the 
Italian case, if  opportunities arise (e g poaching o f labour, making improvements to 
productivity) that somehow impinge on the business o f competitors such activity is 
deemed acceptable, as it will not conflict with any social interaction Social 
embeddedness m this context has not facilitated the transition from purely market 
exchanges to more co-operative interaction
i
7 The dnectoi at intei view requested that his firm remain anonymous
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Co-opeiative strategies such as the organisation and co-ordination o f the Bakers and 
Confectioners Skillnet Programme by the FCBA8 have succeeded in addressing a 
skills shortage9 within the industry However, the sharing o f  knowledge (1 e know ­
how) and information and general sectoral collaboration amongst firms with common 
training needs has proved less successful We were informed by representatives o f  the 
FCBA that even within the large bakery groups, such as Brennan’s and the IAWS 
owned lush Pnde bakeries, training and examinations were performed at each 
individual plant rather than collectively withm one o f the group’s plants The training ' 
com ses, which require a minimum number o f hours o f participation in order for 
employees to become certified, were designed around firms needs This precluded the 
dehveiy o f training courses m any central or collective manner 1 e being held in one 
particulai place and indeed prevented the examinations from being conducted in any 
one plant 01 venue
The overwhelming strength o f the values under which firms operate 1 e secrecy and 
nvalry have succeeded in moulding the provision o f  training m this manner (Garvey, 
Intel view, 2005) Even where a number o f firms are members o f  the same corporate 
gioup segiegation for training purposes was a requirement The rationale foi this lies 
in the desire to maintain secrecy at almost every level and across all elements o f the 
g ioups’ operations so as to avoid any inadvertent transfer o f information or know ­
how among firm s’ employees (Garvey, Interview, 2005) This model stands in stark 
contiast to the g r u p p i  model o f the Italian industrial districts where business groups 
‘are a very important stimulus for cumulative learning and learning by doing’ 
(Pam cci a, 1998)
9 5 2 R iv a l r y  a t  I n t e r - O r g a n is a t io n a l  L e v e l
In addition to inter-firm nvalry, we indicated above that mter-orgamsational rivalry 
also pervades the two supporting organisations -  the Irish Association o f M aster 
Bakers based at the National Bakeiy School in Dublin Institute o f  Technology (DIT) 
and the FCBA Instead o f  jo int promotion o f the industry, the two associations aie
H The Bakeis and Confectioners Skillnet programme was set up in November 1998 and is funded by the 
National naming Fund through the Department of Enterprise, Tiade and Employment 
y 80 pei cent of bakeiy employees have no formal tiainmg or qualifications (Food Ii eland, 2003)
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engaged in a competitive battle to service the industry’s training needs This has 
furthei fuelled inter-firm rivalry among bakeries as firms seek support from one or 
othei o f the associations A director o f  one o f  the north Dublin bakeries, when 
questioned about trade association involvement, suggested that he had “no time” for 
the FCBA but was actively involved m training programmes administered by the DIT 
association The division in trade association membership has prevented firms from 
shanng a common set o f characteristics upon which trust and co-operation among co­
located firms can be established As highlighted in Chapter 8 the trust underpinning 
the development o f the PCI was fostered in this exact manner
As long as rivalry pervades at the inter-organisational level (1 e between the two 
tiade associations) a custom o f co-operation rather than rivalry is unlikely to be 
established In the Italian industrial districts, for example, Dei Ottati (1994) 
emphasises the special role played by a large number o f formal institutions that 
include, among others, trade associations These institutions are responsible foi 
supporting, reinforcing, policing and spreading the values o f constructive competition 
and co-operation
9 5 3 S o u r c e s  o f  R i v a l r y
Historically, firms have competed on the basis o f  pnee This tends to further fuel the 
livalry amongst firms operating m the industry (.L e a th e r h e a d  F o o d  I n te r n a tio n a l ,  
2003) and, as indicated in Sections 2 4 3 and 2 4 5 in Chapter 2, obstructs co­
operative behaviour According to the SDC (1990) price is a major determinant in the 
pm chase o f  bread (l e bread is price elastic) evidence o f which is in the ‘sharp 
increase m own brand label bread sales following the bread price war o f early 1989’ 
Given that price wars pose a significant threat to profitability companies are 
beginning to compete on non-price factors such as advertising and promotion, brand 
positioning, pioduct quality, functionality or packaging (L e a th e r h e a d  F o o d  
fn te t n a tio n a l, 2003)
The SDC (1990) notes, however that
‘The dominance o f the market by generic brands makes it difficult for 
a manufacturer to sustain a premium brand image by promotion alone
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O f the major brands Brennan's first established its name by perceived 
quality and then consolidated this through promotion That there is 
some customer loyalty to brands is evidenced from the willingness o f 
other bakers to buy and produce branded breads after their original 
bakeis had ceased m anufactunng but in a static market with major 
channels o f  distribution (1 e the multiples) having much more price 
leverage than the bread manufacturers and with minimal product 
diffeientiation, the role that promotion can play is supplementary’
What this highlights is that competition based on price w ill always be feature o f 
opeiations in the bakery industry W hile the market for sliced pan bread is static (1 e 
sliced pan per capita consumption) other areas o f  the market are expenencm g growth 
namely speciality breads and morning goods, the sale o f which is up by 43 per cent 
since 1996 (Cahalan, Interview, 2003, M cLoughhn, Interview, 2003)
9 6 H idden O w nership  Ties
The degiee o f secrecy amongst firms operating m the bakery industry is reflected in 
hidden ownership ties among horizontally aligned firms It was only through 
inteiview with either the firms m question or the FCBA representative that linkages 
weie levealed One family run, small sized10, North Dublin firm that has been in 
opeiation since 1950, established in 1988 a second (small sized11) bakery under a 
different company name The director (Manning, Interview, 2005) indicated that the 
need foi a new company (with separate plant and operatives etc ) was driven by the 
set o f “competitive pressures” that prevailed at the time The original firm was and 
still is a bakery with a number o f  retail and cafe outlets located across north and south 
Dublin In the late 1980s and early 1990s market conditions were such that m-stoie 
bakeries -  in particular Superqumn’s -  were gaming market share (at the expense o f 
existing high street bakeries) Superquinn did not have the capacity to fulfil its own 
lequnem ents m terms o f  baked goods and began to outsource The sub-supply o f part 
baked biead and pastries to Superquinn opened up a new market, a market that the 
bakery firm in question thought could ensure its survival
10 The fitm employs 35 people
11 The second fnm employs 45 people
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Supeiqumn, however, refused to outsource its bakery requirements to this particular 
bakeiy firm as it was thought that they were m competition with Superquinn because 
of its cafe and letail bakery outlets As a solution, a second company was established 
and a family member appointed to operate it Superqumn was satisfied with this 
anangement and began to outsource its requirements of baked and part baked goods 
fiom the second firm A collaborative and co-operative relationship between 
Supeiqumn and the bakery firm failed to emerge because of the bakery’s reluctance 
to operate an “open book” with regard to costs etc 12
Despite the fact that family members work for both firms (for example m marketing 
and sales roles) the link between the two firms is not widely known and preservation 
of this is considered very important For example, once the relationship between the 
two firms was revealed at interview a request was immediately made to conceal both 
films’ identities Development advisors in the development agency also concealed the 
link between the firms when interviewed further adding to the secrecy within which 
bakenes opeiate We are certain that the advisors interviewed were aware of the link 
as they assisted in the start-up of the second firm Although there is no “official” link 
between the companies on the Companies Registration Office database industry 
insiders are aware of the connection (Garvey, Interview, 2005)
Linkages between some of the largest bakery firms were also only revealed at 
inteiview and despite extensive searches of various databases13 the full extent of 
owneiship ties among firms 111 bread production were not immediately apparent It 
was only in interview with the secretary of the FCBA that the relationship between 
Biennan’s and a number of other bakeries became apparent (See Table 9 4 and 
Section 9 2 2)
9 7 Limited Organisational Change
p This contrasts gieatly to the lelationship that developed between Supeiqumn and Oceanpath that is 
desci ibed in Chapter 7
1 ’ The databases seaiched weie FactFindei (newspnnt and trade magazine database), Kompass and 
Companies Registiation Office
2 1 1
Accoidmg to Pamccia (1998) ‘an external player may introduce new rules of 
behaviour and create a new hallmark foi new followers’ thus altering the prevailing 
set of lules and organisational design Within the bakery industry we can identify 
Cuisine de Fiance as the driver behind change in all four of the small to medium sized 
North Dublin firms interviewed All four firms have altered their production to 
include the piovision of frozen and part-baked bread and pastries (where previously 
pioduction had been based on producing fresh pastry goods) One of the three firms 
has ceased pioduction of all lines except for those that are outsourced to them by 
- Cuisine de France The three other firms supply to a number of other buyers such as 
the laige letail multiples as well as buyers in Northern Ireland and Britain
The lelationship between Cuisme de France and its sub-suppliers is highly 
buieaucratic (See Tables 7 1 and 7 3 in Chapter 7 for definition) in that it is based on 
conti act with very little scope for relational contracting l e unwritten rules (Grandori, 
1997) The sequential interdependence between Cuisme de France and its sub- 
suppheis (in particular the four north Dublin bakeries) is characterised by one-way 
hieiatchical sub-contracting In other woids the contracting firm dictates the terms of 
the transactions without room for mutual adjustment (Grandori, 1997) This means 
that the small bakeries have little opportunity to acquire knowledge of the large firm’s 
(Cuisine de France) operations This m effect limits the extent to which knowledge 
can be exchanged as ‘learning by interacting’ (Carbonara, 2004) is impeded by 
conti actual obligations Through conscious co-ordmation of activities based on short- 
teim agieements Cuisme de France can effectively control the outward flow of 
knowledge
Although the arrival of Cuisme de France to the market has changed the way m which 
small and medium sized bakeries operate (eg  the imposition of quality control 
systems as well as the development of contractual sub-supply relationships) there is 
still a prevailing sense of rivalry and secrecy that is preventing collaborative14 (rather 
than puiely contractual) relationships from developing
l4Examples of collaboiation and co-operation are given in Sections 2 4 1 and 2 4 2 in Chaptei 2
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It may be in the best interests of Cuisme de France to maintain and promote the 
cm lent set of values or ‘rules of play’ (1 e secrecy and rivalry amongst competing 
firms) Jn so doing they can utilise the resources (1 e production capacity, equipment 
and expertise) of its small bakeiy sub-contractors while at the same time preventing 
the emeigence of a significant group, that m the presence of a more co-opeiative set 
of values, could thteaten to erode Cuisme de France’s market share It can be said 
theiefoie that asymmetry (1 e maintenance of current market power) is a motivating 
factoi in the emergence of non-co-opeiative practices rather than co-operative ones 
(as was the case with the PCI m Chapter 7)
There aie some aspects to the current ariangement that enhance inter-firm linkages, 
foi example there now exists a set of vertical links (albeit purely economic m the 
foim of sub-contracting ties) among a set of honzontally aligned firms that prior to 
Cuisine de France’s presence m the market place would have been unlikely On the 
othei hand, given that there is no knowledge or information exchange between 
Cuisme de France and its sub-contractors, beyond what is required to fulfil 
conti actual obligations, there is little or no long-term dependency on the small 
bakenes (foi expertise and know-how) which renders them highly substitutable For 
the one bakery that produces solely for Cuisme de France, cessation of contract would 
mean certain closure
Despite the fact that the four north Dublin bakenes share common characteristics, 1 e 
they are all involved m the sub-supply of part-baked and frozen produce to Cuisme de 
Fiance, there has been no attempt to co-operate with one another This further 
emphasises the fact that the rules of play are firmly characterised by a sense of 
distiust, that stems from an inherent sense of rivalry and secrecy We indicated in 
Chaptei 2 (Sections 2 4 2 and 2 4 3) that trust could emerge as a by-product of 
economic interaction This has to date, however, not been the case among either the 
small bakery firms or between the small bakery fmns and Cuisme de France
The blame foi failure to instigate a more co-operative and less nvalrous business 
environment cannot be apportioned solely to the large groups operating within the 
industiy (such as Cuisme de France) -  small finns are equally responsible All four of 
the North Dublin bakeries are family owned firms The same can be said for the
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majority of small bakeries operating m Iieland m general (Garvey Interview, 2005) It 
is this small firm characteristic that may be at the root of non co-operative practices 
In Chapter 7 for example we highlighted that family withm the fish processing sectoi 
piovides the means through which values and norms of behaviour are propagated In 
contrast to the fish-processing sector however, the values that have been generated m 
the bakery sector are individualistic (rather than collective) and rivalrous (rather than 
co-operative) Additional factors have, of course, played a role m shaping 
oigamsational design and we should be mindful of these, for example price 
competition, the history of price wars and the emergence of large bakeiy groups that 
have dominated the agendas of supporting organisations
9 7 1 Why Cuisine de France is a “bad” Leader Firm
Despite the success story behind Cuisine de France and its growth from a small, 
pnvately owned firm employing 14 people in 1992 to a large publicly owned 
company employing m excess of 500 people m 2005 it is arguable that this is less a 
success than it might have been from the point of view of the Irish bakery industry as 
a whole Through a series of market based links Cuisine de France has established a 
laige base of sub-suppliers to which it sub-contracts the production of various baked 
goods While we do not dispute the benefits of these market based links they are 
however tiansitory By not engaging in relational contracting, Cuisine de France has 
failed to embed in Dublin and/or Ireland Its set of suppliers, as indicated above, is 
entnely substitutable Failure of large firms to embed themselves m Ireland has in the 
past lesulted in their re-location to other, low cost destinations leaving heavily 
dependent suppliers without buyers (See Section 3 3 2 in Chapter 3 for detail of this) 
The stiuctural changes that have taken place within the bakery industry m Ireland in 
the last 10 years (e g the creation of sub-contractmg ties) are therefore flawed due to 
the lack of embeddedness on the part of the contracting or “leader” firm Moreover, 
these smaller sub-contracting firms are not afforded the opportunity to learn by 
intei action, as co-operative or relational linkages are not pursued Knowledge and 
learning therefoie reside in one firm and are prevented from being diffused to other 
firms operating within the industry
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9 8 Discussion
Theie are three types of linkages that have over time emerged in the bakery sector At 
a national level these have manifested themselves in the form of ownership links that 
have culminated m large bakery groups More recently -  1 e since the establishment 
of Cuisine de France -horizontal linkages have developed both locally and nationally 
but these aie co-ordmated on the basis of contract Despite continuous re-contracting 
it seems that trust has failed to emerge From our interviews with firms and with the 
FCBA lepresentative we can conclude that firms generally conduct transactions at 
aims length In other words they are co-ordmated on the market There is no evidence 
in the bakery sector of the extra-market co-operation that has evolved m other sectors 
01 sub-sectois fiom inter-personal, maiket based interaction Where that kind of 
mtei action has generated trust m other cases, it has not done so among the bakeries 
The main leason for this seems to be a belief that acting as a stand-alone firm it is 
possible for a bakery to protect family traditions (e g recipes) and avoid the 
opportunistic behaviour that closer ties might invite
The dominance of large firms has been further compounded by the emergence of 
laige bakery groups (eg  the IAWS owned Cuisme de France and Irish Pride 
Bakeries) This has meant that trade association agendas have been swayed by the 
powei of the large firms to address the issues most pertinent to them As a result, 
trade association initiatives to encourage co-operation (e g joint purchasing) among 
small sized bakeries have been suppressed The historic rivalry, competition based on 
pi ice and the price wars of the late 1980s have produced a set of values (l e rules of 
the game) that do not allow for co-operation Given that the firms m operation in 
noith Dublin aie well established (see Table 9 8) and were in existence dunng the 
pi ice wais, the memory of destructive competition is not far from the mmds of their 
dnectors Through continued family involvement this memory is passed from 
geneiation to generation In so doing, the values of rivalry as well as secrecy are 
nurtuied and maintained This leads to the conclusion that concentration (of both 
ill ms and employment m a particular location) does not necessarily lead to co­
operation
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We hypothesised in Section 9 2 above that the failure of bakery firms to co-operate 
was due to a number of factors and the interplay between them From our empirical 
data and analysis we have shown that this is the case Firstly, the conventions (rules 
oi play) under which firms operate propagate the values of secrecy and rivalry In 
other woids they provide the context within which all transactions are conducted 
Intei twined with this set of conventions is the way m which firms compete with one 
anothei Competition based on price has reinforced intei-firm rivalry To steer firms 
away from destructive competition the literature emphasises a role for supporting 
oigamsations such as trade associations that could promote competition based on 
quality for example Trade associations in the bakery sector are not providing the 
level of “institutional thickness” necessary to provide a new co-operative context 
within which inter-firm relationships could be generated This is due to the fact that 
mtci-organisational rivalry permeates the two trade associations What this means is 
that there is no collective or integrated approach to industry needs Furthermore, this 
is contilbuting to the “distance” between firms
Whcie supporting organisations fail to co-ordinate co-operative processes large 
“leader” firms may succeed in implementing collaborative processes In the bakery 
sectoi the reverse is evident The sub-contracting relationships that Cuisine de France 
have entered into with small and medium sized bakeries around Ireland, but in 
paiticulai North Dublin, are formalised to the extent that relational contracting is not 
enteied into Moreover, small firms have little opportunity to learn through 
interaction as Cuisine de France controls the outward flow of knowledge by favouring 
short-term agreements over longer relation based partnerships
The leader firm behaviour m this case study can be attributed to structural 
chaiactenstics of the bakery sector, in particular the presence of industry groups that 
control a number of large bakery operations To maintain market power it is in these 
industiy gioups’ interest to promote the current set of values (1 e secrecy and rivalry) 
so as to prevent the emergence of a significant group of co-operating small firms
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Chapter 10* Discussion
10 1 Introduction
In this chapter we compare and contrast the inter-firm relationships in North Dublin’s 
fish pioccssing (Chapter 7), printing (Chapter 8) and bakery (Chapter 9) sectors In 
doing so, we establish what has caused different inter-firm dynamics to emerge 
Given that firms m each of the sectors share the same geographical place, in othei 
woids they have m common with one another elements of the transactional and 
contextual environment l e the place, North Dublin, m which economic activity takes 
place, there are other factors m their respective transactional and contextual 
envuonments that have shaped the nature of interaction between and among firms It 
is to the difference m sectoral attributes -  some territorially specific -  that we attribute 
dispaiate tiajectones m firms’ interactive processes Although these have been 
highlighted and discussed in each of the case study chapters some further evaluation 
is lequned so as to state more clearly the contribution made (by the case study 
findings) to the general discourse on modes of local cluster development and in 
paiticulai to knowledge of local economic development m Ireland Withm this 
clanfication process an assessment is made as to whether the inter-firm dynamics 
documented constitute industrial clustering
10 2 Transactional and Contextual Environment
In Chapter 2 (Section 2 11) we gave a brief description of transactional and contextual 
envuonments Storper (1997b p41) believes that the latter influences the nature of the 
foi mer and he elaborates on the role of each withm a region
‘The region is not merely a derived outcome of the informational 
oi cognitive structure of transactions associated with technologies 
and organizations, however For one, the conventions and relations 
which develop in association with particular production systems in
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a given i egion may affect the long-term evolution of technologies 
and organisations m those sectors ’
in other words, human relations, rules and conventions (contextual environment) are 
at the heart of the economic process and transactional relations (transactional 
envnonment) are co-ordinated on the basis of the rules of the game that are derived 
fiom conventions Furthermore, Storpei (1997b p41) suggests that even market 
(îathet than co-operative) linkages depend on ‘specific conventions of market action 
among actois without which there is no co-ordination among them’
Stoipci’s (1997b p41) fundamental argument is that ‘the ensemble of conventions 
and îelations that come into existence in a territorially defined way may cut across the 
an ay of production systems and activities found there, affecting the evolutionary 
pathways of a variety of sectors in a regionally or nationally common way’ This, 
howevei, cannot be said for the three sectors m North Dublin In other words there is 
no sense of commonality (such as shared values, rules of game etc,) among firms in 
fish processing, printing and bakery simply by virtue of their shared location This 
means that despite sharing a location there is no unifying contextual environment and 
theiefoie their respective transactional environments îe  input-output, supply chain 
and other market and/or co-operative relationships are consequently different
10 2 1 The Three Sectors Common Features
There are some features common to all three sectors that strengthen the aigument for 
compaiative analysis in the first place All three sectors are classified as traditional 
and in matuie stages of their respective industry life cycles All three sectors, to 
varying degrees, display spatial concentration m North Dublin In organisational 
tcims the finns that comprise these sectors are small to medium m size and 
pi edommantly indigenous The exceptions to this are in the print and bakery sectois 
whcie there are foreign owned parent companies in the former and publicly owned 
companies m the latter -  some shares of which are held by foreign owned firms 
Fnms in fish processing and bakery are characterised to a large degree by family 
owneiship structures
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10 2 2 Contextual and Transactional Environments in the Fish Processing Sector
To teiterate contextual environment comprises social institutions, conventions, norms 
and trust -  mostly non-physical features that are embedded in place and specific to a 
given location The contextual environment shapes and frames the environment 
within which transactional and non-transactional mter-firm relationships occui 
Among fish processing firms m Howth, North Dublin there are norms of economic 
behaviour that are both place specific and historical m context in that they have 
evolved over time through (local) social interaction This local, social interaction has 
been made possible by combined sectoial and location specific characteristics The 
sectoial characteristics are those which require a firm engaged m secondary fish 
piocessing (without its own fleet of boats) to source inputs at fish auctions Agents 
fiom competing firms are physically gathered together on a regular basis (sometimes 
daily) thus creating a social environment m which tacit information is exchanged and 
iepeated personal interaction is nurtured The locational characteristics are such that a 
number of boats operate out of Howth and a fish auction is held at least thiee times a 
week by the co-op The basis for local social interaction is thus apparent
This iepeated interaction has enabled the various actors to undertake an activity (local 
souicing of inputs) with the expectation that they have a ‘framework of action’ in 
common with other actors engaged in that activity (Storper, 1997b p45) What this 
means in actual terms is that destructively competitive behaviour has been avoided 
and a collective approach to the sourcing of inputs has emerged This latter conclusion 
should be treated with some caution however, as firms’ specialisation has also 
contiibuted to horizontal co-operation What these particular conventions have 
facilitated is the sharing of information (prices) among a group of co-located 
competing firms
The means through which values and norms of behaviour are propagated in this 
instance is thq family as all the firms in Howth aie family owned and have had a long 
association with a location on the pier These “norms” co-ordmate another aspect of 
input souicing -  the vertical mter-firm relationship In the case of the processor, 
Oceanpath, and the boats (local and non-local suppliers) co-ordmation is based on 
sectoral norms of conducting business and a collective vision for the whole of the
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industry which endeavours to ensure that each actor along the supply chain stays in 
business
Theie is a mutually reinforcing process between transactional and contextual 
envuonments Repeated economic exchanges between vertically aligned firms (e g 
between the auction house and Oceanpath) have led to resource sharing 1 e shanng of 
îelngeiation space This co-operation is co-ordinated less on the basis of social trust 
and moie on the basis of trust derived fiom repeated economic transactions Out of 
the ti ansactional sphere tiust has emerged and a contextual dimension created, 
foimmg the basis for further interactive processes Moreover, this serves to embed the 
economic (transactional) linkages
Although there is a mix of relationship types within the sector -  from organic to 
consciously co-ordinated - they can all be described in terms of social networks 
Despite the different co-ordmation mechanisms what is common throughout the 
various mteidependencies pooled, intensive, sequential and reciprocal is the social 
(infoimal) rather than bureaucratic (contractual) nature of the relationships The 
cieation of these social networks was made possible by shared values and social trust 
(in regard to fair competition, collective action and commercial information sharing) 
and îeputation and dyadic trust derived from repeated transactional exchanges (in 
îegai d to îesouice and technical information sharing)
Between the leader firm (Superquinn) and its fish supplier (Oceanpath) a contextual 
envnonment has been created that has tiansfonned a purely transactional (supply 
chain) lelationship into a collaborative, knowledge sharing and ultimately innovation 
inducing one The success of the relationship (as discussed in Chapter 7) can be 
attnbuted to bilateral trust, openness and commitment There is a strong temporal 
dimension however to the creation of this particular contextual setting Over time, 
intei-peisonal trust evolved into process-based trust that eventually resulted in dyadic 
li list This atmosphere of trust has ensured the successful co-ordination of the 
lelationship without contract Furthermore, a mutually beneficial partnership has been 
cieated facilitating improvements in the supphei’s strategic and managerial functions 
(as m the flagship model discussed in Section 7 6 in Chapter 7), while at the same 
time budging the gaps m technical information via the leader firm’s external sources
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of knowledge (Boschma and Lambooy, 2002) Acting as a source of external 
knowledge or a channel through which external knowledge is received the leader firm 
has led the supplier to innovate in a number of different ways e g automating, 
tiaceabihty, new product development (value added products) Moreover, the leader 
fum has significantly enhanced the suppliers configurational capabilities (Bender and 
Lacstadius, 2005) by providing financial support for the modification of production 
systems and attendance at trade fairs thus enabling them to pursue a second or third 
staitei innovation strategy In short, the leader firm enjoys the benefits of vertical 
mtegiation without vertically integrating -  what may be termed quasi-vertical 
integration (Langlois and Roberston, 1995 p i38)
An element of the transactional environment i e the way in which firms compete in 
fish piocessing complements and reinforces the values of fair competition and 
collective action By competing, less on the basis of price and more on quality and 
ways of adding value to generic products, firms are differentiated from one another 
Fuithermoie, specialisation has allowed firms to carve out market niches and avoid 
duect competition Such an environment is conducive to co-operative processes
Faced with uncertainty in terms of level and consistency of supply due to depleting 
fish stocks as well as quota limits firms are only guaranteed supply via aquaculture 
pioduction Through co-operation between complimentary processors (i e processors 
of shellfish and processors of white fish) sharing of supply has helped to maintain the 
channels foi obtaining wild species open
Theie aic leal economic interdependencies (transactional) between the firms in North 
Dublin due to the structure of the sector and the way in which firms diverge from pure 
piocessing (eg  wholesale transactions among the secondary processors) that 
lemfoice their co-location from a logistical viewpoint Storper (1997b p41) is 
however, keen to point out that ‘the proximity-inducing effects of conventions may 
“diag on” foi long after the mput-output (transactional) reasons that brought 
geogiaphical concentration of the production system into being have disappeared’ 
The existence of trust (social and dyadic), social institutions and conventions are 
thciefore integral to continued economic and co-operative interaction among groups 
of Turns in Noith Dublin’s fish processing sector
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10 2 3 Contextual and Transactional Environments in the Printing Sector
Unlike the fish-processing sector in North Dublin, the printing sector is characterised 
(both locally and nationally) by a high degree of inter-firm rivalry with firms 
geneially keeping their cards close to their chest (Jacobson and Mottiar, 1999) 
Unlike the fish processors in Howth there is no evidence of information sharing 
(commercial) among competing firms m North Dublin’s print industry Similarly, 
theie is no history of co-operative action (apart from that which occurs within the 
supporting organisation) This makes the first case of co-operation -  the PCI -  an 
important one as it represents organisational change within the industry
The contingencies for motivating the formation of the PCI -  an alliance between five 
competing firms -  can be found in the industry’s immediate (transactional) 
envnonment Despite the range and mix of contingencies motivating the formation of 
the PCI it would not have been created without trust (an element of the contextual 
envnonment) as a facilitating mechanism
It is the set of sectorally, rather than spatially, specific factors which have been 
identified as the motivations for the alliance formation (see Section 8 7 m Chapter 8) 
Maiket conditions in relation to the procurement of large public printing contracts 
weie such that Irish firms had zero market share because their European counterparts, 
with economies of scale and scope, had created barriers to entry Individually, the 
five rums did not have the scale to compete against European firms Howevei when 
lesouices (physical and human) were combined, efficiency was created that enabled 
the removal of entry barriers In addition to this there was a desire to obtain synergies 
in technology and information sharing
Maiket conditions alone however did not trigger the creation of the PCI 
Envnonmental conditions such as the rate of technological change and internal 
conditions (within firms) such as the lack of efficiency (in terms of scale) and a 
divcise lange of skills (knowledge) and technology m production processes 
(pioperty) combined to create a climate where firms had one of two choices either 
co-operate to prosper or compete against one another and run the risk of reduced 
maigms and profits
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The contextual environment however, is what has moulded the PCI and transformed 
it fiom d theoietical solution to an industry problem to an actual functioning entity 
capable of resolving certain sectoral issues Within this contextual environment lies 
the initial entrepreneunal vision of the firms’ managing directors More importantly, 
howevei, is the lole of trust and its involvement in the co-ordmation of the PCI
The industiy’s common value system promotes core values of secrecy and rivalry - 
both of which have prevented co-operation from taking place in the past A sub­
system for the creation of common values is however, engendered m the industry 
lepiesentative oigamsation- the Irish Printers Federation (IPF) -  that acts as a vehicle 
foi chaiactenstic, institutional and knowledge based trust
Like the tiust that evolved between the leader firm (Superqumn) and its supplier 
(Oceanpath) m the fish processing sector there is a temporal dimension to the creation 
of a ti ustmg environment m the case of the PCI firms Four of the five MDs served 
togethei on the council of the IPF over a twenty-year period Repeated social 
mtciaction m an institutional envnonment (representative organisation) has played an 
important role in fostering trust and co-operation in the case of the PCI It is not 
automatic that knowledge, institutions or even common characteristics are translated 
into tiust (Dwivedi et al, 2003) Often there is a trial period in which repeated 
tiansactions and close ties allow for the formation of trust For the PCI, this trial 
pcuod is evidenced m the two-year penod prior to formalisation Through joint 
sci vice on the IPF council (lather than mere membership of the federation) the MDs 
had lepeated dealings with one another and a common background was established 
upon which a mutual understanding was developed This meant that MDs could 
undertake an activity with the expectation that they would have a framework of action 
in common with one another (Storper, 1997b p45) Through personal inteiaction the 
MDs acquired extensive knowledge of one another- further instilling the basis for
tl LISt
The initial arrangement among the four original PCI member firms (that operated for 
two yeais) could be classed as a social network as it was co-ordinated without 
contiact Despite the creation of a formalised governance structure in 2002 -
embodied m a three page contract binding the firms as partners and including the 
appointment of a managing director to oversee the PCFs operation -  the consortium
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operates largely on the basis of individuals' “word” rather than any formal 
conti actual stipulation In other words, it is the particular contextual environment 
descubed above that has led to the PCI’s operational success
Unlike the fish processing sector where trust, in part, has developed because of actors 
geogiaphical proximity to one another the basis foi trust between PCI member firms 
is oiganisational rather than spatial proximity Although the PCI firms are located 
neaiby one another trust was the outcome of inter-personal exchanges and joint 
sci vice of the member firms’ managing directors on the IPF council In theory, 
thciefoie, co-operation could have taken place between spatially dispersed firms
What the printing case study shows is that a prevailing set of conventions which 
determine the action frameworks of firms m sectors can be overridden by a new or 
indeed, sub-set of conventions that are created socially and institutionally and result 
in the foimation of bureaucratic networks
10 2 4 Contextual and Transactional Environments in the Bakery Sector
The conventions (i e rules of game) in the bakery sector, like the general set of values 
in the printing sector, promote secrecy and nvalry in the transactional environment 
Unlike the printing sector however, a new sub-set of conventions have failed to 
erneige and so the predominant firm type is “stand-alone” (see Section 2 8 in Chapter 
2 foi an explanation of this firm type) The failure to develop a new set of 
conventions is attributable to aspects of the tiansactional environment for example the 
dominance of puce competition Nurturing and re-generating the existing set of 
conventions is a large firm that, in contrast to the leadei firm in the fish-processing 
sector, engages in highly formalised sub-contracting arrangements with zero scope 
foi lelational exchange What this means is that the small firm sub-contractors have 
little opportunity to learn through interaction as the “leader” firm controls the outward 
flow of knowledge by favouring short-term agreements over longer relational based 
paitneiships This serves to insulate small firms from opportunities to acquire new 
knowledge thus preventing innovation from occurring
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In the print sector the creation of a sub-set of values (1 e trust) is linked to the 
mdustiy’s supporting organisation In other words the trade association has provided 
an envnonment where trust is fostered through actors’ joint participation on its 
council What this means is that m the print sector there exists a level of “institutional 
thickness” capable of changing the prevailing contextual environment and inducing 
co-operation This is however, not the case m the bakery sector The reasons for this 
aic as follows first, inter-organisational livalry permeates the two trade associations 
pi eventing any collective or integrated approach to industry needs, second, the split at 
intei -01 gamsational level means that firms are unable to find “common ground” upon 
which co-opeiative processes might be built and third, trade association agendas are 
swayed by the power of large firms or groups of firms to address the issues most 
peitment to them As a result, trade association initiatives to encourage co-operation 
(e g joint purchasing) among small sized bakeries are suppressed
Othei stiuctuial characteristics however, have played a role in maintaining inter-firm 
11valiy and seciecy, primarily the age and ownership profile of bakeiy firms Given 
that the firms m operation in North Dublin have been located there for some time 
(eg one firm was established in the late 19lil century while others began their 
operations m the mid to late 20th century) and were in existence during the price wars 
of the late 1980s, the memory of destructive competition is not far from the nnnds of 
then directors Through continued family involvement (both ownership and control) 
this memoiy is passed from generation to generation The values of uvalry and 
scciecy dictate the action frameworks of firms and so co-operation is avoided so as to 
hedge against opportunistic behaviour
10 2 5 Contextual and Transactional Environments in the Three Sectors 
Explaining the Differences
Although each of the sectors are characterised by some degree of uncertainty, the way 
in which firms m fish processing, printing and bakery have lesponded to such 
uncertainty is hugely divergent We outlined m Section 2 4 6 in Chapter 2 that co­
operation between firms facilitates the reduction of strategic uncertainty and that 
stiuctural change leads to modification of organisational structure We described how 
iclationships evolve from organic, spontaneous forms to more structured, conscious
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and deliberate linkages depending upon the degree of uncertainty The implications 
foi oiganisational structure are that firms are orientated more towards deliberate co- 
oidmation or ownership integration than organically co-ordinated forms of intei-firm 
lelationships
Before we explain the causes of the differences m inter-firm relationships in the three 
seclois let us reiterate briefly the uncertainty that is characteristic of each of the 
sectors hi the fish processing case study, the leader firm-suppher relationship is 
fiamed in a context of uncertainty with regard to food safety whereby control over 
standard of production, range of products etc was necessitated by growing consumer 
concerns about the safety of fresh produce In addition to this, fish processors were 
faced with structural change due to consolidation on the purchasing side This 
lesulted in the consolidation of processors or processors searching for ways of 
differentiating themselves We showed that a coping mechanism for dealing with 
such structural change is to seek some type of external affiliation
Within the printing sector technological change has meant that firms have had to 
adapt and modify the way 111 which they produce outputs The rate of techno logical 
change is high which means capital investment in equipment carries a high risk -  the 
nsk of functional obsolescence Throughout the 1990’s changes m a specific market 
sei viced by the printing sector took place that caused Irish print firms to concede 
maiket share to their European counterparts (see Section 8 6 in Chapter 8) 
Uncertainties in relation to re-entering this market were brought to the forefront as 
individual Insh firms lacked the scale and diverse range of skills and services to 
compete against European firms
Uncertainties m the bakery sector surround the government withdrawal of letail price 
maintenance and bread subsidies to bakeries Structural change m the form of 
lationahsation processes and bakery closures together with changes in bread 
pioduction introduced low price generic branded products In addition to this, per 
capita bread consumption m Ireland is below the European average Falling consumei 
demand foi certain products (sliced pan) and rising consumer demand for others (i e 
speciality breads) has further fuelled a climate of uncertainty m the sector
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Stoiper (1997b p41) suggests that uncertainty can be resolved through convention 
among actors but that the form of resolution is not determined by the uncertainty 
itself Applying this rationale to each of the sectors it is clear that mechanisms foi 
dealing with uncertainty will be different so long as the conventions that underlie 
firms’ behaviour are also different In other wotds, the existence of uncertainty alone 
will not lead to the development of co-operation, instead some social institution 01 
pie-existmg tiust will induce the co-operation where co-ordination integiation is 
favouied Uncertainty, however, can also be managed through vertical ownership 
integiation as an alternative
The underlying set of conventions m each of the sectors determines the way in which 
fiims tespond to uncertainty Given the particular set of conventions (see Section 
10 2 4 above) that determine firms’ behaviour in the bakery sector it is not surprising 
that the mechanism for copmg with uncertainty is vertical integration Furthermore, 
the pievalence of large bureaucratic industry groups that favour short-term 
contiactual lather than long-term collaborative interaction with their sub-contractors 
as well as stand-alone firms shows that responses to uncertainty do not necessarily 
involve co-opeiation
In the punting sector the response to changes in the procurement market could have 
led fiims to vertically integrate Instead, a more immediate response m the form of co- 
oidination integration was pursued that allowed for sharing of resources (property and 
knowledge) without loss of autonomy This however, was only made possible by a 
sub-set of the prevailing sectoral conventions (referred to m Section 10 2 3 above)
In the fish-processmg sector the uncertainties (as described above) were tackled 
through the socially co-ordinated leader firm-suppher relationship The social rathei 
than buieaucratic nature of the co-ordmation is attributable to the set of conventions 
and tiust created during repeated economic exchanges The more geneial set of 
conventions of fair competition and collective action meant that the supplier was pre­
disposed to social rather than bureaucratic means of resolution
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What is common to both the fish processing and printing sectors is the entrepreneurial 
vision on die part of the individuals involved in the co-operative processes This 
selves to further complicate our explanation for the disparate responses to uncertainty 
in these sectors Taking entrepreneurial vision out of the equation it is possible that 
the inter-firm relationships (m print and fish processing) may have taken different 
tiajectones Entiepreneunal vision therefore forms part of the contextual 
cnvnonment
The differences m inter-firm dynamics m each of the sectors converge with the theory 
(discussed in Section 2 4 4 in Chapter 2) that the degree to which firms co-operate 
with one another is largely dependent upon the industry or sector to which they 
belong and that interindustry differences can help to explain the variations m mter- 
oigamsational relationships across industries (Ebers and Jarillo, 1997/1998) We cited 
intensity of competition, the degree of uncertainty, power structures and minimum 
scale of production as some of these industry factors
In fish processing and printing, competition is based on quality, service and delivery 
wheieas m bakery it is largely based on price It is price competition that jeopardises 
co-operative processes (see Section 2 4 5 in Chapter 2) and in the bakery sector it is 
one of many factors that when combined have prevented co-operation from taking 
place Power structures in the bakery sector are such that the interests of small firms 
ai e not represented at supporting organisation level which means that third party co- 
oidmation of co-operation will be quashed by large firm members This small firm 
veisus large firm conflict is not a feature of either the printing or fish processing 
sectors These elements of the transactional environment serve to further differentiate 
the sectois from one another and add another dimension to our understanding of mter- 
sectoial differences
It is clear therefore that the different contextual environments m each of the sectors 
have shaped the various outcomes i e inter-firm relationships Structural differences 
in each of the sector’s transactional environments have however also played a role It 
can be concluded therefore that differences in inter-firm dynamics are attributable to 
interplay between these two environments m each of the sectors
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In the fish processing sector, co-operation between fishermen and processors has 
ensuied the suivival of the primary piocessoi This is due to the fact that price 
squeezing is not a tactic employed by secondary processors when sourcing inputs 
Horn fishermen Co-operation between firms and the industry’s supporting 
oiganisation have allowed small firms to add marketing expertise to their set of 
capabilities, as the majority of small firm processors do not have in-house marketing 
expertise Co-operation among competitors m Howth m the form of information 
shanng (commercial) has facilitated benchmarking that otherwise would not have 
occuiied
The leader firm-suppher co-operation has resulted in improvements in the supphei 
piocessor’s production process, its product range and its quality standards In the 
absence of co-operation these improvements would not have been made The leadei 
fnm has played an important role m shaping its supplier’s innovation enabling 
capabilities (see Sections 7 3, 7 10 3 and 7 12 3 m Chapter 7) Acting as source of 
external knowledge the leader finn has significantly enhanced its supplier’s 
tiansformative capabilities Furthermore, by providing financial support the leader 
fnm has improved the supplier’s configurational capabilities In short, the co- 
opeiative relationship has resulted in innovation
In the punting sector, alliance formation has facilitated the sharing of risk by 
combining capabilities and lesources to tackle declining market share Co-operation 
has lesulted in the winning of large contracts that Irish firms tendering on an 
individual basis, would not have won Moreover, it has created additional mutual 
benefits such as information sharing and cost savings on input purchases Key to the 
success of collaboration is the third party co-ordination efforts of the PCI managing 
director who overseas the consortium’s operation and facilitates information sharing
10 4 Answers to Research Questions
10 3 The Importance of Co-operation m the Sectors
In Chapter 1 we asked the following two questions
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Do clusters o f  industry exist in North Dublin?
2 What theory can best explain the reasons for and processes o f clustering or 
non-clustering as presented in Noi th Dublin ?
In 01 der to complete our discussion and to link the case study findings and analyses 
(Pait II of the dissertation) to the cluster literature and the Irish industrial context 
(Pait I of the dissertation) we provide answers to these two questions
10 4 1 Do Clusters o f  Industry Exist in North Dublin 9
In Chapter 2 (Sections 2 4 and 2 4 1) we described how spatial concentrations of 
mdustiy were deemed to be industrial clusters if there was some kind of mter- 
connectivity between firms From the literature we established that this 
mteiconnectivity involves co-operative rather than purely market based forms of 
intei action All three industrial sectors (fish processing, printing and bakery) display 
vanous levels of concentration m North Dublin and therefore fulfil, in pait, some of 
the cluster criteria In fact, there are a large number of sectors in North Dublin that 
display spatial concentration (see Chapter 5) but through initial qualitative enquiries 
(i e interviews) it was revealed that co-operation was largely absent from these firm 
concenti ations and therefore no further investigations were pursued
In both fish processing and printing there is evidence of co-operation however it is 
moic vaned and generic in the former and limited and specific m the latter In 
Chaptei 2 (Section 2 3 1) we raised the issue of size and scale of clusters noting that 
geneially clusters are perceived to be critical masses of large-scale international 
industries (Porter, 1998) At the same time, we were keen to emphasise that the scale 
of employment need not be particularly large What was more important was firms’ 
ability to produce synergy through their geographic proximity and interdependence 
(Rosenfeld, 1997) Although the scale of co-operative activity among firms m the fish 
piocessing and printing sectors is not pronounced it is none the less synergistic by 
vntue of various interdependencies between and among firms For this reason we 
suggest that both sectors m North Dublin display elements of cluster activity and may 
theicfore be classed as a type of local cluster
\
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In teims of types of cluster development (see Section 2 3 3 m Chapter 2) the fish- 
piocessing sector in North Dublin can be classed as a local “working” cluster 
Although it is not at the mature or advanced stage of development (as per Rosenfeld, 
1995, 1997) theie exists social infrastructure capable of generating networks, which 
keeps the flow of information continuous The elements of activity in the fish 
piocessing sector that constitute clustering are horizontal co-operation in the form of 
information (commercial) sharing, input sharing and fair competition, vertical co­
operation is the form of resource and information (technical) sharing, and the 
collaboiative, socially co-ordmated partnership between a leader firm and its supplier 
that has lesulted in co-design practices, lesource and information sharing and the 
leadei fnm acting as a bridge to technical know-how In the fish-processing sectoi the 
emphasis is firmly on collective rather than independent action This is reinforced at 
supporting organisational level through various support mechanisms that favour 
collective ovei individual approaches Sometimes referred to as institutional thickness 
(see Section 2 7 in Chapter 2), the presence of such a third party organisation further 
sticngthens the argument that clustering is a feature of this sector
As stated above, the co-operation documented in the printing sector is limited in that 
it is specific to five firms m Dublin Although the PCI is a network it shares some 
charactensties with the new and emerging configurations of industrial districts such as 
the Italian gruppi phenomenon (see Section 8 13 1 in Chapter 8) Moreovei, the PCI 
lepiesents a collective approach to the solution of an industry wide problem Such 
collective action is characteristic of firms’ behavioui m industrial districts If, as 
stated above, scale is not an issue then what is revealed in the printing sectoi can be 
classed as a type of cluster or industrial district The way m which fitms have 
oigamsed themselves le  into stage and final firms, based on their individual 
capabilities (property and knowledge based resources) mimics the pattern of 
development in an Italian industrial district (see Section 8 13 1m  Chapter 8) In both 
the printing sector in North Dublin and the textile industrial district m Prato, Italy, a 
new competitive context warranted organisational restructuring so as to hedge against 
loss of maiket share
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Tiaditionally, Italian industrial districts feature flexible specialisation co-ordinated on 
the basis of close family and other social inter-relationships We have discussed 
however, how the districts are undergoing organisational change (see Section 7 3 in 
Chaptei 7) and how a range of co-ordination mechanisms (see Sections 7 4 to 7 5 in 
Chaptei 7) may be employed Therefore industrial districts are open to a much wider 
interpietation than previously thought What is key to the concept is not the form of 
oiganisation but what underpins it le  trust and co-operation (Paniccia, 1998) (see 
Section 7 3 m Chapter 7) -  both of which are elements of the PCI (see Section 8 9 in 
Chaptei 8) In the case of the PCI it was the supporting organisation that provided a 
common institutional context within which inter-personal trust was fostered
Despite a concentration of firms m the bakery sector it cannot be classed as an 
industiial cluster In cluster typology terms it could however be thought of as an 
undeiachieving cluster (see Section 2 3 3 in Chapter 2) given that there is the scale 
and opportunities for cluster activity yet at the same time there exists a void in the 
social fabric that prevents co-operation from taking place (Rosenfeld, 1995) Given 
the extent to which distrust and rivalry permeates every organisational level of the 
sectoi (i e fnni and supporting organisation), together with firms’ preference for a 
stand-alone rather than networked status and the more recent types of sub-contracting 
relationships that favour highly bureaucratic rather than relational contracting as a 
means of co-ordination it is fair to conclude that the bakery sector in North Dublin is 
not a clustei
Fuitheimoie there are significant barrieis to cluster formation m the sector As per 
Section 2 7 in Chapter 2 these relate to its institutional structure, the degree of 
legional insularity and the lack of skills (although there have been recent efforts to 
impiove the level of skills through the Skillnet Programme) We have already 
commented on institutional structure in Section 10 2 4 above In the same section we 
descube the nature of subcontracting lelationships that effectively curtail the 
diffusion of knowledge and contribute to regional insularity in the bakery sector m 
Noi th Dublin
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10 4 2 What Theory Can Best Explain the Reasons for and Processes o f Clustering 
ot Non-Clustering as Presented ui North Dublin ?
Befoie answenng this question it should be noted that we agree with Brown (2000a) 
who suggests that there is no unifying cluster theory but ‘rather a broad range of 
theoncs which constitute the logic of clusters’
Theie aie elements of three theories and models of development Porter’s clusters, 
mdustnal distncts and regional systems of innovation that offer explanations as to 
why fiims have clustered in North Dublin and indeed why they have not It should be 
noted however, that there are a numbei of other theories which come under the 
umbrella of these three related streams of literature
While Porter’s theory in general does not fit neatly into local and regional analysis of 
lush industry (see Chapter 2 and Section 3 4 1 m Chapter 3 as to why this is) there 
are some fundamental elements of his theory that explain the motivation behind 
ccrtain co-operative processes m North Dublin For Porter (1998), ‘a higher order 
advantage m the hierarchy of sources of competitive advantage in terms of 
sustainability’ is the external relationships that a firm has with other firms The 
nuitilling of and investment in inter-firm relationships is therefore motivated by a 
desire to achieve some kind of competitive advantage This is true of the leader firm- 
supplier partnership in the fish-processmg sector and of the consortium of firms in the 
punting sector While Porter comments on the facilitating conditions for the 
foimation of clusters his emphasis is more on clusters as a whole rather than its 
constituent firms Where Porter’s theory falls short the industrial district literature and 
to a lesser extent (in this case) the literature on innovation bridges the gap m 
understanding the reasons for and processes of clustering as presented in North 
Dublin Where clustering is absent (i e in the bakery sector) the industrial distnct 
hteiature has also provided theoretical reasoning
In the fish-piocessing sector there is a mix of co-operative forms (both vertical and 
honzontal) that can be explained by both the “old” and “new” or evolving literature 
on mdustnal districts The horizontal co-operation among co-located firms is co- 
oidinated organically m that shared values and norms of economic behaviour regulate
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intei action and allow for the sharing of commercial information Furthermore, the 
collective action that is characteristic of inter-firm relationships in industrial districts 
is also present among processors m Howth The co-operatively competitive 
envnonment in which films operate can be attributed to the particular set of 
conventions and social trust that are both historical and familial in context The 
industnal district literature tells us that specialisation further contributes to co- 
opeiative competition Among fish processors m North Dublin theie is a degree of 
specialisation that has facilitated the sharing of inputs 1 e co-operative processes
The new industrial district literature, in particular the leader firm literature has 
enabled us to explain the reasons for and processes involved m the partnership 
between Oceanpath and Superquinn and to highlight it as a mode of economic co- 
oidination and development (see Chapter 7) Linking the industrial district literature 
to the literature on innovation we have been able to highlight Superqumn (the leader 
fiim) as a “budge firm” îe  the source of technical know-how for its supplier, 
Oceanpath, and as an enhancer of its supplier’s configurational capabilities in 
innovation piocesses
To explain the reasons for and processes involved in the printing sector’s PCI, mter- 
oiganisational theory under the umbrella of the industrial district literature has 
enabled us to identify the reasons or motivating conditions for relationship formation 
(see Sections 8 3 and 8 7 in Chapter 8) However, trust -  the basis of inter-firm co- 
opeiation in industrial districts -  is identified as a facilitating mechanism By relating 
Him behavioui (l e gruppi) in the industrial district of Prato, Italy to PCI firm 
behavioui we can understand more about why structured co-operation has emerged in 
the sector The industrial district literature stresses that non-firm organisations (e g 
trade associations) have a special role to play m supporting and underpinning mter- 
fmn co-operation We have shown that it has been essential m the case of the PCI 
Without a shared institutional environment, inter-personal trust, upon which the 
consoitium was initially co-ordinated, would not have been fostered What this tells 
us is that the alliance formation and its subsequent successful co-ordination would not 
have been possible without the presence of “institutional thickness” As with the fish- 
piocessmg sector, the mter-firm dynamics documented in the PCI have greater 
meaning when compared to inter-firm dynamics documented elsewhere î e Italian
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mdusti lal distncts Furthermore without the study and application of industrial district 
hteiatuie to these case studies we would not have fully explored the nature of mter- 
firm dynamics and therefore would not have fully understood the patterns of 
development m these sectors
In the bakeiy sector one explanation for the lack of clustering -  e co-operative mter- 
fnm relationships -  comes somewhat paradoxically from the industrial district 
hteiatuie As stated in Section 9 2 in Chapter 9 this literature accords a central role to 
non-economic forces such as conventions and norms in shaping industrial 
development Advanced forms of co-operation found m the Italian industrial districts 
aie thought to be underpinned by the social community, which upholds supportive 
sets of values There are some suggestions however, that m a small minority of cases 
the leveise is also true In other words that non-co-operation is maintained by a social 
community, which upholds values of opportunism, rivalry and/or destructive 
competition (Pamccia, 1998) By applying this logic to inter-firm dynamics in the 
bakeiy sector we understand why firms choose to act as stand-alone rather than 
netwoiked entities The emergence of bureaucratic networks in the bakery sector has 
also been related to the industrial district literature -  showing that 41‘leader-firms” do 
not always have a positive impact upon their sub-contracting suppliers, particularly 
when lelational contracting is avoided
Each of the case study chapters (7, 8 and 9) descubes m detail the different theories 
that best explain clustering or non-clustering The above offers a summary of what 
has alieady been discussed
10 5 Summary of Contribution to Knowledge
Although lesearch has previously been conducted on local and regional clustering in 
h eland using an alternative framework to that of Michael Porter’s, namely an 
appioach based on the industrial district literature, this thesis is the first to examine, in 
h eland, all of a local economy’s industrial sectors for cluster activity Moreover, the 
fiamewoik foi examination and analysis is bioadei than any other previously used as 
it has combined a number of related streams of literature
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Individually, the three case studies contribute to knowledge of inter-firm dynamics 
specific to a location and a sector By comparing and contrasting the nature of inter- 
fnm lelationships in the three sectors fish processing, printing, and bakery, we 
identify the causes of disparate trajectones m firms’ interactive processes Although 
these findings cannot be geneiahsed they make a significant contribution to 
knowledge by building on and adding to existing cluster theories
Fiuthennore, our acknowledgement that clusteis aie not a feature of every local and 
legional economy has enabled us to contribute to knowledge of how and why clusters 
fail to emeige detailing the sectoral (transactional) and locational (contextual) factois 
at play
The end result is a piece of work that adds significantly to knowledge of local 
economic development m Ireland In the context of current enterprise and cluster 
development policies (see Section 3 3 2 Chapter 3) and the history of over-reliance on 
foieign owned multinational enterprises (MNEs) for economic development, the 
findings of the fish processing and printing case studies (Chapters 7 and 8) show that 
economic development is possible based on co-operation among indigenous firms 
without MNE involvement
10 6 Suggestions for Further Research
Fmther lesearch should explore inter-firm dynamics in the fish processing, printing 
and bakeiy sectors m local and regional locations, other than North Dublin The 
lephcation of case studies in other regional locations would mean that theories 
developed herein could be supported, refined or adapted In doing so, these additional 
case studies would contribute to a process of cumulative theory formation
Theie is significant scope for further research on inter-firm dynamics in non- 
manufacturing sectors such as financial services and internationally traded services -  
both of which display significant concentrations in North Dublin (as per Chapter 5) It 
was not possible to explore these herein as the parameters of this study would not 
peimit it
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Chapter 11: Conclusions
11 1 The post-Porter approach adopted m this dissertation has enabled us to reveal, 
at a local level, previously unknown characteristics of three sectors of 
industry The combined quantitative and qualitative approach to identification 
together with the qualitative approach to evaluation (based on three sti earns of 
i elated literature) has facilitated much more in-depth analysis of inter-firm 
îelationships than if a single model or Portenan approach had been îelied 
upon
11 2 The inter-firm relationships described in the fish processing and printing case 
studies highlight the merits of collective rather than independent action In 
development terms the findings of these two case studies are significant First 
because the co-operative links involved aie between and among indigenous 
firms Given Ireland’s and indeed North Dublin’s history of over-rehance on 
foieign MNEs for employment and development it is important that 
indigenous industry strengthens itself Second, development agencies have 
historically favoured linkages between indigenous firms and foreign owned 
firms for development While we agiee that such linkages are important we 
suggest a more balanced approach to industrial development The case study 
findings show that it is possible, though co-operative links among a group of 
indigenous firms, for companies to innovate, grow (e g the partnership 
between Oceanpath and Superquinn m the fish processing sector) and win new 
maiket share (eg  the PCI in the printing sector)
1 13  The distinct lack of co-opeiation among firms in the bakery sector highlights 
that spatial concentration of firms does not automatically imply cluster activity 
l e some co-operative mterconnectivity between firms In fact co-operation 
was found to be largely negligible among firms in some sectois identified as 
having a high spatial concentration in North Dublin
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J 1 4 The role that a shared location has played in shaping the buyer-suppher 
partnership in the fish processing sector and the alliance in the printing sector 
differs from the way it is generally prescribed m the cluster literature Trust, 
upon which the PCI was formed, was fostered in a shared organisational 
environment rather than a spatial one Through joint participation and service 
m the industry’s representative organisation -  IPF -  relational exchange 
between and among the firms’ managing directors led to interpersonal trust It 
is possible therefore, in theory, for the five PCI firms to have been 
geographically dispersed and still to have forged an alliance
In the fish processing sector the buyer-suppher partnership emerged less 
because of close proximity to one another and more because of a history of 
mtei -personal links between individual buyers m the buyer firm and one of the 
co-founders of the supplier finn However co-location has enhanced the 
degree of collaboration Similarly, the spatial proximity between the PCI finns 
has facilitated the co-ordination of the alliance’s physical operation e g 
arrangement of meetings, on-site visits (sharing of information) and the co- 
oidination of finishing and delivery logistics
A shared location has however, been integral to the development of horizontal 
co-operative links m the fish processing sector Almost daily interaction 
between fimis’ employees and owners/managers at the local fish auction has 
cieated an environment where information (commercial) is shared
115 We found that leader finns can have both a positive impact (in the fish 
processing case study) and a negative impact (in the bakery case study) on 
then suppliers depending upon how the relationship is co-ordmated In the 
foimer the leader firm has significantly enhanced the supplier’s innovation 
enabling capabilities as well as facilitating new custom In the latter 
buieaucratic co-ordination without room for mutual adjustment has limited the 
extent to which knowledge can be exchanged as ‘learning by interacting’ has 
been impeded by contractual obligations
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116 Supporting organisations can play an important role in fostering co-operation 
In the print sector the common value system has promoted core values of 
secrecy and rivalry however a sub-system for the creation of common values 
is engendered in the industry representative organisation that acts as a vehicle 
foi chaiacteristic, institutional and knowledge based trust Where rivalry 
exists at supporting organisational level (as m the bakery sector) there are 
difficulties in creating such a sub-system
117 The failure of bakery firms to co-operate is due to a number of factors and the 
interplay between them The conventions (rules of play) under which firms 
opei ate propagate a set of industry values 1 e secrecy and rivalry In other 
words they provide the context within which all transactions are conducted 
Intertwined with this set of conventions is the way in which firms compete 
with one another Competition based on price has reinforced inter-firm rivalry 
Ti ade associations are incapable of providing a new co-operative context due 
to the fact that mter-orgamsational rivalry permeates the two trade 
associations In the absence of a collective or integrated approach to industry 
needs the “distance” between firms is further promoted
118 An analytical framework based on the concepts of contextual and 
ti ansactional environments has enabled us to identify the causes of disparate 
tiajectones in firms’ interactive processes The different contextual 
environments m each of the sectors have shaped the various outcomes i e 
inter-firm relationships Structural differences in each of the sector’s 
ti ansactional environments have however also played a role It can be 
concluded therefore that differences m inter-firm dynamics are attributable to 
mtei play between these two environments in each of the sectors
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Appendix A
List of District Electoral Divisions (DEDs) included in the study
Fingal
Airport
Ballbnggan Rural
Balbnggan Uiban
Baldoyle
Balgiiffin
Balyboghil
Balscadden
B lanchardsto wn-Abbotsto wn
Blanchardstown- Blakestown
Blanchardstown Coolmine
Blanchardstown- Coi duff
Blanchaidstown -Delwood
Blanchaidstown - Mulhudart
Blanchardstown-Roselawn
Blanchaidstown- Tyirelstown
Castleknock -Knockmaroon
Castleknock - Paik
Clonmethan
Donabate
Dubbei
Gamstown
Hollywood
Holmpatnck
Howth
Kilsallaghan
Kinsaley
Lucan Noith
Lusk
Malahide East
Malahide West
Poitmarnock North
Poitmarnock South
Rush
Skemes
Sutton
Swoids-rorrest
Swoids-Glasmoie
Swoids-Lissenhall
Swoids-Seatown
SwoidsVillage
The Waid
Tuinapin
Dublin County Borough North
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1
2
n
4
5
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7
8
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14
15
16
17
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19
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22
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24
25
26
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40
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45
46
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48
49
50
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52
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54
55
56
Aiian Quay A 
Aiian Quay B 
Aiian Quay C 
Aiian Quay D 
Aiian Quay E 
Ashtown A 
Ashtown B 
Ayi field 
Ballybough A 
Ballybough B 
Ballygall A 
Ballygall B 
Ballygall C 
Ballygall D 
Ballymun A 
Ballymun B 
Ballymun C 
Ballymun D 
Ballymun E 
Ballymun F 
Beaumont A 
Beaumont B 
Beaumont C 
Beaumont D 
Beaumont E 
Beaumont F 
Botanic A 
Botanic B 
Botanic C 
Cabia East A 
Cabia East B 
Cabia East C 
Cabia West A 
Cabia West B 
Cabia West C 
Cabia West D 
Clontarf East A 
Clontaif East B 
Clontaif East C 
Clontarf East D 
Clontaif East E 
Clontaif West A 
Clontaif West B 
Clontaif West C 
Clontaif West D 
Clontaif West E 
Diumcondia South A 
Diuncondia South B 
Diumcondia South C 
Edenmoie 
Finglas North A 
Finglas North B 
Finglas North C 
Tinglas South A 
Finglas South B 
Finglas South C
Finglas South D 
Grace Park 
Giange A 
Gi ange B 
Giange C 
Giange D 
Giange E 
Harmonstown A 
Haï monstown B 
Kilmoi e A 
Kilmore B 
Finglas South D 
Grace Park 
Giange A 
Grange B 
Giange C 
Grange D 
Giange E 
Harmonstown A 
Harmonstown B 
Inns Quay A 
Inns Quay B 
Inns Quay C 
Kilmoi e A 
Kilmoi e B 
Kilmoi e C 
Kilmore D 
Mountjoy A 
Mountjoy B 
North City 
North Dock A 
North Dock B 
Noith Dock C 
Phoenix Paik 
Pnoiswood A 
Prioiswood B 
Pnoiswood C 
Pnoiswood D 
Pnoiswood E 
Raheny-Foxfield 
Raheny-Greendale 
Raheny-St Assam 
Whitehall A 
Whitehall B 
Whitehall C 
Whitehall D
cso
No
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
69
70
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
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87
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Appendix B
List of Interviews Conducted
Name of 
Intel viewee
Michael Galvin 
lohn O’Dea 
Conoi Agnew
Tom Kennedy 
Gus Iones
Ten Smith
Deiidie Ciaven
Linda Ciosbie
Bi eegc Kennedy
Susan Byme
Una Cahalan
Seamus
Organisation/Company
Fingal County Council 
Enterprise Ireland 
IDA
Enterprise Ireland 
IDA
Enterprise Ireland 
Enterprise Ireland 
Enterprise Ireland 
Enterprise Ireland 
Enterprise Ireland 
Enterprise Ireland 
Enterprise Ireland
Position within 
Organisation/Firm
Head of 
Development
East Regional 
Manager
East Regional 
Manager
Coordinator of 
Edge Cities 
Network Initiative
Head of Linkages
Head of Financial 
and Internationally 
Traded Services
Development 
Advisor -  Fish 
Processing
Development 
Advisor -  Financial 
Software
Development 
Advisor -  Financial 
Software
Development 
Advisor-Paper 
Print & Publishing
Development 
Advisor -  Paper 
Print & Publishing
Development 
Advisor -  Bakery 
Foods
Development
Anne Mane Farrelly Fingal County Council
Date of 
Interview
October, 2002
October, 2002 
April, 2003
October, 2002 
April, 2003
May, 2003 
June, 2003
June, 2003
June, 2003
June, 2003
July, 2003 
December 2004
July, 2003
July, 2003 
January 2005
July, 2003
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MacLoughlin Advisor -  Bakery 
Foods
Biendan Logue
Oilagh Murphy 
Iim Law lei 
Ken Ecock
Dancn Wnght
Bnan Kelly 
Geraldine Lane
Cathenne Mornsson 
Collette Crowne 
Loican O’hObain 
Pat Gaivey
Eamonn Manning 
Patncia Manning
IDA Head of
International 
Financial Services 
Centre
Enterprise Ireland Development
Advisor - 
Electronics
Enterprise Ireland & 
Federation of Aerospace 
Enterprises in Ireland
Director of AMT 
Ireland &
Secretariat of FAEI
Oceanpath Director and
Business Relations 
Manager
Wrights of Howth Managing Director 
(Simro)
Superquinn Buyer
Bord Iascaigh Mhara 
(BJM) -  Irish Sea 
Fisheries Board
Bord Iascaigh Mhara
(BIM)
Bord Iascaigh Mhara
(BIM)
Printing Consortium of Managing Director 
Ireland
Flour Confectioners & Secretary & Public 
Bakers Association Relations Officer 
(FCBA) Programme
Manager of Bakers 
and Confectioners 
Skillnet
Manning’s Bakery Director
Golden Bake Ltd Sales and
Marketing Managei
July, 2003
August 2003
August 2003 
September 2004
September 2003
November 2004 
November 2004
November 2004 
November 2004 
December 2004 
Januaiy 2005
Tanuary 2005 
Tanuary 2005
July, 2003
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Kevin Claven 
Yolanda Co gli 1 an
Kylemore Bakery 
Coghlan’s Bakery Financial Controller
Operations
Manager
Januaiy 2005 
lanuaiy 2005
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Appendix C
Interview Questions
Questions for Superquinn
1 Superquinn Supplier Partnership (SSP)
a) What influenced the development of the SSP7
b) Upon what catena were the 10 partners selected?
c) How have Superquinn benefited from the supplier partnership? (Detail 
tangible and intangible benefits)
d) Describe how the partnership is managed?
c) Is there a structure/forum whereby partners interact with one another? 
(Opportunities to learn from one another)
f Is there an overall strategy to which all partners must adhere?
2 Superquinn and Oceanpath
a It has been said that selection was based upon - Commitment Trust and 
Openness 
How have Oceanpath demonstrated 
1 Commitment 
it Trust 
111 Openness
b Did any other factors contribute to Oceanpath’s suitability for 
partnership?
c Commitment (in the SSP) has been described as “both sides fully
committing all lesoutces to an agreed change programme by a given 
time frame” Damien Carolan
iv What was the agreed change programme foi Oceanpath?
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v. Have Superquinn chosen courses of action for Oceanpath? 
Have these courses of action developed Oceanpath’s 
capabilities in Superquinn’s opinion
vi. Have Superquinn directed Oceanpath’s capital investment 
programme?
vii. What was the time limit for change? (Has the change 
programme been completed?)
viii. What Superquinn resources were committed to the change 
programme?
How is Oceanpath’s performance measured?
Is there a review process for the partnership?
How has geographical proximity facilitated the relationship?
What controls do Superquinn maintain over
i. Production
ii. Value added product development
iii. Internal organisation
Detail the number of individuals in Superquinn who have contact (face 
to face meetings, telephone, e-mail etc), with individuals in Superquinn. 
(detailing the role of individuals in each of the firms)
Specify the type of contact, the frequency of such contact and purpose 
(i.e. what kind of information is exchanged?)
How do Oceanpath fit into Superquinn’s business system?
What are the benefits to Superquinn of its partnership with Oceanpath? 
(Detail tangible and intangible)
3 Superquinn, BIM and Oceanpath
cl Describe Superqumn’s role in the implementation of QSP internally and 
within Oceanpath7
b Describe the relationship between Superquinn and BIM7
C What changes have Superquinn had to make as a result of the QSP7
4 Organisation and Strategy
a What are Superqumn’s goals and objectives m business7
b How do these relate to partner’s goals and objectives7
c What is Superqumn’s attitude to i )  competition and competitors 11) suppliers 
in) non-firm organisations
d Describe the business environment within which Superquinn operates7
e Detail the links Superquinn has or has had in the past with any other retailei, 
firm or non-firm organisation (see attached table)
r Have any of these links changed the way m which Superquinn operate7
g What reseaich and development activities do Superquinn engage in7
h How might these be of benefit to Superquinn’s partners7
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l \ p e  ot link 
(e g alliance, 
partnersh ip , 
jo in t venture, 
research 
g ioup)
Com panies/
O rganisations
involved
Year
established (& 
year ceased if 
applicable)
Purpose ol 
link
Benefits to Superquinn
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Questions for Oceanpath -  Interview 1
THE COMPANY
1 a) What is the origin of the firm (Brief History)? Company was founded
in 1991 where} How did it come to set up its operation in North Dublin in 1995?
1 b) What do you think are the main competitive advantages of your
business?
0 Location (e g close not impt impt very impt □
to existing facilities) not impt impt very impt □
») Already established market not impt impt very impt □
Skills of founder not impt impt very impt □
IV) Skills of employees
(c g languages) not impt impt very impt □
V) Innovative product or service not impt impt very impt □
VI) Innovative delivery of
product not impt impt very impt D
vu) Equipment not impt impt very impt □
V l l l ) Know-how not impt impt very impt □
IX) Relatively low cost not impt impt very impt □
X) Knowledge of customers not impt impt very impt □
X l ) Other (if yes, please specify) not impt impt very impt □
1 c) What do you see as the strengths and weaknesses of your location?
PRODUCTS
2 a) What products are currently being produced?
2 b) Have you launched any new products recently?
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2 c) W hat has caused new product development7
Customei feedback [] Changes in Input availability □ Competitor Pressure []
2 d) Has your firm received any awards/ pnzes/accreditation/quality approval7
Yes No 
Specify name and nature of award7
How did it come about7
EMPLOYEES
You’ve indicated 20% skilled employees and 10% trainees in the questionaire 
this accounts for 9 of the 28 employees - How would you describe the skills or 
woi k of other employees7 - adminstration etc
3 a) Have you experienced any problems in relation to availability of skilled 
employees7
3 b) Have you experienced any problems relating to staff turnover7
3 c) The non-national employees - what countries do they come from mainly7
PHYSICAL INPUTS
4 a) Who are your main suppliers7
4 b) Wheie are they located7
4 c) How long have they been your suppliers7
4 d) Aie there any issues related to sourcing of inputs7
4 c) Have you formed any collaborative relationships with other processors on
input sourcing7
4 0 Do you share information about inputs with local competitors7
SERVICES
5 a) What types of services do you outsource7
Eg packaging etc7
5 b) Who are the company's local service providers7
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PRODUCTION
6 a) Desci ibe your production process9
6 b) Have you made any changes to the piocess since the firm formed9
6 c) Tf so, why did these changes come about9
influenced by customer needs - if so is that customer a local one9 
6 d) Have you ever sub-contracted woik out9
If so, to what firm________________________________________________________
And on how many occasions9_______________________________________________
6 e) Have you ever sub-contracted work-in9
Tf so, fiom what firm9_____________________________________________________
And on how many occasions9_______________________________________________
MARKETING AND PROMOTION
7 a) Is Maiketing performed m house or by an out-sourced firm9________________
7 b) Have you ever entered into joint marketing ventures with competitors /
customeis9 Yes No
If so, describe the nature of this joint venture9
8 c) How important is BIM to your firms business9 
In what way does it offer support9
DISTRIBUTION
9 a) How are your products distributed9
9 b) If youi own fleet - is this shared with competitors9 
Would it be something you would considei9 
If not, why not9
OUTPUTS
10 a) Who are the company's customers9
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10 c) How are customer relations maintained9 
COMPETITORS
11 a) Who ai e your competitors9
11 b) Where are they located9
CO-OPERATION AND NETWORKING
We are interested in exploring the various ways that your firm works (or has 
woi ked in the last 5 years) together with other firms and or agencies/institutions 
in the fish processing sector or indeed related sectors
12 a) For the purposes of your business, what firms do you have links with9
10 b) Whei e are they located9
12 b) If you have links with firms, please describe the nature and importance of these 
links
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TYPE OF LINK
Joint maiketing
lnloimation-sharing (technical) 
Intoimation-sharmg (market)
Joint appioach to State agencies 
Joint appioach to local authorities 
Sub-conti acting in 
Sub-contiacting out 
R&D paitneiships 
Rcciuitment of skilled workers 
Alliances (one other firm)
Alliances (two or more other firms) 
Joint ventures 
Pooling finance
IMPORTANCE
not impt impt very impt □
not impt impt very impt □
not impt impt very impt □
not impt impt very impt □
not impt impt very impt □
not impt impt very impt □
not impt impt very impt □
not impt impt very impt □
not impt impt very impt □
not impt impt very impt □
not impt impt very impt □
not impt impt very impt □
not impt impt very impt □
2 c) How would you describe the nature of these links Local (within 10 miles)
Local Reg National UK Eur Internat
Joint marketing
Information-sharing
Joint approach to State agencies
Joint approach to local authorities
Sub-contracting in
Sub-contracting out
R&D partnerships
Alliances (one other firm}
Alliances (two or more others)
Joint ventures
Pooling finance
Others (please specify)
12 d) Foi the purposes of your business, what agencies/institutions do you have links 
with9
Type of agency/institution
Rcseaich Institutes
Umveisity/Regional Technical College
Chambei of Commerce
Govei nment Agencies
Skills/Training Organisations
Business Associations
Confei ences/Trade Fairs/Workshops
Othei (if yes, please specify
Name and location of 
agency/institution
12 e) Is youi firm a member of any associations/ institutions9 If yes, please specify
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Chamber of commerce yes no
IBEC/SFA yes no
BIM
Other business/
Industry association yes no
If yes, specify
Other development group yes no
If yes, specify
12 f) How did your links with firms evolve9
12 g) What factors have prevented you from having more links with other firms?
Lack of perceived benefits 
Rivahy/loss of face in seeking
not împt impt very impt □
co-opci ation not lmpt impt very impt □
Risk of losing know-how 
Risk of revealing financial
not impt impt very impt □
Infoimation not impt impt very impt □
No suitable partner available not impt impt very impt □
Co-oidination costs too high not impt impt very impt □
All pioblems can be solved internally not impt impt very impt □
13 a) Are you a member of any formal (contractual) business Networking or
Partnership initiative (whether private or established by a government or EU
agency)9 yes no
If yes, please provide details ___________________________________ _
13 b) In youi opinion would your business benefit from establishing links (or 
additional links) with other firms (e g in sharing machinery, developing 
infrastructure, sharing information, joint marketing)9
yes
no
Please explain briefly ______________________________________________
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13 c) What do you think these benefits might be9
13 d) If in the past your firm had links with other firms and/or agencies, but no 
longei does so, please explain
13 e) Is there anything in your opinion which could be done to improve the conditions 
for the building of linkages9
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Q uestions for O ceanpath  -  In terview  2
1. Production process - Change and development
The system and changes made
a) Describe initial production system in 1995 (from receiving inputs to delivering 
outputs)
i.e. individual stages of production, what was involved and number of people 
required, output capacity.
b) When were changes made (year) and what were they? (a schedule of changes 
made is required, purchasing of systems, training on systems etc)
c) Describe the production system as it is today
d) What have these changes meant to Oceanpath? (capacity for production)ln 
terms of production output, lead times for delivery of orders etc.
Understanding how change has been facilitated
e) Where did technical know how come from in order to make these changes?
f) How has accreditation to various quality assurance standards changed the 
production process?
g) Describe the role that any person (internal/external) or other organisation (e.g. 
Superquinn, BIM, Enterprise Ireland) may have played in
i) Influencing change
ii) Assisting change
iii) Implementing change
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2 Products -  Change and Development
a) Detail the products Oceanpath produced initially in 1995
b) Detail the products Oceanpath produces today
c) List the added value products Oceanpath produce noting when pioduction 
began and plans to launch new value added products
Undet standing change
d) Why were value added products developed9 
(where is knowledge acquired9)
c) What process is/was used to develop new value added products9 (fiom product 
idea to product launch)
f) Describe the role any person (mtemal/extemal), or other organisation (e g 
Superquinn, BIM, Enterprise Ireland) may have played in
I) Influencing change
II) Assisting change
III) Implementing change
3 Organisation -  Change and Development
a) Descnbe Oceanpath’s internal structure
Individual’s roles within the company (how this has changed since inception)
b) Describe any organisational changes (including improvements 
made) that Occanpath has gone through since inception
In terms of
I) Marketing
II) Purchasing and distribution activities
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in) Supply chain management
i v ) Customer maintenance
v) Operation management
vi) Quality certification
vu) Planning processes
c) Descube the role any person (intemal/exteinal) or othei organisation (e g 
Superquinn, BIM, Enterprise Ireland, trade association, ) may have played 
in
I) Influencing change
II) Assisting change
III) Implementing change
4 Inter-organisational relationships
( 1 ) The Superauinn- Oceanpath partnership
a) Describe how the partnership came about9
b) What is it about Superquinn that makes them a suitable partner9
c) How did geographical proximity between facilitate the establishment of the 
lelationship9 And how has it assisted in its maintenance9
d) How has the relationship been of benefit to Oceanpath9 (detail tangible and 
intangible benefits)
e) Detail the number of individuals in Oceanpath who have contact (face to face 
meetings, telephone, e-mail etc), with individuals in Superquinn 
(detailing the role of individuals m each of the firms)
0 Specify the type of contact, the frequency of such contact and purpose (i e 
what kind of information is exchanged9)
Tiust between Oceanpath and Supetauinn 
Is this a formal or informal relationship9 (Is there a contract9)
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[f there is a contract
0 Is it for a fixed temi7
■0 Is it subject to certain performance indicators/ standards7
.11) Is there a review process7
iv) Is it documented as to how the partnership will operate7
v) Is there group decision making7
(2) Relationships with Suppliers
a) What is the nature of relationships with suppliers7 (formal/informal)
b) Describe how the relationship was initiated and how it is maintained
c) How aie suppliers selected7
d) In what way is there trust between Oceanpath and Suppliers (as some suppliers 
aie also fish and seafood processors in their own right)
e) Who in Oceanpath has contact with Suppliers and what is the natuie of this 
contact7
f) Has Oceanpath ever shared information (technical or market based) with
suppliers7
g) If so, describe how this has happened
h) Have any suppliers shared information (technical or market based) with
Oceanpath7
If so, describe how this has happened
i) The ability to source new products was mentioned as one of Oceanpath’s
competitive advantages at the previous interview How is this achieved7 (As 
all fiims have access to the same co-ops/ fish auctions etc)
(3) Relationships with non-firm organisations
a) What is the nature of relationships with non-firm organisations (e g B1M,
Enterprise Ireland, trade associations)
5 Social and Business Community
a) Descnbe Oceanpath5s attitude to i) competition and competitors 11) customers 
in) suppliers i v )  non-firm organisations
b) Describe the business environment within which Oceanpath operates7
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Describe the type of interactions individuals from Oceanpath may have 
other firms at
Fish auctions 
Trade fairs 
) Conferences
How is any knowledge gained at these events put to use m Oceanpath7
BIM (The Irish Fisheries Board) Questions
1 What role does BIM play in supporting and developing seafood processors9 
(i e what types of links do BIM have with seafood processors and how intense 
aie those links)
2 What role has BIM played in Oceanpath’s development9
3 Describe the business environment within which seafood processors operate9
(i) Structure of the industry
(n) Economic climate
(m) Intensity of competition
( i v ) Accessing markets
(v) Co-operation/rivalry
4 What ai e the mam characteristics of Irish seafood processing firms9 
In terms of
(i) Size
(n) Level of automation
(in) Levels of co-operation amongst fish processors
(iv) Levels of innovation
BIM and Oceanpath
5 How would you rate Oceanpath in terms of the following 
(i) As a seafood processor
(n) Its production system
(in) Its traceabihty system
(iv) Its quality assurance
(v) Its value added range
6 Describe the links between BIM and Oceanpath
BIM, Oceanpath and Superquinn
7 How did QSP come about9
8 Describe
(i) The development process
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(n) Specifications (e g are there certain standards of processing required in 
order to qualify for QSP9)
(111) Implementation
( iv ) Procedures for maintaining the standard
9 Describe the relationship between BIM and Oceanpath in the implementation
of the QSP standard
10 What kind of supports (past or on-going) do BIM provide Oceanpath and
Superquinn with m regard to the QSP9 (e g training)
1 1 Describe the relationship between BIM and Superquinn
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Questions for Print Consortium of Ireland
1 Evolution
a)
ì
What circumstances lead to the consortium’s establishment9 (Rationale for 
initiation)
b) Where did the idea of a consortium originate (was it a particular 
individual’s idea or the idea of a number of individuals within a numbei of 
firms9)
c) What factors influenced partner choice9 (Firm reputation, management 
reputation, geographical proximity)
d) Weie there any pre-existing relationships between the five member firms9
2 Operation
a) Describe the governance structure for the management of the consortium9 
-Fiom acquisition of contracts to execution and completion of projects
b) How are the firms’ resources pooled together9 And what resources are 
involved9 (E g financial, physical, managerial, human, organisational and 
technological)
c) How has geographical proximity between member firms facilitated the 
operation and management of contracts9
d) Describe the type of interaction that takes place between member firms
e) How frequently do member firms interact with one another9
0 How is trust exhibited between member firms9
Performance
a) How successful has the consortium been (in terms of contracts won)9
a) What are the consortium’s collective strengths9
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4 Business Environment
a) Descnbe the business environment within which the consortium operates
Commenting on the scale of the industry, the market, competitive pressures, 
supporting organisations, technological change etc
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Questions for the Flour Confectioners and Bakers Association (FCBA)
1 Business Environment
a) Describe the business environment withm which bakery firms operate 
Commenting on
(1) The scale of the mdustiy,
(u) The market (are there any entry barriers7)
(111) Competitive pressures,
( IV ) Supporting organisations,
(V) Technological change,
(V I) Levels of innovation,
(VI.) Skills,
(vili) Rules of play
( IX ) Rivalry
(X) Co-operation between firms and between firms and
supporting organisations
b) What are the main changes the industry has experienced m the last 20 
years7 How have these changes affected the way in which firms 
operate7
2 Bakery Firms
a) Describe the typical bakery firm in terms of scale and structure
b) Describe the typical production process -  turnaround times etc
c) Describe the type of relationships firms have with suppliers
d) Describe the type of relationships firms have with buyers
e) Describe the type of relationships firms have with supporting
organisations
f) How useful are supporting organisations
g) How are big players like Cuisine de France changing the way firms 
do business
3 FCBA
a) What is the function of the FCBA7
b) Has the FCBA any links with North Dublin bakery firms7
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Of the 45 firms assisted on the skillnet piogramme how may are North Dublin based7 
(What is the profile of the typical firms assisted7)
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Questions for Bakery Firms
1 The firm - general
a) Give a brief history of your firm
b) What products does your firm currently produce7
d) What do you think are the mam competitive advantages of your business7
c) Have any new products been launched on the market recently7 If so what 
influenced new product development7
f) What might inhibit the development of new products7
g) Has your firm received any awards/ pnzes/accreditation/quality approval7
2 The firm -  change and development
a) What changes has your firm gone through since its inception7 
In terms of
-Production process 
-Organisational structure 
-Product lines
b) Have external factors influenced change in any of the above If so, how7
3 External Relationships
a) Describe the relationship that youi firm has with suppliers (Formal/informal)7
b) Are suppliers local, national, international7 (Is proximity to 
suppliers important7)
c) Describe the relationship that your firm has with Customers/buyers 
(Foi mal/informal)7
d) Describe the relationship that your firm has with supporting organisations (l e 
tiade associations, development agencies etc)7 How have they been of 
assistance to your business7
e) Describe the relationship that youi firm has with other bakery firms7
e) In your opinion would your business benefit from establishing links (or
additional links) with other firms or supporting organisations7
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4 Training
a) Have you experienced any problems m relation to availability of skilled 
employees7
b) Have you experienced any problems relating to staff turnover7
c) Has the Flour Confectioners and Bakers Association Skillnet Programme been 
of any assistance to your firm7
5 Business Environment
a) Descnbe the business environment within which your firm operates 
Commenting on
(i) The scale of the industry,
(n) The market,
(111) Competitive pressures,
(1 v) Pi oduction cycles
(v) Technological change etc
(vi) Skills
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VAppendix D
List of Key Companies in North Dublin
Firm Name Size*
Dunns Seafaie Ltd Small
Oceanpath Ltd Small
Rockabill Shellfish Small
Simro Ltd (Wrights Small
of Howth)
<10 = small, 10-49 small, 50-249 Medium, > 250 Laige
Key firms in fish processing sector 
Location
Jamestown Business Park, Finglas, Dublin 11 
9A & 11A West Pier, Howth, Co Dublin 
Stephenstown Industrial Estate, Balbnggan, Co Dublin 
14 West Pier, Howth, Co Dublin
Key firms in Bakery Sector
Firm Name Size* Location
Coughlan’s Bakery Small Blackhorse Industrial Estate, Dublin 7
DunhilTs Confectionery Production Ltd Medium McKee Avenue, Fmglas, Dublin 11
Golden Bake Ltd Small Malahide Road Industrial Park, Dublin 1
Kylemore Bakery Ltd Large McKee Avenue, Fmglas, Dublin 11
Mannings Bakeries Limited Small Greencastle Parade, Coolock, Dublin 17
Key firms in Paper print and publishing
Firm Name Size*
Alluset Ltd Medium
Cahill Puntéis Medium
Colourbooks Small
Numan Limited T/A BetaPrmt Small
Smuifit Web Press Medium
Clonliffe Print Ltd Small
Dakota Packaging Ltd Medium
Dollaid Packaging Ltd Small
Futme Punt Medium
Kenilworth Products Ltd Medium
Multipimt Labels Ltd Medium
Playpunt Sales Limited Medium
Piesswell Ltd Small
Tnlog íe Limited Small
Wood-Pnntcraft Ltd Large
Data Page Ltd **
Wilks Ceidac **
Intercontinental Photo Composition Ltd **
Alpha Sign Nameplate & Decal Ltd
Colei ldge Fine Arts **
lush Box Print and Packaging **
Plasweld Displays Ltd * *
1A Not available
Location
Dublin Industrial Estate, Glasnevin, Dublin 11 
East Wall Road, Dublin 3 
Baldoyle Industrial Estate, Dublin 13 
Malahide Road Industrial Estate, Dublin 17 
Botanic Road, Glasnevin, Dublin 9 
Phoenix Industrial Estate, Navan Rd, Dublin 7 
Airways Industrial Estate, Dublin 17
Baldoyle Industrial Estate, Dublin 13
Dublin Industrial Estate, Glasnevin, Dublin 11
Swords Business Park, Seatown, Swords
Drumcondra, Dublin
Baldoyle Road, Dublin 13
Dublin Industrial Estate, Glasnevin, Dublin 11
Malahide Road Industrial Estate, Dublin 17
East Wall Road
Fmglas, Dublin 11
Dublin 17
East Wall Road, Dublin 3
Malahide Road Industrial Estate, Dublin 17
Artane
Dublin 11
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